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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The aim of this thesis is to examine the Christian literature of the first three
centuries A.D. concerning the general priesthood of the church and the priesthood
of the ordained to determine whether the understanding of the former was harmed
by the understanding of the latter. This examination is preceded, first, by
consideration of some modern literature on these subjects to show why they are
important and which issues are being discussed, and, second, by study of the New
Testament's teaching which shows that the only Christian priesthoods apparent in it
are those of Christ and of Christians in general and that it contains no clear
justification of the priesthood of the ordained. The Christian literature of the first
three centuries A.D. is then examined to show that the priesthood of the ordained
appeared towards the end of the second century and arose mainly because of the
church's desire to relate the Old Testament to its life and because of the leaders'
presidency over the church, its worship, especially the eucharist, and discipline. The
same literature is again examined to show that, although there continued to be an
awareness of the general priesthood, by the mid-third century it came to be largely
ignored and devalued in the light of the increasing emphasis on the priesthood of
the ordained. This literature is studied a third time to show that the development
of the priesthood of the ordained and the devaluation of the priesthood of the
church were connected with, and part of, the development of the distinction
between the clergy and the laity which involved the increasing monopoly of
authority and public ministry by the former. On the basis of these examinations of
the New Testament and the Christian literature of the first three centuries A.D.
conclusions are drawn concerning issues raised in the examination of modern
literature on priesthood, particularly justification of the priesthood of the ordained,
the relationship of this priesthood to the general priesthood, the role of priestliness
in the overall understanding of the ordained, the distinction between the clergy and
the laity, and the relevance of the understanding of priesthood advanced in this
thesis to women's ordination and church reunion.
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1.1 Aim and outline
As its title indicates, the main aim of this thesis is to examine the evidence of the
Christian literature of the first three centuries A.D. concerning the general
priesthood of the church and the special priesthood of the ordained clergy, showing
that there was a movement away from the former and towards the latter. In order
to relate this evidence to the present day, it will begin with an examination of
some recent discussion concerning these priesthoods. This will show the need, and
pose some important questions for, an investigation of the early church's
understanding of these priesthoods. A study of the NT's evidence on the subject of
priesthood will follow to set the scene for the examination of the developments
which ensued in the rest of the first three centuries. Material touching on the
relationship between the laity and the ordained will also be studied, since, as we
shall see, this relationship is intimately connected with the aformentioned
priesthoods. A conclusion will seek to relate the results of this study to the
questions posed by the modern literature on the subject.
The first three centuries have been chosen as the main subject for this study both
because they form a convenient length of time for a thesis of this kind and
because they span the most significant time in the church's history for the
development of that understanding of the priesthood of the ordained which came to
dominate thereafter. As will be shown, the NT marks a significant departure from
Jewish views of priesthood, whilst the third century marks something of a return to
the ancient Jewish view.
1.2 Some remarks on terminology
The current meaning of 'priest' and related words will be derived from the
documents examined, but two things need to be made clear from the outset with
regard to the terminology employed in this thesis. The first is that every attempt
will be made to use consistently the word 'priest' to mean and translate what was
meant by the Greek tepexx; and the Latin 'sacerdos', whilst 'presbyter' or 'elder'
will be used to mean and translate what was meant by Tipeo(3\)xepoc; and
'presbyter'. This is not done in all modern literature, 'priest' often being used for
both. Usually justified on the basis that in English 'priest' is a contraction of
'presbyter', this procedure had some validity when 'presbyter' was not used at all in
12
English, but results only in confusion today when it is.l
Second, the terms 'the general priesthood', 'the priesthood of all the faithful', 'the
common priesthood', 'the priesthood of the church', and various combinations of
these will be used to describe that priesthood in which all Christians share; and the
terms 'the hierarchical priesthood', 'the priesthood of the clergy', 'the special
priesthood', 'the priesthood of the ordained', and combinations thereof will be used
to describe that priesthood in which only the ordained have been considered to
share. Exceptions to the latter in the works of Clement of Alexandria and Origen,
who taught a special priesthood of the gnostic or perfect Christian, as well as being
aware of that of the ordained, in Origen's case, will be made clear as appropriate.
1. On this subject see Wright, 1986, 195-196.
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2. MODERN DISCUSSION OF PRIESTHOOD
This examination of some modern discussion of priesthood is intended only to
demonstrate the reasons why a study of the evidence of the first three centuries on
the subject is important to the debate and to the church, and to adduce the kinds
of questions which need to be asked of that early evidence if the modern
discussion is to be furthered to the benefit of the church. It is certainly not
intended to be exhaustive, nor to present a completely balanced representation of
the whole of this discussion. It does, however, represent at least some of the
discussion and present some of the most important issues.
Nearly all of the literature referred to comes from the past 50 years,* and deals
mainly with the priesthoods of the ordained and of the church in general. Since
these are related to the larger subjects of the church's ministry and the role of the
laity, some works on these have been consulted. Attempts have been made to look
at both works by individual Christian theologians and documents produced by larger
groups of Christians which are likely to have more general influence in the
churches.
2.1 Reasons why study of this subject is important today
There are three main reasons given in the literature to explain why this subject is
especially important today.
2.1.1 A shortage of clergy
Several scholars present the desire to cope with and reverse the reduction in the
numbers offering themselves for ordination and an increase in the numbers leaving
the clergy as a reason for the importance of, and the considerable amount of
writing on, the ordained ministry in the past twenty to thirty years in particular.^
A major reason for both these developments is given as a 'crisis of identity' for
both ordinands and the ordained.3 A second reason is identified as the Roman
1. The sole exception to this is Moberly, 1897. This was used because of its
reissue in 1969 and continuing considerable influence on Anglicanism and on the
ecumenical movement within the past 50 years. On this see Wright, 1986, 198-202
and Card, 1988, 35-47.
2. So Kiing, 1972, 9; Harvey, 1975, 1; Kerkhofs in Grollenberg, 1980, 6-12;
Schillebeeckx, 1985, 1; and Card, 1988, 14-17.
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Catholic Church's demand for the celibacy of the ordained,^ whilst a third is the
unwillingness of many churches to ordain women. *
2.1.2 A rediscovery of the role of the laitv
Scholars have discerned the following factors as contributing to this: first, the
relative paucity of the ordained noted above which has resulted in "the development
of the phenomenon of small congregations thrown back on their own resources"
second, a desire to rediscover the personal aspect of life through relationships
within communitythird, the longing to bring about social and economic liberation
and justice often linked with the keenness to bear witness to the insights given in
Christianity;8 fourth, the return to liturgical sources, at least within the Roman
Catholic Church, resulting in the rediscovery of the laity's active role in the
church's worshipand fifth, new biblical and theological insights in the church on
this subject, the ecumenical movement and the World Council of Churches
contributing significantly.H
This greater emphasis on the laity's role in the church's life has inevitably
increased the pressures to redefine that role in comparison with that of the
3. So Kiing, 1972, 13-14; Harvey, 1975, 1; Cooke, 1976, 1; Card, 1988, 21-24;
and especially O'Neill, 1968. The very titles of two of these emphasise this point:
so O'Neill, The Priest in Crisis: a study in role change; and Harvey, Priest or
President?
4. So Kerkhofs in Grollenberg, 1980, 17-20; and Card, 1988, 19-20.
5. So Kerkhofs in Grollenberg, 1980, 16-17; and Card, 1988, 17-19.
6. Card, 1988, 25. See too Kraemer, 1958, 33-34.
7. So Card, 1988, 25-26.
8. So Card, 1988, 26; on the rediscovery of the evangelistic or missionary
responsibility by the laity see Congar, 1957, xxiv and Kraemer, 1958, 12-13 and
28-30; on the role of the laity in the nineteenth century in responding to the
process of secularisation, see Kraemer, 1958, 29.
9. So Congar, 1957, xxiv.
10. So Congar, 1957, xxiv; Kraemer, 1958, 10; and Cooke, 1976, 9-10. As
examples of theological and biblical reflection concerning the nature and role of the
laity, see, in addition to Congar, 1957 and Kraemer, 1958, Torrance, 1955 and
Manson, 1958.
11. So Torrance, 1955, vii and Kraemer, 1958, 43-45.
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ordained. So has the perception that it has not yet been as fully articulated and
realised as it should be. 13
2.1.3 The desire to reunite the churches
A number of the documents and books to which reference will be made later in
this section were prepared in connection with attempts to reunite the churches.
The focus in these attempts on the issues of ministry and the sacraments, with
which the question of priesthood is so closely bound up, has been necessitated by
the fact that the non-recognition of the validity of other churches' ministries and so
of their sacraments has been one of the most significant hindrances to reunion.
This has resulted in both documents which have been produced as a result of
inter-church discussions aimed at producing greater mutual understanding and
agreement, and documents which have aimed at contributing to these discussions. 14
Each of these three factors, then, has played a highly significant role in raising and
keeping the issue of the correct understanding and function of the ordained and the
laity within the churches near the top of the theological agenda. The priesthoods of
the ordained and the laity have formed a vital aspect of this because of the
importance the category of priesthood has assumed in the past in understanding the
nature and role of the ordained.
2.2 Non-priestlv issues raised
2.2.1 The importance of the evidence of the first three centuries
There has been a great deal of recognition of the importance of the NT's evidence
concerning both the role of the laity and that of the church's ministry. Houtepen,
for example, writes of "convergence in exegetical and historical investigations" and,
like so many others, feels it important to return to study of the NT evidence in
order to provide better understanding of the church's ministry. 13 He views the
declarations of agreement produced within the church on this subject as made
12. So Cooke, 1976, 6.
13. So Kraemer, 1958, 13-14 and 17-18; and O'Neill, 1968, 187.
14. As examples of the former, see ARCIC, 1982, BEM, 1982, and AR1C, 1984.
As examples of the latter, see Torrance, 1955; Hanson R., 1971; Tillard, 1973; and
FOAG, 1986.
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"above all on the basis of the exegetical rediscoveries which have been made in
recent years. Evidence of this can be seen in the way in which the modern
literature on the subject returns repeatedly to the NT in order to discover its
teaching on ministry and how that can be related to today's situation and
problems. 17
The need has also been perceived to examine the evidence of the Christian
literature from post-NT times in order to establish that the view of the ministry
which has dominated at least parts, and, arguably, the whole of the church down
to the present, 18 was or was not in line with that in the NT itself. 19
2.2.2 The distinction between clergy and laitv
Although the distinction between leaders and led is generally accepted as divinely
ordained and present from the beginning of the church,20 there has been some
questioning of the nature of the later distinction between the clergy and the laity.
Whilst some would continue to discern this as an ontological distinction brought
about through the sacrament of orders,21 others would see it as no more than a
functional distinction,22 whilst still others would view it as unnecessary and a
15. In Grollenberg, 1980, 27-37.
16. In Grollenberg, 1980, 37-40.
17. So, e.g., Hanson A., 1961, 14-107 and 155-171; Brown, 1971, 2 and 13-86;
Tillard, 1973, 8-19 and 26-28; Harvey, 1975, 1-16; Hanson R., 1979, 7-27;
Houtepen in Grollenberg, 1980, 27-40; ARCIC, 1982; Schillebeeckx, 1985, 40-123;
FOAG, 1986, 5-7, 12 and 17-27. Note too Galot, 1984, 17-27 for his discussion of
"Inadequate Criteria" for defining ministerial priesthood and his promotion of Christ
and his teaching as its source and model.
18. Mackey, 1987, 115, argues that a 'priestly' understanding of the ordained
dominates the view of ministry even in churches which do not use the name 'priest'
for the ordained.
19. So, e.g., Hanson A., 1961, 108-118; Tillard, 1973, 20-25; Harvey, 1975, 16-26;
Hanson R., 1979, 27-58; Schillebeeckx in Grollenberg, 1980, 60-65; Schillebeeckx,
1985, 124-160; FOAG, 1986, 31-34.
20. So Moberly, 1897, 89 and 91; ARCIC, 1982, section 6; and ARIC, 1984,
47-48.
21. As noted by Schillebeeckx, 1985, 218-219 and exemplified by Galot, 1984,
207-209.
22. So Schillebeeckx in Grollenberg, 1980, 75 and in Schillebeeckx, 1985, 233-234.
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deviation from the ideal. 23 Card argues that the disagreement between ontological
and functional is largely due to "two diametrically opposed views of life and of
faith", the one being "essentialist" and the other "existentialist. "24 Since the former
emphasises the separation of the holy, the image of the priest has appealed to it a
great deal and is central to its understanding of ministry. This is certainly so in
the Roman Catholic tradition, as was brought out in the documents of Vatican
11.25
On the other side, the lack of a distinction between clergy and laity in the NT has
been noted, together with its otherwise early emergence. There has also been
considerable concern over its eventual results in the devaluation of the laity and
their demotion to a largely passive role in the church's life.26 Even within the
Roman Catholic communion, voices have been raised welcoming the loss of men
from the ranks of the clergy as "'a clear sign of its [sc. the clergy's] irrelevance'"
and advocating "that priests should ... seek ... to move right out into the secular
world, renouncing the privileges and securities of the clerical group. "27 O'Neill
views as relevant to the present and future situation the fact that "priesthood, in
the Judaeo-Christian tradition, is a community function exercised by all who are
called together by God to be his witnessing people",28 rightly seeing the intimate
link between the clergy-laity divide and the issue of the nature of the priesthood.
To a considerable extent, then, as will become even clearer below, the issue of the
right understanding of the priesthoods of the ordained and of the whole church is
an important, even a central, part of the issue of the right understanding of the
relationship between the clergy and the laity.
23. So Cooke, 1976, 197.
24. Card, 1988, 95-100.
25. On this see Mackey, 1987, 103-117.
26. So Kraemer, 1958, 48-58; Cooke, 1976, 197 and 398; Houtepen in Grollenberg,
1980, 22-24; and Wingren, 1982, 3-16.
27. O'Neill, 1968, 184, quoting from and referring to I. Illich, 'The Vanishing
Clergyman,' in The Critic, June-July 1967, 18-27.
28. O'Neill, 1968, 186. See too Houtepen in Grollenberg, 1980, 23-24 on the
relevance of the teaching in the NT and early church on the role of the
non-leaders of the church and its connection with the NT's teaching on the general
priesthood.
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2.3 Issues regarding the priesthood of the ordained
For one thing, scholars have disagreed whether priesthood is a central and defining
category for understanding and expressing the life and role of the ordained, and
over what the correct understanding of that priesthood is. This disagreement is
usually related to the correct understanding of the ordained's priesthood and the
relationship between that priesthood and the priesthood of the whole church.
Because of the importance of the NT and post-NT developments noted in section
2.2.1 above, these discussions have, in most cases, included treatments of the
relevant NT and post-NT evidence, usually seeking to give an account of why
priestly terminology was not used of the ordained in the NT and how and why it
came to be so used later. Explicitly or implicitly, justifications have been presented
for the continuing application of priestly ideas to the ordained.
2.3.1 The part priesthood plays in the understanding of the ordained
On one side there are those developing the traditional Roman Catholic view, for
whom priesthood is the central and defining category by which the ordained
ministry is to be understood and described. This can be seen from The Documents
of Vatican II, in which the two main decrees on the ordained ministry are entitled
'Decree on Priestly Formation' and 'Decree on the Ministry and Life of Priests.'
The same is true for such as Brown, Congar and Galot. This can be seen in the
way in which Brown views the four main NT roles or ministries (disciple, apostle,
presbyter-bishop and the one who presided at the eucharist) as funnelling into the
priesthood of the ordained.29 Similarly, Congar views the essence of the church as
residing in its hierarchical structure which represents Christ and generates the
church and so is chronologically and logically prior to it.20 Galot has entitled his
book Theology of the Priesthood, and it is the ordained to whom he is referring.
There is a second group of scholars, mainly, but not only, from the Anglican
tradition, who wish to retain the category of 'priesthood' in their understanding of
the ordained, but are uneasy with the traditional Roman Catholic emphasis on it
and find 'ministry', 'pastoring' or 'oversight' summing up their view of the ordained
29. Brown, 1971, 21-45.
30. Congar, 1957, 249-250.
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better. This can be illustrated from Moberly and the Hanson brothers, from the
Roman Catholic Tillard, and from the ecumenical documents on the subject.
Moberly entitled his work Ministerial Priesthood and defends the importance of the
priestly understanding of the ordained, particularly with respect to the offering of
the eucharist.31 However, after considering some NT passages, he concludes that
the dominant idea in them
"is something far more general, and more inclusive of all vital activities and
meaning .... It is the unreserved offering, the total self-dedication, of what is
... wise oversight, anxious forethought and rule, an unwearied guidance,
preaching, teaching, discipline .... It is the care of an utterly loving pastor,
"32
R. Hanson, with explicitly ecumenical motives,33 defends a concept of priesthood
which involves "a ministry of men or women who stand for God to their
fellow-men and represent their fellow-men to God." On the other hand, he rejects
a 'sacerdotal' understanding of priesthood centred on the eucharistic cult and
continues to use 'ministry', as he had in an earlier work, as his normal way of
describing the activity of the ordained.34 Tillard's paper, commissioned by the
Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission, argues that 'priest' is an
appropriate title for a Christian minister, but "not only does the gospel 'ministry'
appear broader than the 'sacerdotal' function, but what the scripture says does not
explicitly concern the latter. "35
Understandably, this same kind of view is to be found in ecumenical documents,
particularly those emanating from discussions between Anglicans and Roman
31. See, for example, Moberly, 1897, 266-268.
32. Moberly, 1897, 284-285. Archbishop Carey endorsed Moberly's view in 1986,
27-29.
33. He entitles his concluding subsection 'Ecumenical Priesthood' in 1979, 115-117.
34. Hanson R., 1979, 99-100. Ministry is even more clearly the main way he
understands the ordained in his 1971 book, see especially 26 and 46-48. See too
Hanson A. and R., 1987, 132 and 151, cf. 189.
35. Tillard, 1973, 27-28. Cooke, 1976, is another Roman Catholic who makes
'ministry' central to his understanding of the clergy, whilst even Galot, for whom
'priesthood' is otherwise normative, as can be seen from his chapter headings,




A third group of scholars, mainly liberal Roman Catholic and both liberal and
conservative Protestant, find leadership to be what distinguishes the ordained from
other Christians. Some of these feel that priesthood should play little or no part in
the understanding of the clergy. For example, Kiing argues, on the basis of NT
evidence, that the whole church is to serve and minister to the Christian
community, so that, whilst service or ministry is central to the function of the
ordained, it is a particular form of service which differentiates them from the rest
of the community. This form is leadership or presidency, which is the most
appropriate general term to be used for the functions of the ordained. For Kung,
"the term 'priestly ministry' applied not to all Christians, but only to those
entrusted with a specific church service, misrepresents the situation recorded in the
New Testament" and so should be dispensed with. 37 Harvey, Schillebeeckx and Card
follow Kung in this view, although they do not dismiss completely the use of
priestly ideas to apply to the ordained. 38
There are also those who view ministry and/or leadership as the dominant
understanding of the ordained and share Kung's reluctance to use priestly
terminology of them. For example, Wright argues that "if we have regard to the
balance of New Testament guidance, we will not give our ministers the title of
'priest', even though we may conclude that their ministry includes a priestly
element." This element, however, is no different from that enjoyed by the rest of
the Christian community except in that ministers "may be thought of as leading or
focusing" that.39 Mackey and O'Neill take a very similar view.40
36. See ARCIC, 1982, 29-45; BEM, 1982, 20-27; and ARIC, 1984, 46-65.
37. Kung, 1972, 28-30.
38. Harvey, 1975, especially 71; Schillebeeckx in Grollenberg, 1980, 56-84; on the
use of priestly language, see 75; see too Schillebeeckx, 1985: on the use of priestly
language, see 144; Card, 1988, 119-124.
39. Wright, 1986, 204-207.
40. Mackey, 1987, 114-118. See too O'Neill, 1968, 182-187 and 214-220 and ARIC,
1984, 50.
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2.3.2 The understanding and derivation of this priesthood
It will already be apparent that different understandings of the priesthood of the
ordained are involved in the above views.
For the first view noted above, as indicated by the documents of Vatican II, the
priesthood of the ordained is different from that of the whole church "in essence
and not only in degree." This essential difference is defined in terms of a "sacred
power" to bring about the eucharistic sacrifice and rule God's people.4^ As Mackey
comments, "this sacred power is ... what makes a priest a priest."43 it is regarded
as being conveyed to the priest during and through the sacrament of orders when a
new priestly 'character' is mystically engraved in the person. Whilst Galot maintains
that this event involves a deepening of, not an addition to, the mark already made
on the person in baptism and confirmation, he still views it as entailing "a new
creation", fashioning "a new being" and effecting an "ontological transformation."
He considers this as expressed in "the capacity to make the Lord present" and to
be "'another Christ' in a special way .... The priest's identification with Christ
culminates in the words of consecration, 'This is my body' and 'This is my
blood'."43
The consequences of this identification for the church are enormous. For one thing,
the priest receives has
"the capacity to so lead the community in the name of Christ that it will be
led more and more by the Lord himself ... to speak in the name of Christ,
to proclaim the Word of God, and to expound with authority the gospel
message ... to represent Christ in worship and in the sacraments, to let grace
spring forth and be shared through the performance of perceptible signs, to
speak in his name the words that impart forgiveness of sins, and to offer the
Eucharist."44
41. 'Lumen Gentium', n.10: Abbott, 1966, 27.
42. Mackey, 1987, 104-106. See also 'Presbyterorum ordinis', n.2: Abbott, 1966,
533-536; and Galot, 1984, 27, where he writes of "the power immanent in the
priesthood itself" and goes on to link this with the Eucharist in particular.
43. Galot, 1984, 201-208. It is only fair to add that Galot strives to avoid "a
theory of priesthood marked by an excessive cultic bias that exerts a regrettable
influence on the teaching on character" and broadens the view of the ministerial
priesthood considerably. Congar, 1951, 51-56, represents the earlier narrower Roman
Catholic understanding of priesthood mainly in terms of sacrifice.
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He is thus "a mediator, but on the strength of a participation in Christ's own
mediation, ...."45
For another, "there will never be a time when lay men and women are not on
their knees before the altar and sitting before the pulpit, ... lay people will always
be a subordinate order in the Church ...."46 Finally, for the priest himself,
j
"the character impressed on the soul by the priestly ordination bespeaks a new
being which in turn calls for a way of life to be the expression of it. ... For
Jesus ... it included the renunciation of a secular profession, abstention from
political involvement, and voluntary celibacy",
and so it should for the priest too.47
As has already been noted, this view of the ordained priesthood involves more
disjunction than continuity between it and the general priesthood. Congar works this
out mainly in terms of different, though related, sacrifices, the general priesthood
involving Christians' self-sacrifice and self-giving to God, and the ordained
priesthood the representation of Christ's self-sacrifice on the cross. They are linked
via the Eucharist, the one giving and the other receiving Christ's life.48 This view
further presents the ordained priesthood as deriving directly from Christ and his
priesthood and not from the church and its priesthood.49
The second and third groups noted in the previous section adopt a basically
functionalist, as opposed to ontological, understanding of the priesthood of the
ordained, but they are divided, to some extent, over whether this priesthood is
derived from Christ directly or via the Christian community and its priesthood.
Amongst Anglicans at least Moberly has influenced a number towards the former
44. Galot, 1984, 208-209.
45. Galot, 1984, 143. See also Congar, 1951, 64-77.
46. Congar, 1957, xxiii.
47. Galot, 1984, 219.
48. Congar, 1951, 66-67 and 1957, 159. See further Congar, 1957, 159-180 and
Abbott, 1966, 27.
49. See Congar, 1957, 162 and Galot, 1984, 26.
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view. He opposes strenuously the view that there is any essential difference between
the minister and the laity, maintaining that the difference is that of function and
not kind, and that the priest is not closer to God nor holier nor working for God
vicariously for all, making the layman right with God. He is, rather, the
representative of the Christian body, the priestly 'character' involving "a status, ...
capacities, duties, responsibilities of ministerial life, yet separable from, and, in a
sense, external to the secret character of the personal self." Priests are, "by
ordination, specialized and empowered to exercise ministerially and organically the
prerogatives of the whole. "50
Nonetheless, Moberly equally vigorously opposes the view that the minister receives
authority solely by delegation from the church. Priesthood is not "conferred by the
voice of the Body simply, without authorizing or enabling empowerment of directly
and distinctly Divine ordaining." Ministers, whilst not "intermediaries between the
Body and its life ... are organs of the Body, through which the life, inherent in
the total Body, expresses itself in particular functions of detail."51 They therefore
derive their priesthood both from participation in the church's and from divine
empowerment which enables them, and them alone, to exercise the church's
priesthood ministerially for the benefit of the community. Kiing takes a very similar
view to Moberly,except that, as noted above, he sees no need for priestly
understandings of the ordained.
It is difficult to decide whether to assign the modern ecumenical statements on the
ministry to the group which takes an ontological view of the ministry or to that
which takes a functional view. Those studied all maintain that, while ministers
"are - particularly in presiding at the eucharist - representative of the whole
Church in the fulfilment of its priestly vocation of self-offering to God as a
living sacrifice ... their ministry is not an extension of the common Christian
priesthood but belongs to another realm of the gifts of the Spirit. It exists to
help the Church to be 'a royal priesthood,
50. Moberly, 1897, 91-98 and 258-262.
51. Moberly, 1897, 72-73 and 68.
52. See especially Kiing, 1972, 60 and 72-73.
53. ARCIC, 1982, 36, quoted with approval in FOAG, 1986, 83; see also FOAG,
1986, 97 and 99 and ARIC, 1984, 51. BEM, 1982, 23, is similar.
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Nothing that is said in these statements rules out an ontological view of the
priesthood of the ordained, but nothing definitely indicates it either. Most of what
is said could be readily understood of a functional view and there is nothing that
clearly contradicts it. The nearest that any of these texts comes to being decisive
on this subject is perhaps in ARCIC's characterisation of ordination as a
"sacramental act",54 although this is capable of interpretation in either an
ontological or a functional way. This ambiguity is to be expected in documents
which seek to unite those who hold opposing views on the subject.
Finally, others take the functionalist view of the nature of the priesthood of the
ordained who view that priesthood as derived solely from the church's and its
participation in Christ's. As A. Hanson expresses it: "the priesthood of the ministry
is mediated through the priesthood of the Church; both are derived from Christ's
priesthood." He also maintains that "the ministry must not be represented as doing
anything that the Church cannot, or should not, do ... it is the Church that
ordains, or rather Christ in the Church."55 R. Hanson agrees, describing the
priesthood of the ordained as "a priesthood which concentrates and expresses within
the Church the priestly functions which the whole Church corporately possesses
because it is united with Christ, the High Priest par excellence."56
A central area of disagreement concerning the priesthood of the ordained, then,
concerns whether this priesthood involves an ontological or essential difference
between the ordained and the laity or only a functional one. Another concerns its
derivation: does it derive directly from Christ in a way different from that of the
Christian community, or does it derive only indirectly from Christ, representing and
focus ing his priesthood as it is enjoyed by the Christian community? These areas
of disagreement are further related to different ways of justifying the application of
priestly ideas to the ordained.
54. ARCIC, 1982, 36 and 42.
55. Hanson A., 1961, 166 and 155-156. He also argues that "if Moberly had taken
his admirable doctrine of representative priesthood seriously, he too would have
arrived at this conclusion."
56. Hanson R., 1971, 47. See also Hanson R., 1979, 28 and 100-101, and Hanson
A. and R., 1987, 153. Wright, 1986, 206-207, reaches much the same conclusion.
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2.3.3 Justifications of priestly understandings of the ordained
It is the nature of Christianity as a religion based on writings regarded as
peculiarly authoritative and on historical events and developments that makes
arguments concerning the NT and other early Christian evidence important in
justifying priestly understandings of the ordained. The early post-NT evidence
becomes particularly important because such ideas and language are never
unambiguously so used in the NT, a fact that has become increasingly recognised
among even those for whom that priestliness is vital.^
In spite of this, attempts at justification are still made on the basis of the NT.
One way of doing this is to argue from apostolic succession. This can be seen in
the decree 'Presbyterorum Ordinis' adopted by the Second Vatican Council:
"Christ sent the apostles just as He Himself had been sent by the Father. ^8
Through these same apostles He made their successors, the bishops, sharers in
His consecration and mission. Their ministerial role has been handed down to
priests in a limited degree."^9
Galot similarly traces the institution of the ministerial priesthood back to the
institution of the twelve apostles.60 He also argues that, whilst
"a priesthood conceived only as a cultic and ritual function does not
correspond to Paul's conception of his own mission ..., Paul does not hesitate
to use cultic terminology when describing his own apostolic mission."
He cites Rom 1.9, 15.15-16 and Phil 2.17 as evidence.61
These last passages, then, are sometimes used to justify the application of priestly
ideas to the ordained. Even as radical a Roman Catholic as Schillebeeckx finds that
they indicate "indirect tendencies" in the direction of talking "about the priestly
57. For example, Congar, 1957, 136 and 139.
58. Here reference is made, in a footnote, to Jn 20.21.
59. Abbott, 1966, 534.
60. Galot, 1984, 71-91. O'Neill, 1968, 103, also argues that "the priest role was
implicit in the Church from the beginning and is clearly part of the identification
of Christ's role and mission".
61. Galot, 1984, 95-96 and 23-28.
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service of ministers. "62
Moberly is expressing the exegesis of an earlier time in his arguments to prove
that presbyters and bishops were the ones who led eucharistic services in NT
times,63 but his centring of the origins of the ministerial priesthood in Christ's
institution of the memorial of his self-sacrifice and his arguments to show that that
memorial was understood sacrificially64 enjoy more widespread support. Congar, for
example, whilst acknowledging that "the application of a sacrificial and sacerdotal
vocabulary to external Christian worship is relatively late, and at the beginning was
obviously shunned", finds continuity in
"the eucharist and its sacrificial import: from Irenaeus back to Justin, from
Justin to Ignatius and the Didache, from thence to Clement and the apostolic
writings, the celebration of the eucharist as a sacrificial worship can be
followed. "65
Brown takes the view that "the Eucharist was seen as an unbloody sacrifice ... in
Christian writings about the end of the 1st century or the beginning of the 2nd",
citing the Didache and 1 Clement, but also argues that,
"by giving special significance to the elements of the (Passover?) meal that he
ate with his disciples on the night before he died, Jesus supplied his followers
with a community rite that would ultimately be seen as a sacrifice and whose
celebrants would hence be understood as priests. "66
Brown's main argument to justify viewing the ordained as priests, however, is that
the priesthood, the papacy and episcopacy are "given insitutions of grace within the
Roman Catholic Church whose development has been guided by the Spirit."
Although aware that not "every development within the Church is the work of the
Spirit," he states,
62. Schillebeeckx, 1985, 144. Rom 15.16 is also referred to in the context of
explaining and justifying the priesthood of the ordained in BEM, 1982, 23.
63. Moberly, 1897, 266-268.
64. Moberly, 1897, 265-272.
65. Congar, 1957, 139. There is a lack of clarity in Congar's tr«atm«nt bow
early he views the sacrificial understanding of the Eucharist as arising but this
quotation implies that it is present in the apostolic, NT writings.
66. Brown, 1971, 19-20; see also 16-18.
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"I would not know what guidance of the Church by the Spirit could mean if
it did not include the fundamental shaping of the special ministry which is so
intimately concerned with Christian communal and sacramental life. "67
Tillard, ARCIC and FOAG also justify the application of priestly language to the
ordained on the basis of the part they play in the eucharistic sacrifice and so in
Christ's priesthood.68
As noted earlier, some justify the priesthood of the ordained on the basis of its
derivation from Christ. This underlies the arguments already adduced that Christ
instituted this priesthood in instituting the twelve apostles or in instituting the
eucharist as a memorial of his self-sacrifice. Correspondingly, some justify it on the
basis of its link with the priesthood of the Christian community. Whilst the basis
for the latter priesthood is, of course, found in the NT writings, no such basis is
usually sought for the link between the two. Nor is a basis sought in the early
history of the church.
There are, however, different ways of presenting and arguing for the link between
the priesthoods of the ordained and of the whole church. One is to point out the
obvious, which is that since the ordained are baptised members of the church they
necessarily share in the priesthood of the whole church. This makes their priesthood
no different from that of the rest of the church, a view reflected in Wright's
contention that "we have no New Testament warrant for attributing to specific
individuals a priestly function that goes beyond the range of functions appropriate
to the priesthood of all the faithful." And later:
"it is my contention that the New Testament's failure to designate ministers as
priests, that is, to distinguish them qua priests in any way from the general
Christian priesthood, must lead us to conclude that no-one in the body
partakes in the priestly ministry of the risen Christ in a way that is different
from the rest of the body's participation in it. "69
A second, and more popular, way of linking these two priesthoods is to argue that
67. Brown, 1971, 4. FOAG, 1986, 15-16, employs much the same kind of
argument.
68. Tillard, 1973, 26-27; ARCIC, 1982, 41-42 and 35; and FOAG, 1986, 99.
69. Wright, 1986, 206.
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that of the ordained represents that of the whole Christian community in particular
instances. So, for example, ARCIC argues that
"not only do [ministers] share through baptism in the priesthood of the people
of God, but they are - particularly in presiding at the eucharist -
representative of the whole Church in the fulfilment of its priestly vocation of
self-offering to God as a living sacrifice (Rom. 12.l)."7^
The Hanson brothers are particularly fond of this kind of argument.7^
A third way of connecting the priesthoods of the ordained and the whole church is
to view the former as building up the latter. Indeed, ARCIC uses this idea to
support the view that the Christian ministry "is not an extension of the common
Christian priesthood but belongs to another realm of the gifts of the Spirit." It
continues immediately, "It exists to help the Church to be 'a royal priesthood, ...."
This view is popular in ecumenical documents, being also found in BEM and
ARIC.72
Less popular in modern literature has been the attempt to trace a connection
between the Levitical priesthood and that of the ordained. Tillard, having argued
that the minister can be spoken of as priestly because of his words and gestures in
the memorial of the Eucharist, points out that this belongs to the ritual realm, as
did the Levitical sacrifices, and not to the existential, as do the priesthoods of
Christ and of all Christians. Although the priesthood of the ordained is unique,
there is a correct analogy to be drawn with the Levitical priesthood.72
A final kind of justification for a priestly understanding of the ordained is provided
by R. Hanson, albeit only as a suggestion. He notes that "a great many other
religions besides Christianity, perhaps the majority of religions, have had priests",
arguing that Christianity "probably learnt from the example of pagan religions that
most men find it difficult to understand or approach God without the aid of a man
70. ARCIC, 1982, 36.
71. Hanson R., 1971, 47. See too Hanson R., 1979, 28 and 100-101 and Hanson
A. and R., 1987, 153.
72. ARCIC, 1982, 36; BEM, 1982, 23; ARIC, 1984, 50-51. The same view is
expressed by Schillebeeckx in Grollenberg, 1980, 75.
73. Tillard, 1973, 27, cf. Brown, 1971, 5.
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who in some sense stands for God, represents him, and feels called to devote
himself to this representative ministry." He concludes that this "suggests that there
is something natural and universal about priesthood."^ Harvey, however, views this
sense of the need of a priesthood for these purposes as dying out today. 75
Finally, as noted at the end of sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.1 above, some see great
dangers in the continuing distinction between clergy and laity and others argue that
priestly language and ideas hold dangers if applied to the ordained in any way
differently from the way they are true of the church as a whole.
2.4 Summary and relevance of these issues to this study
Section 2.1 gave three general reasons for the importance of pursuing study of the
roles of the ordained and the laity, particularly with regard to the understanding of
their priesthoods and how these are to be expressed. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3 showed
the significance of examination of the evidence of the documents of the early
church concerning these priesthoods. Section 2.2.2 demonstrated the need felt by
some to question the distinction between the clergy and the laity, a distinction with
which that between the priesthoods of the ordained and of the whole church has,
recently at least, been closely linked. 2.3.1 illustrated the great variety of
understandings of the centrality and importance of the priesthood of the ordained
for the life of the church, from those who view it as absolutely essential to those
who feel it is right to dispense with it completely, at least in some of its forms.
2.3.2 exhibited the wide disagreement over the nature and derivation of the
priesthood of the ordained, especially between those who regard it as derived
directly from Christ and those who hold it to be derived from the church, and
between those who see an ontological difference and those who see no more than a
functional difference between the priesthoods of the church and of the ordained.
2.3.3 to some extent linked the earlier sections to the different ways in which the
application of priestly ideas to the ordained has been justified.
Although this study will examine evidence directly and indirectly relevant to the
other issues mentioned, it is the questions posed by section 2.3.3 in particular
which will be directly addressed. The central question underlying this study is: Is
74. Hanson R., 1979, 100.
75. Harvey, 1975, 32-33.
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the application of priestly ideas and language to the ordained in a way different to
the way in which they are applied to the church as a whole justified? The answer
has obvious relevance to the other issues raised above, as have answers to
subsidiary questions treated, which will be the nature of the two priesthoods under
examination, their relationship to each other, and their relationship to Christ's.
Since some justifications seek a direct or implied basis in the NT we shall begin
with an investigation of the NT evidence. It will seek to answer the questions: Is
there evidence in the NT that church leaders were understood as priests in the
earliest church, or that the eucharist was viewed as a sacrifice which implied the
priesthood of those who presided at it? What evidence is there regarding attitudes
to priesthood and cult, and what does this imply concerning the priesthood of
church leaders?
Since other justifications relate to the development of a priestly understanding of
church leaders in the post-NT period and the claim, whether explicit or implicit,
that this occurred under the impetus of God the Holy Spirit, the study will
continue with an examination of the evidence from the post-NT period up to 300
A.D. It will seek to address the questions: How soon, how, and why did the
ordained come to be understood as priests in a way different from the Christian
community in general, and are the reasons congruent with NT attitudes to
priesthood and cult? In particular, is there evidence that the understanding of the
ordained as priestly in a different way from the Christian community helped or
hindered the sense of the priesthood of that community?^ These questions are
asked on the assumptions that the church, as understood and described by the
writers of the NT, was inspired by the Holy Spirit and that the Holy Spirit would
not subsequently lead the church in ways which contradicted or harmed the earlier
ways in which he led it. It is not possible to present a defence of these
assumptions here, but they are shared by many in the worldwide Christian
community.
In order to answer these questions we shall examine the development of the
understandings of the priesthoods of the ordained and of the whole church, and of
the relationship between the clergy and the laity. In a conclusion we shall seek to
76. Note here the comment by Hanson R. in 1979, 98, that a sacerdotal, as
opposed to a representative, view of the priesthood "appears to obscure completely,
if not actually to abolish, the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers. It drains
believers' priesthood ... all away into the priesthood of the clergy."
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relate what has been discovered to the issues raised in this chapter.
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3. PRIESTHOOD TN THE NF.W TESTAMENT
In chapter 2 we noted that many of the arguments used to justify the application
of priestly ideas to the ordained were based on the NT. In this chapter, we shall
first consider these arguments and the passages used as a basis for them. Next, to
help provide a foundation for assessing further whether priestly language and ideas
are validly used for the ordained as far as the NT is concerned, we shall survey
attitudes to priesthood and cult in the NT. Then, to enlarge that foundation, we
shall investigate relevant NT teaching concerning the Christian, the church and the
church's ministry. Finally, we shall seek to assess the significance of the evidence
examined with regard to the overall view of priesthood in the NT and its relevance
to understanding the ordained in priestly terms.
3.1 Are church leaders viewed as priests in the NT in a wav different from other
believers?
The investigation of justifications of a priestly understanding of the ordained in
section 2.3.3 demonstrated that evidence derived from the NT is used in a variety
of ways for this purpose. These will now be considered.
3.1.1 Evidence that Jesus instituted the Twelve to share and pass on his priestly
mission
Galot is the most recent author studied to argue along these lines. He first points
to Jesus' statement, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up"l (Jn
2.19), as alluding both to Christ's resurrection and to "the erection of a new
temple, that is, of a new cult and of a new priesthood. Later, he argues that
Jesus chose the Twelve in a new act of creation resulting in a new ontological
priesthood for an essential role in establishing the church. 3 Whilst the Twelve's
essential role may be conceded, Galot's exegetical arguments concerning Christ
performing a new act of creation resulting in a new, ontological priesthood are not
1. All quotations from the Bible in this thesis are taken from The Holy Bible
containing the Old and New Testaments, Revised Standard Version (London, 1952)
or from The Greek New Testament, K. Aland et al., eds. (Stuttgart, 1983^), unless
otherwise specified.
2. Galot, 1984, 35.
3. Galot, 1984, 72-74.
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convincing. His first argument is that Mark writes tear enoi riaev S&Sekoc (Mk
3.14), the same verb as used in Genesis and Isaiah of God's work of creating the
universe and as used in 1 Kings 13.33 and 2 Chron 13.9 of making priests (cf.
Heb 3.2 and Rev 5.10). His second argument is that the apostles are given a new
personality since three are given new names (Mk 3.16-17) and they are all named
apostles (Lk 6.13). It is more likely that ETtotnoev should here be translated and
understood as "he appointed", as would be perfectly natural in the other cases of
the use of this verb with a personal object cited by Galot.^ Moreover, the new
names are more easily understood of their future functions than of any new
personality. ^
Galot further notes that the mission of the Twelve as described in Mk 3.14 is
modelled on Jesus' mission and that the "power to cast out devils" indicates "a
supernatural power" to carry out that mission. The privilege mentioned in Mk 4.11
and Mt 13.11 is interpreted as indicating that the whole project of the kingdom is
put into their hands, a contrast with everyone else being made in the words "'...
for the rest there are only parables' (Lk 8:10).It is not certain, however, that
only the Twelve are being referred to in this last passage,7 and there is no
indication that the power mentioned in Mk 3.14 was to be restricted to the Twelve
in the future.
Galot admits that, "at the beginning, the Twelve represent God's new people" but
argues from the eschatological saying in Mt 19.28 that they are "to rule over the
new Israel. ... What we have here is a declaration relative not to the Second
Coming but to the unfolding of the New Israel, that is, to the life of the
Church. It is more likely, however, that future rather than realised eschatology is
meant here.9 The idea of those who overcome ruling with Christ in the future is
4. So, for example, Taylor, 1966, 230 and Cranfield, 1972, 126-7.
5. So Cranfield, 1972, 130-131.
6. Galot, 1984, 74-75.
7. Lk 8.9 shows that Christ's disciples (paGrixai) are being spoken to, and there
can be no certainty that this meant only the Twelve since many women are also
mentioned in Lk 8.2-3 as having been travelling with Jesus at this time. Further, in
Mk 4.10 it is "those who were about him with the twelve" to whom Jesus speaks.
See Rengstorf, TDNT, vol.4, 450: "... not by a long way are all the paBrixoa also
cntooxoXor."
8. Galot, 1984, 76.
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also found in Rev 3.21 and 20.4, both of which imply future rather than realised
eschatology.
Galot goes on to argue that, in the Lucan version of this passage (Lk 22.28-30),
"the power to rule is associated with the power to eat and drink at the table
of Christ, that is, to celebrate the Eucharist. Luke had just quoted Jesus'
words: 'Do this as a memorial of me' (Lk 22.19), the words that establish the
empowering of the apostles to preside at the eucharistic celebration.
It is unlikely, however, that eating and drinking at Christ's table implies presiding
at, rather than participating in, the eucharist, which is, in any case, a secondary
allusion here, the primary being to the future messianic banquet.
Finally, Galot interprets Jn 20.20-22 as showing that "the power to remit sins is
conferred by the risen Christ upon the disciples, ...."^ More probable is Lindars'
interpretation that "the commissioning is of the disciples in the name of the whole
Church for its mission to the world.
Not only is Galot's exegesis to be questioned, but none of the above passages
clearly implies, much less explicitly states, the priesthood of the Twelve, except,
perhaps, for presidency at the eucharist, which will be examined below. Whether
the Twelve enter into Christ's priestly mission in a way different from the rest of
the church, and, if so, in what that difference consists, will also be examined
further below. What is used by Galot to clarify the fact that the apostles and
church leaders were seen as priests in the NT is evidence from Hebrews and from
Paul.
9. See Buchsel, TDNT, vol.1, 688.
10. Galot, 1984, 76.
11. So Marshall, 1978a, 817.
12. Galot, 1984, 77.
13. Lindars, 1972, 611; see too Brown, 1966, vol.2, 1038-1039.
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3.1.2 Explicit evidence that apostles and church leaders were viewed as priests in
the time of the NT
Many scholars view Paul's statement in Rom 15.15-16 as showing that Paul
understood his apostolate as a kind of priesthood.^ in this verse Paul tells the
Roman Christians that he has reminded them of certain things in his letter
Std xriv yaptv xriv SoGetoav pot \mo too GeoO etc to etvat pe
XctToopyov XptOTOo 'ItiooO eic; tcx eGvri, iepoopyoovTa to eoayyeXtov
too 9eoo, i'va yevriTat fi Ttpooipopa t&v £0v&v eoixpooSevcTog,
fiytaopevri ev ttveopaTt ocyt^.
As the commentators generally agree, Paul is applying cultic and priestly language
to his ministry here. What is debatable is whether Paul views his ministry as an
apostle as priestly in a way different from Christians who are not apostles and, if
he does, whether he views that priestly, apostolic ministry as to be transferred by
him to those whom he ordains as leaders of the church. A reference to his special
calling to preach the gospel to the Gentiles seems likely since he prefaces this
passage with "because of the grace given me by God ..." and in 1.5 states that
through Christ eXdPopev yaptv Kai artooToXriv eic; oraxKofiv tuotecx; ev
Ttaotv Totc eQveoiv. However, if Paul is alluding to his peculiar apostleship to
the Gentiles (cf. Gal 2.7-9),16 this would probably not be transferable at all. Even
if it were, it would fit itinerant evangelists far better than static church leaders.
On the other hand, the content of the sacrifice which Paul offers as a priest in
preaching the gospel seems to be "Gentile Christians who have been sanctified by
the gift of the Holy Spirit. "17 An alternative interpretation is therefore that he is
describing as a priestly ministry the bringing of non-Christians to faith through the
14. For example, Scott, 1957, 413-414; Colson, 1960, 74-76 and 1966, 182; Sesboiie
in Delorme, 1974, 407, n.65; Vidal in Delorme, 1974, 476; Galot, 1984, 95-96;
Schillebeeckx, 1985, 144.
15. The distinction made by Barth and supported by Cranfield, 1979, vol.2, 755,
that Paul likens himself to a Levite serving the priestly ministry of Christ is rightly
condemned as "too strained" by Dunn, 1988, 859.
16. So Kasemann, 1980, 392.
17. Cranfield, 1979, vol.2, 757. Dunn, 1988, 860, rightly regards it as impossible
to be sure whether Paul had the Gentile Christians' self-offering in mind, a view
upheld by several scholars: Congar, 1957, 126; Grelot, Sesboiie and Vidal in
Delorme, 1974, 54, 407 and 476; and Vanhoye, 1986, 269.
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preaching of the gospel, and not just his own, peculiar calling to preach to the
Gentiles. But the preaching of the gospel to unbelievers, whilst a major part of
what the apostles were called to do, was also a part of what a more static church
leader such as Timothy was told to do (2 Tim 4.5) and was not seen as confined
to apostles and church leaders. This is clear from the way in which those who left
Jerusalem because of the persecution which arose there on Stephen's martyrdom are
presented as having gone about "preaching the word" (Acts 8.4). 18 Further evidence
of this will be examined below in section 3.3.2. The Roman Catholic scholar, Daly,
points out that the function of the general Christian priesthood in 1 Pet 2.9 is to
"declare the wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his
marvellous light" which "approximates rather closely Paul's description of the
purpose of his ministry in Rom 15,16 ...." This makes preaching the gospel a
specification of the "spiritual sacrifices" of 1 Pet 2.5.19 Such a view removes the
basis for arguing that Paul viewed his 'priesthood'20 as essentially different from
that of all other Christians.
The same arguments against using Rom 15.15-16 to argue that Paul viewed apostles
as priestly in a way different to other Christians apply to the other NT passages
suggested as showing this. These will therefore be considered more briefly.
The next most frequently cited verse is Phil 2.17, sometimes in conjunction with 2
Tim 4.6. In both the verb OTtevbopat is employed to refer to Paul's death,
although 2 Tim 4.6 has no equivalent to Phil 2.17's eiu xt) 9uotqc Kai
Xeixoupytqc xfjg tuoxeoq xp&v. At least one scholar views Xetxoupyta here as
designating "la fonction grace a laquelle le Christ, agissant par son apotre, offre les
hommes a Dieu en sacrifice."21 However, although there are those who argue for
"8\xna Kai Xetxoopyia xfiq tuoxeck; op&v ... as nomina actionis with Paul
himself as the subj[ect]: 'If I should rather bleed to death in sacrifice to your
faith,"'22 it is more likely that 9x>oia and Xsixoupyia refer to the Philippian
18. So Scott, 1957, 414.
19. Daly, 1978, 256.
20. As can be discovered from Moulton et al., 1963, entries on iepsoq and
apyiEpeoc, there are no uses of these words in the Pauline corpus or in that
often considered to be deutero-Pauline.
21. Grelot in Delorme, 1974, 53-54.
22. So noted by Michel, TDNT, vol.7, 535, n.47.
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believers' sacrifice and priestly service which consist of their faith or their gifts to
Paul. 23
STtevSopai is clearly used to depict Paul's death as his being poured out as a
libation. Although Bauer, Arndt and Gingrich speak of Paul's shedding his blood as
a sacrifice,24 the verb is in the passive on both occasions and the identity of the
offerer is not explicit. In any case, even if references to Paul's self-sacrifice were
correctly discerned in Phil 2.17 and 2 Tim 4.6, there is no indication in either
that it is viewed as peculiar to an apostle rather than as a particular instance of
the self-giving to God Paul urges on all Christians in Rom 12.1.
The same is true of Rom 1.9,25 in which the verb Xaxpeoetv, consistently used
of religious, though not only of priestly, service in the Septuagint,26 is employed
by Paul with regard to his service of God; of 1 Cor 9.13-14,27 in which Paul
argues that those who proclaim the gospel should get their living by it as those
who serve at the altar share in the offerings; and of 2 Cor 2.15-17,28 in which
Paul depicts himself and his fellow-preachers as "the aroma of Christ to God."
None of the NT passages adduced as evidence that the apostles were viewed as
uniquely priestly in NT times in fact clearly asserts or supports that view.
3.1.3 Evidence that the special priesthood of apostles and church leaders was
implied in the NT
Evidence that the sacrificial understanding of the eucharist shows that the special
23. So Martin, 1976, 107. This view is noted in a footnote by Grelot in Delorme,
1974, 54, where he adds, "on rejoindrait alors simplement la perspective de Rm
12,1."
24. Bauer, Arndt and Gingrich, 1952, article on OTtevSo; also Michel, TDNT,
vol.7, 536.
25. Viewed as a reference to Paul's apostolate as priestly by Colson, 1966, 182 and
Grelot in Delorme, 1974, 53.
26. So Strathmann, TDNT, vol.4, 61.
27. Seen by Vanhoye, 1986, 267-268, as showing that "Paul ... is likening the
Christian apostolate to a priesthood."
28. Daly, 1978, 249-250, claims that in this passage "Paul is thinking of his
apostolic life in terms of a cultic offering".
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priesthood of apostles and church leaders is implied in the NT is important enough
to warrant a separate section in this treatment. Here, other passages will be
examined.
Vidal argues that the application of priestly vocabulary is justified by "les
expressions johanniques qui mettent dans une correlation, verefiee a propos de Jesus
et des disciples, la consecration ou sanctification ... et Venvoi en mission (Jn 10,36
et 17,17-19)." He recognises, however, "l'ambiguite qui demeure sur les destinataires
de ces paroles et le caractere general du terme de consecration ...",29 factors
which rule such a correlation out.30
Equally unconvincing are the attempts of Vanhoye, in a recent work, to argue that
the existence of a priestly hierarchy is to be discerned in some of the later books
of the NT. In his most successful, he recognises that the author "does not use a
priestly title at this point" and that there is "no explicit connection" between 1 Pet
5.1-4 and 2.1-10, but still argues that the parallels between them justify a
connection between the concepts of presbyter and priest other than that involved in
the general priesthood. His weightiest argument is that, in depicting the presbyters
as shepherds of the flock in 5.2-3 and Christ as "the chief shepherd" in 5.4, the
author presents "the charge of the presbyters as a realization of the very mission of
Christ" which involves mediation such that "Peter has initiated a priestly
understanding of their role. "31 However, there is no definite link between
priestliness and presbyters in 1 Peter itself.
None of these passages imply that apostles and church leaders were viewed as
priests in a way different from the way in which all believers were.
3.1.4 Evidence that the sacrificial understanding of the eucharist implied the special
priesthood of those who presided at it
The amount of discussion surrounding this subject precludes an extensive treatment
here. Only the nature of the sacrificial connotations surrounding the eucharist, and
29. Vidal in Delorme, 1974, 476-477.
30. Cf. Brown, 1966, vol.2, 773-774.
31. Vanhoye, 1986, 264-267. See also his less successful arguments in 262-264 and
288.
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the lack of interest in who administers it can be dealt with.
Turning first to the Synoptic and Pauline accounts of the institution of the
eucharist, three main arguments are used to show that they exhibit a sacrificial
understanding of it. One is that clear parallels are drawn in them between the
sacrifice performed by Moses to ratify the Sinaitic covenant and Christ's death
memorialised in the eucharist as the sacrifice ratifying and establishing the New
Covenant.32 Another is that the Last Supper is depicted in these accounts as a
Passover sacrifice,33 and a third is that expiatory, atoning significance is ascribed
to Jesus' death and so to the eucharist. 34
These arguments clearly prove that Christ's death was interpreted as a sacrifice in
NT times and that sacrificial ideas were attached to the eucharist. However, they
do not demonstrate that the eucharist was viewed simply as a sacrifice performed
by a priest. Both the fact that Christ is depicted as identifying his body and blood
with the bread and wine and the fact that he is presented as having said, touto
TtoieiTe erg ttiv epriv dvdcp.vr|oiv, in 1 Cor 11.24-25, suggest that the eucharist
was a symbol of Christ's body and blood which reminded its participants of Christ's
death, the benefits it provided, and their union with him and enjoyment of those
benefits, making his death and its benefits present again for them. If this
interpretation is correct, the eucharist is not seen as a sacrifice but as a reminder
and 'making present' of Christ's sacrificial death.
Certainly it is unlikely that the authors were presenting any strict identification of
the bread and wine with Christ's body and blood, since "the words are ascribed to
Jesus himself, present in the body ... and physically distinct from the loaf of which
he spoke. "35 Moreover, dvapvoic probably means "recollection" and thus "making
present".36 This understanding is supported by the way in which, in 1 Cor 11.26,
the two instructions to "do this in remembrance of me" are followed by the
32. So Hein, 1973, 22; Daly, 1978, 221; Young, 1979, 271-273; and Vanhoye,
1986, 53-54.
33. So, for example, Daly, 1978, 220-221; but cf. Young, 1979, 306-309.
34. So Young, 1979, 266-267 and Vanhoye, 1986, 54.
35. Barrett, 1971, 266.
36. So Behm, TDNT, vol.1, 349. See too Marshall, 1978a, 805, and Evans, 1990,
790.
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statement that "as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the
Lord's death until he comes."
The fact that the eucharist was a reminder of the union of its participants with
Christ is brought out more clearly in 1 Cor 10.16-21, particularly in the
descriptions of the cup and bread as a Kotvoivia in Christ's blood and body,
which involve participation^ and fellowship.38 Although some interpret these verses
as evidence that Paul saw the Eucharist as a communion sacrifice,39 and sacrificial
connotations are present, the point of Paul's comparison of the partaking of the
eucharist and the Jewish and pagan eating of certain sacrifices is not the sacrificial
nature of the eating and drinking but the nature of the partaking involved. This is
suggested by the fact that verses 18 and 20 are more likely dependent on verse 16
than vice versa, and by the way in which Koivcovoi is used in verses 18 and 20
and pexeysrv in verses 17 and 21. Sacrifice is not mentioned until verse 18, and
the main point of the comparison is brought out in verses 20 and 21. It involves
participation, fellowship and partaking, not sacrifice.40
Several scholars argue that the eucharist is understood and presented in sacrificial
terms in Hebrews, especially in chapters 10 and 13.41 To take the most recent
example, Vanhoye argues that 10.19-21 includes an allusion to the eucharist on the
basis first that "the author mentions the 'flesh' and 'blood of Christ' ... in two
parts of parallel phrases", and second that "the entire sentence corresponds as
closely as possible to the reality of a eucharistic celebration." Since Hebrews
appears to be a sermon rather than a letter, this passage suggests that it was
originally intended for a gathering (cf. 10.25) "that included a eucharistic
celebration. "42 There is here, however, no clear allusion to the eucharist, since the
37. So Bauer, Arndt and Gingrich, 1957, 440.
38. This is the emphasis in Behm and Hauck, TDNT, vol.3, 738-739 and 805-806
and in Barrett, 1971, 233.
39. For example, Daly, 1978, 231; Young, 1979, 240-242; Lietzmann, 1979,
182-184.
40. On this see Behm, TDNT, vol.3, 184 and 740 and Barrett, 1971, 235.
41. See Moberly, 1897, 269-271; Dabin, 1941, 368; Colson, 1966, 167-168 and 205;
Hein, 1973, 147-148; Daly, 1978, 262-263 and 281-282; Young, 1979, 265; and
Vanhoye, 1986, 228-235.
42. Vanhoye, 1986, 228.
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references to Christ's blood and flesh need refer to no more than Christ's historical
death.43 and, without such a reference, the proof that Hebrews was intended for a
eucharistic celebration falls.
The same is true of the references to "the blood of the covenant" in Heb 10.29
and 13.20. Although Daly, echoing Betz, asks, "how could these texts ... fail to
suggest the Eucharistic cup to a Christian of the second generation? "44 there is no
clear reason why "the blood of the covenant" must mean any more or other than
the blood of Christ shed on the cross.45
Vanhoye regards 13.7-17 as especially significant, arguing that
"it is ... difficult to see as simply accidental the fact that the twofold mention
of the 'leaders' (13:7, 17) frames a passage which defines Christian worship
and which irresistibly suggests the eucharistic celebration under its triple aspect
of the sacrificial meal where only Christians have the right to eat (13:10), of
'sacrifice of praise' which they raise up to God through Jesus Christ (13:15),
and of unique opportunity for the expression of community love (13:16)."46
Again, however, if the assumption that this was being delivered at a eucharistic
celebration is removed, there is nothing which demands such an interpretation. Even
Daly concludes on 13.10 that
"the Eucharistic meaning cannot be excluded, but ... it alone is far too
narrow an explanation of the text. The author of Heb seems to have in mind
the total saving action of Christ. "47
Indeed, the author goes on, in 13.11, to give a justification of what he is saying
based on the regulations for the sin-offering in Lev 16.27, and follows it up by
referring, in 13.12, to Christ as, like the sin-offering, suffering "outside the gate in
order to sanctify the people through his own blood." Since, as elsewhere in
43. So Montefiore, 1964, 172-174; Bruce, 1964, 244-249; and Guthrie, 1983,
211-212.
44. Daly, 1978, 262, n.90. Colson, 1966, 167, regards the reference to the same in
Heb 9.20 as suggesting the eucharist.
45. So Bruce, 1964, 259 and Guthrie, 1983, 219, although Montefiore, 1964,
178-179, does see "eucharistic overtones" here.
46. Vanhoye, 1986, 231.
47. Daly, 1978, 281-282.
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Hebrews,^8 the sin-offering is Christ and never the eucharist, the reference to the
altar in 13.10 is most likely an allusion to the cross on which Christ offered
himself.49 This is not to deny that the thanksgiving which probably accompanied
the celebration of the eucharist in the early church could well have been viewed as
a "sacrifice of praise" such as is mentioned in Heb 13.15, but there is no need to
narrow the latter down to that and, in any case, this would be the sacrifice of the
whole church and not that of any group within it.^0 The same is true with regard
to the perceptions of eucharistic references in the context of 1 Pet 2.5 and 9.^1
Although, then, the eucharist had sacrificial connotations in the NT, it was not
itself viewed as a sacrifice but as a memorial and making present of Christ's
sacrifice. Moreover, there is little or no interest in who presided at it. Whilst the
likelihood that the apostles initially, and the recognised leaders later, did so may
be admitted, there is no evidence whatsoever that that role was viewed as priestly
or as implying priestliness in NT times.
3.1.5 Other Arguments
Other arguments are based less directly on the NT evidence. One is that priestly
language is rightly used of church leaders because they mediate Christ's mediation
in an unique way. Some relate this to presidency at the eucharist,^2 an issue just
discussed; some link it with preaching God's word and use Rom 15.16 in support,^3
an interpretation also discussed above; some connect it to enabling the church to
be priestly or to carry out Christ's priestly mission, but the passages in the NT
which have been adduced as supporting this do not in fact do so.^4 Vanhoye and
Congar argue that there are two aspects of Christ's priesthood portrayed in the NT,
corresponding to two types of priesthood in the church. Vanhoye calls them "the
48. As is pointed out by Best, 1960, 284.
49. So Montefiore, 1964, 244; Bruce, 1964, 399-402, which see for suggested
reasons why "our author avoids mentioning the Eucharist when he has every
opportunity to do so"; and Guthrie, 1983, 273.
50. So Best, 1960, 284.
51. See Colson, 1966, 171-176, on one side, and, on the other, Torrance, 1955,
17-22 and Best, 1960, 279.
52. For examples, see section 2.3.3 earlier.
53. For example, Vidal in Delorme, 1974, 476-477.
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aspect of existential offering and the aspect of mediation", the former being found
in the general Christian priesthood and the latter in ministers as instruments of
Christ's mediation.^ The problem here is again the total lack of clear evidence in
the NT to support the latter contention in particular. Yet to be considered is
evidence which suggests that all Christians were viewed as mediating Christ in the
NT.
The arguments that a priestly role validly attaches to the ordained in a way not
shared with the rest of the Christian community because of the similarities of their
roles and functions to those of the OT priests, because the NT is not
anti-sacerdotal in its outlook, because this role developed under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, and because the ordained represent the church's priesthood, will be
addressed after the rest of the evidence from the NT has been considered. Thus
far the question asked at the outset of this section (are church leaders viewed as
priests in the NT in a way different from other Christians?) has to be answered in
the negative.
3.2 Attitudes towards priesthood, temple and cult in the NT
Only a survey of the attitudes apparent in the various writings of the NT can be
attempted here, but this will have the merit of exposing the main lines of thought
in these. Attitudes towards the temple-cultus in general are examined here because
the Jewish priests' main functions in NT times were integrally connected with that
cultus.56
3.2.1 The Synoptic Gospels
There is evidence in these gospels of both normal respect for and unusual attitudes
to the temple-cultus. Respect is shown when God is depicted as using it to make
his plans known to the priest Zechariah in Lk 1.8-23, when the prescriptions of the
Mosaic Law are depicted as fulfilled for Jesus, and when two godly Jews are
portrayed as welcoming his advent in Lk 2.22-39, the second not departing "from
54. Torrance, 1955, 81, adduces Eph 4.13 in which there is no priestly reference
at all, and Vanhoye, 1986, 267 and 315-316, adduces Heb 13.7 and 17, 1 Pet
5.1-4 (cf. 2.1-10) and Rom 15.16, all of which have been considered above.
55. Vanhoye, 1986, 315-316; cf. Congar, 1957, 159-161.
56. So Best, 1960, 274.
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the temple, worshipping with fasting and prayer night and day". Further, Jesus is
presented as treating the temple-cultus with normal respect when he tells the
cleansed leper to show himself to the priest and offer what Moses had commanded
(Mk 1.44 and parallels), when he accepts the offering of a gift at the altar (Mt
5.23-24), when he argues that the temple makes the gold on it sacred (Mt 23.17),
and when he accepts that God dwells in it (Mt 23.21).57
On the other hand, unusual attitudes to the cultus are seen in the depictions of
Jesus as claiming that "something greater than the temple is here" and clearly
meaning himself (Mt 12.6 and 8), as emphatically stating that God desires mercy
and not sacrifice (Mt 9.13 and 12.7), as contrasting the behaviour of a priest and
a Levite unfavourably with that of a Samaritan (Lk 10.30-37), and as cleansing the
temple of those who were misusing it (Mk 11.15-19 and parallels).
It is possible that these teachings were meant and/or viewed in the early church as
teaching no more than that God condemned misuse of temple and sacrifice,
particularly the placing of right observance on a higher level than caring obedience,
and that Christ was greater than the temple and its cultus, without implying
anything with regard to the continuance of that cultus. This is, however, an
irreduc i ble minimum of what they were understood to mean.58
In addition to this, there is much evidence that Christ's death was interpreted in
terms of sacrifice. For one thing, there is the likening of his self-giving to a
"ransom for many (Auxpov dvxt TtoAA&v)" in Mk 10.45.59 For another, there is
all the evidence of a sacrificial understanding of Christ's death in the synoptic
accounts of the Last Supper noted earlier.
57. On these passages see Daly, 1978, 210-212 and Vanhoye, 1986, 3-5.
58. See Daly, 1978, 213-215 and Vanhoye, 1986, 6-7 for fuller and at some points
differing evaluations of the significance of these passages. Vanhoye, 1986, 8-14,
notes the presentation of the negative attitudes of the Jewish priests towards Jesus
but the point is not clearly made in the synoptics that this is because they are
priests. Consideration of Jesus' reported statement regarding the destruction and
replacement of the temple (Mk 14.58 and parallel) will be given in considering the
evidence from John's gospel.
59. Vanhoye, 1986, 51, argues that this verse "does not contain the slightest
allusion to sacrifice", but Daly, 1978, 217-218, argues that it does because of the
cultic, alongside the secular, use of Auxpov in the Septuagint, the likely allusion to
Is 53.10-12 and the suffering servant's self-offering as a sacrifice for sin, and the
probable sacrificial connotations of Soovat xfiv \truyriv od)xo\).
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3.2.2 Acts
Here too a dual attitude can be discerned on the part of the early Christian
community towards the Jerusalem temple and cult. On the one hand, according to
Acts, many early Jewish Christians prayed in the temple and probably took part in
the temple services like other Jews, in view of 2.46, 3.1, 21.26 and 22.17. In all
likelihood these included the "great many of the priests" who became "obedient to
the faith" (6.7). On the other hand, there is no suggestion that these priests
received any special status in the church,60 the later leader of it in Jerusalem
being James who, as "the Lord's brother" (Gal 1.19), could not have been a
Levite.
The material concerning Stephen in Acts 6 and 7 is capable of being interpreted as
containing varying degrees of hostility towards the temple-cultus.61 The accusation
in 6.13-14 could indicate only awareness of Jesus' prophecy of the temple's
destruction,62 but, in his speech, Stephen focus gs on the time before Israel had
the temple and implies strongly that God's presence "is not restricted to any one
land or any material building", at the beginning and end especially.63 He further
accuses the Israelites of idolatry from their earliest days (7.39-43),64 and implies
that, even in their worship in the temple, they are tending towards it,
"especially in the statement (v.48): 'the Most High does not dwell in houses
made with hands (ev XEtpotiotfixorc;).' XetpoTtotrixog ... was at that time a
Jewish technical term used in the polemic against idolatry. "65
The brevity and nature of Stephen's treatment of the building of the temple in
60. So Schweizer, 1961, 47.
61. For a view which maximises the anti-temple polemic, see Daly, 1978, 228-230;
for a more 'minimalist' view, see Bruce, 1954, 153-161. Williams C., 1964,
100-102, gives a helpful summary of different views.
62. So Bruce, 1954, 135.
63. So Bruce, 1954, 141.
64. So Bruce, 1954, 153-156. Daly, 1978, 229, goes too far when he argues that,
in 7.41-46, Stephen interprets Amos 5.25-27 "as claiming that the Israelites did
indeed offer sacrifice in the desert, not to God, however, but to idols, thus
implying that idolatry is at the very root of the Jewish sacrificial institution."
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verses 48 and 49 implies definite disapproval of it.66 His emphasis on the rejection
of Jesus in 7.52 could suggest that he saw Jesus as superseding the temple, but
does not definitely imply it.67
It is likely, then, that some Jewish Christians continued to view the temple as a
valid place of worship, whilst others, in the Jerusalem area at least, and probably
elsewhere,68 perceived it as a hindrance to the true worship of God, especially now
that Christ had come. These may well have been aware of Jesus' prophecy of the
temple's destruction, which will be examined below.
3.2.3 The Pauline epistles69
In spite of his respect for the temple as evinced, if this event is reported
accurately, in Acts 21.20-26, it would be unwise to hold that Paul viewed the
temple and its cult as having continuing validity on this basis. This is because he
may well have been acting according to the principle he enunciates in 1 Cor 9.20,
viz., he would act as a Jew in order to win Jews, and, in any case, "the motives
expressed in vs.24 were probably not his own, but James'."76
It is clear from his correspondence that he viewed the church and the individual
65. Daly, 1978, 229-230. He again goes too far, adding, "Stephen was equating the
temple with a pagan temple." Rather, "'made with hands' has an undercurrent of
meaning denoting idolatry" (Williams C., 1964, 110), or "the phrase suggests pagan
idolatry" (Neil, 1973, 114).
66. So Bruce, 1954, 159.
67. So Bruce, 1954, 158 and Neil, 1973, 114. All the justification for seeing an
implied reference to Christ as the new temple given in Bruce, 1954, 158 is
significantly taken from outside this passage.
68. Young, 1979, 81, argues that the anti-sacrificial position of Stephen's party had
little ultimate influence because the importance of sacrifice decreased outside of
Jerusalem and the Gentiles had no need to keep the Law or motivation to go to
the temple. Bruce, 1954, 141-144, argues cogently that it was more widely held in
Hellenistic Judaism.
69. As Daly, 1978, 230, argues, it is valid to treat together the generally accepted
Pauline letters and those considered by many as 'deutero-Pauline' since the latter do
"not add anything essentially new or introduce any radically new developments over
and above what is already contained in the uncontested Pauline corpus." They may
well derive from a Pauline school, in any case.
70. Williams C., 1964, 240, which see for the related discussion of whether Paul
could have acted as he is portrayed in this passage.
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Christian as the temple in which God dwelt. The individual Christian's body is "a
temple of the Holy Spirit within you, which you have from God" (1 Cor 6.19),
and the Corinthian church is told "you are (eoxe) God's temple and ... God's
Spirit dwells in you (ev up,tv)" (1 Cor 3.16-17) and "we are the temple of the
living God" (2 Cor 6.16). This metaphor is further developed in Eph 2.19-22 in
which Christians are told that they are
"built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself
being the cornerstone, in whom the whole structure is joined together and
grows into a holy temple in the Lord; in whom you also are built into it for
a dwelling place of God in the Spirit."
Although no explicit statement shows how Paul viewed the Jerusalem temple, the
fact that he and others'^ saw the church and those who made it up as God's
dwelling-place proves that he did not regard the temple as God's exclusive
dwelling-place. This and its development in Eph 2.20-21 implies also that he
considered it to have been superseded in Christ, in whom the church exists.
The same seems true of sacrifice. Though willing to offer it in the Jerusalem
temple (Acts 21.26), for Paul it was primarily Christ's death and secondarily the
self-giving of Christians to God which were the sacrifices which God wanted. In 1
Cor 5.7 he clearly writes that "Christ, our paschal lamb, has been sacrificed." As
Daly argues, Paul expresses this "in a context of practical exhortation which
indicates that he is referring to something that is taken for granted as part of the
Christian belief. "72
Further, in Rom 3.25 Christ is called a iXaoxriptov. The debate over whether this
is to be understood as propitiation, expiation or sin-offering is irrelevant here,73
since a sacrificial allusion is accepted in any case. This is true of Eph 5.2 as well:
o Xptoxoc ... raxpeSoKEV eauxov xmep rp&v Ttpoatpopav Kai Guotav x§ 9e<j>
etc oop/riv exKdStag. There are other possible sacrificial allusions to Christ's death
in Paul's epistles,74 but doubts attach to their sacrificial interpretation. 75
71. Daly, 1978, 232: the ow ot'Saxe of 1 Cor 3.16 and 6.19 implies that Paul is
recalling "something which is already known and accepted by Paul's readers".
72. Daly, 1978, 237.
73. See Young, 1979, 161-167 for a discussion ending in favour of expiation;
Cranfield, 1975, vol.1, 214-217 for one ending in favour of propitiation; and Daly,
1978, 239-240 for one in favour of sin-offering.
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Paul also describes the self-offering of Christians in sacrificial terms. This is seen
most clearly and comprehensively in Rom 12.1 in which he appeals to the Roman
Christians to Ttapaoxfioat xa acpaxa opov 0-oatav C&oav bcytav euapeoxov x<j>
0eq>, xriv XoytKriv Xaxpetav x»p6v. Ta o6paxa bpwv means "'yourselves' ... 'the
totality of which we are composed'",76 while Xaxpeta is the LXX equivalent of
'abodah which, used in connection with God, almost always denotes cultic service in
the OT and
"implies that the true worship which God desires embraces the whole of the
Christian's life from day to day. It implies that any cultic worship which is
not accompanied by obedience in the ordinary affairs of life must be regarded
as false worship. ... But it would be quite unjustifiable to argue that the
logical implication of Paul's use of Xaxpeta here is that no room is left for
a Christian cultic worship ...."77
Similarly, XoytKij is likely to mean "being consistent with a proper understanding
of the truth of God revealed in Jesus Christ", rather than 'spiritual' in the sense of
'inward' in view of his use of o6paxa earlier in the verse.78
Paul also wrote of the gifts sent by the Philippian Christians as oopriv ebaStaq,
Gootav 5eKxf|V, ebapeoxov xq> 9ecj>, three phrases "each of which is a technical
term which described the acceptability of a sacrifice before God "79 His use of
sacrificial and priestly imagery to describe his own ministry and imminent death has
been discussed earlier (see section 3.1.2 above).
In his teaching, then, Paul had no reason or desire to give the Jerusalem temple
and its cultus any lasting significance. Although he never comments explicitly on its
relevance, the presumption is that he regarded it as at its most peripherally
relevant to his mainly Gentile converts and at its least completely irrelevant. He is
not afraid, however, to use cultic vocabulary, but now to refer to Christ, and
74. See Daly, 1978,. 237-240.
75. See, for example, Cranfield, 1975, vol.1, 382, on Rom 8.3.
76. Cranfield, 1979, vol.2, 598-599, quoting Calvin. So too Best, 1960, 287.
77. Cranfield, 1979, vol.2, 601-602.
78. Cranfield, 1979, vol.2, 604-605.
79. Daly, 1978, 242.
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especially to his death, and to refer to the Christians, individually and collectively.
It is likely, then, that he viewed the temple and its cultus as being superseded in
Christ and in the church. It is also likely that, although never formulating his
statements in the same way, he would have concurred with the viewpoint next to
be examined in 1 Pet 2.1-10.80
3.2.4 1 Peter
The author of 1 Peter is another who makes no explicit statements about the
Jerusalem temple cultus. Like Paul, however, he used sacrificial ideas to understand
Christ's death. In 1 Pet 1.18-19 Christians are described as et86xec oxi ...
£\\jxp68rix£ ... xiptt,) at'paxi qq apvou ap&pou mi aGTuXou XpioxoO, ....
The ei Sox eg oxi suggests that what is being introduced is traditional and
well-known and -accepted teaching.
Where the author goes beyond the evidence considered thus far is in his explicit
description of Christians as a priesthood in 2.4 and 9 and his linking of that idea
with the depictions of Christians as a spiritual house and as offering spiritual
sacrifices, a high and deliberate concentration of cultic vocabulary and ideas.
Although many scholars have argued that this passage is drawn from an early
baptismal catechesis,82 Vanhoye is right to point out that "in this first part of the
Epistle (1:1 - 2:10), Peter never mentions baptism explicitly .... What he is
bringing out is the reality of the new birth",83 as is clearly seen in 1.23 ("you
have been born anew ...).
In 1 Pet 2.4-8 the author is taking up an idea fairly common in early Christian
thinking (cf. Mk 12.10 and parallels, Acts 4.11 and Rom 9.33) that Christ is "that
living stone, rejected by men but in God's sight chosen and precious", quoting from
Is 28.16, Ps 118.22 and Is 8.14-15 in verses 6-8. Probably drawing also on the
80. Note Dabin, 1941, 200: "Le sacerdoce royal n'est que litteralement absent dans
les ecrits pauliniens. Son vocabulaire l'ignore, mais sous d'autres vocables, la chose
qu'exprime le mot se trouve dans saint Paul avec autant d'evidence que dans saint
Pierre."
81. See Michaels, 1988, 63.
82. So, e.g., Dabin, 1941, 181; Ryan, 1962, 26; Elliott, 1966, 11 and 207; as well
as several commentators.
83. Vanhoye, 1986, 274, footnote 4, following Chevallier.
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building-metaphor which was clearly known in Pauline and other circles (cf. Eph
2.19-21, 1 Cor 3.9-17, Mt 16.18 and Mk 14.58),84 the author develops it and tells
Christians: &<; XtBot C&vxec; oticoSopetoOe oxkoq Ttveupaxtkoq eic iepaxeuiaa
aytov aveveyKat TtverttiaxtKac; 0-uotag euTcpoaSeKxovx; [xcp] 0etj> 8ta ' IpooO
Xpioxox). Although Elliott argues that oikoq here does not mean temple but house
and household,85 the use of cultic terms in the following context suggests that the
temple-idea was in the author's mind.86 The use of Ttvexpax t koq to describe the
house probably has connotations both of metaphorical rather than literal and of
"where the Spirit of God dwells".87
Elliott and others have reacted very strongly against the use of the expressions
iepaxeopa ayxov and PaoiXetov iepaxcopa in 2.5 and 9 to support the view
that each Christian is a ministering priest:
"it rather explicates the elect and holy character of the eschatological covenant
community, its relation to Jesus, the elect and holy one of God, and its
missionary responsibility in the world. "88
A searching semantic analysis of PaoiXeiov iepaxeupa and their use in Ex 19.6
and in 1 Pet 2.5 and 9 leads Elliott to assert that they mean '"royal residence or
dwelling place'" and "'body of priests'" and so
"it is semantically inadmissible to attempt to reduce either of these words to
an individual-distributive classification and thereby to suggest that each
individual believer is being depicted as a 'king' and a 'priest.'"®"
The main emphasis here is definitely on the corporate character of the people of
84. So Michaels, 1988, 96-97.
85. Elliott, 1966, 159.
86. So Colson, 1966, 22-23 and Michaels, 1988, 100. Colson, Vanhoye, 1986,
258-259 and Best, 1969, 280, also adduce the use of oikoq for the temple in the
Septuagint.
87. So Michaels, 1988,100; see too Cranfield, 1950, 47; Kelly, 1963, 90; Best
1969, 292-293 and 1971, 102; Daly, 1978, 253. Moule, 1950, 34-35, makes out a
not entirely convincing case for both XoyiKog in Rom 12.1 and TtveupocxtKog
here meaning "something which belongs to the realm of words or concepts rather
than to that of matter."
88. Elliott, 1970, 370.
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God, as shown by the collective nouns iepaxeopia, yevog, paofXetov,90 eOvog,
and XaoQ, as well as from the collective reference of otKog. Moreover, the themes
of election and holiness are present in verse 4 with reference to Christ (exXevcxov)
and in verses 5 and 9 with reference to God's people (aytov and CKXexxov).
However, Elliott seems to be overreacting in his desire to correct an abuse of
these verses. As Vanhoye rightly points out, "the orientation of the whole Epistle
does not favor restricting the perspective" to solely communal exercise of the
Christian priesthood because "it always implies a personal engagement of each
Christian in 'his whole conduct' (1:15) and not simply a contribution to common
activities."91 This is supported by the use of the plural XtOot C&vxeg in verse 5.
As Michaels writes, "only momentarily does [the author] focus attention on
Christian believers individually (i.e., as a plurality of 'stones'), for his real interest
is in their corporate identity",92 but the fact is that he does briefly consider them
as an aggregate of individuals in this context. Further, that it was possible to hold
all Christians to be priests is shown by the plural iepetg in Rev 1.6 and 5.10.93
Finally, there is the question as to what belief in only a communal priesthood
would imply: would the church only be a priesthood when gathered together for
worship or for giving or self-giving to God for others? In the light of all these
arguments, then, it seems unlikely that the author would see any contradiction
involved between viewing the whole church as a priesthood and considering
individual Christians as priests.
Elliott also denies that the use of iepdxeoq.cc in 1 Pet 2.5 and 9 has anything to
do with the Levitical priesthood since it draws on Ex 19.6 for the idea of the
common priesthood and, right down through the history of Judaism and Christianity
thus far, this was a separate tradition.94 On the other hand, there is a "close
connection between the Petrine complex of ideas in ii 4-10 and those of the
89. Elliott, 1966, 223: see 124ff. for arguments to show that the community's elect
and holy nature are the main emphases in these verses and 68f. on the corporate
nature of iepdxeon.cc.
90. If this is to be taken as a noun: see Elliott, 1966, 72ff., Colson, 1966, 25 and
Best 1969, 288ff. in favour of it being understood substantively and Schrenk,
TDNT, vol.3, 250, Otranto, 1970, 228-229 and Michaels, 1988, 108-109, in favour
of it being understood adjectivally.
91. Vanhoye, 1986, 262.
92. Michaels, 1988, 99.
93. So Best, 1969, 286-287.
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primitive Christian tradition",95 in which ideas connected with priesthood and
sacrifice drawn from the Levitical tradition were already present, as we have shown
in Paul. There is also the development of Ex 19.6 in 1 Pet 2.5: Christians are a
holy priesthood aveveyKcxt TCvevi-iaxiKag Guatag euTcpooSeicxoug [x§] 9e<£ Sta
'
Iriaov) Xptaxox). The offering of sacrifice was the business of the Levitical priests
above all in the OT and, in Weiss' opinion at least,96 the Septuagint is the basis
of the NT use of ocvcopepetv here and the former's use is "almost exclusively" for
offering sacrifice. It is unlikely that it could have been used without some of its
connotations involving ideas connected with the Levitical priesthood.
Although Kelly goes too far in summarising Elliott's view as that iepaxeupa
"carries no specifically priestly implications",97 EUi0tt does play down the priestly
and sacrificial aspects of these verses.98 Whilst the emphasis is on God's people's
election and holiness above all in verse 9 and this theme is present in verse 5, the
development of Ex 19.6 in the way just noted above makes it certain that, though
subordinate, the idea of priestly offering of sacrifice is certainly present.
There is nothing explicit in verse 5 to indicate what the "spiritual sacrifices" are to
consist of, although Michaels may be right to see iepaxeopa ayrov and 1 Pet
1.15-16 as implying that holiness of life is one.99 nvcupaxttcai here will have the
same connotations noted earlier in oiKog TtveupaxiKog. Elliott is one who
interprets verse 9 as indicating that proclamation of the gospel is an expression of
the church's priesthood. More likely, however, is Michaels' view that what is
involved is "the praise of God by his people" in worship. 190
94. Elliott, 1966, 173 and 210.
95. Best, 1969, 284.
96. Weiss, TDNT, vol.9, 60-61.
97. Kelly, 1969, 98.
98. See Elliott, 1966, 224-225 but cf. 217-218.
99. Michaels, 1988, 101-102.
100. Elliott, 1966, 192-199; Michaels, 1988, 110. Best, 1960, 279 and elsewhere
argues that proclamation is the purpose of the church as described in all four of
the expressions used in verse 9 and not particularly of the church as priesthood.
Elliott and Michaels argue that it is natural to interpret the metaphors of verse 5
in the light of the explicit statement at the end of verse 9.
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1 Peter is significant, then, in that it explicitly calls God's people, the church, a
priesthood and links this with being a temple and offering spiritual sacrifices,
sacrifices which include holiness of life and worship. This implies, without explicitly
stating, the supersession of the Jerusalem temple-cultus. It thus has much in
common with Paul but does not go as far as Hebrews in rejection of that cultus.
3.2.5 Hebrews
Christ's high priesthood is central to Hebrews and dominates chapters 5-10 in
particular. Although some have argued that Christ is viewed as high priest only
from his death or exaltation, others have argued for the whole of his earthly life
as well. Scholer comments:
"Most recent scholars do not propose an 'either/or' situation ..., but instead
see the strange paradox of his earthly high priest activity being mentioned
simultaneously and even immediately adjacent to the heavenly high priest
role."Id
Jesus' main priestly activity in his earthly life was to offer himself once-for-all as a
sacrifice for sin (see, e.g., 7.27, 9.11-14 and 25-28). However,
"even ev xatg fineparg xtk oapKoc; ocuxot) Jesus performed priestly offering
consisting of prayers of loud cries and tears. The term oap£ in Heb.
encompasses Jesus' entire earthly existence (5.7; 10.20), so that his whole
earthly life attained to that high priestly objective which had forever evaded
the former priests: access through the curtain into the heavenly holy of
holies."
As heavenly high priest, Jesus no longer offers sacrifice or sprinkles blood, since
that has been accomplished ecparax?. Rather he intercedes on the basis of his
self-offering (9.24-28, cf. 5.20 and 7.25).102
In the sections of the letter developing the theme of Christ's high priesthood,
Christ is depicted mainly as fulfilling the OT legislation concerning the Day of
Atonement, although he is also portrayed in comparison with Moses' covenant
sacrifice. 103 whilst elements of similarity to the Levitical priesthood are pointed
out, e.g., in 5.1-5, it is the differences and the superiority of Christ's high
101. Scholer, 1991, 82.
102. Scholer, 1991, 85-87.
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priesthood after the order of Melchizedek which receive most emphasis, especially
in chapter 7. Here the discontinuity in the priesthood and the law is called a
"change" (pexaGeoxg) in verse 12 and a "setting aside" (aGexriorg) in verse 18.
Guthrie is right to point out that "the writer does not here mean that the law
itself is annulled, but that it can be discounted as a means of gaining
perfection. "104 But this was the main purpose of the priesthood via the offering of
sacrifice, as far as the author of Hebrews is concerned (cf. 5.1, 7.11, 8.3 and
9.8-10), so that the Jewish priesthood is no longer necessary. This is implied above
all in the statements that Christ has offered up the one sacrifice necessary on the
cross ecpaixod; (7.27, 9.11-12, 26b and 28).
The contrast of the old and the new continues to be drawn in chapters 8-10, first
regarding the covenant, the old covenant being described as raxXaroupevov Kai
yrip&OKOV eyyuc atpaviapoO in 8.13; then concerning the cultus, the old being
imposed peypt Kaipob SiopGcjoeug (9.10); and finally with reference to the
sacrifices, Christ being said to abolish (avalper) the first to establish the second
(10.9). Although the first two of these references could possibly be understood of
the end of all things, the last cannot*^ ancj makes clear that the Levitical
sacrificial system has been abolished as well as superseded in Christ.
On balance, Daly is right to consider the theme of the Christian community as the
new temple "totally absent" from Hebrews. 106 xhe priesthood of Christians,
however, is implied, though never made explicit. This is clearest in 13.15-16, in
which Christians are exhorted, avacpepopev Orjorav aiveaeuc, and to do good
and share what they have, xoioruxaig yap Brjotarc ebapeoxeixar o Geog. This
is supported by the way in which npooepyeoGar, eioepyeoGar and xeXeroOv are
used of priestly access to God in the Levitical cultic system in the LXX and are
applied to Christians' access to God in Hebrews.*07 g0) for example, in 4.16 (cf.
103. So Daly, 1978, 263.
104. Guthrie, 1983, 164.
105. So Montefiore, 1964, 142 on 8.13, 150 on 9.10 and 168 on 10.9-10. Guthrie,
1983, 178 and 184-185, finds a reference to the time inaugurated by Christ in 8.13
and 9.10 as well as in 10.9.
106. Daly, 1978, 262. See Montefiore, 1964, 73-74 on the interpretation of 3.1-6,
the only passage in which this theme might be alluded to.
107. For detailed argument, see Scholer, 1991, 91-207.
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10.22), Christians are exhorted, TCpoaepyapeGa ... Bpovc^ xfic Xapixoc. This
priestly activity, however, is never viewed as atoning in Hebrews but rather as a
result of, and response to, the once-for-all atonement achieved by Christ. 108
3.2.6 John and 1 John109
The statement Koci o XoyoQ oapg eyevexo veal eoKfivcooev ev updv in Jn 1.14
suggests that "the flesh of Jesus Christ is the new localization of God's presence on
earth, and that Jesus is the replacement of the ancient Tabernacle" in the light of
the use of oxrivfi in the LXX and intertestamental writings to refer to the temple's
predecessor.HO Confirmation comes in the Johannine account of the cleansing of
the temple in 2.13-22, especially in verses 18-22. Whatever, if anything, Jesus
actually said and meant,!H the author of John clearly interpreted the statement he
recorded as indicating that Christ's body was the temple replacing the Jerusalem
temple. Further, Jn 4.21 suggests an abrogation of worship in Jerusalem in the
words epyexe &pa oxe ouxe ev x^ opet xoox<^ ouxe ev ' IepoaoX-OpoiQ
itpooKwrioexe x§ Ttaxpf. In contrast, verse 23 adds, epyexax &pa kccI vov
eoxxv, oxe oi aXriGxvoi rcpooKwrixai TtpooKovfiaovoi v xtj> itaxpi ev
Trve'op.axt Kai ocXnGeiq. The precise meaning of the last four words is much
discussed. They assert at least the priority of right internal dispositions in worship
and, together with verse 21, suggest a new system of worship "not tied to any
particular holy place.A further reference to Christ as the temple may well be
implied in Jn 7.37-38, although whether this implies "that those who believe in him
... also become the new temple"! 13 is less certain because of exegetical problems.
Jesus' death is interpreted in sacrificial terms in both John and 1 John. This is
clearest in 1 Jn 2.2 and 4.10 in which Jesus is called the iXaopog for our
108. See Scholer, 1991, 205.
109. These are treated together on the basis that similarities between them suggest
a common general provenance: see especially Brown, 1982, 69-71.
110. Brown, 1966, 33.
111. See the discussions in Brown, 1966, 122-123; Morris, 1971, 202-203; and
Lindars, 1972, 142-143.
112. Morris, 1971, 270.
113. Daly, 1978, 291. See Brown, 1966, 319-321 for an explanation of the
exegetical problems and the view that only Christ is referred to here.
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sins. 11 ^ Another sacrificial reference is almost certain in 1 Jn 1.7 which states that
"the blood of Jesus ... cleanses us from all sin" with all the ideas of "the atoning
function of blood"! 15 in the OT background to this. In John's Gospel Christ's
death seems to be depicted as a Passover sacrifice! 16 whilst the depictions of his
voluntary laying down of his life on behalf of others probably also held sacrificial
connotations. 11^ Moreover, in Jn 15.12-14, 1 Jn 3.16 and 4.10-11, Jesus' followers
are told to imitate him in this.
Jesus' priesthood may well also be implied in John and 1 John. Concerning the
latter Brown argues that "the manner in which Jesus is a parakletos in 2:1 must be
interpreted through the reference to him as a hilasmos, 'atonement', in 2:2" and
that these verses were "written in light of the Jewish ritual for the Day of
Atonement," thus supporting the view that Jesus is being depicted as "a high priest
in a heavenly temple." He holds the same about the Gospel, especially Jn 10.36
and 17.19 where Jesus is portrayed as speaking of his consecration and sending by
the Father.!!8
3.2.7 Revelation
From 4.1-22.5 "the basic scenery of the visions ... is the heavenly sanctuary seen
after the model of the Jerusalem temple."!!^ This is shown by the references to
the temple and its surroundings as the site of the visions in 7.15, 11.1, 14.15 and
17, 15.8, 16.1 and 16.17, as well as by numerous other references to items
connected with the temple-cultus. This temple centres on God the Father and the
Son, but includes those "who have come out of the great tribulation" as
worshippers (7.14-15, cf. 3.12).
That Christ's death is interpreted in sacrificial terms is proved, above all, by the
114. See, for example, Brown, 1982, 218-222 for a discussion of its precise
meaning.
115. Daly, 1978, 292-293.
116. See Daly, 1978, 294-295 and Brown, 1966, 883 and 895-896.
117. So Daly, 1978, 292 and Lindars, 1972, 361.
118. Brown, 1982, 217 and 220-221.
119. Daly, 1978, 295.
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fact that "to apvtov, with 28 occurrences, is the most frequently used
Christological title" in Revelation. 120 jts strongly sacrificial connotations are
expressed in the first description of it in 5.6 as ecsxriKOC foe, eocpaypevov and the
declaration in 5.9: socpayiK teal fiyopaaac; x<j> 9ecJ) ev xcj> ai'paxf aou .... Ideas
of the Passover lamb, the Suffering Servant and the sin-offering are probably
connoted by this title. 121
It is likely that the depictions of the heavenly beings as holding "bowls full of
incense, which are the prayers of the saints" (5.8) and as mingling incense with
"the prayers of all the saints upon the golden altar" (8.3-4) involve Christians being
seen as offering sacrifices of prayer. It is the heavenly beings who act in priestly
fashion, but the saints must have offered up these prayers first and the prayers are
likened to the incense-offering. Martyrdom and sacrifice may also be connected in
the depiction of the martyrs' souls as "under the altar" in 6.9.122
Although Vanhoye disputes it, 123 Christ is probably depicted as the high priest in
1.13 when described as evSeSupevov noSripri. IIo5f|pri is used in other ways too
in the LXX, but it is used there of the high priest's robe and the references to
Christ's death as a sacrifice noted earlier enhance the likelihood that the author of
Revelation viewed him as the priest of his own sacrifice. 124
Ex 19.6 is alluded to three times in Revelation. According to the first (1.6), Christ
enoirioev fipag PaoxXetav, iepetc xQ 9eQ Kai raxxpi cruxou. The aorist
eTcofpoev and its paralleling that in xcj> ... A.-uoccvti fipdQ ek tcdv apapTi&v
ripcbv ev zfo ai'paxi ocutoO, suggests that Christ established Christians as a
kingdom and priests through his redeeming and sacrificial death. 125 The use of the
plural iepsig here and in 5.10 shows that Christians can be seen as priests
individually, though not individualistically in view of the collective paotXetav with
120. Daly, 1978, 298.
121. So Daly, 1978, 300.
122. See Daly, 1978, 302-303 for an inconclusive discussion.
123. See Vanhoye, 1986, 280-281. For the contrary view see Caird, 1966, 25.
124. Vanhoye, 1986, 282, himself sees this as likely in 5.6.
125. Vanhoye, 1986, 286, is right to reject Fiorenza's view that 1.6 is a fragment
of a baptismal profession of faith.
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which it is in apposition. 126 What this priesthood involved is uncertain because of
the lack of explanation. 127 The same problem arises in 5.10. Whilst paotXetav is
developed in Kat (3aatXeuoouat v eui xfic yf)g, iepetg is again not explained at
all.
It is most likely that only martyrs are envisaged in 20.4-6128 jn which it is said
that eoovxat iepetg xot) 0eou Kat xoO Xptoxot) Kai PaatXeuaouatv pex'
oroxox) [xa] ytXta exp. They are probably presented as enjoying a fuller exercise
of priesthood and rule during a millennium than had been possible earlier, 129
although the priesthood and rule are not explained.
In 7.9-17 the worship of the redeemed^3® jn heaven is depicted in priestly terms.
Although iepert; is not used, Xaxpeuetv, frequently used of cultic worship in the
LXX,131 is (in verse 15) and the site is the temple. The church on earth is
probably meant by the temple in 11.1-2, "those who worship there" being Christians,
their priesthood thus being possibly implied.I32 Worship in the New Jerusalem is
depicted in priestly terms in 22.3.133
Not surprisingly, then, the priesthood of Christians is portrayed mainly, if not
solely, in terms of heaven in Revelation. Nevertheless, the fact that its inauguration
is connected with Christ's redeeming and sanctifying death implies that it is already
126. So Fiorenza, 1972, 227 and Vanhoye, 1986, 287 against Elliott, 1966, 113-114.
127. See discussions in Caird, 1966, 17; Fiorenza, 1972, 232-234; and Vanhoye,
1986, 289.
128. So Caird, 1966, 252-253; Beasley-Murray, 1974, 294; and Vanhoye, 1986,
301-302. Fiorenza, 1972, 342, argues that all believers who decide for God's
worship and against the Beast's are potential if not actual martyrs.
129. Rather than an actual instead of a potential priesthood and rule as Fiorenza,
1972, 342, argues; cf. Caird, 1966, 252-253 and Vanhoye, 1986, 301-302.
130. So Fiorenza, 1972, 392-395 and Beasley-Murray, 1974, 146-147. Caird, 1966,
100-103 and Vanhoye, 1986, 301-302, see only martyrs referred to because of 7.14.
131. So Strathmann, TDNT, vol.4, 60-61.
132. So Vanhoye, 1986, 297. Caird, 1966, 130-132 and Beasley-Murray, 1974,
181-182 both see a reference here to the church but without mentioning priestly
implications.
133. See especially Fiorenza, 1972, 379ff.
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a present reality which will have fuller expression later, as with so much in the
NT's depiction of salvation. Its main expression is in worship, both praise and
prayer being implied. 134
3.2.8 Summary
Although there are passages, in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts in particular, in
which reverence and respect for the Jerusalem temple and its cultus are exhibited,
there are others in which criticisms are made, especially of mere performance
without right attitudes and behaviour. Moreover, aspects of Christ's person, life and,
above all, death are described in terms drawn from that cultus: he is the temple,
the high priest and the sacrifice. Apart from the book of Hebrews, the supersession
of the old cultus is only implied, but in that book it is made explicit and the old
cultus is depicted as obsolete and dying away. Whilst the author of Hebrews thus
goes further than other NT writings, it would be wrong to play down what he
wrote, 135 since there is complete congruence between that and other parts of the
NT, a good deal of it also being stated elsewhere in the NT. Further, Christians
are described in cultic terms: as the temple, as sacrifices, and as priests who are
to offer sacrifices, sacrifices which involve worship, material giving, holiness, and
their whole selves.
3.3 NT teaching on the Christian, the church and ministry
An attempt is made here to summarise important relevant aspects of the NT's
teaching on the Christian, the church and ministry both to demonstrate the
congruence of what we have noted in section 3.2 with this and to form a broader
foundation with which later developments can be compared.
3.3.1 The fundamental unity of all Christians
Much in the NT assumes or expresses what Christians have or are in common.
Foundational^ all are in Christ, benefit from what he has done, and are indwelt
by the Spirit. As a result there is a unity and equality between Christians at the
134. Daly, 1978, 304-305, underestimates the significance of the priesthood of
Christians in Revelation when he writes that its author "was either not directly
conscious of, or not particularly interested" in it.
135. As does Brown, 1971, 14.
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deepest levels that the NT envisages. This is expressed in various ways, including
the description of all as 'disciples', 'believers' and 'saints' and the dissolving of the
traditional distinctions of the day. 136 Qne of these is between priests and laity. Not
only is the offering of sacrifice the prerogative and duty of all Christians, but the
term used in the LXX for peculiarly priestly service, Xetxcupyta and its
cognates,137 js usecj 0f activities open to, and expected of, all believers, such as
the collection for the congregation in Jerusalem (Rom 15.27 and 2 Cor 9.12).
Moreover,
"apart from its occurrence in Old Testament quotations and in direct
references to the Jewish nation ..., laos refers only to Christians as a whole,
as those upon whom the promises of God concerning the creation of a
'people' of his own have fallen (2 Cor. 6:6). Nowhere does the term refer to
only part of the community, or in opposition to kleros, clergy. "138
It forms a boundary, not within the church, but between the whole people of God
and those outside it. Further, the term vcXfipog and its cognates are employed in
the NT for privileges and a reality which belong to the whole people of God, as
in the use of KXripovopoq and KXripovopta in Acts 20.32, Rom 8.17, Gal 3.29,
4.7, and 1 Pet 1.4, and kXtipoc; in Acts 8.21, 26.18, Col 1.12, and, significantly
for the point being made here, in 1 Pet 5.1-3 where the elders are told to behave
p,r|S' Kaxoacupte-oovxeg x&v kAjip^v aXka x-uran yivopevoi xox)
Ttoipvi O\J.139
The oneness within the church is also expressed in corporate metaphors, such as
the body, the building and the bride, the first of which is developed to bring out
the fundamental interdependence and importance, alongside the variety, of all
believers in Christ (see especially 1 Cor 12.4-26).
136. On this see especially Banks, 1980, 113-121; also Faivre, 1984, 15-16 and
Kiing, 1972, 19-23.
137. So Torrance, 1955, 15-16 and Strathmann, TDNT, vol.4, 220-221.
138. Kraemer, 1958, 49; see also Cooke, 1976, 197; Delorme in Delorme, 1974,
312; Wingren, 1982, 3-4; Hanson A. and R., 1987, 127; and Strathmann, TDNT,
vol.4, 54-57.
139. See on this topic Foerster, TDNT, vol.3, 763-764 and 781-785; and Faivre,
1984, 16-17.
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3.3.2 The, ministry of all Christians
Another result and expression of this deep unity and equality is the possession by
each Christian of at least one gift from God with which to serve and build up the
whole community. This is seen in "the fact that etcaax^ occurs in connexion with
the distribution of gifts in all the three passages (1 Cor.12:7, 11, cf. v.18;
Rom.12.3f.; Eph.4:7)" in which this distribution is mentioned. 140 This in turn
results in each Christian having a ministry or service to perform for the good of
the community, as is recognised in much recent literature and confirmed by study
of the use of the StaKovfa word-group in the NT. Not only is it the most used
for service, 141 but "every activity or function which contributed to the upbuilding
of the Christian community was brought under the category of diakonia. All
Christians are diakonoi, ministers, called to a ministry. "142 There is no exclusive
caste which ministers.
The fact that all Christians have an anointing, whether that refers only to the
Spirit or to the word as well,143 means, for the author of 1 John, that they "have
no need that any one should teach [them]" (2.27, cf. 2.20). This is compatible
with the existence of teachers in the church as is clear from the context which is
the discernment of false from true teaching. However, if there is any reference to
the work of the Spirit at all here, then, as in the use of Jer 31.33-34 in Heb
8.10-11, a degree of direct knowledge of God is implied, which has no need for
mediation. Further, it is unlikely that this knowledge is only experienced when
Christians are all together, suggesting that each has it.
Not only are all Christians able to evaluate teaching, they are all to mediate the
results of Christ's salvific mediation to others in witness. This is seen in a number
of ways in the NT. For one thing, the promises of the Spirit to enable in witness,
though made to the Twelve or the Eleven in Jn 15.26-27 and Acts 1.8, were
fulfilled for the whole Christian community (Acts 2.1-4). The promised Spirit of
140. Fung, 1984, 8-9.
141. Moulton, Geden and Moulton, 1963, list 95 occurrences, most of which relate
to general Christian service, as against 15 of the Xetxoupyta word-group and 26
of the Xaxpe icx-group.
142. Kraemer, 1958, 139; see too Beyer, TDNT, vol.2, 81-93.
143. Bultmann, 1973, 37-38; Marshall, 1978b, 155; and Brown, 1982, 348, find a
reference to the Spirit's work here, the first two alongside teaching of the word.
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prophecy is presented as poured out on the same in Acts 2.16-18 and it is the
whole community who pray for and receive boldness to speak God's word according
to Acts 4.29-31. As noted earlier, the whole church "went about preaching the
word" in Acts 8.4 (cf. 8.1). Further, Paul rejoices in his imprisonment because
"most of the brethren have been made confident in the Lord ... and are much
more bold to speak the word of God without fear" (Phil 1.14). 144
3.3.3 The understanding of authority and leadership
Authority and leadership clearly were exercised in the early church. At the
beginning, the apostles are depicted as exercising authority over the church in
Jerusalem and elsewhere both in Acts and in Paul's letters. Although there is no
indication that the apostles were seen as passing their authority on to later leaders,
such were appointed, whether called Tcpeop-oxepor, as in Acts and the Pastoral
Epistles, etu okotioi and Siaxovot, as in Phil 1.1, upoioxapEVOi as in 1 Thess
5.12, or fiyoupEvoi as in Heb 13.7 and 17.
This authority was not based on force and power, however, but on a spirit of
service and humility. As Paul says in 2 Cor 1.24, ox>x oxt Kopteoopev OpLv xtk
ittoxEOQ aXka ouvEpyot Eopev, and as the elders are exhorted in 1 Pet 5.3,
pr|8' qq Ko:xaiojpt£'6ovx£Q x&v x:\fip6iv a\Aa xxrrcot ytvopEvot xoO ttotpvtou.
Indeed, Delorme notes that
"le vocabulaire recu pour designer en general les autorites constitutes de la
societe politique ou religieuse ne s'applique jamais aux ministres de l'Eglise
dans le Nouveau Testament."
Kung sees the reason for this as the fact that it denoted domination, which is
probable in view of the disclaimers of ruling as a icuptoc noted above. 145
Further, whilst subjection to and respect for leaders are encouraged (e.g., in 1
Thess 5.12-13), their presence does not remove all authority from the congregation.
This is seen from the appointment of a replacement for Judas when it is "the
brethren" who put forward two candidates in Acts 1.15-26, the appointment of the
144. On this see Cooke, 1976, 49, 219 and 329-330.
145. Delorme in Delorme, 1974, 317; Kung, 1972, 26. See too Banks, 1980,
134-137.
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seven in Acts 6.1-6 where it is "the whole multitude" who chose them, and the
'Jerusalem council' since the final decision "seemed good to the apostles and the
elders, with the whole church". 146
Finally, the gifts necessary for leadership are depicted by Paul as necessary but
equal to other gifts. Although apostles, prophets and teachers head the list in 1
Cor 12.28, o itpoxoxd|j.evo<; is one gift alongside others in Rom 12.6-8.
3.3.4 The significance of this teaching
The leaders of the church, then, are never called priests or mediators in a way
different from all Christians. Although they had authority and were to be heeded
and obeyed, the gifts necessary for that authority were not viewed as making of
them a separate caste but rather as manifestations of the Spirit who distributed gifts
to every Christian. Authority, therefore, is all of grace and should be exercised in
that light. Whilst leaders are to be respected, they are not elevated to a higher
plane of holiness (all are called ayioi), much less to a different ontological level
of participation in Christ's priesthood. What all Christians have in common far
outweighs the differences created between them by different gifts. Moreover, they
are all to minister with the gifts God has provided, including mediating God's grace
in Christ to those outside the church through their witness. The congruence of
these ideas with that of the general priesthood is clear as is their incongruity with
all ideas of an elevated priesthood within the church.
3.4 Conclusion
This survey of the relevant NT material has shown that a priesthood of church
leaders separate or different from that of the Christian community is absent from
the earliest church's writings. It has also shown that ideas are present in the NT
which tell against the presence of a priestly group within the church. The main one
is that Christ has offered the only effective sacrifice for sin so that the kinds of
sacrifice which are now appropriate are those of people's lives and various aspects
of those lives which are honouring to God. But these sacrifices are all such as can
be, and are, offered by each Christian. Relevant too is the fact that all Christians
can and should mediate Christ's presence and blessings through their exercise of the
gift(s) they have been given and through their witness to those outside the church.
146. See Hanson R., 1979, 19-20 and 27.
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The fundamental difference between church leaders and the rest of the church is
that the former have been given the gift(s) necessary to exercise that leadership.
Further, the other arguments noted in section 2.3.3 to justify the application of
priestly ideas to church leaders in a way different from the rest of the church
receive no support in the NT and there are elements of NT teaching which tell
against some of them. The argument that it is justified on the basis of the
similarities of church leaders' roles and functions to those of the OT priests falls
foul of the emphasis on the supersession of the Levitical priesthood in and through
Christ found in Hebrews especially but implied in much of the NT. The argument
that it is justified because the NT is not anti-sacerdotal, if sacerdotal refers to a
specialised priesthood, runs aground on the same emphasis and the indications that
mediation is not restricted to any part of the church. The argument that it is
justified because church leaders represent or focus the church's priesthood is not
contradicted by anything in the NT, although it is not supported by anything in it
either. Indeed, the dangers noted by some!47 concerning what they view as a
sacerdotal as opposed to a representative understanding of the ordained's priesthood
will be present to some extent in any specialised use of priestly terminology.
It is with this background in mind that the writings of the post-NT church are now
to be examined, First, because of the NT's significance for all Christians as in
some way(s) normative; second, with the argument in mind, also adduced in section
2.3.3, that the priestly understanding of church leaders developed under the
guidance of the Spirit. 148 jf thjs were so, then it would seem highly likely that the
emphases noted above on the general priesthood and the dignity and ministry of all
Christians should not be harmed by the development of the priestly understanding
of church leaders, since the former were major expressions of the life of the Spirit
in the earliest church and, unless the later development could be shown to have
facilitated the work of the Spirit better, should be maintained as such. 149 it is the
question of whether the development of the priestly understanding of church leaders
147. See especially Hanson R., 1979, 96ff.
148. So Brown, 1971, 4.
149. Schillebeeckx, 1985, 121-122 rightly argues that the Spirit-baptism of all
believers was and should remain the matrix of all Christian ministry so that the
shift from a charisma of the many to that of the few brings the danger of the
Spirit being quenched and of the faithful becoming the objects of priestly or
ministerial concern rather than the subjects and expressions of faith.
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did harm the appreciation of the general priesthood and the dignity and ministry of
all Christians which will be addressed in the rest of this thesis. After tracing that
development, the ongoing use of the general priesthood will be examined as will
the evolving understanding of the place of the non-ordained, especially vis-a-vis the
ordained.
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4. THE DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING OF CHURCH LEADERS AS PRIESTS
IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES
The evidence on this subject will now be examined in the Christian literature of
the first three centuries. The treatment will be basically chronological with some
allowance for geographical proximity. It will also seek to be exhaustive, except for
Origen's writings which were too voluminous to be so treated.
4.1 The Apostolic Fathers^
The main relevant passages are 1 Clem 40-41, Did 13.3, and three passages in
Ignatius' letters: Smyrn 7.1, Philad 9.1 and Trail 7.2. In addition, a priestly
understanding of those who presided at the eucharist has been inferred on the basis
of 1 Clem 44.4, Did 14 and other passages which suggest a sacrificial understanding
of that service and that church leaders presided at it.
4.1.1 1 Clement 40-41 and 44,4
Written from the Roman to the Corinthian church, 1 Clement is probably the
earliest Christian document outside the NT, dating from around the end of the first
century A.D.^
In the context of an exhortation to follow God's established order in the church,
and especially to submit to leadership, Clement points to the OT example of God's
commands xag ... Ttpoacpopag mi Xetxoupytag eTuxeAeioBat, Kori ook eiKfi
f) dxdKxwc EKeXeuosv yrveoGai, aXX' ojp ropevote; rnipoiQ mi &patg (40.2).
Not only has God commanded the times, but also the places and the people so that
acceptable sacrifices may be made (40.3-4):
x$ yap apyieper i'Svai Xerxoupyiar SeSopevai eioiv, mi xoxg
ispEbotv i'Sxoq o xotcoq TTpooxexaKxar, Kai Aexnxatg i'Srai Stavcoviax
eiuKetvxat; o XatKOQ avBpcyjtoc; xotg XatKotg Ttpooxaypaotv SeSexat
1. Grant, 1964, vi: "For our purposes, the Apostolic Fathers will consist of the
writings from the early second century or late first century ascribed to Clement,
Ignatius, Polycarp, Barnabas, and Hermas, together with the Didache, the fragments
of Papias, and the Martyrdom of Polycarp." The abbreviations used for these
writings in this thesis are those of Grant, 1964, xi.




Clement adds: "Ekcxotoc tim-cov, aSeXcpot, ev x$ istq xayp-axt euaptaxetxo) ...,
(j,ti TtapeKPaxvtov xov uptopevov xric Xerxoupytag auxox) Kavova, ... (41.1),
following this up by a reminder that sacrifices are offered only at the altar in
Jerusalem and after inspection Sta xox) apyiepecog kai x&v Ttpoer prpevov
Xexxo-opytov (41.2).3
Clement then points out that God sent Christ, Christ sent the apostles, the apostles
appointed bishops and deacons (42), in a similar way to that in which Moses
appointed Aaron and his tribe to the priesthood (43). In the light of the apostles'
appointment of bishops and deacons (44.1-2), such ministers should not be removed
(44.3), apapxta yap of) ptKpa f|ptv eoxai, eav xobg apepuxtoc Kai ooiog
upooeveyKovxac: xa Scopa xhq eTtxoKOTxfic cmoPaXcopEV (44.4).4
Commenting on past research concerning these passages, Noll wrote that "about as
many Catholic scholars ... find a reference to Christian ministerial priesthood ... as
... Protestant scholars ... do not."^ The strongest argument for finding such a
reference is the parallel drawn between "the 'offerings' performed by the high priest
or under his guidance (40:2, 4; 41:2) [and] the offering of gifts by those who hold
the office of the episcopate (44:4)."6
Daly aptly notes that the xa 8apa of 44.4
"remain something of a puzzle. ... There is no indication that the elements of
bread and wine were so understood in Clement's time. He may well have
understood by this phrase the general Christian spiritual sacrifice of praise, but
this does not seem to explain satisfactorily the use of so concrete a phrase as
xa 5cjpa, nor the emphasis with which he suggests that offering them is the
special function of the bishop qua bishop. "7
He is right to note Clement's inclination to spiritualise the idea of sacrifice "by
placing in emphatic positions at the end of three different chapters (chaps. 18; 35;
3. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 76 and 78.
4. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 84.
5. Noll, 1975, 250.
6. Grant, 1964, 163-164.
7. Daly, 1978, 317.
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52) some of the well-known spiritualizing Psalm texts from the LXX."^ It is thus
most likely that xa 8&pa in 44.4 is used of the presidency of the presbyter or
bishop at church services in which he was the spokesman of the people's prayers of
praise and thanksgiving, including prayers offered over the bread and wine.9
Turning to the question of whether Clement was using OT terminology to describe
a NT sacerdotal hierarchy, we must note the context. In 40-41 we have part of the
most extended of four illustrations,
"all of which deal with the duty of observing order (xa£rc) .... Thus it seems
quite clear that first and foremost the Old Testament xaypa qua xaypa is
placed in parallel with the New Testament xaypa; ...."19
R. Hanson therefore sees Clement's references to the OT cultic priesthood as
"made only to emphasize the necessity of order {i.e., orderliness) in the
ministry", 11 and this is the most definite conclusion one can come to. Clement
identifies the officers mentioned in 40.5 as those of the Jerusalem temple cultus
(41.2)12 so no literal reference to Christian ministers as priests is involved.
Moreover, while Clement recognises three orders of OT ministry, he is only aware
of two in the church, the overseer or presbyter and the deacon. Equivalence is
thereby ruled out. 12
Noll's conclusion that
"we do indeed find in Clement a sort of neo-levitical mentality at work that
... would like to see the Christian ministry, whose terminology and actual
boundaries of the areas of competence were still quite unfixed, develop in the
direction of a spiritualized version of the Levitical order"!^
8. Daly, 1978, 314.
9. So Eastwood, 1963, 58; Grant in Grant and Graham, 1965, 74; and Daly, 1978,
503. Lawson, 1961, 54-55, however, speaks of "celebrating the Eucharist, which is
the Christian sacrifice."
10. Noll, 1975, 251.
11. Hanson R., 1985, 122. Faivre, 1984, 31, agrees.
12. Noll, 1975, 252.
13. Hanson, R., 1979, 37; cf. Grant, 1964, 163.
14. Noll, 1975, 253-254.
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is suggestive but also lacks conclusive proof.
The likeliest interpretation of these passages, then, is that Clement, by drawing on
the order of the OT cult, is inculcating that order should reign in the church, an
order that involved remaining in one's allotted position. The presbyter-bishop has
the privileged position of offering the people's gifts of praise and thanksgiving,
including those at the celebration of the eucharist, as their mouthpiece to God. It
is unlikely that Clement viewed this person as a priest in a different way from the
rest of the congregation.
4.1.2 Didache 13.3 and 14
In Kraft's view
"the Didache contains a great deal of material which derives from very early
(i.e., first-century and early second-century) forms of (Jewish-) Christianity; but
it would be difficult to argue convincingly that the present form of the
Didache is earlier than the mid-second century."15
The actual date of any part of it is unimportant for our purposes. It is enough to
note that here we have very early, post-NT^ testimony to church practices,
probably from Syria.^
Lohse argues that the special priesthood of the ordained developed through
comparison of bishops and deacons with OT priests, as in 1 Clem 40ff. and in Did
13.3, and through the picturing of ideas of sacrifice, at first figuratively, as in Did
14.1.1® Colson offers the tightest line of argument that they were: Did 15.1
recommends the election of bishops and deacons to fulfil the service of the
prophets and teachers, that is, for a ministry of teaching and of celebrating the
eucharist, the latter in view of the instruction in 14.1.19
15. Kraft, 1965, 76. Walker J., 1981, 41, n.3, notes that Audet, Voobus, and Giet,
all see redactions into the second century.
16. Against Walker J., 1981, cf. Stevenson, 1986, 15.
17. Walker J., 1981, 36 and 41, n.4 notes that Rordorf sees its origin or
destination as West Syria and her own view of an Antiochene origin.
18. Lohse, RGG, vol. 5, 578-579. Von Campenhausen, 1960, 220, argues similarly.
19. Colson, 1960, 92-93. So, too, in a more nuanced way, Grant, 1964, 161-162.
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True prophets and, by implication from 13.1-2, true teachers, are identified as the
Christians' high priests in 13.3: S&oetq xqv anapxnv xotg Ttpocppxatg; ocuxoi
yap eiatv oi apyxepexg -01X6^.20 The sole point of the comparison is that, as
the high priests were provided with their food, so the prophets and teachers should
be. It is unwarranted, therefore, to state in general terms that "the status of the
resident prophets is equivalent to that of the high priests in the Old Testament".21
Nor is there any link between the 'priesthood' of the prophets and teachers and the
offering of sacrifice except that of the first-fruits provided by the faithful. The
exhortation in 15.1 to appoint bishops and deacons to fulfil the prophets' and
teachers' ministry implies that the former are to be provided for like the latter, but
that is all.
The relationships between the instructions in chapters 9 and 10 and those in
chapter 14, and between the eucharist and a love-feast in them, have been much
discussed. 22 That the eucharistic cup and bread are involved in 9.2-4 seems likely,
since prayers over cup and bread are prescribed and the cup and bread, not just
the prayer over them, are called the eucharist in 9.5 (ixriSeiq 5e tpaycxa (xriSe
mexo otco xfic sxiyaptoxtag x>|x&v, aXX' oi PattxtoBevxeg ...).23 However, the
positioning of the instruction xotg Se ttpocpfixatq entxpettexe eoyaptoxEtv oaa
GeXaoatv (10.7)24 after the feast probably does not refer only to giving thanks
over the elements, although it may include that.25 in any case, possible sacrificial
allusions in 9-10 remain no more than possible, as Daly allows.26
It is 14.1-3 which has been seen by many as showing that the eucharist was viewed
as a sacrifice.27 That a sacrifice is mentioned is clear in each verse of this
20. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 328.
21. Grant, 1964, 161.
22. See, for example, Kraft, 1965, 165-168 and 173-4; Lietzmann, 1979, 189-190;
and Stevenson, 1986, 14.
23. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 322.
24. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 324.
25. This holds even if 10.7 is considered a later addition made in the light of
11.3-12 as Kraft, 1965, 64, maintains.
26. Daly, 1978, 311.
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chapter. In favour of the view that it is the eucharistic celebration with the bread
and cup that is being referred to are the instructions vcXaaaxe apxov Kai
euyaptaxriaaxe and the situation icaxa Kuptaichv ... Koptou crovayOevxeg.2**
However, KXaaaxe apxov could be referring to "a regular community meal", and
the evyapi oxfioaxe could be referring to the giving of thanks over such a meal
or the giving of thanks in general, so that the references to sacrifices could have
no more than "prayers and praise" in mind.2^ Of those who are certain that the
eucharist is involved, Palmer acknowledges that the emphasis is on the inward
dispositions, but points out that this is not in opposition to the objective sacrifice
of the eucharist, and Daly acknowledges that Did 14
"neither describes the content of this Eucharist (or Eucharistic prayer) nor
explains its understanding of the term sacrifice. Falling back, therefore, on the
larger context provided by this study, we can only conclude that the sacrifice
of Did 14 apparently has primarily the spiritualized meaning of a prayer of
praise and thanksgiving recited over the elements of bread and wine which
evokes ... the Lord's saving presence."
Moreover, R. Hanson holds that "the Gvoia here is the Christian's offering of
himself, his heart and his conscience" and Stevenson argues that the eucharist was
then seen as sacrificial "because it best expressed the Christian insight that worship
presupposes a sacrificial disposition on the part of the worshipper. "30
In conclusion, the use of priestly terminology in 13.3 indicates no more than that
the analogy being made necessitated a reference to the prophets as high priests,
and the reference to breaking bread and giving thanks as a sacrifice in 14.1-3 is as
likely to refer to praise and thanksgiving as a sacrifice as to the eucharistic
elements. In any case, it is an offering by the Christians in general that is referred
to. There is no clear warrant here for the priesthood of the ordained.
27. So Palmer, 1947, 596; Colson, 1960, 92-93; von Campenhausen, 1960, 220;
Daly, 1978, 312-313 and 502; Lietzmann, 1979, 193; Hanson R., 1986, 85; and
Stevenson, 1986, 15.
28. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 330.
29. Kraft, 1965, 174. Young, 1979, 249, also argues that it is the purity necessary
for participation in the church's eschatological fellowship-meal which is in view
here.
30. Palmer, 1947, 596; Daly, 1978, 502-503; Hanson R., 1985, 86; and Stevenson
in Buchanan, 1984, 28.
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4.1.3 Ignatius
Writing as bishop of Antioch in Syria some time in the reign of Trajan,31 Ignatius'
one possibly ambiguous use of tepetc comes in Philad 9.1 where we read KaXoi
teat oi iepetQ, Kpetooov 8e o apytepebc ....32 However, recent scholarship
rightly views the priests referred to as the OT priests and the high priest as Christ,
as the following context makes clear.33
On the other hand, Ignatius held the presidency of the bishop or his appointee at
the eucharist to be necessary, as is seen in Smyrn 8.1 in particular (eicetvri
PePocta euyaptaxta fiyetoBcj, fi fmo eni okotiov oooa fj § av oaixoc
£Tttxpen/t]34)) and a number of scholars argue that he also conceived of the
eucharist in sacrificial terms. This is done on the basis of the way in which he
connects the eucharist with the sanctuary in several passages.35 in Philad 4.1, after
a warning (itcjc evyaptoxfqc ypf)o9ca, there is a reference to the (ifa ... aapS
xov) icopfov> fili&v ' Ipoo-u Xpioxob Kai ev ttoxfipxov etc evcoatv xoO atpaxoc
orOxob, ev 9\jataoxfiPtov, d>c etc ercf okotcoc cqia xQ TtpeoPoxeptt^ Kat
StaKOVotc ....36 In Eph 5.2, an eucharistic allusion is found in eav p,fj xxc tl
evxoc xoO 9"ooiaoxripf oo, •uoxepefxat xoO apxoo xob 9eo0.37 Further
references to the sanctuary and the bishop, but not the eucharist, are found in
Trail 7.2 and Magn 7.1-2.38
31. So Grant, 1964, 47-48.
32. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 248.
33. So Lawson, 1961, 135; Grant, 1966, 106-107; and Hanson R., 1979, 36, where
he refers to Philippians 9.1 but quotes Philad 9.1.
34. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 260.
35. So Colson, 1960, 86; Daly, 1978, 503; Young 1979, 250; Williams R., 1982,
18; and Stevenson, 1986, 17.
36. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 242.
37. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 178.
38. Daly, 1978, 504. Daly argues that sacrificial overtones are also present in
Smyrn 7.1, in which the eucharist is called aaptcoc ... xoo oarcfipog fiftwv ' IpooO
Xpioxov xf|v vrrcep xLv apapxi Lv hpLv naQoOoav, but the only sacrificial
reference concerns Jesus' death here. Daly further views Rom 2.2 as "suggestive of
the Eucharistic liturgy" and Rom 4. If. as containing an eucharistic allusion, but
these are yet more tenuous.
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Ignatius clearly does make connections between the eucharist, the bishop and the
0-ooiaoxfiptov. It is difficult to know just what they are. He never uses Goat a of
the eucharist nor iepexx; of the bishop. Lampe interprets Gootaoxfiptov here as
"altar-precincts, sanctuary ... metaphorically], of place or sphere of worship",39
suggesting a rather vague, but sacral, allusion to "the Church (i.e. the gathered
community)".40 Daly, moreover, argues that
"there is no need for us to interpret the image of the altar as Church;
Ignatius himself does this for us in Trail 7,2: ...
"o evxog 9x>atccoxripiox) &>v KaGapog eoxtv, o Se exxog Oxxnaaxriptox)
cov oo KaGapoc; eoxtv; xoux' eoxtv, o xopic; erti okotcox) Ktxi
TcpeoPx)xripfox) kai Sicxkovox) Txpaooov xr, ooxoc; ox) KaGapoq; eoxtv xt)
cruvetSrioet ."41
In the church, Ignatius clearly wants the bishop and the eucharist to play central
roles. It seems likely, then, that what we have here is another use of OT cultic
language and ideas to apply to the church's worship, without the elements of the
eucharist themselves being called a sacrifice or the presider being called a priest.
4.1.4 Summary
In this material from the earliest period of the church's history outside the NT, we
find language and ideas drawn from the OT cult used to illustrate particular points
regarding the church: the need for order (7 Clem 40-41), the fact of the
presbyter-bishop's presidency in worship (1 Clem 44.4), the need to provide for
prophets and teachers (Did 13.3), the need for purity in worship (Did 14), and the
sacral nature of the church's worship (Ignatius). Sacrificial ideas are not yet being
employed specifically and distinctively of the eucharistic elements, and there is
evidence in 1 Clement and Barnabas of polemic against literal sacrifices (1 Clem
52.1-3; Barn 2.4-8). However, the sacrificial understanding of Christians' repentant
self-offering, found in 1 Clem 18.17 and 52.4 and in Barn 2.9-10, Ignatius'
martyrdom {Rom 4.2), and God's people's praise, found in 1 Clem 35.12 (cf. 36.1)
and 52.3, may well have been leading to sacrificial ideas becoming attached to the
39. Lampe, PGL, 660.
40. Daly, 1978, 503.
41. Daly, 1978, 319.
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eucharistic celebration in general because of the prominence of thanksgiving and
self-offering connected with that celebration. Priestly ideas are not yet being used
especially of church leaders, except to illustrate specific things concerning them.
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4.2 The period of the second-centurv Apologists
Since the two largest and most significant bodies of extant material are those of
Justin Martyr and Irenaeus, their views will be dealt with in turn, those of other
second century writers, where known, being referred to in a third section.
4.2.1 Justin Martvr
As far as is known, Justin was not ordained. 1 In his writings he never calls a
church leader a iepcoc, but he does have quite a developed understanding of
sacrifice. On the one hand, he has a strong polemic against both pagan and Jewish
sacrifices,^ and on the other, he employs sacrificial language and ideas for some
things which Christians do: indeed, he asserts in Diafi 29.1, that God xag Guoxac;
qSxov Tiap' fiM^v [sc. eGvcov] ii raxp' tp&v [sc. 'Iov)8axcov] XapiPavex A
Important here are those passages in which he uses such ideas concerning the
eucharist.
In Dial 117, having written at some length of Jesus' fulfilment of Zechariah's
prophecies concerning Joshua the high priest (Zech 2.10-3.2), and called Christians
apyxspaxxicov xo aXriGxvov yevo<z ... xox> Geox), who are Guoxocq ExjapEOxouQ
... TxpoacpspovxEc; (116.3), Justin writes,
naoaq ... Qvoiaq, aq raxpeSoKsv 'Iriao'Og o Xpxoxoc; yfveoGax,
xoxneaxxv etix xt) Exjyapxoxxqc xoxi apxou tcax xov> tcoxtipxoxj, xcxq ev
Tcavxx xoitCj) xf)q yfic yxvopEvac; xmo xcov Xpxaxxav&v, TtpoXaP&v o Geo^
p,apxup£x EoapEoxoog xmapyEXV orux^ (117.l).^
The words xoxjxeoxxv etcx xq eijyapxoxxq xoO apxou tcax xoo Ttoxripfoo, in
apposition to tcaaaq ... Guaxag, aq txcxpeSokev ' Iriooxx; o Xpxaxog yxvcoGax,
1. Grant, 1988, 51: "he became a Christian, though not a cleric, turning toward
teaching as his Christian vocation."
2. On this see Daly, 1978, 325-328 and Young, 1979, 89-94.
3. The abbreviations Apol 1, Apol 2, and Dial will be used for Justin's Apologies
and his Dialogue with Trypho, a Jew.
4. Goodspeed, 1914, 123.
5. These and the following quotations of Dial 116-118 are taken from Goodspeed,
1914, 234-236.
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clearly identify the Christians' sacrifices with the eucharist.6 Justin then accepts that
e-Oyai Kai Evyapiaxtat, ■otto x<av a£tcov ytvopcvat, xeXetat povat Kat
EvapEaxot si at xq> 0£<j> Gtxriat (117.2). He identifies these sacrifices, however,
with the eucharist in the immediately following words,
xauxa yap, pova Kat Xptoxtavot TtapEXaPov Tiotetv, Kai etc' avapvfioet
Se xfjg xpocpfig aux&v ?ripag xe Kai uypag, ev ij Kai xoO TtaGovg, o
tcetiovGe 5t' auxovg o viog xot> GeoO, pspvrixat (117.3).
A further comparison of aXriGivovg Kai TtVEopaxt Kobg ai'vovg Kai
Evyaptaxiag with sacrifices is made in 118.2.
Justin had already identified the sacrifices that God would accept according to Mai
1.10-12 with the bread and cup of the eucharist in Dial 41.3: TtEpi 5e xqv ev
Ttavxi xotuj) \xp' fipxiv xtov e0vcdv TtpOO(pEpOp£vcov ccuxq Gvot&v, XOUXECXt XOX)
apxou xijg Evyaptaxtag Kai xoO itoxriptot) opotcog xijg Euyaptaxtag. He had
also stated, in 41.1, that the flour-offering to be presented for those cleansed from
leprosy was xvTiog ... xou apxoO xfig Evyapiaxiag.7 Justin again quotes Mai
1.10-128 in Dial 28.4-5. There he has been explaining that true circumcision is a
matter of knowing Christ and obeying God's righteous commands: such an one
(ptXog Eoxi xcj> GeKai etcI xoig 86poig auxoi) Kai xaig upoatpopaig
yat p£i .9 He does not develop what those sacrifices consist of, however.
As Daly points out, Justin calls Christians' sacrifices those of "prayer, praise and
thanksgiving; but in every case where Justin becomes more specific than this, he is
speaking of the Eucharist; i.e. Christian sacrifice is the Eucharist". He goes on to
assert that "Christian sacrifice is for Justin primarily the Eucharistic prayer of
praise and thanksgiving." He does this mainly on the basis of Apol 1.66, in which,
likening the change to that involved in the incarnation, Justin writes,
ovxcog Kat xf|V 8t' euyqg Xoyou xoO raxp' auxau e-byaptoxr|G£toav
xpocpijv, e£ pg at pa Kai aapKcg Kaxa psxaPoXriv xpecpovxat Tip&v,
6. So, for example, Daly, 1978, 333.
7. Goodspeed, 1914, 138.
8. Daly, 1978, 333: "most of what Justin has to say about sacrifice and the
Eucharist can be classified as a Christian interpretation of this prophecy."
9. Goodspeed, 1914, 122.
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eKeivox) tox) oapKOTtoiriBevxog 'Ipoou icai aapica Km atpa eStScryBripEV
eivai (66.2).I®
The elements thus become the eucharist (cf. 66.1: fi xpotpti onoxn KaXetxat Ttap'
up.i v euyapioxia) through "the prayer of praise and thanksgiving pronounced
'over' or 'before' or 'on the occasion of the offering of' the bread and the cup."H
This seems the best way of reconciling Justin's statements about the Christians'
sacrifices being the eucharist of the bread and the cup and those about them being
prayer and praise. Justin, then, or others who have influenced him at this point,
has taken a new step in viewing the elements themselves, once prayed over, as
eucharist and as sacrifice. Apart from Irenaeus, the other second century Apologists
do not share this view of the eucharistic elements, but we have very little of their
works to judge by. 12
In spite of this understanding of both the prayer over the elements and then of the
elements themselves as Buota, Justin does not relate it to the priesthood of the
one presiding, but only, in Dial 116-117, to the priesthood of Christians in general.
It is true that he twice, in Apol 1.65.3-5 and 67.5, depicts the Ttpo£ox&<; as the
one who receives bread and wine, gives thanks and praise over them and then
hands them to the deacons for distribution to the people. The term 'deacons' here
seems to be used as a title, since Justin explains that they are oi KccXoupevor
Ttap' fip.iv Siaicovoi, thus making it likely that o upoeoxug was also a recognised
leader, whether a Tipeopuxepog or an etuokotxoq. Further, the functions ascribed
to the Tipo£ax&c are sufficiently important not to be given to just any Christian.12
Justin's choice of Tipoeax6c rather than any other term is intriguing, but his
motivation remains obscure. 14
10. Wartelle, 1987, 190.
11. Daly, 1978, 335-336 and 504-505.
12. Their view of sacrifice will be further examined in section 5.
13. So Faivre, 1984, 48-49.
14. See Harvey, 1974, 318, Wartelle, 1987, 295 and Daly, 1978, 336, for the view
that "the pagan addressees of the Apology would explain why Justin chose a
general secular term rather than the specific Christian liturgical one". See Faivre,
1984, 47-49, for the view that "le titre lui parait tout a fait secondaire par rapport
au service rendu a la communaute." His argument that Justin took the trouble to
explain the meaning of St&KOVOt and so could have done the same for a title
which might have been less known to outsiders carries some weight.
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Justin's understanding of the eucharistic prayer and of the 'eucharistised' elements as
Christian sacrifices, then, was not translated by him, as far as we can tell, into a
peculiarly priestly view of the one who presided.
4.2.2 Irenaeus
In his extant works, the five books of the Against Heresies, the Demonstration of
the Apostolic Preaching,and various fragments, Irenaeus, like Justin, never
clearly uses iepevx; to refer to church leaders. Again, therefore, we must look at
his understanding of sacrifice, especially of the eucharist as sacrifice, and at his
view of the leader of eucharistic services.
Irenaeus also condemns pagan sacrifices, though with less revulsion than Justin,16
probably because he was not an apologist but emphasised the continuity of OT and
NT in his battle with Gnosticism. Further, in contrast to Justin, Irenaeus views the
difference between Jewish and Christian sacrifice as "one of species, not genus" so
that "what has been rejected is not sacrifice in general, but only the Jewish species
of it. "l^ Indeed, he sees the OT sacrifices as revealed to Moses by God in order
to aid men to know and draw near to him, so prefiguring the NT ones {AH 4.8.2,
17.1 and 19.1).
This continuity is also evinced in Irenaeus' frequent use of the OT law of
first-fruits to illustrate the Christian obligation to offer sacrifices (e.g., AH 4.17.5
and 18.1). That the eucharist is one of these is clear in AH 4.17.5. Having
emphasised that God wants right dispositions and deeds rather than sacrifice, he
refers to Christ instructing his disciples "primitias Deo offerre ex suis creaturis,"!^
and describes Christ's actions and words respecting the bread and cup at the last
supper, adding,
15. Abbreviated to AH and DAP in this thesis. The chapter divisions of AH given
in the SC edition are adopted in this thesis rather than those used by Daly and
others following Harvey's edition.
16. So Daly, 1978, 340. The following treatment owes a good deal to Daly, 1978,
340-344, 349-354 and 505-506.
17. Daly, 1978, 342. See AH 4.18.2.
18. This and other quotations from AH 4.17-18 are taken from Rousseau et al.,
SC 1002, 1965, 590ff.
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"et novi Testamenti novam docuit oblationem; quam Ecclesia ab Apostolis
accipiens, in universo mundo offert Deo ei qui alimenta nobis praestat
primitias suorum munerum in novo Testamento. De quo in duodecim prophetis
Malachias sic praesignificavit: ...[Mai 1.10-11]."
Irenaeus clearly did not regard the eucharist alone as the church's sacrifice, since,
after again quoting from Mai 1.11, he adds, "incensa autem Johannes in
Apocalypsi, orationes esse ait sanctorum" (AH 4.17.6). This results in a degree of
ambiguity, for us, in the following section until the eucharist is definitely referred
to again at the end of 4.18.4.19 The impression that by "ecclesiae oblatio",
mentioned again in 18.1, Irenaeus has a variety of sacrifices in mind, is
strengthened by the plurals in "offerre igitur oportet Deo primitias ejus creaturae,
etc." (18.1) and by the Philippian Christians' gifts to Paul as a "purum sacrificium"
(18.4).
After a denial that the Jews and heretics make such a sacrifice, Irenaeus returns to
the subject of the eucharist, stating concerning it, Ttpoofpepopev de oojtQ [sc.
9ecj)] tcx i'5ia (18.5). The idea of a change being produced in at least the
significance of the bread and the cup when thanks have been given over them is
present in both 18.4 and 5. The juxtaposition of different kinds of Christian
sacrifices returns in 18.6 in which, after a reference to the fact that "nos
indigemus offerre aliquid Deo", Irenaeus adds, "in se assumit bonas operationes
nostras". Then, after another reference to the fact that God "nos quoque offerre
vult munus ad altare", for states that "est ergo altare in coelis, illuc enim preces
nostrae et oblationes nostrae diriguntur". Although the second is ambiguous, since
"preces" and "oblationes" may not be in apposition, the first clearly implies that
God accepts Christians' good works as offered to him.
Answering the question: "in what way is the Eucharist a sacrifice?" Daly holds that
"Irenaeus seems to associate the essence of the Eucharistic sacrifice with prayer."
First, because AH 4.17.5 "describes the Eucharistic offering as the new oblation
which the Church offers", and, second, because AH 4.17.6 "refers to Rev 8,4 to
show that the 'incense' of the Malachi prophecy is 'the prayers of the saints.'" He
further points to the understanding of the church's offering in 4.18.1-4 and to "the
Early Church's spiritualization of the ideas of sacrifice" before concluding that "it
was not in the Eucharist as a cultic action that Irenaeus seemed to see its
sacrificial element ... [but rather] in its coycd Kai e-oyapioxiat".20
19. On this and what follows, see Daly, 1978, 351-353.
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These arguments make it highly likely that it was the thanksgiving offered over the
elements which Irenaeus above all viewed as sacrificial. However, the way he uses
the OT law of first fruits and refers to the elements of the eucharist as deriving
from God's gifts in creation suggests that he saw the elements as well as the
prayers as a sacrifice of thanksgiving. The implication of this is present in AH
4.17.5 where, in addition to the reference to Christ's instruction to the disciples
"primitias Deo offerre ex suis creaturis", he writes that Jesus at the last supper
"eum qui ex creatura est panis, accepit .... Et calicem similiter, qui est ex ea
creatura, quae est secundum nos, ...."21 This is a new direction as compared with
Justin,22 resulting from the anti-Gnostic desire to trace continuity between Old and
New Testaments noted earlier.
A further new direction, possibly resulting from the same cause, is that Irenaeus on
one occasion views the Christian sacrifice as propitiatory. This is clear in AH
4.17.2, where Irenaeus writes of the true sacrifice "quod offerentes propitiabuntur
Deum". Irenaeus "may well have meant nothing more than the common Christian
conviction that God heeds the prayers and good works of those who live according
to His will" but it is significant that "the language of propitiation ... has been
taken up into the mainstream of Christian tradition."23
Although Irenaeus thus regards the eucharist as sacrificial, he does not view it as
the sacrifice of Christ24 and he considers it the whole church's sacrifice.25 The
only passage in his extant writings in which he says anything about who led
20. Daly, 1978, 505-506.
21. Young, 1979, 261-264, argues along these lines. Garrett, 1979, 52, basically
holds the same as Daly, but it seems to me more likely that Irenaeus views the
elements themselves, probably as and when consecrated (so Williams R., 1982, 9),
as sacrifices.
22. So Hanson R., 1985, 92.
23. Daly, 1978, 356-359; cf. Williams R., 1982, 9-10, who argues that Irenaeus
does not view Christian sacrifice as a propitiatory sin-offering, although he
acknowledges that "there are some isolated passages which appear to speak in these
terms, but their status and meaning is unclear."
24. So Hanson R., 1985, 92. Note too Garrett, 1979, 52, n.57.
25. So Eastwood, 1963, 69; Daly, 1978, 350; Hanson R., 1979, 48; and Faivrc,
1984, 53.
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eucharistic services is in a letter to Victor of Rome, preserved by Eusebius of
Caesarea, in which he notes that ev xt) ekxaxiotqc Txapeyupriaev o 'AvtKrixoc;
xf|v coyapioxtav xQ noX-UKdpTt^.26 As Faivre writes of the evidence of
Irenaeus' works, "existe-t-il une fonction sacrificielle specifique exercee par des
personnages particuliers? Rien ne permet de l'affirmer."27
4.2.3 Other second-century authors
The works and remnants of works by other second century authors do not add a
great deal to what has already been discovered, but do serve to fill out the overall
picture and to confirm a number of the ideas concerning sacrifice already noted.
None of them refer to a church leader as a priest or as an offerer of sacrifice.
Some polemicise against pagan and Jewish sacrifices and/or maintain views of
Christian sacrifice similar to those noted above.
A Jewish-Christian document probably from the second century, the Odes of
Solomon contains a passage in which the author describes himself as a priest
offering the sacrifice of God's thought and adds that "the sacrifice of the Lord is
righteousness and purity of heart and lips. Present your reins before Him
blamelessly; ...."28 Although Justin does not describe justice, mercy and virtue
sacrificially, he does contrast them with sacrifice as what God prefers. It is likely
that what Young calls the Jewish "prophetic moralising" tradition^ is to be
discerned behind both, the Odes here presenting an early example of these virtues
being called sacrifices.
During an exposition of God's self-sufficiency, in the Greek text of his Apology 1,
Aristides states that God ot) ypfjCet 0-uotag Kai OTtovSfic, an idea found again in
26. HE 5.24.17 (Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 71).
27. Faivre, 1984, 53. I have omitted to mention fragment 37 in Roberts, Donaldson
and Coxe, ANF, vol.1, 574-575 in which there is a treatment of the eucharist as a
sacrifice, because Quasten, 1950, vol.1, 293, states that these fragments "were
proved to be forgeries by A Harnack (TU 20,3. Leipzig, 1900)."
28. Odes 20.3-4 from Harris, 1909, 117. Hanson R., 1985, 85, says it is from the
Judaeo-Christian period in the second century and probably from Antioch. Schulz,
RGG, 1339 states that "in der Datierungsfrage hat man sich schon bald auf die
erste Halfte des 2. Jh.s nChr einigen konnen."
29. See Young, 1979, 103-107.
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the Syriac text of chapter 13.30 In his Supplication 13, Athenagoras, significantly
replying to the accusation that Christians do not sacrifice, likewise denies that God
needs sacrifices, since he lacks nothing, adding that the greatest sacrifice in God's
eyes would be to know and worship him and an avatpaKXOv Gtxriav xriv
\oynchv ... Xaxpelav,31 probably alluding to Rom 12.1. The author of The
Epistle to Diognetus scorns the way that pagans worship their gods at'pax t Kai
KVioaiQ (2.8) and the Jews for thinking that God needs such sacrifices too
(3.3-5).32 The Valentinian Gnostic author of The Letter of Ptolemaus to Flora says
that
"the Saviour instructed us to make offerings, but not those which are made by
means of irrational beasts or with incense, but ... through spiritual praise and
glorification and thanksgiving, and through liberality and kindness to our
neighbours. "33
Similarly the author of The Sentences of Sextus states, aptoxov Gixnaoxripiov
9eq KocpSioc KaGapa Kai avap.apxf|xog and Gx>oia 0£<J> povf| Kai Tcpoorivpc h
avGpcoTtotq edepyeota Sra Geov.34 a Christian section in The Sibylline Oracles,
dated by some to around 200 A.D.,35 argues that
"God does not want from the pagans sacrifice or libation nor filthy smoke of
sacrifice nor repulsive blood; what he wants is works of corporal mercy: Kai
C&oav Guoiav spor x§ C&vxi TtopiCs, .... What Christians give to God are
pure hearts and cheerful spirits and sweet psalms and songs. "36
Here is a direct reference to Rom 12.1, like that noted in Athenagoras above.
The Martyrdom of Apollonius gives Apollonius' view of Christian sacrifice as
0-ooiav avaipaKxov Kai KaGapav avartepTtxo ... xriv Si' e\)y&v, whilst he
desires the proconsul xag suyac avairepTiei v 0"ooiav avatpaKxov Kai KaGapav
30. Goodspeed, 1914, 4 and 17.
31. Goodspeed, 1914, 328.
32. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 354 and 356.
33. ET Foerster, 1972, vol.1, 158-159.
34. Quoted in Hanson R., 1985, 87.
35. So Hanson R., 1985, 87.
36. ET Hanson R., 1985, 87. GT in Schneemelcher, 1989, vol.2, 614.
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T<i> 9ecj> (8 and 44).37 jn addition, the idea of the martyr's death as a sacrifice is
frequent in the Acts of the martyrs. 38
In the apocryphal Acts of Peter, dated to the late second century by
Schneemelcher, Peter is said to have raised someone from the dead who then
offered himself as a "speaking sacrifice" to God. 39 And "a contrite heart is the
acceptable sacrifice" is found in the late second or early third century Teaching of
Silvanus.^®
There are also instances of the eucharist being referred to as a sacrifice. In the
Acts of Peter 2.1.2, the eucharist, consisting of bread and water, is clearly called
a sacrifice,41 although without any indication of what the sacrificial aspect consisted
in. Further, in the anonymous Eic; xo ocyiov Ttaaya, recently dated to the second
half of the second century,42 a close association or identification of the Passover
with the eucharist is made in IP 26: ev vuicxi 8e xa vcpea eoQiexat e&u yap
xo xox> Koopox) (p&g era xq> peydXc^ owpaxi xox> XptoxoO 'Aa(3exe, (paycxe,
xoOxo pox) eoxt xo o6p,a'.43 Daly cites other passages which suggest the same
identification.44 if this document does come from the second half of the second
century, then it provides us with the first evidence of the eucharist,45 rather than
only Christ's death, being identified as the Christian Passover and so, given the
37. Musurillo, 1972, 92 and 102.
38. On this see especially Daly, 1978, 378-385.
39. 2.8.29: my ET of the GT in Scheemelcher, 1989, vol.2, 283. For date see
Schneemelcher, 1989, vol.2, 255.
40. Robinson, 1977, 347 for the date and 355 for the ET of the text.
41. GT in Schneemelcher, 1989, vol.2, 259: "sie reichten aber dem Paulus Brot
und Wasser zum Opfer, damit er nach dem Gebet jedem austeile."
42. So Daly, 1978, 373, n.l, in which see the relevant literature. Nautin, SC 27,
1950, 46-48, however, argues that it shows evidence of having been written after
Arianism in the early fifth century. Daly's abbreviation of IP for this work has
been adopted here.
43. Nautin, SC 27, 1950, 153.
44. Daly, 1978, 375, cites also chapters 4, 32, 40, 41 and 49 as containing
passages which identify the Passover and eucharist.
45. Daly, 1978, 375, n.8, acknowledges that IP never uses coyapioxxa, but the
quotation of Mt 26.26 strongly suggests that the eucharist is in the author's mind.
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way in which it is linked with the Passover-story in Ex 12, as a sacrifice. Doubt
regarding the dating, however, leaves some uncertainty here.
4.2.4 Summary
We have seen, then, that in the mid to late second century A.D. neither church
leaders nor the leaders of Christian worship are ever called 'priests', nor are they
explicitly said to perform sacrificial acts. It is true that what little information
there is makes it likely that the normal leaders of the church presided at worship
which included the eucharist. It is also true that the eucharist is at times referred
to in sacrificial language. However, the general view of sacrifice amongst second
century Christians, as far as that can be ascertained from the evidence available,
was that God did not want or need literal, bloody sacrifices, but that he did want,
mainly to demonstrate gratitude and willingness to obey and serve him, a penitent
heart, heartfelt prayer and praise, and kindness towards others, these at times being
spoken of in sacrificial terms. It therefore seems likely that when the eucharist is
spoken of in sacrificial terms, it is the gratitude and self-giving expressed in the
prayers of thanks and worship over the bread and cup which are mainly in mind.
With Justin and Irenaeus, however, arrives the additional idea of the elements
themselves as sacrifices of what God has given in creation, although probably those
elements as consecrated, in Justin's case, rather than the elements in themselves.
Further, if the anonymous IP is from the second century, then it provides further
evidence that a sacrificial understanding of the eucharist was prevalent.
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4.3 Tertullian
Although Clement of Alexandria flourished a little earlier than Tertullian or
Hippolytus, the close links between the former and Origen make it useful for
purposes of comparison to treat these two consecutively. Since Tertullian flourished
a few years earlier than Hippolytus, he will be treated first in this period.
While the Passion of Perpetua also comes from North Africa in this period, it
contains nothing relevant to this discussion, so only Tertullian's works are referred
to.
4.3.1 Situation
The issue of whether Tertullian remained a layman all his life or was ordained has
never received a generally accepted answer since Koch first questioned Jerome's
assertion that he was a presbyter. No attempt to give a definitive answer can be
made here, but Tertullian's question, "nonne et laici sacerdotes sumus?" in Cast
7.3,1 suggests that he was a layman when he wrote this work which is generally
considered to come from his Montanist period. ^ The evidence of Mon 12.2 is less
certain, since he could be writing only rhetorically in the words "cum extollimur et
inflamur aduersus clerum".^ Together with the fact that Tertullian never clearly
calls himself or aligns himself with the clergy, and the possibility that Jerome
concluded that Tertullian must have been a fresbyce" because he could not conceive
of someone like him otherwise, it seems more likely than not that Tertullian
remained a layman all his life.^ If so, this may be a reason why he took the
views we are going to examine, with regard to the priestliness of the laity in
1. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1024. This seems to me to be the likeliest inference
from this passage in spite of arguments to the contrary, for which see, for
example, Otranto, 1971, 38-39. For the abbreviations of Tertullian's works used in
this thesis see CCSL, 1954, 1456.
2. So CCSL, 1954, cf. 1630 and 1628, in the latter of which Cast seems to be
omitted by mistake; Dekkers, 1961, 4; Barnes, 1971, 55; and Moreschini, SC 319,
1985, 8.
3. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1247.
4. This conclusion seems to have been becoming more generally accepted in recent
publications, although it is too early to say that it has reached general acceptance.
In favour, using the kinds of arguments I have used, and others, see Barnes, 1971,
11 and 1985, 323; Evans, 1972, 4; Faivre, 1984, 64; Neymeyr, 1989, 108-112.
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particular.
The other issue whose effect on Tertullian's views has been much discussed, is that
of his conversion to Montanism. Although there is some disagreement with regard
to which of his writings exhibit Montanist beliefs or influences, it is necessary to
look at evidence from works from as many periods of his work as possible in order
to discern any changes or developments which may have been caused by his
exposure to Montanism.
4.3.2 Church leaders as priests
Most scholars agree that Tertullian was the first writer to use the word 'priest' of
church leaders.^ The earliest such reference is in Bapt 17.1. Explaining who can
give baptism, he writes,
"dandi quidem summum habet ius summus sacerdos, si qui est, episcopus;
dehinc presbyteri et diaconi, non tamen sine episcopi auctoritate Alioquin
etiam laicis ius est: ...."6
This is taken as a straightforward reference to the bishop as high priest by such as
Bardy and Kilmartin but Bevenot has queried it.7 He makes it the more significant
by maintaining that it is the only occasion in his early period in which he names
the bishop "summus sacerdos". He translates, or interprets, the beginning of 17.1
as:
"'The supreme right to confer baptism belongs to the "chief-priest", if he may
be so called, i.e. the bishop', or better, if less elegantly, 'to the chief-priest -
if there is such a thing - I mean, the bishop'."
His reasons are "that nowhere else does Tertullian call the bishop 'summus
sacerdos' and only once or twice (as a Montanist) 'sacerdos'...." Somewhat
5. So von Campenhausen, 1960, 220 and Hanson R., 1979, 38. Kilmartin in EEC,
754, cites Polycrates of Ephesus (c.195) as calling the apostle John a teacher and
iepe"6q who wears the "sacerdotal tiara" according to Eusebius, HE 5.24.3. This is
not a reference to contemporary church leaders, although it may reflect current
practice concerning them.
6. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 291.
7. Bardy, 1939, 112; Kilmartin, EEC, 754; cf. Bevenot, 1975, 128-131, which see
for the following arguments.
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tentatively, he suggests that Tertullian wrote thus here on the model of 1 Clem
40.5, and concludes that,
"if he had 1 Clem, in mind, we could understand 'summus sacerdos' as a
literary transcript of apytepeuq, and it would thus in this context not imply
that a bishop was then generally so regarded or so called."
"Si qui est" is difficult to interpret with any certainty, but alternatives are possible.
Neither Evans nor Refoule and Drouzy translate as does Bevenot, the former giving
"which is the bishop", and the latter, "c'est-a-dire l'eveque, s'il est la."^ Bevenot's
translation, then, does not force itself on the interpreter. Since his main reason for
this interpretation is the lack of evidence of Tertullian calling the bishop "sacerdos"
elsewhere, while admitting that he does so later and as a Montanist, further
conclusions concerning Bevenot's view must await our further study of other
passages in which Tertullian so uses "sacerdos".
A second, pre-Montanist passage to be considered is found in Praescr 41.8.
Criticising the ordination practices of heretical Christian groups, Tertullian writes,
"itaque alius hodie episcopus, eras alius; hodie diaconus qui eras lector; hodie
presbyter qui eras laicus. Nam et laicis sacerdotalia munera iniungunt."^ The
"sacerdotalia munera", probably "priestly functions",10 are likely to refer to those
functions appropriate to the bishop, the deacon and the presbyter in view of the
immediately preceding references to them. It is likely, then, that we have here a
second reference to the bishop as priestly and a first which includes the deacon
and the presbyter in that description. Bevenot alludes to this passage only to
comment, "this public attack on the goings on of heretics would have been
impossible if the same practices were current in the Church which he was himself
defending". 11 He does not clarify whether he includes the calling of the clergy
'priests' as one of these practices. There is no indication that Tertullian is so
condemning this practice, indeed, "he does so without explanation, as if the title
8. Evans, 1964, 35 and Refoule and Drouzy, SC 35, 1952, 90. A possibility
suggested by consultation of Glare, OLD, articles on "qui", B. 15 b and on "quis"
6, would give the translation, "the high priest, whoever it is, the bishop", meaning
whoever the individual may be at the time who is the bishop.
9. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 222.
10. Holmes, ANF, vol.3, 263a: "functions of priests"; and suggested by Glare,
OLD, "munus", 1.
11. Bevenot, 1975, 130.
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was a familiar one to his readers."^
A final, possible, pre-Montanist reference to Christian leadership as priestly is in
Vx 1.7.4-5. Criticising second marriages, Tertullian points to Paul's declarations,
presumably in 1 Tim 3.2, 5.9 and Tit 1.6,
"cum digamos non sinit praesidere, cum uiduam adlegi in ordinem nisi
uniuiram non concedat. Tota ilia ecclesiae Candida de sanctitate conscribitur.
Aram enim dei mundam proponi oportet. cCeterum ut> sacerdotium
uiduitatis, et caelibalium est apud nationes,
The connection between "sacerdotium uiduitatis, et caelibalium ... apud nationes"
and Paul's unwillingness for the twice-married to preside in the church is rather
distant and so, whilst a priestly allusion to church leadership may be implied, it
would be unwise to insist that it is. 14
During his Montanist period, Tertullian writes in Cor 3.2 describing baptism,
"aquam adituri ibidem, sed et aliquanto prius in ecclesia sub antistitis manu,
contestamur nos renuntiare diabolo et pompae et angelis eius."!^ The most frequent
meaning of "antistes" in Latin literature is "a (high-) priest or priestess" 16 and it
can mean this in Tertullian's writings (cf. Fug 2.1: "ueri dei antistites" and Nat
1.12.1: "crucis ... antistites"!^). Although his use of it as the equivalent of
"praeses" (cf. Ap 1.1: "Romani imperii antistites" 18) leaves a margin of doubt
whether it means "priest" or "president" here, the association of the bishop as
"summus sacerdos" with baptism in Bapt 17.1 tells in favour of "priest".
Further, in Virg 9.1 Tertullian lists what is forbidden to women in the church,
12. Hanson R., 1979, 38. Bardy, 1939, 111, also takes this as a reference to
priestly functions of the ordained.
13. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 381-382.
14. Garrett, 1979, 59, so takes it.
15. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1042.
16. Glare, OLD, "antistes", 1 b.
17. Thierry and Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 1136 and 30. The meaning of the latter
seems confirmed by the way it reads, "sed et qui crucis nos antistites affirmat,
consa<cerd>os erit noster", if the emendation is correct.
18. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 85.
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ending "nedum sacerdotalis officii sortem sibi uindicare."^^ This clearly implies a
restricted 'priestly office' held by selected males. Tertullian precedes this by stating
"non permittitur mulieri in ecclesia loqui, sed nec docere, nec tinguere, nec
offerre, nec ullius uirilis muneris, ..." suggesting that the clergy as a whole have
'priestly office', since baptism is ascribed elsewhere to presbyters and deacons (cf.
Bapt 17.1 above). 20
In Cast 7.2, Tertullian returns to the subject of the prohibition of second
marriages, noted earlier in Vx 1.7.4-5. He recalls a passage in Leviticus prohibiting
priests from more than one marriage, a passage which no-one else can find,21 and
continues,
"apostolus plenius atque strictius praescribit unius matrimonii esse oportere qui
allegant<ur> in ordinem sacerdotalem. Vsque adeo quosdam memini digamos
loco deiectos. Sed dices: 'Ergo ceteris licet <quod eis non licet,> quos
excipit.' Vani erimus, si putauerimus quod sacerdotibus non liceat laicis
licere."22
After a reference to the general priesthoood, Tertullian adds, "ubi ecclesiastici
ordinis non est consessus, et offers et tinguis et sacerdos es tibi solus" (7.3), a
passage which suggests that offering sacrifice and baptising are vital constituents of
being priestly. This impression is reinforced when, in 7.4, he argues that "si habes
ius sacerdotis in temetipso ubi necesse est, habeas oportet etiam disciplinam
sacerdotis nec ubi necesse est habere ius sacerdotis. Digamus tinguis? digamus
offers?"
Bevenot says that here Tertullian "forces the [Pauline] text to enable him to apply
it to all the faithful whom he had encouraged to think of themselves as
'sacerdotes'".23 while this is the ultimate end Tertullian attains, on the way he
makes a clear distinction between 'sacerdotes' and 'laid', one, moreover, which he
19. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1218-1219.
20. Hanson R., 1979, 38 mistakenly refers to this passage as in 11,1. He calls
these the functions of "an ordained person", but does not explain why he sees this
as meaning only presbyters and not deacons. Bardy, 1939, 111, and Kilmartin,
EEC, 754, also view this as a reference to the priesthood of the ordained.
21. So Garrett, 1979, 59. For possible explanations of why Tertullian writes this,
see Le Saint, ACW 13, 1951, 139, n.47 and Otranto, 1971, 35-36.
22. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1024-1025.
23. Bevenot, 1975, 136.
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places on the lips of his opponents (cf. "sed dices ...") as well as his own ("vani
erimus, He also mentions that some twice-married were thrown out of their
place, which is more likely to refer to clergymen than to laity. This, then, is
another reference to the clergy, not only the bishop, as "ordo sacerdotalis" and as
"sacerdotes". 24
In Cast 11.2, still dealing with second marriages, Tertullian refers to the practice
of offering sacrifices on behalf of the dead wife and asks, "stabis ergo ad dominum
cum tot uxoribus, quot in oratione commemores? et offeres pro duabus et
commendabis illas duas per sacerdotem de monogamia ordinatum ...?"25 Even
Bevenot acknowledges that this is "a possible exception" to Tertullian's normal
custom of not referring to the celebrant of the eucharist as a "sacerdos", but adds,
"his use of the term in this very Montanist passage is no proof that the bishop was
currently so called in the Carthaginian church. "26 r. Hanson notes this passage as
referring to a presbyter. 27
In Mori 12.2, Tertullian argues in the opposite direction from Cast 7.2.2°
Countering the suggestion that Paul insisted on monogamy only for the clergy,
Tertullian castigates the laity:
"cum extollimur et inflamur aduersus clerum, tunc unum omnes sumus, tunc
omnes sacerdotes, quia sacerdotes nos Deo et Patri fecit. Cum ad
peraequationem disciplinae sacerdotalis prouocamur, deponimus infulas, et pares
sumus. De ecclesiasticis ordinibus agebatur, quales ordinari oporteret."29
Clearly, the two priesthoods were not universally seen as exactly the same. Further,
the clergy, not only the bishops, are assumed to be priests by Tertullian here.
A considerable degree of sarcasm is evident in his reference, in Pud 1.6, to an
"episcopus episcoporum" as "pontifex scilicet maximus'^O so that little store should
24. So Garrett, 1979, 59 and Faivre, 1984, 64. Vilela, 1971, 242, wrongly restricts
the reference to presbyters.
25. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1031.
26. Bevenot, 1975, 132-133.
27. Hanson R., 1979, 38. He mistakes the numbering, calling it 11,20.
28. So Garrett, 1979, 59-60.
29. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1247.
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be set by it. Discussing who can forgive sin in Pud 21.17, however, he argues that
it is "ecclesia spiritus per spiritalem hominem, non ecclesia numerus episcoporum.
Domini enim, non famuli est ius et arbitrium; Dei ipsius, non sacerdotis."31 The
parallel requires the equation of the bishop with the priest. Bevenot agrees, but
points out that this "was not meant to be complimentary". This is true but does
not remove the priestly reference to the bishop. Tertullian's other, non-pejorative
priestly allusions to the bishop and clergy demonstrate that it did not regularly have
such negative significance for him. Bevenot's futher arguments for an evolution of
his usage in this direction over the years are not convincing either.32
Drawing on this evidence, certain conclusions can be drawn. One is that, on two
occasions (Bapt 17.1 and Pud 21.17), the bishop is referred to as a priest. Another
is that, in Mon 12.2, the clergy are referred to as priests. This is probably so in
the references to "sacerdotalis officium" in Virg 9.1, "ordo sacerdotalis" in Cast
7.2, and "sacerdotalia munera" in Praescr 41.8. The mentions of bishop, deacons
and presbyters together over against the laity in Bapt 17.1 and Praescr 41.8, the
description of them as "actores" and "duces" over against the "laicus", and their
identification with the "clerus" in Fug 11.1-2, show that all three made up the
clergy33 and were regarded as priestly.
Gy argues that Tertullian never calls the presbyter "sacerdos" so that "le presbyter
participe au sacerdoce de l'eveque."34 Since Tertullian never distinguishes the
priesthood of the (rest of the) clergy from that of the bishop, nor explains the
relationship between their priesthoods, Gy's second point must remain a possibility.
Tertullian does, however, refer to the clergy, which certainly included the
presbyters, as "sacerdotes" in Mon 12.2. The question if, or how far, presbyters
and deacons were seen as priestly apart from the bishop's priesthood remains open.
30. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1281-1282.
31. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1328.
32. Bevenot, 1975, 135-137; cf. Le Saint, ACW 28, 1959, 290, n.668: Tertullian's
statement "thus gives indirect evidence that at this time the orthodox Church
believed ... that the minister of ecclesiastical absolution was the bishop or priest,
or better, perhaps, the bishop as priest; ...."
33. So Faivre, 1984, 64.
34. Gy, 1957, 142.
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Tertullian's lack of reflection on the meaning of this priesthood^ makes it
somewhat uncertain what it consists in for him. Nonetheless, there are some
suggestive indications. The most significant statement is "et offers et tinguis et
sacerdos es" in Cast 7.3, and the ensuing reference in 7.4. This strongly suggests
that baptising and offering sacrifice are the most important parts of what constitutes
priesthood, especially that of the ordained, for Tertullian. This is confirmed by the
references to the bishop as "summus sacerdos" having the supreme right to baptise
in Bapt 17.1, the offering of a commemorative eucharist through a priest in Cast
11.2 and the juxtaposition of offering and baptising with the "sacerdotalis officium"
in Virg 9.1. There is only one reference to the bishop as "sacerdos" in the context
of church discipline (Pud 21.17), but, in view of later developments, this too may
have been a significant aspect of the bishop's priestliness.
Finally, the fact that Tertullian makes such priestly references to the bishop and
the clergy so infrequently (seven times where such a reference is very likely and
three where it is less likely but quite possible) and without any apparent need to
justify that usage suggests that it was well established in the North African church
in Tertullian's day. 36 Although his attitude to bishops may have changed through
his becoming a Montanist, his calling the clergy priests does not seem to have done
so.
4.3.3 View of sacrifice
Tertullian frequently interprets Christian sacrifice in terms of "spiritalia sacrificia".
As Catholic and as Montanist he stresses the prophetic cult criticism that God
prefers mercy to sacrifice,37 teaching that even in the case of the sacrifices of the
old covenant it was the attitude behind the offering that God was really interested
in.38 in iine with this, he depicts a contrite and humble heart, various aspects of
self-denial, and martyrdom, as appropriate sacrifices,39 also quoting Rom 12.1 of
35. Hanson R., 1979, 38-39: "it is to be observed that Tertullian does not draw
any theological inferences from this use of the term priest for bishops and
presbyters. The term seems to come naturally to his lips, but he does not seem to
want to use it in order to build any particular doctrine of the episcopal or
presbyteral ministry."
36. Against Bevenot's view noted earlier. Although Tertullian's priestly references to
the bishop and clergy are infrequent, it will have been noted that they are not as
infrequent as Bevenot suggests.
37. E.g., Paen 8.3, Marc 2.13.5, 2.17.2, and 4.10.4.
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the living sacrifice of our bodies. 40 He further refers to the sacrifices of praise
and prayer.41
It is against this background that what Tertullian writes of the eucharist as a
sacrifice must be evaluated. In his Catholic period, he says of Mithra, in Praescr
40.4, that "celebrat ... panis oblationem" after a reference to "res sacramentorum
diuinorum" which probably refers to the eucharistic bread.^2 in Or 19.1-4 receiving
the Lord's body in the eucharist is identified with participating in a sacrifice.43
These examples make it likely that the eucharist is meant when the offering of a
sacrifice is mentioned between the visiting of the sick and the giving of a sermon
as occasions when women would appear in public in Cult 2.11.2, when "sacrificia"
are amongst the matters attended to by a Christian couple in Ux 2.8.8 and when
an "oblatio" is celebrated at weddings according to Ux 2.8.6.44
Three likely references to the eucharist as a sacrifice from Tertullian's Montanist
period relate to the practice of offering eucharists on behalf of the dead. First, in
Cor 3.3, just after mentioning the "eucharistiae sacramentum", he writes of
"oblationes pro defunctis, pro nataliciis annua dei facimus."45 Second, in Cast
11.1,46 he refers to the making of "oblationes annuas" on behalf of the dead
partner, following this with the statement quoted earlier about offering through a
priest. Two references to prayer (11.2: "stabis ergo ad dominum cum tot uxoribus,
quot in oratione commemores?" and "et ascendet sacrificium tuum") in the
38. Marc 2.22.2-4.
39. See Iud 5.5, Pat 13.2, Cult 2.9.7, Res 8.4, lei 3.4, 9.8, 16.1, 16.8, Scorp
7.7, 15.2, and Fug 12.7.
40. Res 47.16.
41. Of praise: Iud 5.5, Marc 3.22.6, 4.35.11; of prayer: Ap 30.5, Or 18.5, 18.27,
28.1-4, Marc 4.1.8, Scap 2.8, and lei 10.13.
42. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 220. So understood by Hanson R., 1985, 94, n.40 and
by Stevenson, 1986, 19.
43. Diercks, CCSL, 1954 267-268.
44. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 366 and 393-394. All three are taken as references to
the eucharist by Hanson R., 1985, 94, n.40, as is the last by Stevenson, 1986, 19.
45. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1043. This too is taken as a reference to the
eucharist by Hanson R., 1985, 94, n.40.
46. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1031.
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immediate context suggest that "even as [Tertullian] calls the rite a sacrifice he
explains that it is a sacrifice only of prayers".^ Third, in Moti 10.4, Tertullian
says that the woman bereaved of her husband "offert annuis diebus dormitionis
eius."48
Tertullian, then, clearly denominated the eucharist as a sacrifice, but only as one
action amongst a number of actions and attitudes which he regarded as sacrificial.
Moreover, there is some indication (in Cast 11.1-2) that it was the prayers offered
with or over the elements which formed what was sacrificial about the eucharist for
him. Kelly writes, "what the sacrifice consists in, he does not specify. No doubt he
views it primarily as an offering of prayer and worship, but worship in the context
of the Saviour's passion and of the elements which 'represent' His sacrificed body
and blood."49
Another way of understanding the sacrificial aspect of the eucharist is suggested by
Le Saint: "oblatio can mean ... the gifts which the faithful offer when Mass is
celebrated." This may be reflected in the references to the offerings made on the
anniversaries of Christians' deaths,^0 but it is not clear. Certainly, as R. Hanson
points out, Tertullian never speaks of "offering Christ in the eucharist. "51 However,
the offering of sacrifice is one of the main connotations of priestliness for
Tertullian, as we noted earlier, and it is likely that it was the eucharist which he
saw as the sacrifice that the clergy were to be particularly responsible for.
47. Hanson R., 1985, 94.
48. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1243. This also appears in Hanson's list in Hanson R.,
1985, 94, n.40.
49. Kelly, 1977, 214.
'50. Le Saint, ACW 13, 1951, 146, n.92.
51. Hanson R., 1985, 95.
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4.4 Hippolvtus
4.4.1 Life and writings
The problems involved here are legion and this is not the place to deal with them
in detail. All that will be attempted is to mention some major issues and their
most recent solutions.
Frickel and Botte conclude that Hippolytus was a schismatic bishop of Rome who
was reconciled to the generally recognised church before his martyrdom, flourishing
c.222-235.1 Although some have questioned it, most scholars accept the attribution
of the work, o Kaxa naaLv aipeoeov eXeyxoQ, to him.^ The attributions to him
of Contra Noetum, commentaries on Daniel and the Song of Songs, and the Tiepi
tox) XpioxoO kai Tiepi xou avxiypiaxoO have also been generally accepted,3
but there has been much more controversy over the work generally known as the
Apostolic TraditionA
For one thing, the original text of this work is uncertain because of the number of
somewhat different parallel texts extant now generally considered to depend on the
original.5 In this thesis, Botte's latest reconstruction is used. For another, the
ascription to Hippolytus is less than completely secure.However, Botte still accepts
it^ and his position is adopted here. Further, some have argued it derives from an
Alexandrian background. Botte concludes, however, that "il n'y a ... aucune raison
valable d'attribuer a la Tradition une origine alexandrine."^
1. Frickel, 1988, 45-63 and 119; Botte, 1989, XIV-XV.
2. This work is abbreviated to El below. See Frickel, 1988, 99-122 for an account
of the controversy. Frickel, 1988, 204 and 299; Geerard, 1983, vol.1, nos.
1870-1925; Marcovich, 1986, 10-16; and Botte, 1989, XV, accept this attribution.
3. These works are abbreviated as CN, CS, and Ant below. On CN, see
Butterworth, 1977, 7-33.
4. Abbreviated to AT below.
5. On this see Botte, 1989, XI-XII and XVII-XXVIII.
6. E.g., Geerard, 1983, vol.1, 226-228, places itamong the "Iuris Ps.-Apostolici
opera singula" and not amongst Hippolytus' works.
7. Botte, 1989, XIII.
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A final issue is how far the Apostolic Tradition represents a liturgical usage at
Rome which had existed for some time. Botte presents a finely balanced view:
"on n'a pas encore depasse le stade de l'improvisation, et Hippolyte donne ses
prieres comme des modeles et non comme des formules fixes. D'autre part, il
n'est pas vraisemblable que, ecrivant a Rome, il presente comme la vraie
tradition des choses qui n'auraient rien a voir avec les usages romains. Sans
doute a-t-il precise certains points, de sa propre autorite. Mais, dans
l'ensemble, on est en droit de penser que la Tradition represente bien la
discipline romaine au debut du Ille siecle."®
4.4.2 The priesthood of the ordained
It is generally accepted*® that Hippolytus is writing self-consciously as a bishop in
the Prooemium to El 6. He here describes the Holy Spirit as given to the apostles
and transmitted to those who have rightly believed, continuing, £>v filter Q
StaSoyot xoyyavovxeg, xf|Q xe croxtK yaptxog psxeyovxec apytepaxetccq xe
Kori StSaoKaXtac;, ....**
The bishop is again called 'priest' in AT 3,*2 }n which the ordination-prayer of a
bishop is given. Its opening includes the description of God as instituting the
apyovxa xe icori iepetc; of Israel, continuing the cultic allusions with the words
xo xe 6cyraoM.dc oou pf| KaxaXtmov aXerxoopynxov. That this sanctuary is now
continued in the church is implied in the following reference to God having poured
out the power of his Spirit on his beloved son Jesus, which he has given to his
holy apostles, or KaSrSpooav xtiv etcKXriatav vcaxa xorcov ayrdopaxoc ooo.
The intercession for the one being consecrated then begins,
8. Botte, 1989, XVI-XVII. See too Chadwick in Dix and Chadwick, 1968, g-i.
Cuming, 1976, 5, is more cautious. Quasten, 1953, vol.2, 163, takes the opposing
view.
9. Botte, 1989, XVI. See too Faivre, 1977, 50, who views it as reflecting rites
c. 180-200, while Vilela, 1971, 343, sees it as written c.215 but reflecting earlier
practice.
10. E.g., by von Campenhausen, 1969, 175-176 and Hanson R., 1979, 39 and 1985,
95, n.48.
11. Marcovich, 1986, 55.
12. For the Greek of the Epitome and the Latin translation, see Botte, 1989 , 6 , 8
and 10. Quotations here come from these pages. On these sources, see Botte, 1989,
XIX-XXII and XXVII-XXVIII.
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KapSioyv&oxa Txavxcov Sog etu xov SobXov aao xoOxov ov e^eXe^o eig
etcx oKOTctiv <Tcoxp.axv£xv xqv xtox iavf|v> oou xt)v oiyxav, Kai
apyxEpaxEUEtv oox dp.EpxxxQg, XexxoupycrOvxa vukxoc; kai fipepag,
aSxaXex'Tix^g xe iXaoKEoGai x$ Ttpoauraj) oo\) Kai xtpoacpEpExv aox xa
S&pa xfig ayxag aou EKKXriaxag, Kai xcj> Ttvexpaxx x<j> apyxEpaxxK^
syEiv Egoxxriav capxEvax apapxxag Kaxa xriv evxoAtiv ooxj, ....
The powers asked for are clearly believed to come as a result of this prayer, since
section 4 begins, "qui cumque factus fuerit episcopus, omnes os offerant pacis,
salutantes eum quia dignus effectus est." The laying-on of hands, referred to at the
end of section 2, must also have been viewed as having a part to play in the
conferring of these powers.^ Further, the Greek and Latin constructions involved
suggest strongly that the power to forgive sins derives from the bishop's "high
priestly spirit",14 which is given in this ordination. Moreover, the placing of the
exercising of the high priesthood alongside the feeding of the flock as the main
attributes of the oversight being given, implies that the one involves the other.
Finally, there is a natural link between the bishop's high priesthood and the power
iXaoKEoGax xq> Ttpoo6ra)> ooo Kax TtpoocpEpEtv aoi xa 56>pa xiig aytaq ooxj
EKKAxiafag. However, we cannot simply assume that this refers to the eucharist,
since the prayer continues with a plea that the bishop be enabled EoapEOXEiv xe
oox £v rtpaoxrixx Kax KaGapqt KapSxqc, TtpoocpEpovxa oox oapriv EooSxag ...,
showing that Hippolytus viewed the offering of a pure heart as a sacrifice also. 15
Consideration of the reference to priesthood in AT 4 will be left until section 5.4
of this thesis, since it could well refer to all those present as priests. There is no
reference to priesthood in AT 7, where the ordination of presbyters is prescribed,
but there is one, in AT 8, in which the deacon's ordination or institution is dealt
with:
"in diacono ordinando solus episcopus inponat manus, propterea quia non in
sacerdotio ordinatur, sed in ministrio episcopi, ut faciat ea quae ab ipso
iubentur. Non est enim particeps consilii in clero, sed curas agens et indicans
episcopo quae oportet, non accipiens communem praesbyteri< i > sp(iritu)m
eum cuius participes praesbyteri sunt, sed id quod sub potestate episcopi est
13. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 176, refers to "the act of consecration", presumably
including both the prayers and the imposition of hands.
14. Hanson R., 1985, 96: "it may be that this highpriesthood refers particularly to
the bishop's power of forgiving sins".
15. Hanson R., 1979, 49 and 1985, 96, sees this as an indication of the 'pure
offering' tradition, and Young, 1979, 100 views it as a spiritual sacrifice.
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creditum."16
Priesthood here is connected, not with offering the eucharistic sacrifice, 17 but with
participating in the counsel among the clergy. There is nothing immediately priestly
or sacrificial about this, but this priesthood is in virtue of participating in the
clergy, whose main function is helping and governing the people, according to AT
7,1® so it relates to these activities. Clearly, it implies that the presbyters as well
as the bishop, but not the deacons, belonged to the clergy and the priesthood
envisaged. 19
The fact that the author finds it necessary to explain why only the bishop should
lay hands on the deacon and how the deacon differs from the presbyter suggests
that this work was written at a time when there was discussion, and probably some
dissension, over the relationships between bishops, presbyters, deacons and others.
This is also suggested by the way in which the deacon is said not to be "particeps
consilii in clero" in AT 8, but it is implied that he does belong to the clergy in
AT 10, in which instruction is given not to ordain or lay hands on a widow "quia
non offert oblationem neque habet liturgiam. Ordinatio autem fit cum clero propter
liturgiam."20 It is noteworthy that
"le kleros repoit une imposition des mains ... parce qu'il a un role dans la
leitourgia, le service liturgique. Les fonctions qui n'ont pas de role proprement
cultuel a remplir n'ont pas a recevoir d'imposition des mains."21
As Faivre points out, this is a much more restricted view of Xetxo'upyia, both in
terms of those who can exercise it and in terms of its content, than in NT
times. 22
16. Botte, 1989, 22 and 24. The two main texts are not exactly the same in
detail, but are the same on the point being treated here.
17. So Powell, 1975, 308.
18. Botte, 1989, 20.
19. So Kilmartin, EEC, 754; Hanson R., 1985, 96.
20. Botte, 1989, 30.
21. Faivre, 1984, 99-100.
22. Faivre, 1984, 102.
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Further references to the bishop's priesthood are found in AT 8 where God is
asked,
"da spiritum gratiae tuae et sollicitudinis in hunc seruum tuum, quem elegisti
ut diaconus sit et offerat in sancto sanctorum tuo quod tibi offertur a
constituto principe sacerdotum tuo "^3
and in AT 34, in which deacons are told to inform the bishop of those who are
ill so that he may visit them, "ualde enim oblectatur infirmus cum memor eius
fuerit princeps sacerdotum. "24
Hippolytus, then, was very happy to use high priestly terminology of the bishop,
and saw no need to justify it, suggesting, as with Tertullian, that it was a generally
accepted usage. He also regarded presbyters as part of the priesthood. This is
apparent in two passages and the fact that the bishop is called the "summus
sacerdos" or the "princeps sacerdotum" may also suggest that others held a special
priesthood under him. Like Tertullian, but more definitely and prominently, he links
the bishop's high priesthood and the ability to forgive sin. He also connects it with
teaching, caring for the flock, and offering gifts. He further relates priesthood to
caring for and ruling the people when the presbyters are included and to offering
sacrifice and having a Xetioopyta when the whole clergy is referred to.
4.4.3 View of the eucharist as a sacrifice
We noted above Hippolytus' allusion to the bishop as offering a pleasing perfume
to God by pleasing him by his gentleness and pure heart in the ordination-prayer
for the bishop in AT 3. In addition, there are three passages in his Commentary
on the Song of Solomon in which references to incense are interpreted as the
offering of themselves by Christians in self-denial and righteous living.
The first interprets Song 4.6b ("'I went alone to the mountain of myrrh and the
hill of incense'") as "if some people crucify ... their bodies with strength and
desire, then they become 'hills of incense' and joyous. '"25 This is immediately
followed by a related interpretation of Song 4.7 ("'you are utterly beautiful, my
23. Botte, 1989 , 26. Cf. the way the deacons bring the people's gifts to the bishop
in AT 4 and 22.
24. Botte, 1989, 80.
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friend, and have no blemishes on you'") which is that "those who mortify their
bodies thereupon smell like incense through their righteousness."
The second such passage comes soon after these. The same phrase, found in both
Song 4.10c and 4.11c ('"and the smell of your garments is still better than that of
all incense'"), is interpreted twice. The first is: "if anyone with right heart and the
right faith knows God, then he smells better to him than all incense"; and the
second:
"we are clothed by Christ who put us on in baptism; and only those from
whose clothes comes such a fragrance of incense are righteous and worthy to
be sister and bride of Christ and God: 'sister' to succeed him, and 'bride' to
be indissolubly united in his love."
The final such passage interprets "'the flower with nard, saffron, bamboo and
cinnamon with all the trees of Lebanon, myrrhs and aloes with all the best kinds
of incense"' (Song 4.13-14) as "good deeds", especially loving one's enemies which
is true righteousness.
Although the objection could be raised that the incense mentioned in Song does not
appear in sacrificial contexts and so need not have sacrificial connotations, it
probably did have such connotations for Christians because of its association with
the Israelite sacrificial system and with prayer in Rev 5.8 and 8.3-4. Also telling in
favour of sacrificial connotations here is the way in which self-denial and right
living were sometimes described in sacrificial ways by other second- and third-
century Christian authors including Tertullian.
Hippolytus' main emphasis, however, is on material offerings brought by believers
as sacrifices. These include the bread and wine used for the eucharist.
The procedure for the celebration of the eucharist is outlined first in AT 4^6 after
that for the ordination of the bishop. This begins: "illi uero offerant diacones
oblationes,27 quique imponens manus in earn cum omni praesbyterio dicat gratia[n]s
agens: ...." This offering consists of the bread and the cup, as is made clear in
the words, "offerimus tibi panem et calicem, gratias tibi agentes ...." The link with
25. This and the following quotations from CS are my ET of Bonwetsch's GT of
the Armenian fragment given in Bonwetsch and Achelis, GCS 1, 1897, 371-373.
26. The quotations from this section which follow are found in Botte, 1989, 10-17.
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offering is taken up again in the immediately following words "... quia nos dignos
habuisti adstare coram te et tibi ministrare (or, et tibi sacerdotium exhibere).^ Et
petimus ut mittas sp(iritu)m tuum s(an)c(tu)m in oblationem sanctae ecclesiae:
"29 There ensues a plea for the filling of the Holy Spirit for all those
partaking.
It will be argued in section 5.4 of this thesis that this involves a reference to the
priesthood of all partaking. It is possible that the "oblatio sanctae ecclesiae" at the
end of the passage quoted is the participants themselves, but it is more likely that
it alludes to the bread and cup, in view of the earlier use of "oblatio" for them.30
The link, then, is primarily between the general priesthood and the bread and cup
as an offering. However, it is the bishop and the presbyters who lay hands on
these and the deacon who brings them (cf. AT 8 above), suggesting that the
reference to the clergy having a Xeixoupyt'a and offering sacrifice in AT 10 at
least includes these actions, and that they perform them on the general priesthood's
behalf. On the other hand, this offering delimits the clergy in AT 10 and suggests
that only they could perform it.
That other materials can be offered is presented in AT 5 and 6, which begin, "si
quis oleum offert, secundum panis oblationem et uini, ... gratias referat dicens: ..."
and "similiter, si quis caseum et oliuas offeret, ita dicat: ...."31 Further references
to offerings brought by the people to God via the bishop which do not refer only
or at all to the bread and wine occur in AT 23, which shows that the faithful may
bring something at any time, probably for a fellowship- or agape-meal,32 in AT 31,
in which literal first fruits are presented, and in AT 32, where fruits and flowers
are offered.
27. Botte, 1989, 11, n.(7): "le pluriel oblationes dans L n'est qu'une faute de
copiste, puisqu'aussitot apres on lit le singulier (in earn), confirme d'ailleurs par
SAE", which are three parallel versions.
28. See discussion in section 5.4.1 below.
29. Daly, 1978, 367, n.69, points out that the reference to the eucharist as
"oblatio sanctae ecclesiae" "recalls Irenaeus' 'novi Testamenti nova oblatio' and
'ecclesiae oblatio'".
30. Against Stevenson, 1986, 21.
31. Botte, 1989, 18.
32. So Botte, 1989, 61, n.(6).
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In AT 21, however, where, after a baptism has taken place, "offeratur oblatio a
diaconibus episcopo", there follows,
"et gratias agat panem quidem in exe(m)plum, quod dicit gr<a>ecus
antitypum, corporis Chr(ist)i; calicem uino mixtum propter antitypum, quod
dicit graecus similitudinem, sanguinis quod effusum est pro omnibus qui
crediderunt in eum; ...."33
The elements are called an offering before they are prayed over, suggesting that
they are viewed as offerings in the same way as other material gifts, although they
receive greater and different significance after the prayer. This is confirmed by the
references which immediately follow to prayers over mixed milk and honey, and
water, which is said to be "uero in oblationem" as a symbol of cleansing. These
are partaken of by the worshippers as well as the cup. However, it is the bread
and wine which are above all referred to as "oblatio sancta" in the conclusion to
21 which says, "haec autem tradidimus vobis in brevi de baptismo sancto et
oblatione sancta".34
AT 20, which precedes the above, says, "baptizandi ne adducant secum ullam rem,
nisi solum quod unusquisque adducit propter eucharistiam. Decet enim ut qui dignus
effectus est offerat oblationem eadem hora."35 "Eadem hora" seems to be
referring to the morning of the baptism, so this is probably an offering of
materials which do not involve the bread and wine being received as Christ's body
and blood, since those present are not yet baptised and the eucharist proper takes
place after that. It is said to be "propter eucharistiam", meaning "for thanksgiving".
In AT 25, there is a general reference to the offering which may include the
eucharist, and a description of how "episcopus obtulit calicem" which has already
been called "calicem oblationis".36 This may be a reference to the eucharist but
the lack of reference to the bread or to Christ means that it may rather be a
"eulogia" as described in AT 26. Finally, the association of an "oblatio" with Easter
33. Botte, 1989, 54 and 56.
34. Botte, 1989, 58.
35. Botte, 1989, 44.
36. Botte, 1989, 64 and 66.
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in 33^7 makes a eucharistic reference very likely there.
The over-all picture given by these references to offering is of many different
materials, especially foodstuffs, being offered to God and blessed by the bishop.
This may well combine ideas of gift-sacrifice, particularly in the literal offering of
the first fruits, an idea already noted in Irenaeus,38 and of communion-sacrifice, in
the eucharist and agape-meal. 39 There is a difference, however, between the
offering of gifts by any of the faithful, the deacons' bringing them to the bishop,
and the blessing of them and the prayer over the bread and cup which will then
be seen as Christ's body and blood normally done by the bishop, although they are
all closely related.The presbyters lay hands on the bread and cup with the
bishop while he prays (AT 4), hold offerings for those who partake {AT 21), break
the bread and distribute it to the people {AT 22), and may have performed the
whole eucharist under the bishop's orders.41 The deacons bring the people's
offerings to the bishop for him to pray over them {AT 4 and 21), hold the
offerings if there are insufficient presbyters (AT 21), and break the bread (AT 22).
All three, then, have a part to play in the liturgy which, according to AT 8,
differentiates them from the non-clergy. This evidence also suggests that it is the
laying hands on the bread and cup while the bishop prays over them that means
the presbyters and bishop are the "sacerdotium" while the deacon is not.42
The reference to the bishop propitiating God in AT 3 demonstrates that Irenaeus'
one reference to propitiatory sacrifice had at least one successor. Its accompaniment
by "offering the church's gifts" which, as we have seen, can have much wider
connotations than just the bread and cup, and its being an isolated reference which
may refer to prayer, reduce the probability of it referring to the eucharist proper
or alone. The offering of eucharistic worship was an important part of the bishop's
task for Hippolytus, but his view of sacrificial offering was much wider than this
37. Botte, 1989, 78.
38. So Daly, 1978, 363-364.
39. Young, 1979, 100, sees the eucharist as among the offerings in kind which are
communion-sacrifices.
40. The "three distinct meanings which 'offer' can have for Hippolytus", according
to Daly, 1978, 367, n.70.
41. Hein, 1973, 302-303, n.44: although AT "describes the bishop alone as
president of the eucharistic service", AT 22 says, "ceteris diebus recipient secundum
mandatum episcopi" (Botte, 1989, 60).
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and "offering the church's gifts", a defining aspect of what makes a bishop a
bishop according to AT 3, probably reflects this rather than narrowing the bishop's
function down to the consecration of the bread and wine. Leadership of the
congregation's sacrificial worship in general, an important part of which was the
eucharist proper, was a vital constituent of what made the clergy priestly for him.
Thanksgiving is strongly emphasised in the eucharistic prayers in AT 4, and,
although the idea of first-fruits is only mentioned in AT 31, it fits with the
offerings made and suggests that the ideas of thank-offering and thanksgiving are
the predominant sacrificial aspects of the eucharist for Hippolytus.
V2. implied in Ga^ett, 137*! ,&|.
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4.5 Clement of Alexandria^
4.5.1 Life and works
Clement flourished around or just before the time of Tertullian's earlier literary
activity.^ It has been disputed whether he was ordained a presbyter and whether he
held any official teaching position in the church.
Bigg cites Paid 1.6.37 as evidence that he was ordained,3 but the text is somewhat
spoilt and probably read ei' xe Ttoipeveg pev oi x&v EKKXriot&v Ttponyovpevot
..., xbc Se TtpofSaxa rpetQ4 rather than itoipeveg eopev, etc., leaving the
question unresolved. Osborn views the reference to Clement as "the blessed
presbyter" in a letter by Alexander of Jerusalem, preserved by Eusebius, as "the
chief piece of evidence for Clement's having been ordained a presbyter. "* On the
other hand, Koch argues that it was normal to name the church to which a cleric
belonged so that the fact that Alexander does not do this shows that he was using
Trpeop-uxepoQ in a different sense, which was to indicate that Clement was an
outstanding teacher. Quatember counters that "der Titel Presbyter kann in einem
offiziellen Schreiben eines Bischofs eben nicht anders verstanden werden",^ meaning
other than as an ordained presbyter. The weight of the external evidence, then,
must be deemed to lie on the side of Clement's ordination as a presbyter.7
Eusebius of Caesarea believed that Clement had succeeded Pantaenus as head of
1. In this section, "Clement" will mean Clement of Alexandria unless otherwise
indicated. The following abbreviations are used for his works: Prof. IIpoxpETtxtKOC
Ttpog "EAArivac; Paid'. IlarbayoyoQ; Str: T&v tcaxa xqv a\T)0f| cptXoaocprav
yvcoaxtk&v •onop.vripdxCiiv oxpapax^tav Ttpcbxog, Beuxepoc;, ...; QDS: Quis dives
salvetur\ Eel: Eclogae propheticae; Exc: Excerpta ex Theodoto.
2. Bigg, 1913, 72-73, Mondesert, SC 2, 1949, 11-12, Osborn, 1957, 3-4, and
Quasten, 1953, vol.2, 5, all give C.150-C.215. Osborn dates his writings to 175-202.
3. Bigg, 1913, 73, n.2.
4. Marrou and Harl, SC 70, 1960, 178.
5. Osborn, 1957, 3-4; see HE 6.11.6.
6. Quatember, 1946, 14-17, countering points made by H. Koch in an article in
the Zeitschrift fur neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1921, 43-48 which I have been
unable to obtain.
7. So Vilela, 1971, 28. Neymeyr, 1989, 92-93, leaves the question undecided.
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catechetical instruction in the church of Alexandria with Origen as one of his
pupils.^ Recent scholarship, however, has tended towards the view that he was not
head of an official catechetical school of the church, but rather an independent
teacher and philosopher who gathered any who were interested to hear him, on the
model of other such teachers and philosophers of the time.9 Most recently Wilken
has followed Mehat in arguing that the two views should not be so sharply
contrasted. Rather what began as 'private' instruction for those interested was
eventually transformed into ecclesiastical instruction associated with the
catechumenate. Nonetheless, "the teaching of Pantaenus and Clement, and later
Origen, is to be understood in the light of the model of the contemporary
philosophical schools. "I® Neymeyr also has pointed out that the two extremes are
not the only two possibilities and has taken the view that Clement must have had a
circle of pupils which included unbaptised, catechumens and Christians and that his
teaching was not purely private.^ Probably what began unofficially became
officially recognised by the church. As will be seen, his understanding of the truly
gnostic teacher was an important part of his view of the Christian life and, as von
Campenhausen has pointed out, 12 reflected his understanding of his own situation.
The question of the relationship between Clement's three major works has been
much discussed among scholars, but has very little relevance for this thesis and no
agreed solution has been reached. 13 What is relevant is that Clement's extant
writings are not his complete output, 14 and nowhere deal with the subjects we are
discussing at all systematically. We must therefore beware of drawing wide-ranging
conclusions from his silence on certain subjects, and we have to infer some of his
teaching from what he does say clearly. His apologetic and educational aims also
have to be kept in mind as they influence what he deals with and how he deals
8. HE 6.6.1.
9. So Bardy, 1947, 111; Mondesert, SC 2, 1949, 7-10; von Campenhausen, 1969,
197; Cooke, 1976, 237 and 242; against Quasten, 1953, vol.2, 5 and Osborn, 1957,
3. See also the history of views given in Wilken, 1984, 16-17.
10. Wilken, 1984, 17-18.
11. Neymeyr, 1989, 92-95.
12. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 198.
13. So Daly, 1978, 443.
14. See Mondesert, SC 2, 1949, 15-16 and Volker, 1952, 2-3.
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with it, especially as he saw teaching as needing to be related to the stage which
anyone had reached, some being withheld from unbelievers and some from
immature Christians.^ Nonetheless, as Marrou argues, Clement's portrait of
Alexandria, its church and its thought-world, for all its shortcomings, has definite
historical value. 16
4.5.2 The gnostic Christian as priest
As von Campenhausen writes, "the pattern of the 'priestly' man is for [Clement]
not the bishop or priest [sc. presbyter] of the official hierarchy but the gnostic and
the gnostic teacher." He rightly adds, "this does not, of course, exclude the
possibility that someone holding an official position in the church may also be
included among the gnostics."^ Clement nowhere calls the clergy 'priests'^ but
does at times draw comparisons between the gnostic Christian and the church's
hierarchy which need examination to see whether they imply the hierarchy's
priesthood. First, passages will be examined which show that Clement viewed the
Christian gnostic as priestly, to lay the foundation for studying those comparisons.
One such passage is found in Str 4.25.158.1 where Clement writes, povor xotvuv
oi KocBapox; Pioxjvxec; iepetc; ovxoc; xox) GeoO.^ This clause is in the context
of a discussion of 'gnosis' and the contemplation of God. In 159.2, having
continued to expound the theme of priesthood in 158.2-159.1 and so in the same
context, he interprets the seven days of purification for a priest on the death of
close relative as e£ava8v>vai ysveoecbg xe Kai cxpapxrag yppvar xsyei xov
yvcooxiKov. Clearly, the gnostic Christian is being referred to as iepexx;
throughout this passage.20
15. On this see Mondesert in Mondesert and Caster, SC 30, 1951, 20-21.
16. Marrou in Marrou and Harl, SC 70, 1960, 88.
17. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 201. Others who point to the priesthood of the
Christian gnostic in Clement's writings include Bigg, 1913, 134; Volker, 1952,
510-511; Osborn, 1957, 107; Eastwood, 1963, 72-73; Hanson R., 1979, 51; and
Garrett, 1979, 53.
18. So Hanson R., 1979, 51.
19. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 318.
20. So understood by Volker, 1952, 510; von Campenhausen, 1969, 201, n.152; and
Hanson R., 1979, 51.
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Second, in Str 5.4.19.3-4, Clement maintains that access to divine truth is given
hovotc ... xotc; iepauevotg, xovxeoxi xoiq avaKetpevotg xq> 0£q>, xotg
TteptxexM.riM.£vot<; xag x&v TtaOtov etu 0upt aq 5ta xt)v Ttpog p.6vov xo 0etov
ayccrtriv.21 Again, these are characteristics of the gnostic for Clement and he is
meant by oi i epcopevot.22
Third, in Str 5.6.39.3-4, Clement interprets the high priest's putting off of xov
fiytaapevov ytx&va and his putting of xov dXXov ... aytov dytoo <ac eittetv
ytx&voc in terms of both Christ's incarnation and the Christian gnostic. So in 39.4
he writes,
epoi Sokeiv epcpatvciv xov Ae-uixtiv Kai yvtooxtKov av x&v aXXuv
Iepecov apyovxa, tiSaxt dTtoX£Xo'u|j.£v6)v ekeivov Kat tttoxtv
evSeSupevcov |_iovr|v Kat xqv i8tav ekSexo|j.£V6)v povfiv, auxov
StaKptvavxa xa vorixa x&v aioOpxcav, Kax' £Ttava(3aat v xcov aXXov
i £pEtov OTtEvSovxa £7tt xpv xoO vorixoO StoSov, xcov xijSE artoXovoiaEvav
ox)k£xt "OSaXt, QQ TtpOXEpOV £Ka0atp£XO £tq AeVH xt kt|v EVxaooopEvoc;
cpoXriv, aXX' fjSr) x$ yvtooxtKtj) Xoy^.23
The beginning of this passage clearly identifies the Levite and gnostic as the one
ruling other priests. 24 The questions then arise: who are the other priests and to
whom are they being compared in the earlier dispensation? Since the high priest's
use of his tunics is the subject being interpreted, the gnostic is being likened to
him. The other priests must be the other priestly Levites. As these other priests
are said here to have been washed with water and to have put on faith, they are
the ordinary, non-gnostic Christians of Clement's day. 25 This passage will therefore
be mentioned again in section 5 of this thesis.
This contrast is still present in Str 5.6.40.1, which continues from 39.4:
21. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 339.
22. So understood by von Campenhausen, 1969, 201, n.152.
23. The passages quoted here and below from Str 5.6.39-41 are from Stahlin, GCS
2, 1906, 353-354.
24. So understood by von Campenhausen, 1969, 201, n.152; Hanson R., 1979, 51;
and Le Boulluec, SC 279, 1981, 159.
25. So Volker, 1952, 151, n.2.
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KaGapog p,ev <oOv> xriv xapSiav naoav, Kaxop06aag 8' cu paXa kai
xf|v TtoXtxcrav etc' cxkpov, Ttepa xoO iepewg etc! peiCov ocu^rioac;,
axEyv&g fiyviopEvog Kai Xoy<j> Kai 3t^, ett£vSuaap.£vog xo yavopa xfic
So?rig, xoO tcve-upaxikoo ekeivou Kai xeXexou avSpog xriv coxopprixov
KXnpovopiav aitoXaP^v
The gnostic Christian is regarded as having surpassed the ordinary priest in the
clause, rtEpa xoi) iEpEcog etc! peiCov au5f|oocc.26
There is another passage, in Exc 27, in which Clement interprets the high priest's
entrance into the holy of holies in a similarly dual way to that just treated. There
too the gnostic Christian becomes high priestly. 27
Another passage in Str in which Clement alludes to the priestliness of the gnostic
Christian is found in 7.3.14.5. He has been describing the gnostic from the
beginning of 7.3, and has asserted that his virtues are Gooxav Sekxtiv ... napa
(14.1). In 14.5 he writes,
8t' ijv aixtav 06 Gvjopev EiKoxcog cxvevSeei xtj> 0£<j> x$ xa itavxa xotg
rtaai raxpEaxrpEvtj), xov 8' xntEp i£p£\j0£vxa 8o5aCop.Ev ocpag
orOxaOg xepevovxec Etc; xe xo ocvevSeec; ek xoO avEvSEoOg Kai Etc; xo
dna0£q ek xoo atta0oi)q.28
Lampe gives "sacrifice" as the meaning of the two uses of iEpsm) here, but a
reference to acting as a iepcog is implicit.29 Finally,30 jn Str 7.7.36.2, in a
discussion of the gnostic Christian's converse with, and praise of God, Clement
writes, ooxog apa ovxcog o PaotXtKog avGpomog, ooxog iEpsbg ootog xoo
0EOO, 31
26. This interpretation is further reinforced in 40.3-41.1. On 40.3, see Le Boulluec,
SC 279, 1981, 165-166.
27. Cf. Sagnard, SC 23, 1970, 11.
28. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 11.
29. Lampe, PGL, 670; cf. Garrett, 1979, 53, who refers to the early part of the
passage referred to here as evidence of the gnostic priesthood.
30. There are less certain allusions to the priestliness of the gnostic Christian in
Str 2.4.19.4 and 5.6.34.3.
31. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 28. Volker, 1952, 510; von Campenhausen, 1969,
201, n.152; Hanson R., 1979, 51; and Garrett, 1979, 53, find a reference to the
gnostic Christian here.
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For Clement, then, the priest, after Christ himself, is the gnostic Christian who is
closely assimilated to Christ. The qualities connoted by priestliness for Clement are
holiness, knowledge, devotion and ascent to God, and assimilation to the Logos.
The relationship between the gnostic and other Christians will be examined in
section 5. The relationship between the gnostic Christian and the ordained will be
examined next.
4.5.3 The gnostic Christian and the ordained
In Str 6.13, having stated that the gnostic Christian is ioayyeXoc and may be
enrolled etc xf|V exXoypv xLv dxtooxoXwv, Clement continues,
odxoc "rtpeophjxepoc eoxt xcj> ovxt xriC ekk\t|oiac Kai Si&kovoc a\r|9fiC
xfic too 9eoO (3ooXrioecoc, eav ixotTj teat Si5aaKi] xa xoO Koptou, ody'
dtt' avOp&raov yotpoxovodpevoc odS', oxt Ttpeo(3dxepoc, StKatoc
voptCopevoc, aXX\ oxt StKatoc, ev TtpeoPuxept^ KaxaXeyopevoc; Kav
evxadOa etc! yric TtpoxoKaOeSptqc pri xtpr]9ii, ev xotc ei'Koat kai
xeooapot Ka9e8etxat 9povotc tov Xaov Kptvov, qq eppotv ev xt)
drcoKaXdyet ' Icoavvric (106.2).
After a digression about the unity of the covenant of salvation, and a reference to
the gnostics as x&v ekXekx&v, eKXexxoxepot, being honoured in heaven, Clement
adds,
eTcet Kai ai evxad9a Kaxa xriv eKKXpoiav TtpoKOTtai etu okotxuv,
TtpeoPoxepcov, StaKovcov ptpqpaxa, otpat, ayyeXtKfic Sogric .... 'ev
vecpeXatc' xodxouc ap9evxac ypacpet o cotooxoAoc StaKovqaEtv pev xa
Ttpcoxa, ettetxa eyKaxaxaypvat xcj) TtpeoPoxept^ Kaxa TtpoKOTcriv 8o£ric
(So^a yap 5o£ric Stacpepet), ayptc av 'eic xeXetov avSpa' adgfiaaotv
(107.2-3).32
Clement's main point here is the gnostic Christian's real value in God's eyes. In
106.2 he argues that gnostic Christians are true presbyters, deacons and bishops,
not as appointed by men but because of what they are, and this will be seen in
heaven.33 In 107.2-3, it is clear that ultimate reality, for him, lies in heaven
among the angels and deceased gnostics where there are degrees of glory to be
attained. These degrees are imitated by those involved in the church's earthly
32. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 485-486.
33. Vilela, 1971, 32, argues that this passage is about the gnostic who has been
ordained a presbyter, but see the criticisms of Gryson, 1974, 110-111.
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hierarchy. Faivre appositely comments,
"ainsi, Clement sacralise la hierarchie ecclesiastique en meme temps qu'il la
relativise, puisqu'il y voit une imitation des progres de gloire celeste: diacre et
presbytre humains ne sont que des imitations, mais des imitations fideles
malgre tout et il semble bien que Clement conpoive l'homme parfait comme
un episcope celeste. "34
A somewhat similar passage is found in Str 7.1.3.3-4. In 3.1, Clement has been
explaining in what the gnostic's service of God consists, pointing to the ways in
which different kinds of service to men have different aims. In 3.3-4 he makes the
following comparison:
oporcog Se Kod Kaxa xriv eKKXriotav xriv pev PeXxtcoxticriv oi
Ttpeofloxepot aq>Co\xnv eiKova, xpv vntripexiKfiv Se oi Staicovoi.
xocuxag apipco xag StaKovtag ayyeAot xe vmripexouvxat xcj> 0s§ Kaxa xpv
X6)v Tteptyetwv oiicovopiav Kai oroxog o yv<aoxiK6g.^5
The similar language used of the service involved indicates a degree of equivalence,
although that of the presbyter and deacons deal with men, whilst that of the angels
and the gnostic are rendered to God. However, this difference is not to be
over-stressed and no disapproval is implied.
In both these cases, then, a three-way comparison is involved with the main point
in each case being the value of the gnostic Christian and his service. As just
stated, no disapproval of the church's hierarchy is implied^ and it is viewed as an
imitation of that in heaven, having real, if indeterminate, value. Clement takes the
church's hierarchy and its value for granted; clearly he felt a great need to defend
and uphold that of the gnostic Christian. This evidence does not enable us to state
for certain that Clement knew of or viewed the clergy as priestly, but the degree
of equivalence implied in these comparisons with the gnostic may suggest that he
did.
34. Faivre, 1984, 80. See also von Campenhausen, 1969, 210, n.217.
35. Stahlin et al., GC5 3, 1970, 4.
36. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 211. Neymeyr, 1989, 91-92, uses Str 6.106.2 to
argue that Clement recognises the clergy.
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4.5.4 View of sacrifice
Clement holds a view of sacrifice very like others of the apologists at whom we
have already looked. For one thing he stresses that God does not need sacrifice.37
On the other hand, it is clear that on this subject, as on others, Clement was
more influenced by Hellenistic Judaism and Greek philosophy than any Christian
writer before him.38 Daly adduces a passage we have already referred to, Str
7.3.14.5-15.1, as one in which Clement argues, "without ... continued direct
reference to Scripture", that God needs nothing. It further refers to God's
impassibility as a reason not to offer sacrifice xQ pfi ytKcqxevCj) r)Sovatg,39 and to
the fact that he is not won over or influenced by such things. In another passage,
Str 5.11.67.1-69.6, Clement quotes lengthily from the cult criticism of the pagan
philosppWi with scarcely any reference to the scriptures at all. Daly is therefore
right to point out that in this he is more like Philo than Barnabas.
On the other hand, Clement also at times, like the other apologists, simply quotes
the OT cult criticism, with little of his own comment, e.g., in Paid 3.12.90.1-4.
Moreover, he frequently combines philosophical analysis, quotation of OT
cult-criticism and quotation of pagan cult-criticism.40
Alongside this strenuous rejection of literal sacrifice goes a strong positive teaching
on the kinds of sacrifices which are appropriate. Daly points out that Clement likes
to interpret some realities in the OT as the symbols of moral realities, a method
which often results in seeing sacrifice in terms of the gnostic Christian's life and
worship. Indeed, he asserts that "for Clement, ... the idea of the worship of the
gnostic is practically coterminous with that of the sacrifice and prayer of the
gnostic.As an example he again adduces Str 5.11.67.Iff., which begins, 0x>oia
37. E.g., Str 7.6.30.1. Cf. Garrett, 1979, 53: "by emphasising the God does not
need that sacrifices be offered to Him, Clement stands with the apologists".
38. So Daly, 1978, 449 and ff., which see for the following discussion.
39. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 11.
40. So Daly, 1978, 451, which see for references.
41. Daly, 1978, 444-448 and 466. Daly argues that Clement's exegesis "is quite
different from the (relatively) sober, traditional typology found in Justin, Irenaeus
and Hippolytus", using "the more flamboyant allegorizing exegesis which was
developed by Phil? 'baptized' by Barnabas, and finally brought to perfection by
Origen."
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Se n xcj> 9 £<j> Sekxti oupaxoc; xe kai x&v xouxou itaG&v apexavorixog
yiopiopoc.^
There is a merging of the gnostic Christian's sacrifice with that of the whole
church in Clement's major explanation of Christian sacrifice in Str 7.6-7.43 He says
prayer is xfiv Gxxriav apfaxriv Kai ayiuxaxriv, the terrestrial altar is [xo]
aOpotopa xuv xatg edyatc; avaKetpevuv, the church's sacrifice is Aoyog cmo
xtov ayi qv vjruytov ava9v>pt6pevoQ, the truly holy altar is xi)v SiKatav \jroyhv
and its incense xriv ootav eOyfiv, the sacrifices of the OT Law xriv Ttepl Tipac;
£*ooe(3etav aXXriyopooot, the sacrifices God loves consist of prayer and different
nations and natures gathered for prayer, KaGapcj) pev x<j> vq, SiKatqc Se Kai
opGij xi] TtoXixet'qc, e£ oaiov epycov evyiK xe SiKafac; (7.6.31.7-8, 32.4-5, 7,
34.2).
More passages could be cited,44 but enough have been adduced to show how
strongly spiritualised was Clement's view of sacrifice. As Daly notes concerning the
church's sacrifice in Str 7.6.32.4, whilst in Irenaeus' and Hippolytus' writings the
church's sacrifice is seen mainly as the eucharist, "the most that can be said for
Clement's text is merely that it is open to Eucharistic connotations. "45
4.5.5 View of the eucharist as sacrifice
In Str 1.19.96.1, Clement condemns heretical groups who use only bread and water
for the eucharist Kaxa xriv itpoacpopav pri Kaxa xov Kavova xtk EKK\r|otac.46
In Str 6.14.113.3, Clement writes of the need to keep the soul pure,
eoyapiaxo'Oaa erti Ttaar xQ 0e<£ St' aKofiC SiKaiag Kai avayv&oecx; ©stag,
Si a Cnxijoeoc; &A.t|0oxk;, Si a Trpoocpopac; ayiag, Si' £"uyf|c; paKapiag, aivoOaa,
42. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 370-371.
43. The quotations from these chapters given below are taken from Stahlin et al.,
GCS 3, 1970, 22-28. Volker, 1952, 549, says of this passage, "es ist nicht allein
ein apologetisches Interesse, das ihn zu diesem Gedanken greifen laBt, sondern er
verwendet ihn in der Verteidigung, weil er Ausdruck seiner innersten Uberzeugung
ist und den Kern der Sache wirklich trifft."
44. Prot 4.59.2; Paid 3.12.90.3; Str 2.18.78.4 and 96.3; 4.16.104.2 (martyrs as a
sacrifice); 4.18.113.3; 5.11.67.1.
45. Daly, 1978, 471.
46. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 61-62.
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\)|j.vo"Ooa, £i)Xoyovoa, \|/a\A.ov>oa.47 The setting of 8xa npoocpopag ayfag
alongside giving thanks, hearing, reading and seeking suggests that it means the
eucharist. 48
The question of Clement's view of the eucharist has been a Roman
Catholic-Protestant battle-ground in the past.^9 The fact that he does not, in either
of these references, explain in what way it is a sacrifice, means that we only
speculate from what he does say. His highly spiritualised understanding of sacrifice
makes an understanding of the sacrificial nature of the eucharist along the lines of
the thanksgiving most likely. 50 The lack of a developed understanding of the
relationship between Christ's self-sacrifice on the cross and the eucharist elsewhere
at this time makes it unlikely that Clement possessed one either.51
The fact that he never links church leadership with presidency at the eucharist^
suggests that this presidency was of little or no importance to him. He certainly
makes no links between it and any putative priesthood of the president.
4.5.6 Conclusion
Clement shows much less interest in the ordained and their position in the church
than his contemporaries, Tertullian and Hippolytus. This is explained by their
situations, the character of their writings and the nature of their interests as
compared with his. 53 r Hanson argues that the lack of sign of the practice of
calling the clergy priests in Clement's writings confirms that "the practice only arose
at the beginning of the 3rd century. "54 We have noted, however, that he may well
have been aware of it, although he never finds it necessary to state it. Even so,
47. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 488-489.
48. Hanson R., 1985, 100, n.74.
49. See Volker, 1952, 598-600, and Kelly, 1977, 213.
50. Daly, 1978, 471, points out that the possibility of material sacrifice (as in the
first fruits perhaps) cannot be ruled out, but there is nothing to indicate it clearly
either.
51. So Hanson R., 1985, 100: "he uses the word prosphora for the eucharist
without developing a doctrine of an offering of Christ in it".
52. A point made by Hanson R., 1985, 51.
53. See section 6.5 below for what he does say.
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the lack of mention of it in literature up to Clement, combined with his virtual
silence on it, Origen's awareness of it, and Clement's emphasis on the gnostic
Christian's priesthood, which shows that he was quite happy with priestly ideas,
suggests quite strongly that it was only developing at this time.
54. Hanson, R., 1979, 51.
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4.6 Origenl
4.6.1 Life and work
Origen's writings betray his community of interest with Clement, although, strangely,
he never names him or uses yvcooxrvcoc; of the spiritual Christian. 2 After his
father's martyrdom in c.202, he maintained himself and his family by teaching,
which from c.203-c.231 included being head of Alexandria's catechetical school with
bishop Demetrius' approval. His relationship with Bishop Demetrius was stormy, and
may well have had an effect on his view of bishops.3 Their disputes resulted in
Origen being ordained by Theoctetus of Caesarea, leaving Alexandria for good and
continuing his work in Caearea until his death some time after 251.
Problems have been raised for students of Origen by three main facts: first, a
number of his writings are available only in Latin editions by Rufinus and Jerome;
second, some have survived only in fragments; and third, most of his extant works
are exegetical and homiletical rather than doctrinal and systematic. Regarding the
first, although it is clearly better to be able to use what remains in Greek, de
Lubac has been followed by others in arguing that
"'pour avoir chance d'atteindre l'Origene authentique, il faut multiplier les
citations. Les passages paralleles se controlent alors, se determinent et se
commentent mutuellement, surtout quand viennent en regard, par exemple, une
phrase du latin de Rufin, une autre du latin de Jerome, une troisieme enfin
conservee dans l'original. Or la chose n'est pas rare, et de ces confrontations
se degage une impression d'unite.'"^
1. The volume of his works, the paucity of modern translations, and lack of time
have meant that Origen's are the only Church Father's works used in this thesis
not to have been read in their entirety. Nonetheless, as the references to them will
show, many have been studied and enough to give a fair view of his teaching.
The following abbreviations are used in this thesis for Origen's non-exegetical
works: CC: Contra Celsum\ DH: Dialogus com Heraclide\ EM: Exhortatio ad
martyriu.m\ PA: Peri archon or De principiis; PE: Peri euches or De oratione.
His exegetical works are abbreviated to C (Commentarii), H (Homiliae), C Ser
(Commentariorum series), Sel (Selecta) or Frag (Fragmenta) with the appropriate
abbreviation of the book commented on.
2. Crouzel, 1961, 397, notes that yvooxrKog is only so used once by Origen and
that in a not particularly authentic fragment. In 1985, 25, he questions whether
Origen ever heard Clement, as Eusebius (HE 6.3.1) suggests, but accepts that he
had read Clement's writings.
3. See further in section 6.6.3 below on this relationship.
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This method will be followed as far as possible.
Regarding the second, it is helpful for this study that Origen's extant work includes
so many homilies and commentaries in which he deals with the subject of sacrifice
and priesthood in some detail. These are sufficient to give a fair impression of its
importance for him and his overall view of it. Regarding the third, Origen's
method of commenting on a text, in both his commentaries and homilies, gave him
frequent and ample scope for developing his ideas quite fully on any subject in
which he was interested, and this clearly included that of sacrifice and priesthood.
It is fair to conclude, then, that we can arrive at a fairly complete, though not
exhaustive, comprehension of his views on this subject.
Origen's interpretation of Scripture and its scriptural and Hellenistic roots have been
extensively studied elsewhere.^ Here it is only necessary to note that he can arrive
at more than one meaning of any passage because of his view of revelation which
is that the shadows were revealed to Israel in the OT and the Law, the images to
the church in the NT and the gospel, and the realities eschatologically. The
Christian can, to some extent, ascend in knowledge and understanding of these in
this life by moral and intellectual effort and graces and gifts imparted by Christ
through the Spirit.6
4.6.2 General view of priests: priesthood of the perfect
In the light of what we have just noted, it is not surprising to find that Origen is
very insistent that the old priesthood and temple cultus have passed away to be
replaced by the new which is centred on Christ.^ Nonetheless, the Jewish priests
and sacrifices "contain countless symbols which are explained by those who are
learned"** and o rcepi x&v 0\xn&v Xoyoq nepi xivov otjpaviQV laoaxripiav
voetaOai ocpetXei (pqoi Ttoo o drrcoaxoAoq, 'otxtveg xmoSetypaxi Kai OKtqc
Xaxpe-uo-uotv x&v eTtoupavf&v'.^
4. Quoted with approval by Schafer, 1978, 23 and Crouzel, 1985, 78.
5. See especially, Crouzel, 1985, 95ff. and many parts of Crouzel, 1961.
6. For full accounts of this spiritual ascent, see Volker, 1930 and Crouzel, 1961.
For a brief account, see Crouzel, 1985, 155ff.
7. See especially C Jn 10.24(16), 28.12(11), H Lev 10.1 and H Josh 2.1.
8. CC 4.31 (Chadwick, 1958, 208).
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Turning to Origen's exegesis of the Levitical priesthood, we face the problem that
it can refer to the clergy, Christ and his angels, the faithful, and the perfect.
This means that we have to examine passages closely in their contexts to try to
ascertain what Origen is saying. It also means that it is at times unclear to whom
he is referring and that his interpretation can change 'in mid-stream', as it were.
Treatments of priesthood in Origen, and many of Origen in general, acknowledge
that he viewed perfect Christians as priests.H Such a generally accepted view needs
no validation here, especially as it will become apparent in various texts that we
shall study concerning his view of the priesthood of the ordained and of the
faithful, as will what being a perfect Christian involved for him. A prior point
worth making, however, is that he does not consider them totally, but only
relatively, perfect, especially in this life. 12
The similarities between his conception of the perfect and Clement's idea of the
gnostic Christian, suggest that Origen was familiar with Clement's views and that
they reflect a general view of some in the Alexandrian church. Origen himself
provides abundant evidence that he regarded very few in the church as among the
perfect. It seems therefore more likely to represent the view of those who regarded
themselves as a spiritual elite, and of those who honoured such as a spiritual elite.
Crouzel, however, rightly notes that
"l'opposition des Chretiens de simple foi et des parfaits ne renferme aucun
aristocratisme, mais la constatation que les Chretiens ne sont pas au meme
point dans leurs relations avec Dieu, surtout a cause de leur vie morale. Les
spirituels ou parfaits ne forment pas une elite fermee; tout Chretien y est
appele."13
9. C Jn 6.51 (32) (Preuschen, GCS 4, 1903, 160).
10. So Crouzel, 1985, 288. See the very similar outlines of Origen's view of the
historical development of the priesthood in Vilela, 1971, 51 and Schafer, 1978, 153.
11. So Volker, 1930, 181ff.; Rahner, 1950, 52 and 259; Danielou, 1955, 44-50;
Crouzel, 1961, 86, 157-161 and 409; von Campenhausen, 1969, 255-256; Lecuyer,
1970, 258; Vilela, 1971, 57, 79 and 128-136; Lies, 1974, 200; Vogt, 1974, 90-91;
Nautin, 1977, 426-427; Schafer, 1978, 60-63, etc.; Garrett, 1979, 56; Trigg, 1981,
7-19; Trigg, 1983, 140ff.; Crouzel, 1985, 289 and 301.
12. Crouzel, 1961, 483.
13. Crouzel, 1961, 494.
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4.6.3 The priesthood of the ordained
Largely as a result of Origen's complex hermeneutics, scholars have arrived at
different views of how he regarded the relationship between the priesthood of the
ordained and the priesthood of the perfect. At one extreme, Trigg holds that the
priesthood of the perfect is essential for Origen to the extent that he never
approvingly identifies the ordained as priests.^ The others studied hold that,
although the internal priesthood of the perfect was very important for Origen, so
was the external priesthood of the ordained. They find varying degrees of
identification of the two, Rahner being at the other extreme in regarding them as
both ideally and, largely, in practice the same, whereas the rest acknowledge that,
whilst this may have been the ideal for Origen, reality was different, so that the
two hierarchies existed side by side and overlapped to some extent.^
Since we have it in Greek, a very important witness to whether Origen called
church officials 'priests' non-disparagingly is a passage in H Jer 12.3:
ct xt q oov tcod ev xouxotg xotq iepeOot (SeiKvupi 8c xooc
rtpc op-ox cpoxx; rpocg) ti ev xooxotc xotq nxpieaxriKoai xov Xaov
Xexnxaic; (Xeya> Se xobq SiaKovouc) apxxpxdcver, e£et xoroxriv xpv
xoXaoiv 1"
Whilst this is a warning against such people sinning, it affords no evidence of
disapproval of the likening ot the presbyters and deacons to the OT priests and
Levites. 17 indeed, part of the continuation of the passage just quoted is Lq raxXiv
c6\oyiat xiveq eiaiv iepaxitcoa. This may imply, as Vogt argues,
14. Trigg, 1983, 143, states, "unquestionably Origen did not identify priests with
the existing officials of the church", although in 1981, 12, n.37, he admits that
"Origen seems to refer to this practice, though disparagingly" and gives two
references. Volker, 1930, 181-182, acknowledges that in H Lev 5 Origen views the
cleric as the priest and the spiritual as the high priest, but otherwise emphasises
that Origen views the perfect as priests.
15. Rahner, 1950, 51-52 and 276-277. Others studied: Danielou, 1955, 44-47;
Crouzel, 1961, 86, 157-162, 174-178, 409, 485, 492; von Campenhausen, 1969,
254-256; Lecuyer, 1970, 258-262; Vilela, 1971, 57, 79-83; Vogt, 1974, 70-79;
Schafer, 1978, 54, 60, 63, 141-142.
16. Klostermann, GCS 3, 1901, 89.
17. As Trigg, 1981, 12, n.37, implies.
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"daf3 der Klerus nicht nur aus praktisch organisatorischen Griinden von der
Gemeinde abgehoben ist, sondern dal3 Gottes Wille hinter dieser
Differenzierung steht."^
This is equally true of calling the clergy 'priests'.
Other passages of Origen preserved in Greek which have been cited as showing
that he called church officials 'priests' are C Mt 15.26, 16.25 and 17.1. The first
is unlikely, since the priestly reference in the Latin is attributable to the editor,
the Greek containing none. 19 Schafer cites C Mt 16.25 and 17.1 as passages in
which bishops are called 'high priests'.20 in the former, Origen likens the \j/ekxoi
... oi dpytspetg Kai ypotp,p.ax£t<z to xtveq \j/£Kxoi apyrepctq, xo ovopa xf)Q
£7tr okotitic; of) Koap-oOvxEq xQ Eoruxuv px cp .... He describes them in a
thoroughly negative way, but does liken the chief priests of Jesus' day to bishops.
In 17.3 he writes Kai vov 8'ev xQ i£p§, xi] EKKXriatqc, eoxIv o Xptoxoc; Kai
StSaoKEi ev aux§ Kai xiveq TtaparrXfiarot ekexvoiq xoic; apytEpEoot Kai
xotg TtpEoPoxEpoiQ xox) Aaao TXOvGavovxai p.£v oroxoO, .... In view of the
clearer reference in 16.25, this too probably involves a likening of the bishops to
the high priests and presbyters to the elders.
We thus have three Greek passages in two of which Origen is happy to liken
bishops to the chief priests of Jesus' day, and in the other he identifies OT priests
and Levites with presbyters and deacons. These are important in that they make it
the more likely that when the Latin editors of his works use 'sacerdos' of church
leaders, Origen himself had used i£p£V)Q, and it is not an addition of their own,
reflecting practice in their own, later day. As we shall see, the context often
ensures that such is the case anyway. All these Greek texts, however, involve
disparaging references to the clergy, betraying an important aspect of Origen's
general attitude to them. In that the chief priests' main task was to rule the people
18. Vogt, 1974, 4. Vilela, 1971, 84; and Schafer, 1978, 85 and 217, see references
to the presbyters as priests here, whereas Hanson R., 1985, 100, mistakenly cites
this passage to support the view that "throughout his work Origen refers to bishops
as priests or high priests".
19. Danielou, 1955, 43, cites this but cf. the texts in Klostermann and Benz, CCS
10, 1935, 426.
20. Schafer, 1978, 67-68. For the texts discussed below see Klostermann and Benz,
GCS 10, 1935, 558-559 and 585.
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in Jesus' day, this is the primary connotation of the bishops' priesthood here.
Not surprisingly, there are many references to priesthood in Origen's homilies,
especially in those on Leviticus, Numbers and Joshua. These will be presented here
to demonstrate, first, how they depict the relationships amongst the clergy and
between the clergy and the rest of the church, and, second, to show the major
connotations of priesthood for Origen, including the priesthood of the ordained.
As we have already noted from C Mt 16.25 and 17.1, Origen sometimes likens the
bishop to the high priest, a custom also found in H Lev 6.6, where he encourages
each priest to assess his degrees of merit and "sciat se summum sacerdotium non
solum nomine, sed et meritis obtinere.''^! On the other hand, the presbyters are
included with the bishop in the 'ordo sacerdotalis' as over against the deacons,
when he differentiates between that and the Levitical order, or the priests and the
Levites, as in H Nam 2.1, H Josh 4.1 and H Judg 3.2. Then again a contrast
between bishops and priests is implied in H Ex 11.6, where Origen asks, "quis
autem hodie eorum qui populis praesunt ... consilium dignatur inferioris saltim
sacerdotis accipere, nedum dixerim laici, nedum gentilis?"^^ He may well be
thinking of bishops and presbyters in H Lev 7.1 where he mentions priests and
high priests. 23
Origen also contrasts the ordained as priests with the rest of the church. He does
this explicitly in H Nam 22.4, where he asks, concerning the choice of church
leaders, "quis erit qui audeat vel ex ipsa plebe, ... vel ex ipsis etiam sacerdotibus
quis erit, qui se ad hoc idoneum judicet ...?"^4 He also does it explicitly in H
Nam 2.1, when he contrasts the "excelsum sacerdotii gradum" with an "inferioris
ministerii ordinem" and remaining "in plebeia multitudine".25 He implies it in
writing of the "ordo sacerdotalis", as noted above, and of the "consessus
sacerdotalis" in H Josh 9.5,^6 in his reference to the need for the people to be
21. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 292.
22. Borret, SC 321, 1985, 346. Vilela, 1971, 91 and Schafer, 1978, 56, see bishops
and presbyters referred to here
23. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 300.
24. Quoted in Vilela, 1971, 85, as a reference to the priesthood of the presbyters
or bishop.
25. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 590.
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present at the ordination of a priest in H Lev 6.3, and in his allusions to the
upkeep of the priestly clergy by the laity in H Lev 3.6, H Num 11.1-2 and H
Josh 17.2-3. He also implies it and the way in which the priestly hierarchy were
now being regarded in his reference to those who "ad ecclesiam veniant et inclinent
caput suum sacerdotibus" in H Josh 10.3.27
In spite of this differentiation, Origen repeatedly refers to the priestly ordained
disparagingly, pointing out their failings and need to live up to their priestly calling
in holiness, study and knowledge of the word, and growth toward perfection. In a
number of these passages, the call to perfection means that it is unclear whether
he is referring to the ordained or to the perfect as priests at times.
A general reference to the pride of the priestly bishops and presbyters and the
ministerial ordained and their not living as befits their positions is found in H
Num 2.1:
"putasne qui sacerdotio funguntur et in sacerdotali ordine gloriantur, secundum
ordinem suum incedunt et agunt omnia, quae illo ordine dignum est? Similiter
autem et diaconi putas secundum ordinem ministerii sui incedunt? Et unde est
quod saepe audimus blasphemare homines et dicere: ecce qualis episcopus aut
qualis presbyter vel qualis diaconus? Nonne haec dicuntur, ubi vel sacerdos vel
minister Dei visus fuerit in aliquo contra ordinem suum venire et aliquid
contra sacerdotalem vel Leviticum ordinem gerere?"28
Another reference to pride among the priestly ordained as well as the people is
found in H Judg 3.2, where Origen states, "nonnumquam autem morbus iste
superbiae penetrat non solum pauperes plebis, verum etiam ipsum sacerdotalem et
Leviticum ordinem pulsat."29 Further, in H Josh 4.2, he rhetorically asks
concerning the priests who led the Israelites to the promised land, "et quis hodie
in sacerdotibus tantus ac talis est, qui in illo ordine mereatur adscribi?"^ And in
H Num 10.3, he asks, "quis sit qui utatur quidem ordine et honore sacerdotii,
opera vero et mysterium sacerdotii non observet, ...."31
26. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 255.
27. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 276; cf. Vilela, 1971, 86.
28. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 591. See Vogt, 1974, 61 and Schafer, 1978, 56.
29. Quoted in Vilela, 1971, 86 as referring to the presbyters and deacons.
30. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 150. Schafer, 1978, 89, sees a reference to church
leaders here.
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That Origen sees priestly living, involving holiness, detachment from this world, and
dedication to God, as of paramount importance for the ordained and for other
Christians is clear in H Josh 9.5:
"quicumque sacerdotali religione et sanctitate vivunt, non solum hi qui sedere
videntur in consessu sacerdotali, sed hi magis, qui sacerdotaliter agunt, quorum
pars est Dominus nec ulla iis portio habetur in terris, ipsi sunt vere sacerdotes
et Levitae Domini, "32
A similar emphasis on the need for holiness to accompany priesthood is apparent in
H 1 Kings 1.7. Here he is reflecting on the fact that there are two priests in
Scripture called Phineas:
"hodieque in sacerdotibus Domini habetur uterque Finees, habetur et Eleazar,
qui in scripturis primus episcopus nominatus est .... Sunt sacerdotes, ex
quorum ore nullum scandalum, nullum mendacium, nullus dolus neque falsitas
ulla depromitur, et isti merito Fineae illi Aaron filio comparantur. Sunt autem
aliqui et secundum istum Fineem Heli filium sacerdotes, qui obturatum os
habent sive imperitiae vitio sive conscientiae peccatorum ...."33
In H Lev 7.1, Origen is commenting on the prohibition on Aaron and his sons
drinking alcohol in Lev 10.8-11. He then argues that Paul confirms these laws by
those of the NT, "in quo similiter etiam ipse sacerdotibus vel principibus
sacerdotum vitae regulas ponens dicit eos non debere esse vino multo servientes,
sed sobrios esse. "34
This priestly holiness extends to the thought-life and affects the judgment:
31. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 639. Vilela, 1971, 85, quotes the passage immediately
preceding this as referring to presbyters.
32. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 255. Volker, 1930, 182, Trigg, 1981, 12, and Schafer,
1978, 60, point out that this passage implies the priesthood either of all Christian
or of the perfect, while Vilela, 1871, 86 and Schafer, 1978, 60, rightly find a
reference to the ordained in the "in consessu sacerdotali."
33. Quoted in Vilela, 1971, 86, as referring to presbyters. The description of
Eleazar as "primus episcopus" means that bishops are probably in Origen's mind,
although the presbyters could also be included.
34. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 300. He is probably referring to Titus 1,7-8 aod/or
2.2-3. The latter refers to older men and women, but Origen may have confused it
with the former which refers to the bishop. A reference to church leaders is
therefore likely. So Vogt, 1974, 42, and Schafer, 1978, 217, as against Volker,
1930, 187, who finds the perfect meant.
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"nam saepe accidit, ut is qui humilem sensum gerit et abjectum, et qui
terrena sapit, excelsum sacerdotii gradum, vel cathedram doctoris insideat; et
ille qui spiritalis est, et a terrena conversatione tam liber ut possit examinare
omnia, et ipse a nemine judicari, vel inferioris ministerii ordinem teneat, vel
etiam in plebeia multitudine relinquatur."35
It should also be accompanied by a priestly scholarship and understanding of
Scripture. This is apparent in H Lev 6.3 where Origen writes,
"requiritur enim in ordinando sacerdote et praesentia populi, ut sciant omnes
et certi sint quia qui praestantior est ex omni populo, qui doctior, qui
sanctior, qui in omni virtute eminentior, ille eligitur ad sacerdotium et hoc
adstante populo, ne qua postmodum retractatio cuiquam, ne quis scrupulus
resideret."
Volker sees a reference to the perfect teacher in this section because of the later
statement, "pontifex est, qui scientiam legis tenet et uniuscuiusque mysterii intelligit
rationes et ... qui legem et secundum spiritum et secundum litteram novit."36
Others, however, find a reference to the external priesthood. 37 The likeliest
explanation is that Origen begins by referring to the external priesthood of the
ordained, but develops his exposition increasingly in terms of the internal priesthood
of the perfect, to which the external ought to conform. The references to
ordination, the people's presence, and Paul's requirements for a bishop in 1 Tim
3.7 make an initial reference to the official hierarchy certain.
Similar points are illustrated in H Lev 6.6. Commenting on the difference between
the high priest's and the priests' clothing, Origen examines "quae sint differentia
minorum sacerdotum ad maiora sacerdotia":
"et isti ergo accipiunt sacerdotii gratiam, et isti funguntur officio, sed non ut
ille .... Unde arbitror aliud esse in sacerdotibus officio fungi, aliud instructum
esse in omnibus et ornatum. Quivis enim potest sollemni ministerio fungi ad
populum; pauci autem sunt [qui] ornati moribus, instructi doctrina, sapientia
eruditi, ad manifestandam veritatem rerum peridonei et qui scientiam fidei non
sine ornamento sensuum et adsertionum fulgore depromant .... Unum igitur est
sacerdotii nomen, sed non una vel pro vitae merito vel pro animi virtutibus
dignitas."38
3JT. H Num 2.1 (Migne, PG 12, 1857, 590).
36. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 278 and 280. Volker, 1930, 170.
37. Rahner, 1950, 52, Danielou, 1955, 50, Vogt, 1974, 11, and Schafer, 1978, 94.
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Schafer is caught in two minds on this passage. In one place he argues that Origen
means the difference between the priestly laity and the ordained and in another the
difference between the bishop and the presbyters. 39 Probably, Origen is here
combining the internal and external priesthoods, judging the external ("aliud esse in
sacerdotibus officio fungi") by the internal ("aliud instructum esse in omnibus et
ornatum"). Indeed, he goes on to encourage each priest to assess his degrees of
merit and seems to have the bishop in mind since he describes him as having
"summum sacerdotium non solum nomine, sed et meritis" if he has the required
qualities but "alioquin inferiorem sibi gradum positum noverit, etiamsi primi nomen
acceperit."
As well as the connotations of leadership and rule of the people involved in
Origen's likening of bishops to the high priests of Jesus' day which we noted in C
Mt 16.25 and 17.1, there are three references to the priests leading and ruling the
people or the church. They are found in H Ex 11.6 ("qui populis praesunt"), H
Lev 5.4 ("sacerdotes Domini, qui ecclesiis praesunt") and in H Josh 7.6
("sacerdotes, qui populo praesunt").40 The context in each case makes it likely that
the bishops are meant.
Leadership and ministry are also implied in those texts where Origen speaks of the
priesthood's upkeep by the laity. For example, in H Lev 3.6, he writes of the
"vota et munera, quae in Ecclesiis Dei ad usum sanctorum et ministerium
sacerdotum vel quae ob necessitatem pauperum a devotis et religiosis mentibus
offeruntur."41 In H Num. 11.2 he condemns the Christian who worships God and
enters his church, "qui scit sacerdotes et ministros assistere altari, et aut verbo Dei
aut ministerio Ecclesiae deservire ... non offerat primitias sacerdotibus."42
Another passage in which the support of the priests by the laity is dealt with is in
38. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 290-292.
39. Schafer, 1978, 52, cf. 57.
40. Borret, SC 321, 1985, 346, Borret, SC 286, 1981, 224 and Jaubert, SC 71,
1960, 208.
41. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 146.
42. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 645. Vogt, 1974, 46 and Schafer, 1978, 52-53, find a
reference to the presbyters and bishop as priests and the deacons as ministers here.
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H Josh 17.2-3. This is not as straightforward since Origen begins the section by
speaking of those in the church who "virtute animi et meritorum gratia ceteros
omnes praecedunt, quibus ipse Dominus esse hereditas dicitur."^^ He then contrasts
those who are "simpliciter credentes" with those who are "sapientiae ac scientiae
operam dantes, etc.", concluding "hi fortasse nunc sub Levitarum et sacerdotum
nomine designantur, quorum hereditas ipse Dominus". H Josh 17.3 continues this
interpretation, referring to the "perfectorum et eminentiorum hereditatem" as being
the Lord and wisdom. Such live on earth to help others share in this inheritance:
"ita ergo et nunc cohabitare iubetur Levita et sacerdos, qui non habent
terram, Istrahelitae, qui habet terram, ut percipiat ab Istrahelite sacerdos et
Levita terrena, quae non habet, et rursus Istrahelites percipiat a sacerdote et
Levita coelestia et divina, quae non habet."
The passage continues with the fact that priests are to be dedicated to God's word,
"sed iterum, ut vacare possint, laicorum uti ministeriis debent". The reference to
the laity suggests that Origen now has the external hierarchy of the church in
mind, although all that led up to it implies the hierarchy of perfection. Probably,
he began with a reference solely to the perfect, but transferred his reference to the
external hierarchy which ideally conformed with the internal.44
In these last two passages we have noted that Origen referred to priests as dealing
with, and giving themselves to, the word of God so that they can explain it to
others. Moreover, it is obvious that other connotations of priesthood at which we
have looked make the priest pre-eminently suited to teach. However, it is precisely
those qualities which characterise the perfect, so that the question arises whether
Origen envisaged teachers who did not belong to the clergy. This will be examined
further in section 6.6.3, where it will be shown that teaching was becoming
increasingly the exclusive function of the clergy. Thus, allusions in Origen's writings
to priests teaching mainly involve his urging of the ordained as priests to conform
to that internal priestliness which most suited them to be teachers, although he
probably wished that non-clergy who were so suited could teach publicly too.
43. The quotations here and below from H Josh 17.2 and 3 are from Jaubert, SC
71, 1960, 374ff.
44. Vilela, 1971, 86; Vogt, 1974, 47, and Schafer, 1978, 88-91, all see a reference
to the external hierarchy here, only Schafer seeing an initial reference to the
perfect.
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In H Lev 6.6, Origen states, "haec duo sunt pontificis opera, ut aut a Deo discat
legendo scripturas divinas et saepius meditando aut populum doceat"45 at the end
of a long section in which the link between teaching and priesthood is expounded.
Again, in H Lev 5.8, he states, "caro, quae ex sacrifices sacerdotibus deputatur,
verbum Dei est, quod in Ecclesia docent."4^ He goes on to refer to them
delivering a sermon to the people, confirming that he has a real church situation in
mind.47
Further, in H Num 4.3, Origen begins by explaining that a true priest is one to
whom the secrets of wisdom have been given. He warns his hearers that they
should not reveal these secrets easily to the people, since "mystica sunt et in
secretis recondita et solis sacerdotibus patent ...." A little further on he adds,
"tales nos exhibere debemus, ut digni efficiamur ordine sacerdotii".4^ Similarly, in
H Lev 5.3 he writes, "sunt et alia Ecclesiae dogmata, ad quae possunt pervenire
etiam levitae, sed inferiora sunt ab his, quae sacerdotibus adire concessum est."4^
However, he alludes to the teaching function of the priests again in H Josh 4.2
where Origen explains that "sacerdotalis et Leviticus ordo est, qui adsistit arcae
Testamenti Dominus, in qua lex Dei portatur, sine dubio ut ipsi illument populum
de mandatis Dei."50
The priestly link with understanding mysteries is apparent in H Josh 4.1 where
Origen likens Israel's journey from Egypt to the crossing of the Jordan to the
progress from spiritual darkness to baptism, concluding,
"si vero etiam ad mysticum baptismi veneris fontem et consistente sacerdotali
et Levitico ordine initiatus fueris venerandis illis magnificisque sacramentis,
quae norunt illi, quos nosse fas est, tunc etiam sacerdotum ministeriis Iordane
45. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 294. Vilela, 1971, 85 and Vogt, 1974, 61 see the clergy
as teachers meant here.
46. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 242.
47. Vilela, 1971, 84; Lies, 1974, 161 and Schafer, 1978, 85, see this as a
reference to the ordained.
48. Quoted in Vilela, 1971, 85 as a reference to the ordained. Schafer, 1978, 56
agrees against Volker, 1930, 179 and Crouzel, 1961, 157, 409 and 492.
49. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 220.
50. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 154. Vilela, 1971, 85 and Schafer, 1978, 220 find
references to the ordained here.
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digresso terram repromissionis intrabis,
The reference to an actual baptism makes an allusion to the ordained highly
likely. ^2
There is another set of passages in which priestliness is closely connected with
ability to deal with people's sins. These have given rise to the same question
whether Origen envisaged non-clergy as able to perform this ministry as we noted
regarding teaching. This also will be examined in section 6.6.3 with the same
result. In these passages too, then, Origen probably has the ordained in mind in
practice, whilst unwilling to rule out the possibility of the non-clerical perfect doing
the same in theory.
For example, in H Lev 5.3, Origen states that the "ministri et sacerdotes Ecclesiae
peccata populi accipiant et ipsi imitantes magistrum remissionem peccatorum populo
tribuant. Debent ergo et ipsi Ecclesiae sacerdotes ita perfecti esse et in officiis
sacerdotalibus eruditi ...." Thus far he clearly has the external church hierarchy in
mind, summoning them to perfection. He goes on, however, to liken the holy place
in which sin is consumed to "fides ... integra et sancta conversatio" and the
consequent purificatory sacrifice to "hostiam iugulans verbi Dei et doctrinae sanae
victimas offerens". Finally, he speaks of some doctrines which only the high priest
has access to, some to which only priests have access, some only Levites and some
the laity.^ This suggests that Origen has "fast unvermerkt von einer Deutung des
levitischen Priestertums auf eine andere iiberwechselt",^ although a consistent
reference to the external hierarchy is possible.
H Num. 10.1 is similar. Origen begins this section with the words "qui meliores
sunt, inferiorum semper culpas et peccata suscipiunt." He continues,
"Israelita si peccet, id est laicus, ipse suum non potest auferre peccatum; sed
51. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 148.
52. Vilela, 1971, 85 and Schafer, 1978, 86 and 157, view this as a reference to
church leaders.
53. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 218-220.
54. Vogt, 1974, 72. Volker, 1930, 143 and 188, sees a reference to the perfect
here, while Rahner, 1950, 275 and Vilela, 1971, 84 see the reference as to the
ordained.
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requirit levitam, indiget sacerdote, imo potius et adhuc horum aliquid
eminentius quaerit: pontifice opus est, ut peccatorum remissionem possit
accipere. Sacerdos autem si delinquat, aut pontifex, ipse suum potest purgare
peccatum; si tamen non peccet in Deum."55
Vogt argues against a reference to the ordained here, but it is probably to be
explained as we noted above.^6
Finally, in H Lev 2.4 Origen mentions "per paenitentiam remissio peccatorum, cum
lavat peccator in lacrimis stratum suum ..., cum non erubescit sacerdoti Domini
indicare peccatum et quaerere medicinam, ....""
Vilela has made an inventory of twenty-six texts in Origen's works referring to the
priesthood of presbyters. He has compiled this by perusal of Origen's works with
the help of the index to the Berlin corpus. ^8 All of these have been dealt with
above, except for three whose reference to the priesthood of the ordained is very
uncertain.59 Five have been included which he does not mention in that list.60
Although this may well not be exhaustive, it does give sufficient data on which to
base conclusions, including those noted earlier regarding the differentiations amongst
the clergy and between the clergy and the people.
One conclusion is that Origen undoubtedly describes the ordained as priests at
times. Although he repeatedly criticises them for not living appropriately, he never
attacks the practice of viewing them as priestly, nor does he seek to justify it,
suggesting that it was an accepted part of his environment. It is not possible to
assess whether there was any kind of evolution in Origen's thought on this subject
as all the extant references come from fairly late in his life-time.
55. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 635-636.
56. Vogt, 1974, 74. Faivre, 1984, 81-82, finds a reference to the ordained.
57. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 110.
58. Vilela, 1973, 84-86, see 86, n.3.
59. The passage quoted from H Josh 25.4 is referring to the resurrection; that
from H Num 28.2 gives nothing in the context from which to judge who is being
referred to; and that in H Gen 16.5 could as well refer to the general priesthood
as to the ordained.
60. They are from C Mt 16.25, H Num 11.1-2, H Lev 2.4, 6.3 and 7.1.
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Further, it was vital for priests to be holy, which means detached from this world,
its interests and desires, and devoted to God. The main priestly task, for Origen,
was undoubtedly that of studying the word and teaching the people. They were also
to be involved in church discipline and to rule the people. There remains the issue
of Origen's view of sacrifice, especially concerning the eucharist, and its connection
with priesthood.
4.6.4 The clergy, priesthood, sacrifice and the eucharist
Origen's emphasis regarding Christian sacrifice does not lie on the eucharist. Vogt
can conclude "daS er die Eucharistie nie direkt als Opfer bezeichnef'.^l Whilst this
may be going too far, there is uncertainty over his possible references to the
eucharist as sacrifice, some of which have also been seen as showing that Origen
mentions the presidency of the clergy at the eucharist. For example, Lecuyer quotes
from DH 4.22 and 5.7 as a text which specialists agree relates to the eucharistic
gathering.62 However, although it contains references to bishops, presbyters and the
faithful as well as to an offering (Ttpoocpopa) made to God through Christ in the
context of a meeting (otjvcx£ic;), there is nothing to show that the offering is the
eucharist rather than prayers and praise. In fact the need to be right in one's
prayers is mentioned soon after the offering and could suggest that they are meant.
The same is true of a passage in H Lev 7.1 in which Origen links the need for
the OT priests to be sober "cum ad exorandum Dominum et sacrificandum in
conspectu eius altaribus praesto sunt" with Paul's instruction, originally concerning
bishops but interpreted by Origen as "sacerdotibus vel principibus sacerdotum."63
Again, although the "ad ... sacrificandum" could be referring to the eucharist, it
could be to prayer, as, a few lines earlier, Origen has quoted from Lev 9.7
regarding the priests "qui accedentes ad altare Dei orare pro populo debeant et pro
alienis intervenire delictis".
The likeliest reference to the practice of the offering of the eucharist as a sacrifice
by priests is found in H Lev 1.3. Origen is explaining that Jesus offered himself as
61. Vogt, 1974, 42.
62. Lecuyer, 1970, 260, quoting from DH 4.22 and 5.7 which see in Scherer, SC
67, 1960, 62-64.
63. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 300. Vilela, 1971, 139, views this as a reference to the
eucharist.
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a victim for both those on earth and those in heaven where, "ministrantibus - si
qui illi inibi sunt - sacerdotibus, vitalem corporis sui virtutem velut spiritale
quoddam sacrificium immolavit."64 He probably gained his idea of there being such
from earth.
Indeed, Origen's favoured understanding of sacrifice is mainly in terms of holy
living, self-denial and prayer. Daly notes that Christian sacrifice for him involves
martyrdom, the whole of the Christian life, proper dispositions, ascetic and
prayerful living. He concludes:
"foremost in [Origen's] consciousness was apparently not a liturgical rite of the
Church, but rather that interior liturgy of the Christian heart and spirit by
which a man offered himself and all his prayers, works and thoughts through
Jesus Christ to God the Father."65
To give just a few examples:^ in CC 8.17, he writes, (36)p.oi p.ev etotv rptv
to ekdotoo t&v stkctlcov T|y£(j,ovl kov, dip' o3 dVOTC£HJt£Tai dXr)0G)Q kai
votitcx; £-065ri '0up.ta|j.aTa,' 'ttpooEtryai' cato auvEtSfiOEtoc; KaSapac; in H Lev
9.9 he gives a list of sacrifices: renunciation of all possessions to follow Christ,
martyrdom motivated by love for others, mortification of the body; in H Ex 9.4,
he describes vices as well as good deeds as sacrifices.67
Further, whilst at times Origen places the teaching of God's word on a par with
the eucharist,68 once he clearly depicts the former as the more important. This is
in C Jti 32.24 (16), where he writes,
voeioGa Se o dpxoq Kai to iroTripiov toxq qbv octcXo'uotepoic Kaxa ttiv
KoivoTEpav TCEpi ttk £"0yapi ot x a.q ekSoxhv, toiq Se f3a0x>T£pov
ukoue i v pEpaGnKoai v Kaxcx ttiv 0£toT£pav Kai tiepi tot) Tpocpiiaou Tfiq
dXp0 £{ag Xoyoo znayyeXiav.^9
64. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 78. See on this Schafer, 1978, 177.
65. Daly, 1972, 126-129.
66. Daly, 1972, 126: "by rough count, Origen speaks of sacrifice or related subjects
in about 550 different places ...."
67. Koetschau, GCS 2, 1899, 234.; Borret, SC 287, 1981, 116; Borret, SC 321,
1985, 296.
68. H Num 16.9 and H Ex 13.3.
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Moreover, as Danielou points out, Origen's preferred interpretation of Christ's words
at the last supper is:
"panis iste quem Deus Verbum corpus suum esse fatetur, verbum est
nutritorium animarum, .... Et potus iste quem Deus Verbum sanguinem suum
fatetur, verbum est potans et inebrians praeclare corda bibentium .... Non
enim panem ilium visibilem quem tenebat in manibus, corpus suum dicebat
Deus Verbum sed verbum in cujus mysterio fuerat panis ille frangendus. ...
Nam corpus Dei Verbi, aut sanguis, quid aliud esse potest nisi verbum quod
nutrit, et verbum quod laetificat cor? ... Quoniam panis est verbum justitiae,
... potus autem est verbum agnitionis Christi "70
Finally, although there is evidence that Origen was aware of and accepted the real
presence of Christ once the bread and wine have been consecrated,^ he sometimes
so emphasised the need for the right attitude of heart and mind that there was
little room for an objective presence of Christ in the elements. ^2
Origen, then, was aware that the eucharist was thought of in sacrificial terms, and
that priestly clergy presided at it, but these concepts receive so little attention in
his writings that, for one thing, he did not derive his conception of priesthood
from them, but accepted them as part of his environment, and, for another, the
offering of the eucharistic sacrifice was not a major aspect of his understanding of
priesthood.
4.6.5 Conclusion
In view of his lack of explicit justification for the use of ie petit; for the bishop
and presbyters, Origen probably found and accepted it as an established custom,
which cautions us against viewing Clement's silence as indicating ignorance of this
practice.
On the other hand, Origen's reasons for choosing the priest as his major OT
model for the perfect may have little to do with the reasons why the presbyters
69. Preuschen, GCS 4, 1903, 468.
70. Danielou, 1955, 67; Ser C Mat 85 (Migne, PG 13, 1857, 1734-1735).
71. In H Num. 16.9 and H Ex 13.3, cf. CC 8.33 on the importance of the
consecratory prayer.
72. See especially C Mt 11.14 and note Danielou, 1955, 63.
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and bishops were being thought of in priestly terms by the church in general in his
time. Certainly the major connotations of priesthood for him differ to a
considerable extent from those of Tertullian and Hippolytus. While holiness was a
general connotation of priesthood, Tertullian and Hippolytus do not link the latter
so insistently and emphatically to dedication to understanding and teaching God's
word and so to dealing with sin also as do Origen and Clement. There is little
indication that the latter did this because of the teaching-role of the priest in
either OT or NT times. One reason, as Trigg argues, was probably that, in the
OT especially, "priests were a tribe apart, entirely consecrated to God's service."
Another is that "priests, and the high priest in particular, also have privileged
access to God."73 Since Origen's conception of the truly spiritual man involved
spiritual knowledge and holiness above all, these were two central connections which
inclined him in favour of choosing the priest for his OT model of the truly
spiritual man.
Trigg argues that a further "more significant reason why Origen picked" the priest
and the apostle as symbols of authority was that
"they gave him a way to oppose the pretensions of official authority, which
was rapidly appropriating these very symbols to legitimate episcopal authority.
'Priest,' in Origen's time, was just beginning to become the customary term to
describe presbyters and bishops, and bishops were increasingly depicting
themselves as successors to the apostles. "74
It is clear from the texts studied already in section 4.6.3 that Origen criticises the
lack of holiness and spiritual perception of many presbyters and bishops who were
generally viewed as priests, but it is not clear that he was attacking these officials
and their claims by using the priest and apostle as his biblical models. Rather,
these officials did not conform to the ideal to which these models for him pointed,
and that was the reason why he criticised them.
Teaching, then, was for Origen the most important priestly activity because it fitted
his conception of the ideal Christian whom he viewed as priestly for the reasons
outlined above. The fact that presbyters and bishops were generally viewed as
priestly did not lead him to deny their priesthood but to criticise them for not
living up to the true priesthood to which they, and all Christians, had been called.
73. Trigg, 1981, 9-10. He rightly points to C Jn 1.2 for evidence of the first.
74. Trigg, 1981, 12.
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As with other doctrines, Origen's theology of priesthood was so broad in including
contradictory tendencies, that he could father opposing views. It is not difficult to
see how his great emphasis on the priesthood of the truly spiritual, together with
his general division of the Christian community into the simple and the perfect,
tended to increase the sense of division of that community into the mediators of
God's grace and those to whom that grace was mediated. His acceptance of the
'status quo' with regard to the official hierarchy, together with his call for them to
be perfect and so to exercise these mediatorial functions, formed part of the whole
movement towards viewing that hierarchy as the dispensers of God's grace to the
laity. On the other hand, the same emphasis led to his inspiration of that basically
lay movement of spirituality and asceticism, often linked to mediation of grace,
which resulted in monasticism.
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4.7 Cyprian and the Western church in the mid-third century
There is little relevant evidence in the writings of the two other Western writers of
this period of whose works some is extant. The only passage from Minucius Felix^
is in Octavius 9.4 in which an opponent of Christianity states that "alii eos [sc.
Christianos] ferunt ipsius antistitis ac sacerdotis colere genitalia et quasi parentis sui
adorare naturam: ...."2 Although this could reflect the Christian practice of calling
the bishop "sacerdos", it could also be a general non-Christian reference to the
Christian clergy in terms which non-Christians understood, implying nothing
regarding this Christian practice.3 Cyprian's contemporary in Rome, Novatian, has
two references to Cyprian himself as "sacerdos".4 In the first, Roman presbyters
and confessors ask for Cyprian's prayers, the priestly allusion to Cyprian occasioned
by the reference to themselves as "hostiae destinati", but implying his prayers will
be especially effective.^ In the second, the lapsed are to show honour to God's
priest that "eliciant in se diuinam misericordiam", mediatorial connotations being
apparent.
4.7.1 Cyprian's life and significance
Important for the present study is the fact that as the bishop of Carthage Cyprian
faced a number of important practical problems, including persecution and threats
to his authority from within the church, for much of the time up to his martyrdom
in 258.
Some have reproached Cyprian with being "homme d'Eglise pratique plus que vrai
theologien."6 However, as Wiles so rightly points out,
1. DeSimone, FC 67, 1973, 13, says he wrote in Rome. Clarke, ACW 39, 1974,
7-11 argues for his African background and dates him between Tertullan and
Cyprian. Quispel, 1982, 309-321, however, argues for Minucius' priority to
Tertullian. McHugh, EEC, 600, is uncertain.
2. Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 13.
3. See Clarke, ACW 39, 1974, 218-219, n.119 for an inconclusive discussion on this
point.
4. Epp 31.5.2 and 36.3.3 of the Cyprianic corpus. For texts quoted below see
Diercks, CCSL 4, 1972, 231 and 249.
5. So Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 137, n.21.
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"a religious leader can no more help talking theology, whether consciously
intending to do so or not, than Moliere's M. Jourdain could help talking
prose. An unconscious theology, indeed, can be every bit as important and as
influential as a fully self-conscious one; in fact, its influence is very liable to
be the greater, because succeeding generations are less likely to be aware of it
and so less likely to submit it to critical scrutiny and review. In no case is
this largely-unconscious influence more significant than in the case of Cyprian."
Wiles adds that the influence of Cyprian's teaching was enhanced for subsequent
generations because
"not only does he stand out as the only substantial western writer of the third
century to avoid the sin of schism, but his words had the added prestige of
being the words of an outstanding bishop and, still more importantly, martyr. "7
Indeed, Laurance argues that recently , "des etudes ont ete publiees qui apportent
des eclaircissements sur l'originalite de Cyprien dans au moins un domaine
theologique: l'ecclesiologie."8 Wiles makes the same point and quotes Lightfoot
approvingly to the effect that Cyprian has made the "'transition from the universal
sacerdotalism of the New Testament to the particular sacerdotalism of a later age'"
while "'Tertullian and Origen are still hovering on the border.'" He judges this a
"comparatively small" development, but one which "can be seen as a vital step over
the threshold into a new domain. "9
4.7.2 The priesthood of bishops
There is no doubt that when Cyprian speaks or writes of "sacerdotes", something
he does very frequently indeed in his epistles in particular, he is referring to the
bishops in the vast majority of cases, if not in every one. Often the context leaves
no doubt that this is so. For example, when, in Ep 3.3.2,10 Cyprian writes, "et
ideo oportet diaconum de quo scribis agere audaciae suae paenitentiam, ut honorem
sacerdotis agnoscat et episcopo praeposito suo plena humilitate satisfacere",^ it is
clear that it is the bishop who is meant by "sacerdos" since the whole context is
6. Laurance, 1983, 151.
7. Wiles, 1963, 139.
8. Laurance, 1983, 151-152.
9. Wiles, 1963, 142 and 144.
11. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 471.
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dealing with a deacon's rebellion against a bishop (cf. 3.3.1).
Many other instances can be given from both early and late works, suggesting that
this was Cyprian's settled practice. One of his earliest treatises is De habitu
virginum, usually dated to 249.12 in Hab Virg 1, he writes, "si autem Deus quem
diligit corripit et corripit ut emendet, fratres quoque et maxime sacerdotes non
oderunt sed diligunt eos quos corripiunt ut emendent, ...."12 The distinction implied
between the brethren and the priests here means the general priesthood is not
intended, and the role of the bishop in church discipline, to be examined later,
makes it likely that the bishops are being referred to as "sacerdotes". The same is
true of a reference to the "Domini sacerdotem" in Lap 14, written in 251,1^ and
in a very similar context of disciplining the wayward. Several other passages refer
to the bishop as "sacerdos" in De lapsis in the context of different aspects of
church discipline. 12 Those in chapters 22, 25, and 26 also mention the bishop's
part as "sacerdos" in the offering of the eucharist.
Although references to the bishop as "sacerdos" are not found in the last treatises,
De bono patientiae, De zelo et livore, and Ad Fortunatum,16 this is more likely
because their content did not lend itself to such references than owing to any
changes in Cyprian's practice. This is confirmed by such references in the epistles,
both early and late.
According to Clarke's chronology of the earlier epistles, the earliest in which the
bishop is called "sacerdos" is Ep 15, dated to May 250.12 In Ep 15.1.2, he is
10. The abbreviations of Cyprian's works used in this thesis are those found in
Fahey, 1971, 15: Dem: Ad Demetrianum; Dom: De dominica oratione; Don: Ad
Donatum; Ep(p): Epistula{e); Fort: Ad Fortunatum-, Hab Virg: De habitu
virginum\ Lap: De lapsis; Mort: De mortalitate; Op: De opere et eleemosynis; Pat:
De bono patientiae; Test: Testimonia or Ad Quirinum; Un: De ecclesiae unitate;
Zel: De zelo et livore. Also used are Vita: Vita Caecilii Cypriani and Sent:
Sententiae episcoporum de haereticis baptizandis.
12. So Sage, 1975, 381.
13. Hartel, CSEL, 3.1, 1868, 187-188.
14. So Bevenot, CCSL 3, 1972, 218 and Sage, 1975, 380.
15. Lap 16, 18, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29 and 36.
16. For these dates see Sage, 1975, 380-383; Moreschini in CCSL 3A, 1976, 116
and Weber in CCSL 3, 1972, LIII.
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warning martyrs and confessors in Carthage that "ea quae a uobis ipsis et circa
Deum caute et circa sacerdotem Dei honorifice fiunt a quibusdam presbyteris
resoluantur, qui nec timorem Dei nec episcopi honorem cogitantes, The
context and the parallel between "circa sacerdotem Dei honorifice" and "nec
episcopi honorem" both ensure that the bishop is meant here.
It may be significant that the reference to the bishop as priest here, and the next
in Ep 17.2.1,19 both involve Cyprian defending the honour of the bishop as
"sacerdos" from threats within the church. Although his earliest reference to the
bishop as "sacerdos", noted above as in Hab Virg 1, deals with discipline, there
are no others in the treatises before these in Epp 15 and 17. Since the two other
references to the bishop as "sacerdos" in the earliest epistles are likewise found in
the context of threats to Cyprian's authority,^0 the possibility arises that Cyprian
relied the more heavily on this designation because of its connotations, for him and
his flock, of divine choice backed up by divine authority. This possibility is
enhanced by the way in which he uses biblical passages which explicitly or
implicitly warn of dire consequences for those who disobey priests chosen by God.
These do not occur until after the Decian persecution is over, if Clarke's dating of
£/) 3 is to be adopted,21 but the fact that he also uses such biblical stories and
texts in Epp 59.4-5 and 66.3 shows that there was a close link in his mind
between the bishop's priesthood and his sacred authority, which link probably
increased his predilection for this designation in situations which threatened his
authority.
Turning to Cyprian's later epistles, his last designation of the bishop in priestly
language comes in Ep 76, dated to several months after August 257, and so less
than a year before his death.22 in Ep 76.3.1, addressing Christian confessors in the
mines, he writes,
17. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 270. See also his list on page 12.
18. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 514.
19. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 292, dates this also to May 250.
20. Epp 19.1 and 20.2.3, dated by Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 300 and 304-305 to
June and July 250.
21. If Clarke's dating of Ep 3 is accepted: see ACW 43, 1984, 164.
22. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 277.
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"sed nec in illo, fratres dilectissimi, aliqua potest aut religionis aut fidei
iactura sentiri quod illic nunc sacerdotibus Dei facultas non datur offerendi et
celebrandi sacrificia diuina."23
Whether Cyprian envisaged presbyters as "offering and celebrating the divine
sacrifices" will be discussed below. Suffice it to note here that the bishops, nine of
whom are mentioned among the addressees at the head of the letter, would have
been included. That this is not an isolated instance of Cyprian denominating the
bishop as "sacerdos" in his later letters is shown by other examples in Epp 74 and
73, both of which are dated to mid-256 by Clarke.24
This practice was general in North Africa at this time, as is confirmed by Pontius'
usage in the Vita Caecilii Cypriani, and by four different bishops according to the
Sententiae episcoporum de haereticis baptizandis. It is also followed by Firmilian of
Caesarea on one occasion, and by Novatian twice, showing it was an even wider
custom. 25
4.7.3 The priesthood of presbyters?
There is disagreement amongst scholars over whether Cyprian ever explicitly refers
to presbyters as priests. Benson, von Campenhausen and Bevenot hold that by
"sacerdotes" he always means bishops, never presbyters, whilst Goetz, Bardy and
Vilela hold that, although normally using "sacerdotes" to refer to bishops, he does
on occasion use it of presbyters. D'Ales, Walker and Kilmartin take more of a
mediating position, seeing priesthood as fully possessed only by the bishop, in
Cyprian's view, although presbyters can be associated with the bishop in his priestly
honour. 26
The passage most frequently cited27 to show that Cyprian occasionally called
23. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 830.
24. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 234-5 and 219-220. See 74.8.1, 8.3 and 10.3, and
73.2.3, 8.1, 23.20 and 26.2.
25. See Vita 5, 10, 11, 13, 15, 18 and 19, Sent 8, 18, 26 and 52, Epp 75.16.2,
31.5.2 and 36.3.3.
26. Benson, 1897, 33, n.3; von Campenhausen, 1969, 282, n.70; Bevenot, 1979,
414 and 423; Goetz, 1896, 99; Bardy, 1939, 117-118; Vilela, 1971, 273; d'Ales,
1922, 138; Walker G., 1968, 38; and Kilmartin, EEC, 754.
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presbyters "sacerdotes" is in Ep 40.1.2. Writing concerning the enrolment of the
presbyter Numidicus in the Carthaginian presbyterate, Cyprian says he has been
spared martyrdom "ut eum clero nostro Dominus adiungeret et desolatam per
lapsum quorundam presbyterorum nostrorum copiam gloriosis sacerdotibus
adornaret."28 Clarke argues that Cyprian is being honorific and proleptic,
anticipating that Numidicus will be promoted to bishop. Indeed, the passage
continues, "et promouebitur quidem, cum Deus permiserit, ad ampliorem locum
religionis suae, quando in praesentiam protegente Domino uenerimus." However, as
Clarke recognises,
"Cyprian can hardly mean that Numidicus will be elected to the see of
Carthage (he has the general view of one occupant per see). Does he rather
assume that the clergy and plebs of Numidicus' home diocese ... must choose
so honoured a presbyter for their (vacant) cathedra when peace is restored?"^
As well as this there is the fact that the most obvious reference of "gloriosis
sacerdotibus" is to Numidicus and others like him who are worthy to be added to
the presbyters. It is the abundance of presbyters which has been depleted and is
now being adorned "gloriosis sacerdotibus". This, then, is probably an occasion
when Cyprian refers to presbyters as "sacerdotes".
The other passage often cited^O is in Ep 61.3.1 where Cyprian describes presbyters
as "cum episcopo ... sacerdotali honore coniuncti".31 Bevenot argues that
"this can be taken as meaning either that they were sacerdotes just as much
as their bishop, or that they were honourably associated with their bishop in
his sacerdotal functions. In the latter case, Cyprian would not be calling them
'sacerdotes'. "32
Probably the choice is not as stark as this. Cyprian's overwhelming emphasis on the
27. By Goetz, 1896, 100; d'Ales, 1922, 314; Bardy, 1939, 117-118, n.106; and
Vilela, 1971, 282-283.
28. Here and below see Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 586.
29. Clarke, ACW 44, 198-199. Vilela, 1971, 282-283, acknowledges the possibility
of the last suggestion.
30. Bardy, 1939, 118, n.106; d'Ales, 1922, 138-139; Vilela, 1971, 284.
31. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 696.
32. Bevenot, 1979, 414.
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bishop's priesthood and its significance makes it unlikely that he viewed any
presbyteral priesthood as exactly the same, but his likely application of 'sacerdotes'
to presbyters in Ep 40 means he could well be referring to them as such here too.
Vilela points to three other passages in which he feels that Cyprian calls presbyters
"sacerdotes".33 Justifying the choosing of priest-bishops in the presence of the
"plebs" in Ep 67.4.3, Cyprian and his fellow bishops add, "nec hoc in episcoporum
tantum et sacerdotum, sed et in diaconorum ordinationibus obseruasse apostolos
animaduertimus "34 The reason for seeing the "sacerdotum" here as including
presbyters is that they mention the ordinations of bishops and deacons but not that
of presbyters otherwise, while Cyprian's normal practice is to mention the presbyters
and bishops (as in Epp 1.1.1, 48.2) or the presbyters and deacons (as in the
addresses to many of his letters, e.g., Epp 1 and 5) or all three together (as in
Epp 32.1.2, 71.1.1 and 80.1.2). Clarke argues against this because there is no
other example of Cyprian calling presbyters 'sacerdotes', which argument would not
hold if Ep 40.1.2 were interpreted as above, and because
"in what immediately follows only two classes of unworthy appointment are
considered: those who illegitimately make the way ad altaris ministerium (=
deacon?) vel ad sacerdotalem locum (= bishop?)."33
This argument also would not hold if "sacerdotalis" could apply to both bishop and
presbyter. On balance, then, it is likely that this passage too indicates that Cyprian
thought of presbyters, but not deacons, as priests.
Vilela also cites Ep 72.2.2 in which Cyprian states that "oportet enim sacerdotes et
ministros qui altari et sacrificiis deseruiunt integros adque inmaculatos esse". 36
Clarke translates "sacerdotes et ministros" as "bishops and clergy'^, but Cyprian
may be identifying the bishops and the presbyters with the "sacerdotes" and the
deacons with the "ministros". Vilela's third passage is in Ep 1.1.1 in which Cyprian
is dealing with the issue of a presbyter being nominated as a guardian in someone's
33. Vilela, 1971, 283-285.
34. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 738.
35. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 148.
36. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 111.
37. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 53.
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will. This is wrong because "singuli diuino sacerdotio honorati et in clerico
ministerio constituti non nisi altari et sacrificiis deseruire ...."38 Since the context
concerns a presbyter, he is included, but is he included in both descriptions, like
the bishop, or only the latter? The fact that the presbyter could offer the
eucharistic sacrifice (see below) suggests that he is referred to in both.
Cyprian continues in Ep 1.1.2 by pointing to the non-provision of land for the
Levites to encourage their dedication to temple and altar, stating "quae nunc ratio
et forma in clero tenetur, ut qui in ecclesia Domini ordinatione clerica
promouentur in nullo ab administratione diuina auocentur". As Clarke writes,
"Cyprian's argument here requires that Levite apply to all ranks of the clergy. "39
We shall examine the constituents of the clergy for Cyprian later, but it certainly
included the deacon, possibly reflecting the priest-Levite distinction noted in Origen.
There is general agreement that Cyprian did envisage presbyters as offering the
sacrifice of the eucharist. This is clear in Ep 5.2.1, which implies that they did so
"as a matter of course and not as a special privilege ... under emergency
conditions. "40 A number of other references also make this certain.41 It is also
clear that, when necessary, presbyters, and even deacons, could readmit the lapsed
to communion, a function which, as we shall see further below, Cyprian often
ascribes to the "sacerdos". This is apparent in Ep 18.1.2, in which he states that
any lapsed who have certificates from martyrs and are ill,
"non expectata praesentia nostra apud presbyterum quemcumque praesentem,
uel si presbyter repertus non fuerit et urgere exitus coeperit, apud diaconum
quoque exomologesin facere delicti sui possint, ut manu eis in paenitentiam
inposita ueniant ad Dominum cum pace "42
We can conclude, then, that Cyprian did at times call presbyters 'sacerdotes' and
he did view them as involved in some at least of the bishop's priestly ministries.
Bevenot's arguments to rule out the view that Cyprian referred to presbyters as
i
38. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 465.
39. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 156.
40. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 187.
41. E.g., Epp 16.4.2 and 34.1.
42. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 524; note Clarke's comments in ACW 43, 1984, 298.
This directive is repeated in Ep 19.2.1.
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'sacerdotes'43 at most show that, on one occasion, Cyprian did not include
presbyters and deacons among one group of bishops which he called "sacerdotes". It
thus confirms what we have already noted that he normally means bishops when he
writes "sacerdotes", but it does not show that he never used it of presbyters.
4.7.4 The connotations of bishops' priesthood: sacral authority
We have already noted that Cyprian designated the bishop as 'sacerdos' throughout
his literary career and that it was one of his favourite designations for the bishop.
This suggests that it was not just a practice adopted from his ecclesiastical
environment so that it meant little more than a synonym for 'episcopus', but
'sacerdos' had important connotations for him. These are indicated by the ways in
which he used it.
We have already noted one of these: he uses it in passages highly significant for
him relating to the honour to be given to the priest. He often supports this by
using biblical passages which relate God's punishment of transgressors against
priestly honour and Jesus giving honour to the priest. These have been noted in
Epp 3, 59 and 66. They can also be found in Ep 69 and in Un 18, whilst it is
above all as priests that he refers to bishops in the context of opposition to their
rule in Un 17. Even if Cyprian adopted the use of "sacerdos" for the bishop from
traditional custom, as is likely in view of Tertullian's practice and Cyprian's lack of
need to justify it, his reflection on it in the light of the Scriptures and opposition
to bishops, not least himself, resulted in a predilection for its connotations of
appointment by God and sacral rule of God's people. This predilection is stronger
than in any extant writings before him, except the Didascalia which is unlikely to
have influenced him.^
4.7.5 The connotations of bishops' priesthood: discipline
Another context, already noted above, in which Cyprian frequently uses "sacerdos"
of the bishop is that of church discipline. Since it was in this area that his
43. Bevenot, 1979, 421-423.
44. This is not to deny the role which his experience of Roman authority in Africa
Proconsularis may have played in his authoritarian emphasis, although Clarke, ACW
43, 1984, 19, probably exaggerates this. We shall note in the next section that the
author of the Didascalia may well have predated him in this emphasis.
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authority was threatened by the confessors' practice of issuing certificates of
forgiveness to the lapsed during and after the Decian persecution, it is not
surprising that the twin motifs of discipline and authority are at times found
together.
Regarding the bishop and clergy's connection with the penitential system, Capelle
argues that,
"tandis que, dans les premieres lettres [Cyprien] parle de l'intervention 'ab
episcopo et clero,' il n'est plus question dans la suite que des 'sacerdotes.'
Indice d'une procedure qui s'est simplifiee? II semble aussi que la
revendication de l'autorite sacerdotale s'est accentuee progressivement: elle avait
ete mise en echec!"45
It is true that in Epp 15.1.2, 16.1.3 and 17.2.1, mention is made of the
imposition of hands "ab episcopo et clero" and "episcopi et cleri",46 but 'sacerdos'
is also used of the bishop in Epp 15.1.2 and 17.2.1, as noted above, and that in
contexts in which the challenging of Cyprian's authority with regard to
discipline is involved. Whilst Capelle may be right that Cyprian came to simplify
the procedure, the accentuation of the bishop's priestly authority had already taken
place in the earliest letters relating to it.
Certainly, it is as 'sacerdos' that the bishop is often described in the context of
reconciliation of the penitent, suggesting it had such connotations for Cyprian,
connotations also evident in Tertullian's Pud 21.17. So in Ep 19.1, he writes,
"paenitentiam autem ille agit qui diuini praecepti memor mitis et patiens et
sacerdotibus Dei obtemperans obsequiis suis et operibus iustis Dominum
promeretur."47 "Obtemperans" and "obsequiis suis" probably refer to compliance
with the penitential discipline which the priests have imposed. Although, as we have
noted, presbyters and even deacons may administer discipline when necessary, the
fact that the plural "sacerdotibus" is primarily to be understood of the bishops is
supported by more explicit references to the bishops as priests in the context of
discipline, e.g., in Ep 43.3.2. Here Cyprian is pouring scorn on the policies of
those who oppose him. He writes of the lapsed, "post culpam criminis tollatur et
45. Capelle, 1935, 228, n.9. Eastwood, 1963, 87 and Vilela, 1971, 302 agree that
Cyprian changed his procedure.
46. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 514, 518 and 522.
47. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 525.
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paenitentia, nec per episcopos et sacerdotes Domini Domino satisfiat".4^ it is
probable that "episcopos et sacerdotes" refers only to the bishops, especially as both
are in the plural. It is also likely that the allusion to satisfaction involves the
priestly bishop's assigning of penance, through the performing of which satisfaction
can be made.4^ Significantly, this passage is followed by one in which the priest's
authority is defended against these threats.
Similarly, in Lap 29 Cyprian exhorts the lapsed to confess his sins "dum admitti
confessio eius potest, dum satisfactio et remissio facta per sacerdotes aput Deum
grata est." He immediately continues, "conuertamur ad Dominum mente tota, et
paenitentiam criminis ueris doloribus exprimentes Dei misericordiam deprecemur",^®
again suggesting that the "satisfactio" is likely to involve the bishop's assigning of
penance,whilst the "remissio" probably involves his declaration of forgiveness
based on the evidence of penitence. Certainly, the granting of peace or
reconciliation to the church is closely connected with the remission of sins in Ep
27.3.3 ("pacem dari et peccata dimitti"^2).
The references in Epp 15, 16, and 17 to the laying-on of hands by the bishop and
clergy have already been noted. They indicate that the order is the doing of
penance, confession of sin, the imposition of hands, and the taking of the eucharist
(so 15.1.2, 16.2.3, 17.2.1). We have noted that the priestly bishop is involved in
all these stages. Other references to the bishop as "sacerdos" being involved in this
process are found in Lap 16, 18 and 36, Epp 55.29 and 59.5.1. The last is
significant in two ways. One is that it is in the context of one of the catenas of
biblical texts relating the bishop's priesthood to his choice by God and his
consequent sacral authority (see 4.1-3). The other is that it is clearly the bishop
who is called "sacerdos ... et iudex uice Christi", since, in 5.2, Cyprian goes on to
write of the choice of the 'sacerdos' "post coepiscoporum consensum".53
48. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 592.
49. So Bardy, 1939, 99.
50. Bevenot, CCSL 3, 1972, 237.
51. So Bardy, 1939, 99.
52. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 543.
53. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 671-672.
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4.7.6 Connotations of bishops' priesthood: eucharistic sacrifice
The third context in which Cyprian often uses 'sacerdos' for the bishop is that of
offering the eucharist as a sacrifice. Before looking at pertinent passages, it is
worth noting that he has many ideas of Christian sacrifice which are similar to
earlier ones. In one of his earliest works, Ad Quirinum, or Testimonia, he cites
OT prophetic criticism of the sacrificial cult and refers to sacrifices of praise and
justice in 1.16, and quotes '"sacrificium Deo spiritus contribulatus"' in 3.6.^4 He
quotes the last again in Mort 11 and Ep 6.2.1, and has several references to
martyrdoms as sacrifice ,55 an idea which, as we have noted, goes back at least to
Ignatius and Paul. He calls peace, concord and unity among Christians and giving
to the poor sacrifices in Dom 23 and 33.
Cyprian's frequent mentions of prayers and sacrifices together probably refer to the
prayers at the eucharistic sacrifices.^6 In Ep 66.9.1, however, Cyprian writes that
to the Lord and his Christ "puro adque inmaculato ore sacrificia ... indesinenter
offero"57 which is more likely to be a reference to prayer. Further, in Ep 67.2.2,
Cyprian writes of the choice of those to be priests, that they should "sancte et
digne sacrificia Deo offerentes audiri in praecibus possint quas faciunt pro plebis
dominicae incolumitate "58 There is no other reference to the eucharist in the
immediate context, whereas Cyprian continues to write in 2.2 of the priest's
prayers.
Moreover, in Ep 76.3.1-2, Cyprian contrasts the fact that, in the mines,
"sacerdotibus Dei facultas non datur offerendi et celebrandi sacrificia diuina" with
the fact that all the confessors celebrate and offer "sacrificium Deo et pretiosum
pariter et gloriosum." He goes on to pile up the sacrificial references ending by
quoting Rom 12.1-2.59 The "sacrificia diuina", then, are the eucharists which the
imprisoned bishops are not able to offer, suggesting that they are needed for this
54. Weber, CCSL 3, 1972, 16-17, 94 and 124.
55. Ep 6.2.1, Fort 11, and Dom 24.
56. E.g., Epp 65.2.1 and 4.1. Cf. Clarke, ACW 46, 1986, 319, n.8 and elsewhere.
57. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 733.
58. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 736-737.
59. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 830-831.
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kind of sacrifice, but not for those which all the confessors are offering in their
suffering.
Another kind of sacrifice is "the presentation of material gifts by the faithful for
the matter of the Mass or for the maintenance of the clergy or poor as part of
the liturgical action",60 a practice already noted in Hippolytus' Apostolic Tradition.
In Op 15, Cyprian rebukes the rich because "in dominicum sine sacrificio uenis,
quae partem de sacrificio quod pauper obtulit sumis."61 The context makes it
certain that money or goods are involved, and the "in dominicum" may well
involve the eucharist in view of previous references to the church and celebrating
the "dominicum". The same practice is probably reflected in Dom 23, where
Cyprian warns that "nec sacrificium Deus recipit dissidentis et ab altari reuertentem
prius fratri reconciliari iubet, ...."62 Clarke suggests that a passage in Ep 34.1 may
also refer to it. Here, Cyprian is commending his presbyters and deacons for no
longer being in communion with a presbyter and his deacon "qui communicando
cum lapsis et offerendo oblationes eorum".63
These uses of "sacrificium" and "hostia" without reference to the priestly offering of
the sacrifice of the eucharist by the bishop show that the former are far from
lacking and that Cyprian has links in this area with earlier Christian thought and
practice. Most frequently, however, he means the eucharist when referring to
sacrifice, and then the bishop or offerer is usually called "sacerdos".
Some clear examples of these two points are found in Ep 63, "the place where
Cyprian expounds his views about the eucharist most fully", according to Hanson
and "our first extant extended study on the nature of the Eucharist", according to
Clarke.64 in Ep 63.1.1, Cyprian indicates that he is writing about some who "in
calice dominico sanctificando et plebi ministrando non hoc faciunt quod Iesus
Christus Dominus et Deus noster sacrificii huius auctor et doctor fecit et docuit,
...."65 "Sacrificium" here must refer to the eucharist, since he is talking about the
60. Ryan, 1962, 48; d'Ales, 1922, 261-262.
61. Simonetti, CCSL 3A, 1976, 64.
62. Moreschini, CCSL 3A, 1976, 105.
63. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 568. Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 157.
64. Hanson R., 1979, 56; Clarke ACW 46, 1986, 288.
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consecration of the Lord's cup. In 4.1, he calls Jesus' and Melchizedek's sacrifice
"panem et uinum, suum scilicet corpus et sanguinem." And in 9.3, he concludes
that "apparet ... sacrificium dominicum legitima sanctificatione celebrari, nisi oblatio
et sacrificium nostrum responderit passioni." This correspondence relates to both the
sacrifice and the priest as he says in 14.4:
"nam si Christus Iesus Dominus et Deus noster ipse est summus sacerdos Dei
patris et sacrificium patri se ipsum optulit et hoc fieri in sui
commemorationem praecepit, utique ille sacerdos uice Christi uere fungitur qui
id quod Christus fecit imitatur et sacrificium uerum et plenum tunc offert in
ecclesia Deo patri, si sic incipiat offerre secundum quod ipsum Christum uideat
optulisse."66
For the first time in extant Christian literature the priest at the eucharist is said to
act "uice Christi" in offering the sacrifice, and the sacrifice is called "true and
full". Finally, in 17.1 he states that "passio est ... Domini sacrificium quod
offerimus." He still never speaks explicitly of offering Christ as a sacrifice in the
eucharist, but this last quotation and references in 2.1 to offering the cup and in
4.1 to offering Christ's blood indicate that he is much closer to it than anyone
before him. R. Hanson is probably true to Cyprian's thought when he writes,
"the offering hitherto had been the offering made by men, the offering of
praise, or of themselves, or of the bread and wine for God to bless. Now a
new step has been taken: the bishop as priest offers the consecrated elements
which have become Christ's body and blood, .... Irenaeus' hesitation about the
thought that man could offer anything to God in any circumstances has
become a confident declaration that the priest offers Christ and Christ's
sacrifice to God. "67
Elsewhere Hanson notes as an example of Cyprian's influence here that the
"pseudo-Cyprianic third-century ... tract De Aleatoribus three times refers to the
eucharist as sacrificium Christi."68
65. For this and the following quotations from Ep 63, see Hartel, CSEL 3.2,
1871, 701-714.
66. Other references to bishops and/or presbyters as "sacerdotes" offering the
eucharist as a "sacrificium", "hostia" or "oblatio" include: Epp 37.1.2, 57.3.2,
61.4.2, 62.5, 65.2.1, 67.1.1-2, 68.2.1, 69.1.4, , 69.5.2, 69.8.3, 72.2.2, 73.2.3,
76.3.1, Lap 26, Un 13 17 and 18, Dom 4.
67. Hanson R., 1979, 58. Note to similar effect Wiles, 1963, 147-148 and Walker
G., 1968, 38-39.
68. Hanson R., 1985, 105-106.
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Young too sees Cyprian as the first explicitly to make the change from viewing the
eucharist as portraying the drama of Christ's suffering to reenacting it, one of the
consequences being that, just as Christ's death was seen as a sacrifice for sin, so
the eucharist came to be viewed also.69 As Laurance in particular argues, Cyprian
views the priestly celebrant at the eucharist as living 'types' of Christ. He points to
the statement "sacerdotes ... quod Christus et docuit et fecit imitantes" in Ep
55.19.2 and to the "sacerdos uice Christi uere fungitur qui id quod Christus fecit
imitatur et sacrificium uerum et plenum tunc offert in ecclesia Deo patri, si sic
incipiat offerre secundum quod ipsum Christum uideat optulisse" in 63.14.4.70
The viewing of the eucharist as a sacrifice for sin may also be related to the
Jewish influences on the church in Carthage"^ and to Cyprian's strong dependence
on OT ideas. 72 Although Cyprian does not explicitly ascribe propitiatory value to
the eucharist, he does seem "to imply some objective efficacy for the sacrificium
which is ... denied to the deceased"73 in Ep 1.2.1 ("nec sacrificium pro dormitione
eius celebraretur"74). Further, in Op 18, Cyprian likens Job's sacrifices for his
children's sins to "iusta operatio", especially almsgiving, by which Christian parents
can commend their children to God.75 The normal eucharistic sacrifices on the
dead's behalf may also have had propitiatory connotations, although not in those to
be celebrated in commemoration of the martyrs. 76
Finally, Cyprian, like Hippolytus, defines the ordained priesthood partly in terms of
69. Young, 1979, 279.
70. Laurance, 1983, 155-157 and 163-165; see also Bevenot, 1979, 428-429.
71. On this generally see especially Quispel, 1982; also Wiles, 1963, 144 and
Frend, 1978, 191-193.
72. On this generally see Wiles, 1963, 145 and 148; Walker G., 1968, 37; Zell,
1972, 282-286; Hein, 1973, 436; Hinchliff, 1974, 103; Frend, 1978, 191; and
Hanson R., 1985, 129.
73. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 159-160, n.25. Note also Evans, 1972, 40-41, on the
way in which Cyprian developed the theory of satisfaction, including "alsmgiving
[as] one of the 'remedies for propitiating God'."
74. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 466.
75. Simonetti, CCSL 3A, 1976, 66-67.
76. So Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 252, n.15.
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the sacrifice. This is clearly illustrated in Ep 1.1.1, in which he states that "singuli
diuino sacerdotio honorati et in clerico ministerio constituti non nisi altari sacrificiis
deseruire et precibus adque orationibus uacare debeant."^^ It is unlikely that the
sacrifices and altar referred to here mean the prayers also mentioned in view of
the frequency of his uses of "sacrificium" to mean the eucharist and the rarity of
his uses of it to mean prayers.
4.7.7 Summary and conclusion
Although Cyprian did not invent the application of "sacerdos" to the bishop, nor
did he invent its connotations of sacral authority, offering eucharistic sacrifice and
dealing with sin, he has clearly emphasised that priesthood and these connotations,
particularly the first and third, more than anyone before him in the West.
Particularly important for the development of his stress on this priesthood were his
meditation on the Scriptures relating to the divine choice and support of priests,
the threats to his episcopal authority, not least in the area of church discipline, his
application of OT priestly law directly to bishops and presbyters,^8 and his
meditation on the link between Christ's priesthood and self-sacrifice and the priestly
celebrant of the eucharistic sacrifice. Moreover, he thus had a great influence on
later understanding of the ministry in the West. Ironically, in view of modern
depreciation of his originality, he marks something of a watershed in the church's
appreciation of priesthood.
77. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 465.
78. Cf. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 167, n.15: "Cyprian ... finds in the Jewish
sacerdotes of the old dispensation types of the bishops of the Christian church, and
is prepared to read off practical disciplinary rules accordingly." See too Wiles,
1963, 144-146.
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4.8 The Didascalia Apostolorum}
This is the only third century document not so far dealt with in which the
priesthood of the ordained is clearly mentioned.
4.8.1 Significance
Its significance arises first from its date and provenance. There is general
agreement that it was produced in Syria in the third century A.D., but not over
when in the third century. However, although some used to view it as from the
first, and some from the second half of the century,2 more recently, the consensus
has tilted towards the earlier part of the century. 3
Von Campenhausen, Vilela and Faivre hold that the author might well be a bishop
concerned to defend the rights of bishops against those of the rest of the Christian
community.^ Whilst there is no conclusive proof of this, the internal evidence
certainly fits such a situation. We must bear in mind, then, that the author's claims
for the bishop or clergy may go beyond the reality of his day, but will relate to
it. ^
4.8.2 The ("high! priesthood of the bishop
The most cogent proof for the contention that the author is a bishop concerned to
promote and defend the authority of bishops is his presentation of such an exalted
view of the position, office and functions of a bishop that two scholars can say
that he almost deifies him. 6 Some point to his likely knowledge of, and
indebtedness to, Ignatius' writings in this regard.7 The bishop is not only pastor of
1. This will be abbreviated to Didasc from now on.
2. See Connolly, 1929, lxxxix-xci.
3. Tidner, 1963, IX; Vilela, 1971, 197; Faivre, 1977, 119; Stevenson, 1986, 30.
4. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 240; Vilela, 1971, 197; Faivre, 1984, 119.
5. Cf. Stevenson, 1986, 30: "[it] shows us more of the internal life of the
Christian Church than anything else of the time."
6. Vilela, 1971, 199 and Gryson, 1973, 389.
7. Barlea, 1969, 121 and Vilela, 1971, 200.
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God's flock,
"hie est qui uerbum uobis ministrat et mediator uester est: hie est rex uester
potens: hie est magister et post Deum, per aquam regenerans, pater uester.
Hie locum Dei sequens sicuti Deus honoretur a uobis, quoniam episcopus in
typum Dei praesedet uobis.
These words follow immediately after the identification of the bishops as "primi
sacerdotes uestri. Qui tunc erant Leuitae, modo sunt diacones, praesbyteri, uiduae
et orfani. Primus uero sacerdos uobis est Leuita, episcopus." This in turn follows a
reference to the general priesthood as a result of which Christians are told that
"delibationes <et> decumai <et> primitiua sunt principi sacerdotum Christo et
ministri<s> eius, decumae salutaris " Between this and the passages already
quoted, we find the further statement that
"quae tunc erant sacrificia, modo sunt orationes et praecationes et gratiarum
actiones: quae tunc fuerunt primitiuae et decumae et delibationes et dona,
nunc sunt prosforae quae per episcopos offeruntur domino Deo in remissione
peccatorum."
That the bringing of these gifts to be distributed by the high priestly bishop is the
main point being made is illustrated by the way in which this section continues.
Echoing Didache 13.3, the author has connected these offerings with the OT
legislation concerning first-fruits, tithes and "part-offerings".^ This causes him to
link these sacrifices and the priesthood of the whole Christian community with
Christ's high priesthood, the high priesthood of the bishop and the "Levitehood" of
the presbyters, deacons, widows and orphans.
The initial connection of the bishop's priestliness here was with his distribution of
the people's gifts. It is made into a support for his leadership by the author, as
can be seen by the words "sicuti ergo non licebat eum qui non erat Leuita offerre
aliquid aut accedere ad altarem sine sacerdote, ita et uos sine episcopo nolite
8. This and the following quotations are taken from chapter 9 of the Syriac and 25
of the Latin versions as given, with the Syriac only as translated into English, in
Connolly, 1929, 86-89. Henceforth, references will be given to the chapter in the
Syriac followed by the corresponding one in the Latin, if available.
9. Connolly translates the Syriac here: "then were firstfruits and tithes and
part-offerings " Glare, OLD, does not give "delibatio" but notes as one of the
meanings of "delibo" "to offer to the gods a small part of". The likeliest reference
is to the OT sacrifices part of which went to the priests, as indicated in Deut 18.3
just before the mention of the first-fruits in verse 4.
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aliquid facere, etc."10
This suggests, as with Cyprian, that the practice of denominating the bishop
"sacerdos", probably already current in the Christian community, has been taken up
by this author and developed in authoritarian directions out of a sense of being
threatened. The parallel with Cyprian is even stronger in chapter 23 in which the
author warns that
"if any of you covet the primacy and dare to make a schism, he shall inherit
the place of Korah and Dathan and Abiram, .... For even the adherents of
Korah were Levites, ...; but they coveted the primacy, and desired the high
priesthood ...."H
This is not to suggest that there was any dependence of Cyprian on the Didascalis
but to point out how a similar emphasis on priestly sacral authority probably
resulted from threats to episcopal authority in each case.
There is also the possible implication in the above that there were problems in the
Christian community over the whole issue of giving and the use and distribution of
those gifts. This is reinforced in chapter 8^ in which bishops are warned against
misuse of these gifts for themselves alone, but their right is defended to be
nourished by them once they have provided for the needy. This right is likened to
the way in which the Levites
"were nourished from those things which were given as offerings to God by all
the people - gifts, and part-offerings, and firstfruits, and tithes, and sacrifices,
and offerings, and holocausts You also then to-day, O bishops, are priests
to your people, and the Levites who minister to the tabernacle of God, the
holy Catholic Church, who stand continually before the Lord God."
The first quotation above from Didasc 9 (25) included a reference to the bishop as
priest being "hie ... qui uerbum uobis ministrat et mediator uester est". This last
quotation from chapter 8 is immediately followed by
10. 9 (26) (Connolly, 1929, 89).
11. Connolly, 1929, 194.
12. Connolly, 1929, 78-80 for this and the passage quoted below. See too Connolly,
1929, 98-100: "Sell all thou hast, and give to the poor. So do, therefore, and keep
the command through (him who is) bishop and priest and thy mediator with the
Lord God. ... the Lord God ... delivered this stewardship into his hands and held
him worthy of the priesthood of so great an office."
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"you then are to your people priests and prophets, and princes and leaders
and kings, and mediators between God and His faithful, and receivers of the
word, and preachers and proclaimers thereof, and knowers of the Scriptures
and of the utterances of God, and witnesses of His will, who bear the sins of
all, and are to give any answer for all."
Similarly to Origen and Clement, the priest is seen as the mediator of the
knowledge of God in study, preaching and teaching.
One of the most important tasks of the priestly bishop is caring for the wayward,
according to the Didasc. In this last quotation he is said to "bear the sins of all".
In chapter 7 also he is told to
"have a care of all, that none may stumble and perish by reason of thee. ...
As therefore thou carriest the burden of all, be watchful; for it is written:
The Lord said unto Moses: Thou and Aaron shall take upon you the sins of
the priesthood
The author follows this with a list of duties the bishop should carry out in the
discipline of the congregation.
He also links the bishop's priestliness and his holiness. In chapter 4, when dealing
with the qualifications necessary to be a bishop, he writes, with an allusion to Lev
21.17, "and let him be proved whether he be without blemish in the things of the
world, and likewise in his body; for it is written: See that there be no blemish in
him that standeth up to be priestWith another reference to OT priests, a
similar point is made further on in the same section:
"for when the pastor shall be remote from all evil, he will be able to
constrain his disciples also and encourage them by his good manners to be
imitators of his good works; as the Lord has said in the Twelve Prophets: The
people shall be even as the priest.
R. Hanson notes that "in this work we find, as we did in Hippolytus, a developed
doctrine of Christian priesthood but little development in its thought about
13. Connolly, 1929, 56.
14. Connolly, 1929, 32.
15. Connolly, 1929, 36.
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eucharistic offering. "16 Distinguishing between the indissoluble Law and the
temporary and dissoluble "Second Legislation", the author states that in the former
there is "no burden, nor distinction of meats, nor incensings, nor offerings of
sacrifices and burnt offerings." Further on, he states, "for God had no need of
sacrifices". 17 Elsewhere he tells his hearers that God has freed them from
"sacrifices and oblations, and ... sin offerings ..., and holocausts, and burnt
offerings ...; tithes and firstfruits, and part-offerings, and gifts and oblations". 18
Noted earlier was the passage in which he says
"quae tunc erant sacrificia, modo sunt orationes et praecationes et gratiarum
actiones: quae tunc fuerunt primitiuae et decumae et delibationes et dona,
nunc sunt prosforae quae per episcopos offeruntur domino Deo in remissione
peccatorum. Isti enim primi sacerdotes uestri."
Here ideas of thank-offerings and gift-offerings have been joined with sin-offerings,
as happened in Cyprian also, but the eucharist is not one of these. Even so, they
are offered through the bishop as high priest. In line with this is the way in which
a needy man and widows and orphans are called "the altar of God" and "the altar
of Christ" as the recipients of people's gifts in chapter 18.19
In chapter 9 "the Eucharist of the oblation" is referred to in the context of the
bishop's priestly stewardship of the people's gifts. The context indicates that this
refers to the people's gifts:
"when thou hast received the Eucharist of the oblation, that which comes into
thy hands cast (in), that thou mayest share it with strangers: for this is
collected (and brought) to the bishop for the entertainment of all strangers. "20
The likeliest explanation is that "eucharist" refers to the thanksgiving represented in
the gifts, which may include the bread and wine for the eucharist in a practice
16. Hanson R., 1985, 97-98.
17. 26 (49) (Connolly, 1929, 218-220).
18. 9 (28) (Connolly, 1929, 98).
19. Connolly, 1929, 154-156. Hanson R., 1985, 98, sees the former as "a poor
man praying for his benefactor" being "esteemed as the altar of God", but there is
no reason to suppose this.
20. Connolly, 1929, 100. Hanson R., 1985, 98, n.63, feels there is a mistranslation
or mistake here but the explanation given here means this is not necessarily so.
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like that noted in the Apostolic Tradition.21
'Thanksgiving' could be all that is meant by 'eucharist' in a passage in chapter 11
translated "now the gift of God is our prayer and our Eucharist." It is in the
context of a warning that
"If then thou keep any malice against thy brother, or he against thee, thy
prayer is not heard and thy Eucharist is not accepted; and thou shalt be
found void (both) of prayer and Eucharist by reason of the anger which thou
keepest."22
The ensuing context deals only with prayer, ending "and forgive thy neighbour, that
thou mayest be heard when thou prayest, and mayest offer an acceptable oblation
to the Lord." However, if Hanson is right to see a reminiscence of Didache 14.1-2
here,23 in which the eucharist as bread and cup clearly is in mind, then it
probably means the same in the passage quoted above.
This likelihood is increased by the unambiguous reference to the eucharist as "the
likeness of the royal body of Christ" in chapter 26 (61) which says that Christians
can
"come together even in the cemeteries, and read the holy Scriptures, and
without demur perform your ministry and your supplication to God; and offer
an acceptable Eucharist, the likeness of the royal body of Christ, ... pure
bread that is made with fire and sanctified with invocations ...."24
As Hanson points out, "this is not a doctrine of the offering of the body of Christ,
but the text does speak of the offering of the antitype of the body of Christ."25
21. Note also the reference given below to "the oblations of the Eucharist" in
chapter 12.
22. Connolly, 1929, 115-117, for the passage quoted (116) and the context.
23. Hanson R., 1985, 98-99.
24. Connolly, 1929, 252.
25. Hanson R., 1985, 99. He has just noted that "we may here accept the
Apostolic Constitutions as a reliable guide when it gives us avxixxmoc; as the
original Greek of this word." Connolly, 1929, liii, notes that "the application to the
Eucharist of bcvxvxutcoq, or ocvxixvmov as a substantive, is first met with ... in
the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus".
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Other illustrations of the fact that the author thought of the eucharist as a sacrifice
are found in chapter 12. In one passage he writes, "but of the deacons let one
stand always by the oblations of the Eucharist; ... and afterwards, when you [the
bishop] offer, let them minister together in the Church", and in another, "when
you offer the oblation, let him [a visiting bishop] speak. But if he is wise and
gives the honour to thee, and is unwilling to offer, at least let him speak over the
cup. "26 Although there is no doubt, then, that the author of Didascalia viewed the
bishop as the one who normally presided at the eucharist, or that he used
sacrificial language concerning it, he nowhere relates the bishop's priesthood
specifically to this function.
Whenever the priestliness of the bishop is mentioned, the author draws something
out of that priestliness, illustrating that, whether or not it has become a
commonplace synonym for eiu okotcoq in his environment, it has not for him. His
normal word for the bishop is etttOKOTtog. The main connotations of the bishop's
priesthood are holiness, sacral authority and centrality to the church's life,
reception, distribution and partaking of the people's offerings, mediation of God's
word, and bearing and dealing with the people's sins. The frequent quotations from
the OT when the bishop's priesthood is mentioned show that the OT priesthood is
seen as the priestly pattern for bishops to follow, though with the modifications
noted.
4.8.3 The priesthood of presbyters and deacons?
We have already noted the one passage in which the presbyters and deacons are
likened to the priests and Levites of the OT. It came in chapter 9 after the
bishops had been called "primi sacerdotes uestri." It continues, "qui tunc erant
Leuitae, modo sunt diacones, praesbyteri, uiduae et orfani." In the Syriac it says
that "the priests and Levites now are the presbyters ...."27 This does not seem
significant since the priesthood of the rest is overshadowed by that of the bishop,
called as he is "primus sacerdos" and "Leuita" and the passage going on to focus
as it does on his mediatorial rule and offering of the people's gifts. The only place
left for others is as his helpers and delegates.28 Moreover, the "priesthood" of the
26. Connolly, 1929, 120 and 122.
27. Connolly, 1929, 86 and 87.
28. So Faivre, 1977, 119.
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presbyters and deacons consists only in the fact that they benefit from the people's
offerings as do the widows and orphans.
Further, the information in the Didascalia concerning the functions of presbyters
and deacons does not indicate that they were viewed as priestly. It is possible that
they were so regarded because they shared in judging disputes with the bishop,29
or that the presbyters were because they were the bishop's "counsellors and
assessors", the "moderators and councillors of the Church", to be honoured as the
Apostles, being seated in a place of honour in the meetings,29 or the deacons were
because they helped the bishop in the reception and distribution of the people's
gifts, could be likened to Aaron as Moses', i.e., the bishop's, mouthpiece, shepherd
the people with the bishop, and visit the sick on his behalf,31 but this is never
stated either implicitly or explicitly by the author himself.22 It is likely, then, that
he was unaware of it, although he could have been uninterested in it or setting the
bishop's priesthood in the highest relief.
4.8.4 Conclusion
The Didascalia is, then, an important witness to the development in Syria of the
priestly understanding of the bishop at a time probably between the Apostolic
Tradition and Cyprian and contemporary with Origen. It also provides ample
further evidence of the influence of OT priestly categories on this development.
It further bears witness to the variety of major connotations which priestliness could
have in the third century A.D. As with Origen, the need for the community to
support the bishop and the need for holiness are important points of contact with
the priesthood of the OT. Unlike Cyprian, and more like Origen and others, it is
the people's gifts and praises which are the offerings to be made through the
bishop, the sacrifice of the eucharist receiving nothing like the prominence which it
does in Cyprian, although sacrifice can be "in remissione peccatorum" as in
29. See 11 (Connolly, 1929, 111).
30. See 9 (26-27) and 12 (Connolly, 1929, 96-97, 90-91, and 119, cf. 120-121).
i50)See 9' n' 15 (34) and 16 (35"36) (Connolly> 1929> 88"92- 109> 14°- 148 and
32. Faivre, 1977, 119: "les presbytres ... ne paraissent pas remplir de fonction
'sacerdotale'".
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Cyprian. Another similarity to Origen and difference from Cyprian is in the
emphasis on the priestly bishop as mediating God's word. Where it is like Cyprian,
however, is in its emphasis on the sacral authority of priesthood, probably because
of similar circumstances of threat to the bishop's authority.
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4.9 Summary and conclusion
4.9.1 Summary of origins, connotations and factors
We have noted that the use of priestly terminology and ideas for the ordained in
distinction from the rest of the church first appears in the writings of Tertullian
soon after 200 A.D. Before this, Christian writers had used a number of cultic and
priestly ideas, drawn mostly if not solely from the OT, to illustrate particular
points about the contemporary church. These included the need for order, as
illustrated in the OT hierarchy (7 Clem 40-41), the presbyter-bishop's presidency of
the church's worship, called his offering of its gifts (7 Clem 44.4), and the need to
provide for its prophets and teachers, and possibly its bishops and deacons, as
illustrated by the Israelites' provision for their high priests (Did 13.3, cf. 15.1).
They also included the use of sacrificial language to describe the church's prayers
and praise, gifts for the upkeep of its dependents, penitent self-offering, martyrdom
and worship, and probably the eucharist as an occasion of the church's offering of
praise and prayer.
The eucharist is itself first clearly called a sacrifice by Justin, though solely in
contexts suggesting offerings of praise and thanksgiving for blessings received.
Irenaeus adds to this the idea of the bread and wine being like the OT offering of
the first-fruits, also likened to the provisions for the prophets and teachers in the
Didache, probably with connotations of thanksgiving and the sanctifying of creation.
In just one passage Irenaeus also views sacrifice, though not specifically that of the
eucharist, as propitiatory (AH 4.17.2).
Up to this point, then, Christian authors were not frightened to use cultic,
sacrificial, and, as we shall note in the next chapter, priestly imagery, but never of
a church leader in a way different from other Christians. The example of Justin is
particularly significant, in that he could well have used ie petit; of church leaders
in his Apology, since this would have been readily understood by his non-Christian
readers. His not doing so suggests that it was not general practice then. It seems
very likely that the lack of tradition of doing so going back to NT times was the
major reason. Several of these authors are aware of Christ's priesthood and it may
be that the definitive nature of this contributed to their inhibitions against using
priestly language in ways not sanctioned by the NT.
Tertullian unambiguously refers to the bishop both as "sacerdos" and as "summus
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sacerdos". He also clearly refers to the clergy, which probably included bishops,
presbyters and deacons, in priestly terms without ever calling them "sacerdotes".
The fact that he does not feel the need to offer any kind of justification of doing
this suggests that this was by then an established practice in North Africa. His
virtual definition of this priesthood in terms of baptising and offering sacrifice, but
also in connection with the forgiving of sin, provides fuel for the argument that
these were the main connotations of church leaders' priestliness in North Africa
when the practice arose. The sacrifice for which the church leaders were
responsible in a special way at least included, and possibly consisted mainly in, the
eucharist. Tertullian viewed this as one Christian sacrifice among many and
probably saw its sacrificial aspects as involving thanksgiving and, less clearly, the
gifts the faithful offer when the eucharist is celebrated.
Most of these developments are also found in the slightly later writings of
Hippolytus, especially in the Apostolic Tradition which probably reflects the usage
of the Roman church in the late second and early third centuries. He refers to the
bishop in high priestly terms three times and clearly implies that the presbyter,
though not the deacon, in contrast to Tertullian, was ordained to the priesthood.
Whilst there are suggestions that priestliness was connected with authority to rule, it
is especially with the authority to forgive sins that the bishop's priesthood was
linked on one occasion, although serving, propitiating God and offering the church's
gifts are too. The bishop and clergy are clearly linked with offering sacrifice, as
the language of propitiation also indicates.
Apart from one reference to living in gentleness and with a pure heart as offering
a sweet-smelling savour, sacrifice means material gifts in the Apostolic Tradition.
These are brought by the congregation and taken to the bishop by the deacons.
They include oil, cheese, olives, honey, milk and water, as well as bread and wine.
The bishop was to give thanks over all of them, he and the presbyters laying hands
on the bread and wine while he did so and thus changing their significance.
Likened once to the OT offering of first-fruits, the sacrificial aspects of the
eucharist seem to have consisted of grateful offering of the church's gifts and
thanksgiving. As with Irenaeus, however, there is one reference to propitiation.
For Clement, writing near the end of the second century in Alexandria, the priest
is above all the gnostic Christian, whose priestly characteristics include pure living,
access to divine truth, knowledge, devotion and ascent to God and assimilation to
the Logos. The degree of equivalence involved in his comparisons of the gnostic
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Christian and the church hierarchy, together with the fact that Origen clearly
accepted the practice, suggest that he was aware that priestly ideas were being used
of the clergy. His priestly emphasis clearly lay strongly elsewhere, however, and it
is possible that he was living in Alexandria when use of priestly ideas for the
clergy was only just beginning. Like others of the Apologists, he saw the eucharist
as one Christian sacrifice among many. It is impossible to know in what its
sacrificial aspect consisted for him.
With most of his relevant comments deriving from c.230-250, Origen continues
Clement's strong emphasis on the priestliness of the Christian who is completely
dedicated to God and his word. Unlike Clement, he shows clear awareness of the
application of priestly categories to the ordained. Proof is lacking that he
disapproved of this practice, although he was very critical of the ordained. He
likens the bishop to the high priest and the priest, identifies the OT priests and
Levites with the presbyters and deacons respectively, and fairly often refers to
church leaders as priests in such a way that it is difficult to know whether he has
bishops alone, presbyters alone, or both, in mind.
His choice of the priest as his main OT paradigm of the godly man, like
Clement's, related above all to the OT picture of the priest and the high priest as
completely dedicated to God and his service and having access to God and so to
the highest knowledge of God. This fitted the Christian 'priest' for teaching, the
priestly task 'par excellence' for Origen, but not a task which he related to the
picture of the priest in Scripture except through his allegorical exegesis. It probably
owed more to his picture of the ideal Christian, therefore, which itself derived
from a mixture of biblical and neo-Platonist emphases, and to his allegorical
hermeneutics, than to biblical priesthood. The qualities of the ideal Christian1 also
fitted him for the exercise of church discipline and this and allegorical exeigesis
were probably the main reasons why Origen emphasised this as a 'priestly' task.
Although he calls the eucharist a sacrifice on occasion, his understanding of
sacrifice focus ed very much on other matters, especially holy living, self-denial and
prayer. It is therefore unlikely that he connected his idea of priestliness specifically
to the offering of the eucharist. He sometimes links it with leadership, however.
It is, in fact, impossible to know how far his and Clement's peculiar emphases
were shared by other Christians in Alexandria and Caesarea, although those who
regarded themselves as belonging to the priestly elite and those who honoured them
as such clearly shared it. There are such significant overlaps between his conception
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of priesthood and those of Tertullian, Hippolytus and Cyprian, however, that he
was not far from mainstream thinking on this subject.
Returning to North Africa, the fullest development of the special priesthood up to
300 A.D. is that of Cyprian. Writing in the years 248-258, he uses 'sacerdos' of
the bishop especially far more often than any Christian writer before him. His
'corpus' provides wider evidence of this practice also, in letters from Novatian in
Rome and Firmilian of Caesarea, and the Sententiae of North African bishops, four
of whose statements witness to it.
Although Cyprian uses 'sacerdos' of the bishop in the vast majority of cases, there
are a few in which it is likely that he uses it of the presbyter as well. Whilst
Cyprian must have found this custom in his ecclesiastical environment, he developed
it to connote sacral, God-given and God-protected authority in a far greater way
than anyone before in the West, doubtless because of the threats to his own
episcopal authority. He also uses it often concerning the bishop's role in church
discipline and in the offering of the eucharist. Retaining some earlier
non-eucharistic understandings, but adding propitiatory overtones, he most frequently
refers to the eucharist as the Christian sacrifice. Moreover, he links the eucharist
to the priestliness of the bishop in a new way in that he regards him as acting in
Christ's place and offering Christ's passion in it. Further, somewhat like Tertullian,
he defines the priesthood of bishops and presbyters in terms of dedication to
offering sacrifices and prayer. Cyprian has thus moved far towards the view of the
ordained Christian priest as the mediator of God's grace in ruling, judging,
forgiving sin and offering sacrifice for sin.
Finally, the Didascalia is a witness to the fact that the priestly understanding of
the bishop was present in Syria also in the early to mid-third century, although the
priesthood of presbyters is not made clear. It further witnesses to the strong
influence of OT categories of thought on this development in ways at times similar
to Origen and at times to Cyprian. All three share the idea that the bishop as
priest should be holy, supported by the faithful and care for and discipline the
wayward. It shares with Cyprian the view that the bishop as priest has sacral
authority, while it shares with Origen the view that he mediates the knowledge of
God in study and teaching. It departs widely from Origen in seeing him as doing
this as bishop and not as a 'perfect' Christian, thus coming closer to Cyprian again.
Its view of sacrifice centres on prayer and praise. It does see the eucharist as a
sacrifice but does not relate the bishop's priestliness to this. It explicitly teaches the
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priestly bishop's mediatorial role.
From this overview of the development of the priesthood of the ordained in
Christian writings up to 300, we can conclude that the practice of thinking of the
ordained as priests grew up in the late second century, becoming widespread at its
end. Clearly it was the bishop who was the main church leader designated as
'priest' in a special way, almost certainly because of his leading role in the
activities we have already noted as closely linked to priesthood. Whether or not
presbyters and deacons were initially known individually as priests remains somewhat
uncertain, although the evidence suggests that the presbyters were in North Africa
as early as Tertullian, in Rome with Hippolytus and in Alexandria by the time of
Origen. The lack of evidence of this for Syria in the Didascalia may demonstrate
that this was not a uniform apprehension or it may be the result of the author's
attempts to throw the bishop's priesthood into the highest relief or other reason for
not mentioning it. The presbyters certainly formed a priestly group around the
bishop from close to, if not at, the inception of the practice, no doubt for
basically the same main reason as the bishop. There was some uncertainty and,
probably, some dispute over who should be included in what was meant by the
clergy and the priesthood, the deacons apparently being included in both by
Tertullian, included in the clergy and excluded from the priesthood in the Apostolic
Tradition, and viewed as the Levites by Origen. Cyprian seems to have included
only the presbyters in the priesthood, whilst it is unclear what the situation
reflected in the Didascalia was.
4.9.2 Reasons for this development: theological reflection
The influence of the OT is apparent throughout and was one of the most important
factors. Although it is never used explicitly to justify the bishops' and presbyters'
special priesthood, an aspect of OT Law concerning priests is used by Tertullian,
and his references to priestly order, discipline, office and tasks probably reflect OT
patterns of thought, the prayer for the bishop in Hippolytus' AT 3 is redolent with
OT priestly and sacrificial allusions, Clement's and Origen's explanations of
priesthood derive most often from their interpretation of OT laws and stories
concerning priests and especially the high priest, Cyprian transfers some OT priestly
laws directly to the priestly bishop and presbyters as well as supporting the bishop's
sacral authority partly by OT stories, and the Didascalia links the bishop's
priesthood to OT laws concerning the people's offerings, and backs his sacral
authority with OT stories. In some ways, then, the development of the special
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priesthood was a reversion to OT categories of thought.
Second, the leading of worship and the offering of the eucharist in particular, both
conceived of in sacrificial terms, were also of primary importance. Worship and the
eucharist were understood partially in sacrificial terms from NT times, and we have
traced this, and the offering of the people's gifts having sacrifial overtones, through
the second century, though without any connection with the president's priesthood.
Tertullian almost defines priesthood in terms of baptising and offering, probably
referring to offering the eucharistic sacrifice above all. Hippolytus refers to the
bishop serving night and day, propitiating God and offering the church's gifts, to
ordination being for offering an oblation and having an apparently cultic ministry,
and to the high priestly bishop offering in the holy of holies. The eucharist is
certainly included among the sacrifices alluded to, but was probably not the only
one in view of all the other gifts mentioned as offered by him. This emphasis is
missing in Clement owing to his general lack of interest in the church's public
worship. It is also toned well down in Origen because of his other interests
regarding priesthood. It is probably present in his references to the priestly clergy
presiding over the church, baptising, and serving in the sanctuary. These relate
more to knowing and teaching God and his word than to leading in worship, but
teaching God's word was the most important part of leading worship to Origen.
Offering the eucharistic sacrifice was a vital part of being a priest for Cyprian, and
offering the people's gifts, including the eucharist, was for the author of the
Didascalia. It was probably this aspect of the bishops' and, to a lesser extent,
presbyters' functions which first led to people making a connection between them
and priesthood.
Cyprian links priestly presidency at the eucharistic sacrifice with Christ's high
priesthood. This is in Ep 63, where he views the priestly president as imitating
Christ's priestly self-offering to the Father, acting in his place, and offering a true
and full sacrifice. This emphasis is not found elsewhere, except in Origen's and
Clement's interpretations of the OT high priesthood in terms of Christ's and that of
the perfect. It may also lie behind the references to the bishop as high priest in
Tertullian and Hippolytus, but this cannot be certain. It does not, then, appear to
be a strong general factor in the early development of the special priesthood,
perhaps because of the emphasis on the finality of Christ's priesthood and
self-sacrifice in Hebrews. It may be that the practice of calling bishops priests in a
special way had to be established on other bases before this could be overlooked.
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Another significant factor was the exercise of church discipline. This is a minor
emphasis in Tertullian but comes to the fore in the ordination-prayer in AT 3
where the bishop's authority to forgive sin is in virtue of his high priestly spirit.
Origen's view of the truly spiritual and priestly man makes him most apt to deal
with people's sins, while the author of the Didascalia presents this as the bishop,
and Cyprian depicts the priestly bishop as in charge of all aspects of church
discipline. This connection is most likely to be explained by the intimate link
between the OT priest and dealing with sin, although this is clearly apparent only
in Origen and the Didascalia.
Threats to the bishop's authority in the third century led to the development of a
strong emphasis on the priest's sacral authority. An emphasis on the priest as
leader is not clear in Tertullian, but may be present in Hippolytus' references to
priesthood relating to the "consilium in clero" (AT 8). Again, Clement's and
Origen's views of the spiritual, priestly man suit him best to be leader of God's
people, although he may not be in practice. It is, however, in Cyprian and the
Didascalia that this connotation is most stressed. Cyprian and Origen relate this
priestly leadership both to the OT and to the respect shown to priests in the NT.
This was probably the main reason for this emphasis. Contemporary respect for
priestly leaders may also have been a factor,^ but it is impossible to discern if this
was so. The way in which this is not an important factor for Tertullian or
Hippolytus, suggests that it was less part of the original impetus for the special
priesthood than presidency in worship and in discipline.
Underlying all these factors was the perception, again explicitly based on the OT,
that the priest was especially holy, being completely dedicated to God and his
service and so needing to be supported by God's people. On the other hand, this
is not such a dominant, early motif as to suggest that it was a major reason for
priestly ideas being attached to the bishops and presbyters in a special way.
It was very important in Alexandria, however, where priestliness was understood in
a way which only partially overlapped with that of the ordained but, insofar as it
started out from the OT, related to complete dedication and access to God. The
emphasis there on priesthood relating above all to purity, self-denial, and study and
teaching of God's word is also found in the Didascalia, where the only priest is
1. So Hanson, R., 1979, 43-44, regarding the general development of the special
priesthood.
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the bishop. It is, however, unlikely that this was an important general factor in the
rise of the special priesthood, since teaching and special knowledge of God and his
word are not mentioned in connection with that priesthood in Tertullian, although
teaching is once in Hippolytus.
Most important, then, were a great interest in the OT and its categories of
thought, probably stimulated in reaction to Marcion and Gnosticism in general; and
the presidency of the bishop and, to some extent, presbyters in public worship
generally and at the eucharist in particular, for both of which sacrificial ideas were
of some importance. Attaching also to the bishops especially were priestly ideas
linked to their administration of the church's discipline. As time went on, ideas of
sacral authority were added, the need to support them financially was justified, and
links with Christ's high priesthood were developed, on the basis of the clergy's
priestliness. In the background throughout were ideas of priestly holiness viewed as
particularly appropriate to church leaders.
The idea of sacrifice was thus an important one in this development. Beginning and
continuing throughout the second century with a strong rejection of literal sacrifice,
both Jewish and pagan, it was understood and applied to Christian sacrifice, again
largely in terms of the OT and of the early Christians' reinterpretation of it, in
the areas of worship (including the eucharist), self-denial and martyrdom, and
returning gifts to God. Thanksgiving thus predominated and the idea of sacrifice for
sin was seen as pertaining to Christ's sacrifice alone. Even these ideas of sacrifice
were adequate for the bishop's presidency in worship to contribute to him being
viewed as priestly, however. Vague and isolated references to propitiation attaching
to other than Christ's self-sacrifice in the second century become more frequent in
some, but not all, writers in the third, resulting in Cyprian's view of the bishop as
priest offering the sacrifice of the eucharist in the place of Christ and identifying
that sacrifice with Christ's passion and so almost with Christ himself.
Considerable changes have taken place with regard to priesthood and sacrifice
between the situation reflected in the NT and that portrayed in Cyprian, in
particular. From a time when the only sacrifices, apart from the one offered once
and for all by Christ, were ones which could be offered by all Christians and
when, apart from Christ, the only priests were Christians in general, we have
arrived at a time when the main, though not the only, Christian sacrifice is the
eucharist which is well on its way to being identified with Christ and to being seen
as an offering for sin, and when the Christian priest is the bishop, together with
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the presbyters.
We shall now trace the fortunes and understanding of the general priesthood in this
period, and then developments in the relationship between the priestly clergy and
the laity, in order to facilitate our evaluation of the rise of the special priesthood
in an overall conclusion.
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5. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE GENERAL
PRIESTHOOD IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES1
The aim in tracing these developments will be to note if, and if so, how strongly,
this priesthood continued to be believed in and how it was understood. In
particular, we shall be looking for evidence whether there is any correlation
between the increasing emphasis on the priesthood of the ordained and a decreasing
interest in that of Christians in general.
5.1 The Apostolic Fathers
The priesthood of the whole church is never explicitly mentioned in the writings of
the Apostolic Fathers, but ideas connected to it in the NT are present. Most
significant are those of "spiritual sacrifices" offered by the "holy priesthood" (1 Pet
2.5) and the temple individually or corporately indwelt by God (1 Pet 2.5, 1 Cor
6.19, etc.).
5.1.1 Cultic imagery in 1 and 2 Clement
Mentioned concerning what the sacrificial aspect of the eucharist consisted in at
that time in section 4.1, these passages will be dealt with in more detail now.
Turning firstly to I Clem, we noted earlier part of Daly's statement that
"following the lead of the NT, and in harmony with most other early Christian
writers, Clement also is inclined to spiritualize the idea of sacrifice. He does
so not in his own words but by placing in emphatic positions at the end of
three different chapters (chaps. 18; 35; 52) some of the well-known
spiritualizing Psalm texts from the LXX."^
In chapter 18, after quoting almost the whole of Ps 51 (50 in the LXX), he ends
with the statements, oxt ei fiQeLriacxQ Goorav, eScoica av; oXoKoroxupaxo: ook
eoSoKijoetc;. Gooia xq> Getj) Ttveupa ouvxexpip.iJ.evov; KapSrav
oovxexpippevriv icai xexcmervupevriv o Geoc; ook e£oo9ev6oei; he concludes
1. Garrett, 1979, 45, wrote, "the doctrine of the priesthood of all Christians as
taught during the patristic era has been the subject of detailed research by neither
patristic scholars nor historians of this particular doctrine." This is still true as far
as I have been able to discover.
2. Daly, 1978, 314.
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chapter 35 by quoting Ps 50 (49).16-23, ending, Guota aivEOECK; SoS&oet he,
kai eke 1 656q, q 5ei$6) aOxtj) xo acoxriptov xau 0eov>; and he ends chapter 52
by quoting Ps 50 (49). 14, 0-ooov x§ 0E<j> Gootav aivEOEoq and Ps 51 (50). 17
again.3
Clement also uses the concept of first-fruits, in 29.3 of God choosing Israel, in
24.1 of Jesus as the first-fruits of those raised and in 42.4 of Christians who are
the first converts in one place,4 in the last echoing Paul's idea in 1 Cor 16.15 and
Rom 16.5, an idea which suggests the Christian's sacrificial dedication to God.
In 1 Clem 36.1 Jesus is called xov dpytEpEoc xcov Ttpootpop&v fp&v,5 "our
offerings" relating primarily to the "sacrifice of praise" mentioned in 35.12. The
same idea is present in 61.3, together with that of the Christians themselves being
the offering made to the Father through Christ since he is the high priest xLv
tl/ux&v hp.cov.6 This reappears in 64.1, where God is asked to give Christians a
series of virtues eiq EbapEoxriotv x<j) ovopaxi aOxoO Sia xoO apyiEpccog Kai
Tcpoaxaxoo rp&v ' Ipoob XptaxoO, ...J suapEOXOc; being used of sacrifices in
Rom 12.1 and Phil 4.18. Several scholars have seen these passages as evidence of
the continuation of ideas connected with the general priesthood in the church,
Otranto in particular noting their cultic settings. 8
Garrett further sees what we noted in section 4.1.1 concerning 1 Clem 40.5 as
relevant in that "Clement likens the proper conduct of Christian worship to the
divine prescriptions for the sacrifices in ancient Israel's worship ... [and] extends
this analogy to apply to a single place of worship, "9 The way in which the
example of the OT priestly organisation is followed by EKaoxoq iipxiv, aScXcpoi,
3. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 40, 68 and 98.
4. So Daly, 1978, 315.
5. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 70.
6. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 116.
7. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 118-120.
8. Dabin, 1950, 509 and Lecuyer, 1951, 22, n.48 cite 36.1; Garrett, 1979, 46-47,
cites 61.3, 64 and 52.1-4; and Otranto, 1970, 234-235, cites all three. Garrett calls
these passages "pertinent to this priesthood".
9. Garrett, 1979, 46-47, citing 40.5 and 41.2.
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ev xQ i5xq> xdyp.axx £f)apxox£tx6) xQ Oe^,1® implies the involvement of all
Christians in sacrificial worship.
Clement, then, has a firm grasp of the belief that all Christians can offer sacrifices
of a penitent heart, of praise, and of themselves. Similar ideas are also present in
2 Clem, which is not by Clement, but comes from the second century.H As Young
points out, "the offering of spiritual sacrifices is regarded simply as a repayment
made by Christians in gratitude for their salvation through Christ."^ This is clear
in 1.3: xtvcx of)v fiktetC ocuxQ Scxjopev dvxxpxoGxav, h xxva tcapTtdv a$xov of)
rpxv ocoxoq eSokev?; 1.5: txoxov o^Sv axvov af)xtj> 86aop£V h pxaGov
avxxpxoGxac 6)v EXapopsv?; 9.7: 6>Q EyopEV icaxpov xot) xa0f|vax, etcxS&psv
Eccuxofx; x$ 0£pccK£f)ovxi 0£cj>, dvxtp.xo0tav ocux^ SxSovxec;; and 15.2: xocoxnv
yap EyopEV xriv dvxxp,xo0xav cotoSaovax x$ 0£§ xq Kxxoavxx fiM-ac. ••••
The idea of sacrifice is conveyed in these via the verb 8x Scopx and its compounds
and the noun dvxxp.xo9xa. Further, in 3.1-5, the author contrasts Christians not
sacrificing to dead gods with their wholehearted obedience, whilst, in 9.7-8, the
recompense God wants is xo pexavorioax e£ eiXxKpxvoOg vcapSxag.l^ Their own
selves, obedience and repentance are offerings to God.
The analogy of the temple is not used for the Christian or the church by Clement
but it does appear in 2 Clement. In quite a Pauline manner, the author states that
5ex of)v hl-iac; qq vaov 0£oO (fvoXaooExv xhv odpvca.l^
5.1.2 Cultic imagery in the Didache
The only figures explicitly likened to the OT high priests in the Didache (13.3) are
10. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 78. He notes in n.2, "A reads EfryapxaxEtxco, 'join in the
Eucharist,' or less probably, 'give thanks.'" Our earlier discussion of this passage
and of Clement's allusions to the sacrifice of praise suggest that "give thanks"
is the likelier interpretation (so Daly, 1978, 316).
11. Geerard, 1983, vol.1, 6, dates it to 120-140; Donfried, 1974, 1, to c.98-100;
and Snyder, EEC, 217, agrees that it reflects the second century.
12. Young, 1979, 130.
13. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 128, 142, 152.
14. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 132, 142. Young, 1979, 130, links these statements and the
exhortation in 9.10 to the issue of spiritual sacrifice.
15. 9.3: Lake, 1912, vol.1, 140-142.
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prophets and, probably, teachers, as noted in section 4.1.2. The significance of this
lies in the fact that, whilst these were officially recognised as bringing God's word,
this was probably on the basis of some gift previously demonstrated, not on the
basis of appointment, whereas the "bishops and deacons" who were coming to
replace them (cf. 15.1-2) were appointed by the congregation. The prophets and
teachers would thus have been what we now know as 'lay' figures, although it is
unlikely that the distinction between clergy and laity had been made at this time
and uncertain how ordination was regarded and exercised.
We also noted earlier that the analogy made in 13.3 related only to the provision
of the prophets' needs by the rest of the congregation and involved the
identification of the first-fruit offering with the gifts of the faithful. Young plausibly
suggests that this is evidence that Christians continued the Jewish practice of
offering first-fruits.^ Certainly it is Christians in general who are to bring these
offerings.
Again noted in section 4.1.2 was the use of sacrificial language in Did 14.1-3. It
was argued that the instruction e-uyapt axrioaxe, after Kara Koptaxriv 8e tcupi ou
crovaxQevxec xXdoaxe apxov, could refer to giving thanks over bread which was
part of a community-meal, or to giving thanks in general as well as, or better
than, it could refer to the eucharist. Then, the sacrifice referred to would be one
of thanksgiving. Even if it were or included a reference to the eucharist as a
sacrifice, it is clearly that of the whole church, and the emphasis lies on giving
thanks and on the inner dispositions of the participants, as is shown by the
instructions which follow. 17 These emphases lessen still further the likelihood that
the eucharist as an objective sacrifice is referred to here.
Otranto and Daly note the possible sacrificial overtones involved in the use of
<rove pyouoa in 14.1 and 2.19 They point also to the use of TCpooEpyopoa in
4.14, where we find ev eKKXrioiqc egopoXoyfiot] xa TiapaTxx6paxdc oo\), Kai of)
16. Young, 1979, 98-99. Daly, 1978, 313, views this "as a Christian continuation of
the OT law", pointing to the Kaxa xpv evxoXriv in 13.5 and 7.
17. See Lake, 1912, vol.1, 330.
18. Against Palmer, 1947, 596 and Ryan, 1962, 45. For other relevant yiews, see
section 4.1.2 above.
19. Otranto, 1970, 229 and Daly, 1978, 312-313.
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TtpooeXeOoi] em Ttpooe-oynv gov ev ouvexSriSet itovnpqt.^O The similarities of
these instructions to 14.1-3 where there is a clear reference to sacrifice tell in
favour of such a reference here.
We have found, then, two of the three main cultic images in the Didache, that of
the temple not being employed. They are mainly used of sacrifices which all
Christians can offer to God, viz., worship, thanksgiving and gifts in kind. The one
reference to priests involves the priesthood of prophets and probably of teachers,
but does not clearly relate to any sacrificial functions except that of being
supported by the people.
5.1.3 Cultic imagery in Ignatius' writings
In section 4.1.3, Ignatius' connecting of the eucharist, the bishop and the
Gvoiaoxfipxov was discussed. Although Young argues that this shows that he
thought the eucharist "a sacrifice of some sort", it was argued, with Lampe, that
Gxxnaaxripiov means the church as gathered for worship which is being likened to
a sanctuary.If correct, this approaches viewing the church as the temple, as is
confirmed by the close connection of the two images in Magn 7.2, in which
Ignatius urges Ttavxec <ac eiq eva vaov cruvxpeyexe Geoo, az ev
Guoiaaxfipxov, em eva ' IriaoOv Xpiaxov, ....22 This was an image which
Ignatius liked, his fullest exposition of it coming in Eph 9.1-2. Complimenting the
Ephesian believers on refusing to listen to false doctrine, he likens them to
XtGot vaov Ttaxpog, fixoipaopevoi erg oiKo5op/f|v Geob raxxpoc,
avoapepopevor eic xa wn 5xa xf|Q priyavfic "IpooO XpioxoO, oq eoxrv
oxcropoQ, oyorvi^ yptipevox xtj> Ttvevpaxi x<£ ayf<^; fi Se tucjxiq "Gp&v
avayoyebg "Op&v, fi 8e dyditri 656c f) dvaipepoooa etc Geov. eoxe o6v
Kai o6vo8ot navxec, Geocpopoi Kai vaocpopoi, yptoxocpopox, ayrocpopoi,
....23
Daly notes that
20. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 316.
21. Young, 1979, 250; Lampe, PGL, 660.
22. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 202.
23. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 182.
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"this text takes up the principle [sic] elements of the Pauline idea of the
Christian community as in the process of being built up into the temple of
God .... But it resembles most closely 1 Pt 2,4-10 where this Pauline idea
received its fullest NT expression ... The idea of Christians as individual
stones or construction elements in the building of the temple is taken up and
developed much farther than it was in the NT ... the Cross is specifically
introduced ..., and the whole of it is also made more consciously
trinitarian."24
The final four epithets quoted all point to God's indwelling of the individual
Christian, whilst the reference to Christians as M0oi vaoO raxxpog,
fixoxpaapevox erg oxKoSopriv 0eoO Tiaxpog, brings out the collective aspect
without losing the individual.
However, to quote Daly again,
"the community that Ignatius is thinking of is also far more 'ecclesiastical' (in
the sense of an institutionalized Church) than was the case with Paul. Philad
7,2, for example, is quite similar to 1 Cor 3,16; 6,19 when it exhorts: 'Keep
your bodies as the temples of God - xqv oapKa up&v qq vaov 0eo"O
xripexxe.' But, being sandwiched between the exhortation to 'Do nothing
without the bishop,' and to 'love unity; avoid divisions,' the phrase receives an
ecclesiastical dimension not present in Paul. "25
Ignatius' main use of sacrificial language concerns his own martyrdom, "in contrast
to Paul who concentrates his attention on the sacrificial aspect of the whole of
Christian life (Rom 12,If) ...."26 j-je depicts it in liturgical terms in Rom 2.2:
tcXeov pot pf) TiapdoyrioOe xov) OTtov8xa9f|vax Qeq, qc, exx Oooxaoxripxov
exoxpov eoxxv, and in Rom 4.2: Axxavexxxxxe xov Xpxoxov xmep epox), xva
8xa xcov opyavow xodxcov 0\xria £X>pe&Q.^ Young persuasively argues for a
Jewish background to this concept but goes on to recognise that "these ideas have
been transformed by the desire to imitate Christ In this, Ignatius is clearly
influenced by St. Paul".28 Ignatius' exhortation of his readers to be fellow-initiates
24. Daly, 1978, 318-319. Otranto, 1970, 237-238 and Dabin, 1950, 509, emphasise
this text's affinities with 1 Pet 2.9, but quote from Migne's text of Eph 9.2, which
includes a clear quotation from 1 Pet 2.9 that does not belong to the original
according to Lake.
25. Daly, 1978, 319.
26. Daly, 1978, 320. Cf. Hanson R., 1985, 87, who sees this as an extension of
the idea of self-offering from Rom 12.1, as it may well be.
27. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 228 and 230.
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of the martyred Paul and imitators of Christ^ amply illustrates that he viewed all
Christians as able to offer this sacrifice.
Ignatius, then, takes up OT cultic concepts to describe the church as a whole and
Christians as individuals, in particular to emphasise their unity in worship, their
indwelling by God and so their need to be holy, and their ability to offer
themselves to God in martyrdom. Again, all these concepts relate either to the
church as a whole, or to individual Christians, and never to church leaders alone.
5.1.4 Cultic imagery in The Shepherd of Hermas
Written in Rome in the early to mid-second century, 30 this document contains little
cultic imagery.
In Sim 5.3.8, it is stated that eocv oov obxu xeXeoijq xriv vpoxetav, qc, oot
evExexXapiriv, Eoxai fi Gtxria aou Sekxti Ttapa xq decj> ....31 The fast involves
both literal fasting with the giving of the cost of what would have been eaten to
the poor, and the moral fasting of abstention from evil (5.3.5-7). Young notes the
Jewish influence on this and that "the spiritualising of the fast has not led to
abolishing actual observance, but exists alongside it and transforms the act into
charity. "32
Further, in Sim 9.28.5, those suffering for Christ are told that oi TidoyovxEc;
evekev xox) dvopaxoc So£&Cetv 6(peiXexe xov Geov, oxt a£iox>c; vpag
fiyboaxo o Geoq, I'va xouxo xo 6vop.a PctaxaCrixE mi Ttaoat up&v ai
dpapxtca iaGLoi v.33 Young argues that "in this case the pre-Christian Jewish
tradition seems to have been the dominant factor in the attribution of atoning
significance to the martyr's death."34 Whilst this is not a reference to martyrdom
28. Young, 1979, 108-109.
29. So Young, 1979, 109, citing Eph 12.2 and Philad 7.2.
30. See Grant, 1964, 85; Snyder, 1968, 19 and 22-24; and Aune, EEC, 421.
31. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 160.
32. Young, 1979, 104 and 101; cf. Snyder, 1968, 104, who argues that 7f. "is not
an additional work, but a modification of the 'true fast' of vss. 1-6.".
33. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 286.
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as a sacrifice, it may throw light on the passages in Ignatius which include such
references.
The only other possible cultic allusions in The Shepherd are found in Vis
3.2-3.7.35 Here the church is depicted as a tower under construction by angels, the
stones used are the individuals who make up the church (3.5), whilst those rejected
and thrown away are those outside the church (3.6-7). This is clearly a
development of the kinds of ideas we have noted earlier in the NT, including 1
Pet 2.4-10, and in Ignatius (Eph 9.1-2). Daly argues that "since Hermas calls the
building a tower (Ttopyoc) or building (oiKo5op.f|) rather than a temple, the image
may not have been intended to carry a sacrificial connotation at all",36 but this
does not seem likely.
Thus the only cultic allusions in The Shepherd are this and the reference to fasting
as a sacrifice in Sim 5.3.8.
5.1.5 Other cultic allusions
In his Philippians 4.3, Polycarp reminds the widows that they are Guotomriptov
0eo'O.37 This idea "appears here for the first time in extant Christian literature,
although the context clearly indicates that it was hardly a novel idea for Polycarp
or for his readers. "38 it may have developed from that of the church as an altar
which we noted in Ignatius' writings, just as the image of the church as temple
had been extended to the individual.39 Another factor may have been that the
widows live from the church's offerings and so are the figurative altar on which
these are made.
34. Young, 1979, 108.
35. Garrett, 1979, 47, sees Sim 2.3 as containing a possible reference to the royal
priesthood. He does not explain why and the reason is not readily apparent.
36. Daly, 1978, 322.
37. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 288.
38. Daly, 1978, 323.
39. So Daly, 1978, 323.
40. So Camelot, SC 10, 1958, 208.
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More likening of martydom to sacrifice is found in The Martyrdom of Polycarp. In
14.1, the hero is described as having been bound cooTtep Kptog ettiorivoQ ek
peyaXoo Ttotpvtou etg itpootpopav, oXoKauxopa 8ekxov xtj) 6ec£
fixotM.aap.evov, and in 14.2 as having prayed that he might share in the cup of
Christ with the martyrs ev otg TtpooSeyOetriv evwittov aot> arpepov ev Gvotqc
Tttovt Kai TtpooSeKXtji 41 xhis is presented as a thank-offering, a gift-sacrifice
rather than as expiatory, as in Ignatius.42
The only other cultic references in the Apostolic Fathers are found in The Epistle
of Barnabas, usually dated between 70 and 135 A.D. and originating from
Alexandria.43 Although this contains radical cult-criticism, it is the OT sacrificial
cult which is rejected, not sacrifice as such. This is apparent as early as 1.7 in
which the author states, 6<peiXopev TtXotxn 6x e pov Kai wnXoxepov Ttpooayetv
x$ (poP$ aoxa0.44 Ilpoadyeiv here means either 'to draw near' or 'to offer' and
has sacrificial connotations in either case.45
Indeed, the first main subject dealt with in the epistle is sacrifice in 2.4-10. Here
OT prophetic cult criticism is interpreted as teaching that God obxe Ouoi&v o\3xe
riXoKcnjxwpdxcjv obxe Ttpootpop&v ypqCet.46 2.6 states that xauxa obv
Kaxripynaev, t'va o Katvog vopoc; xob Kuptou ipcov "Irioob XptaxoO, aveu
Cwob avayKric Sv, pit av0pcmoTtotr|xov eyt] xtiv Ttpoocpopav. More prophetic
cult criticism is followed in 2.9-10 by an exhortation to understand the Father's
loving intention on rabq Ttpooayapev avziy which is knowing that 0uofa x<^> Kopi6)
KapSta oovxexptppevri, oopri ebaSfac; xQ Koptt^ Kap8ta SoSaCoooa xov
TteixXaKoxa abxriv.
41. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 330.
42. So Young, 1979, 130.
43. See Ferguson, EEC, 138, and Kraft, 1965, 39-56.
44. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 342.
45. Kraft, 1965, 83, n./, notes that one manuscript has 'to his altar' after it,
"possibly because the verb 'to draw near' can also mean 'to bring an offering' (cf.
2:9)." Lake, 1912, vol.1, 343, translates it as "we ought to make a richer and
deeper offering for fear of him".
46. The quotations of 2.4-10 in this paragraph are taken from Lake, 1912, vol.1,
344.
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Daly points out that pri avGpcyrtoTtoxrixoc;:
"is a hapax legomenon in Greek literature. It seems quite likely that this
unique coinage is intended to be an allusion to the word yetpoTtotrixot; and
its derogatory associations with idolatry .... In any case, it certainly expresses
Barnabas' conviction that OT cultic sacrifice was the result of human invention
and not of divine ordinance. "47
What was of divine ordinance was the spiritual sacrifice of penitence and holy
thinking and living. 48
The temple theme is found in Barn 4.11; 6.14-15 and 16.1-10. In 4.11 Christians
are exhorted, y£v6p£0a TtVEvpaxiKof, yev6p£0a vaoc; xeXeioq xq> Ge^.49 This
involves the collective use of the metaphor and is found in an exhortation to right
living. It adumbrates the emphases we have found and shall find in Clement and
Origen. The individual use is found in 6.15: vaog yap aytoc;, aScXcpox pou, xcj)
vcopttj) xo KaxotKrixriPtov fipcov xf)C KapStag.^O
It is, however, in 16.1-10 that the author deals with this topic at greatest length.
He begins by condemning those who eig xf|v oit<o8opf|v qXTtxoav, vcai o6k etc!
xov Geov auxcov xov Ttotrioavxa auxoxx;, qq ovxa oikov Beau. oy£5ov yap
xa £0vri atpxepwoav a\)xov ev xc^ va<£.51 After quotations to support this
(16.2-5), he argues that a temple still exists (16.6-7) and explains what it is
(16.7-10). Before we believed, our heart was &<; aA.r|0toc; otKoSoprixog vaog Sta
XEtpog, oxi f)v TtXripric pev eiSaXoXaxpeiag Kai f|v otKog Satpovttov; when
we believed, however, £y£vop£0a Katvot, uaXtv £? apyric KXtCoppvot; 8to ev
x^ KaxoiKr|xripxq> fiP^v aXr|06)Q o Geoq tcaxotKEi ev fiptv. This happens as we
confess Christ through the door of the temple, our mouths. He concludes, xoOxo
eoxxv tcveupaxxkoq vaoc; oiKoSopoupevoc; x^ Kupt^.
47. Daly, 1978, 427.
48. This passage is cited as an example of the "sacrifice of a holy life" by Ryan,
1962, 45; of the "'pure offering' doctrine' by Hanson R., 1985, 86; and, less
convincingly, as involving a reflection of the general priesthood of 1 Pet 2.9 by
Otranto, 1970, 233-234, although it is unclear what is meant by 'reflection' here.
49. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 352.
50. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 362.
51. The quotations of 16.1-10 in this paragraph are taken from Lake, 1912, vol.1,
396-398.
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Although Philo and the author of Barn have much in common, "Philo had explicitly
rejected the idea that the human body could be made in the image and likeness of
God. ... Barnabas, on the other hand, is totally Christian and incarnational in
outlook. "52 He follows Paul's and 1 Peter's ideas, whilst going well beyond them. 53
Garrett wonders if the omission of a reference to the general priesthood here was
"due to the author's regarding such a term as belonging to the Jewish
dispensation and, unlike the epistle's major motifs ..., not reflective of the
uniquely Christian in an anti-Judaic interpretation of Christianity. "54
It is difficult to see why this should have been so in view of his understanding of
temple and sacrifice, however.
Whilst being so critical of the OT sacrificial cultus that he denies it derives from
God, the author of Barn has a strong concept of the kind of cultus God does
want. It is one which involves sacrifices of repentance and holy thinking and living,
the individual Christian as a temple vibrantly indwelt by God, and the whole
church as an "incorruptible temple."
5.1.6 Conclusion
Although, then, we have found no explicit allusions to the general priesthood in the
writings of the Apostolic Fathers, and this throws doubt on whether belief in it
continued after the NT period, we have found a good deal of evidence of ideas
associated with it in 1 Pet 2.5. This, combined with what we shall see of its
survival in the writings of Justin and others, points strongly in the direction of
seeing its absence in the Apostolic Fathers as fortuitous.
However, clearly more important, because of the greater emphases on them in the
writings which came to make up the NT and, as far as sacrifice is concerned, in
the OT too, were ideas of spiritual sacrifices to be offered by all Christians and of
all Christians individually or collectively as a temple indwelt by God. Another
important factor was reaction against Judaism. The reinterpretation of cultic ideas
52. Daly, 1978, 436.
53. So Daly, 1978, 439; see also Otranto, 1970, 234.
54. Garrett, 1979, 47.
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begun by the earliest Christians evidently continued after the NT period, albeit
mainly along the lines laid down in the NT writings. This was a general
development, being seen in writings from Rome, Syria and Alexandria.
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5.2 The, period of the second-centurv Apologists
As in section 4.2, relevant material will be examined from Justin Martyr and
Irenaeus and then from other second century sources.
5.2.1 Cultic and priestly imagery in Justin Martvr
Justin's use of sacrificial ideas was explored in section 4.2.1 above and needs only
to be summarised here. He has a strong polemic against both pagan and Jewish
sacrifice and identifies Christians' sacrifices with the bread and cup of the eucharist
(Dial 41.3), and with their prayers and thanksgivings (Dial 117.2). Whilst,
therefore, Justin identifies the Christian sacrifice with the eucharist, it seems to be
the prayers and thanks offered over the elements which he primarily sees as
sacrifices, although he also speaks of the elements, at least when prayed over,
sacrificially.
It is in the latter of the two passages referred to above that Justin also alludes to
the priesthood of all the faithful, the first to do so in any extant documents after
the NT writings. It occurs during Justin's exposition of the story concerning Joshua
the high priest in Zech 3. After a reference to Jesus Christ as high priest (Dial
116.1), Justin identifies Christians with that Joshua:
ov yap xpotcov ' Iriao-ug eKexvog, o Xeyopevog tnto too ixpotpfixov
iepetig, pxmapa ipaxxa ecpavri (pop&v Sxa xo yuvatvca ixopvnv XeXeyGax
eiXrgpevax cojxov, Kal SaXog eSeaTxaopevog eve Ttopog eKXr|0T| Sxa xo
acpeoxv apapxx&v exXptpevax, exuxxpriGevxog xai xoo avxxKexpevou
amcj) SxapoXou, ovxog fiprtC, oi Sxa xao ' IriooO ovopaxog <bg etc;
avGpomog Tcxaxeuaavxeg etc xov uoxrixfiv x&v oXcov 0eov, Sxa xof>
ovopaxog xov> ixpoxoxokoxj auxof) wiou xa puraxpa ipaxxa xaox' eaxx
xag apapxxag, anripcpxeopevot, xxopcoBevxeg Sxa xoxj Xoyou xfig KXrioeog
ocuxoO, apyxepaxxKov xo aXriGxvov yevog eapev xoO 0eoO, <bg Kax
auxog o 0eog papxopex, exraov oxx ev raxvxx xoraj) ev xoxg eBveax
Guaxag exjapeaxoug oajxe^ Kax KaGapag xxpooipepovxeg. of) Seyexax Se
raxp' aoSevog Guaxag o 0eog, ex pt| 8xa x&v iepeov aroxof) (116.3).*
Clearly, a number of factors lead to Justin's description of Christians in general as
apyxepaxxKov xo aXriGxvov yevog ... xoxj 0eof>. First and foremost is the
desire to show the Jews that the OT scriptures should be interpreted
christologically, a point which becomes even clearer in 117.2 and 4, where he
1. Goodspeed, 1914, 234.
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criticises a Jewish interpretation of Mai 1.10-12. Second is the implied union
between Christ and his people.2 Justin seems about to interpret the story about
Joshua of Christ as high priest, but in fact interprets it of Christians who have
believed in him. Third is Justin's awareness of Christian worship as centred on the
bread and the cup as the only sacrifice acceptable to God,3 as he makes clear in
117.1 and 3, with the admission of prayers and thanksgivings as such sacrifices in
117.2.
A possible fourth factor is Justin's awareness of 1 Pet 2.5 and/or 9. Palmer is
caught in two minds on this, whilst Ryan finds it
"surprising, that when tradition first predicates a priesthood of all Christians, it
should base this teaching not on the words of St. Peter or St. John but on
the eucharistic prophecy of Malachy."
Otranto, on the other hand, is sure of a reference to 1 Pet 2 here.^ There are
two factors which argue for this. One is the reference to yevog.5 The
apytepaxtKOV is obviously conditioned by the exposition of Joshua as high priest,
but yevog alongside it suggests 1 Pet 2.9, yevog ekXekxov, PaotXetov
iepaxeopa. Another, as Otranto argues,6 is the way in which 117.1 continues
from the passage quoted above with Ttaoac; ouv St a xou ovopaxog xoiixou
0-uotac, as 1 Pet 2.5 states that Christians are a iepaxe-upa aytov aveveyKai
Kveupaxtkcxq Gootac EUTtpooSeKxaog [x<£] 0e^ 5ta ' IpooO XptoxoO. It is
likely, then, that Justin had 1 Pet 2.4-10 at least in the back of his mind when he
wrote this passage. It also shows that ideas of Christian sacrifice could be
connected with the general priesthood.
2. Otranto, 1970, 239-240: "II sacerdozio dei fedeli trova la sua ragion d'essere in
quello del Messia ...." See the rest of this passage for an outline of some of
Justin's teaching on Christ's high priesthood.
3. Ryan, 1962, 28, especially emphasises this: "Justin concludes that Christians are
a high-priestly race from the fact that they have an active part in the Church's
public worship."
4. Palmer, 1947, 580: "St. Justin does not appear to have the classical text of St.
Peter in mind - an allusion may be seen in his reference to the 'high-priestly race
of God'"; Ryan, 1962, 28; and Otranto, 1970, 240.
5. So Palmer, 1947, 580.
6. Otranto, 1970, 240-241.
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Three Roman Catholic scholars feel that Justin, in using aXr|9i vov with
ocpxiepcxxtKov to ... yevoq, was indicating that he viewed the high-priesthood of
Christians as real rather than metaphorical. ^ It is more likely from the context that
the contrast was between the OT Jewish and the Christian priesthood. Daly's
statement that it "is not at all clear from this passage nor from its immediate
context" what Justin means precisely by the reference to Christians being the true
high-priestly race of God^ is somewhat puzzling. The immediate context in 117.1
unambiguously demonstrates that Justin meant the offering of Christian sacrifices and
in particular the eucharist in the sense outlined above. It is true, though, that it
was only a step in his overall argument, and a minor one at that. It does,
however, show that he was aware of it and that he saw no need to justify it,
referring to it as if it were well known to his fellow-Christians.
It is particularly significant for this study that the eucharist is viewed at this time
as an offering by all Christians as priests and, in spite of the leading role of a
Tcpoeox&c, never by a particular Christian as priest. Precisely that which is
considered by some today to constitute the priestliness of the ordained was
considered by Justin to involve the priestliness of the whole Christian community.
The one passage in Justin's writings which could involve a reference to the
Christian community as a temple is found in Dial 86.6 where he likens the stick
Elisha threw into the Jordan to recover the iron part of an axe which the sons of
the prophets had taken to cut down trees to build a house to study the law in to
Christ who cleansed us from sin by the cross and baptism and oikov cuyfiC teal
KpooKuvrioeoQ eranriOE.^ Justin probably has Jesus' words about the temple in Mt
21.13 in mind here.1®
Justin, then, is significant for the purposes of this study, first because he is the
first outside the NT explicitly to mention the general priesthood, and second,
because he connects it with the offering of Christian sacrifices, and the eucharist in
particular.
7. Ryan, 1962, 28; Quacquarelli, 1970, 18; and Otranto, 1970, 240.
8. Daly, 1978, 335.
9. Goodspeed, 1914, 200.
10. Against Daly, 1978, 337, who says, "the idea of the community as temple of
God is totally absent" from Justin's writings.
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5.2.2 Cultic and priestly imagery in Irenaeus
As with Justin, Irenaeus' view of sacrifice was studied in section 4.2.2 above and
needs only summarising here. He shares much of Justin's polemic against pagan and
Jewish sacrifices but with less revulsion. One indication of this is his willingness to
see the OT sacrifices as prefiguring NT ones. For example, he uses the OT
first-fruits law with regard to the eucharist. Other Christian sacrifices are prayer
and good works. Both the thanks and prayers over the elements and the elements
themselves, even before they have been prayed over, are seen as sacrificial aspects
of the eucharist. There is also one indication that Irenaeus saw Christian sacrifice
as propitiatory. Throughout, however, the eucharist is seen as the sacrifice of the
whole church: in AH 4.17.5, Irenaeus writes of the bread and cup that God "novi
Testamenti novam docuit oblationem; quam Ecclesia ab Apostolis accipiens in
universo mundo offert Deo"; in 4.18.1 it is called the "Ecclesiae oblatio"; and
4.18.4 begins, "quoniam igitur cum simplicitate Ecclesia offert, ...."H
In Garrett's view, there are passages in AH
"in which Irenaeus could easily have become more explicit about the royal
priesthood of Christians. For example, mention of the Old Testament
'sacerdotal and liturgical service' could have led to a comparable mention of
the sacerdotal functions under the New Covenant, but instead Irenaeus refers
to the giving of the Holy Spirit. Likewise, the prayers of the church ... are
not described as a priestly sacrifice but as the opposite of 'angelic invocations'
and 'incantations'."12
However, there are factors which lessen the significance of Irenaeus' omission of
the general priesthood, especially in the first of these passages. In this,13 Irenaeus
is pointing to the differences between how the Word of God revealed himself to
the patriarchs, under the Mosaic law, in his incarnation, and finally through the
sending of the Spirit, as a parallel with his revelation of himself differently through
the four gospels. 14 Allusion to the relationship between the i epaxi ktiv Kai
X.etxo'upytKfiv xa£tv under the Law and the priesthood under Christ would only
have been relevant if accompanied by references to different priestly arrangements
11. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 592, 597 and 606.
12. Garrett, 1979, 51, referring to AH 3.11.8 and 2.32.5.
13. AH 3.11.8: Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 211, 1974, 168.
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in the times of the patriarchs, Christ, and the church. Omission is therefore not
surprising.
In the second passage Garrett referred to, there is no clear reason why he should
have described prayers in sacrificial terms, either. In it^ he contrasts the purity
and openness of Christians' prayers for miracles with others' incantations and magic
practices. There is no mention of pagan or heretical priests or sacrificial practices
which would have led us to expect a reference to prayer as a Christian, priestly
sacrifice. Moreover, Irenaeus does view prayer, good works and the eucharist as
Christian sacrifices, as noted above, and he does mention the general priesthood, as
Garrett recognises.^
The first passage to be considered as including a reference to the general
priesthood is in AH 4.8.3. While answering Marcion's attempts to exclude Abraham
from salvation by Christ (4.8.1), Irenaeus defends Jesus' healing of a woman on the
sabbath and calling her "'filia Abrahae"* (4.8.2, quoting Lk 13.15-16). In 4.8.3 he
points to the distinction between the Law's permission of the hungry eating and its
prohibition of reaping and gathering on the sabbath. He argues that this was why
Jesus referred, in Lk 6.3-4, to David's eating and giving to his men to eat the
bread before the Lord in the temple which only the priests were allowed to eat.
He continues either with a clear reference to the general priesthood as given in the
Latin translation: "omnes enim justi sacerdotalem habent ordinem", or with the
narrower statement as given by John of Damascus and the Armenian translation:
■rag PaotXebg Sttcatog ispaxiKTiv Eyet xa£tv. The Sources chretiennes text
prefers the latter. 17 Although no explanation of this particular choice is given, the
most likely is the general argument given by Rousseau:
"si l'on est en presence de deux lepons divergentes dont l'une est appuyee par
un seul temoin et l'autre par deux temoins, on est en droit de presumer que
cette derniere lecon reflete l'original perdu; toutefois on se gardera d'eriger
14. The way in which Garrett mentions the '"sacerdotal and liturgical service'" and
the "giving of the Holy Spirit" in the passage quoted above suggests that he
interprets Irenaeus as making a parallel between the two, which is a
misunderstanding of the passage.
15. AH 2.32.5: Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 294, 1982, 342.
16. Garrett, 1979, 51-52.
17. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 472. See also 68-69 for a description of the
Greek evidence.
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une telle presomption en certitude, et l'on n'adoptera la le?on en question que
si elle fait entierement droit aux exigences du contexte."^
Although "omnes enim justi sacerdotalem habent ordinem" is appropriate to a
context in which both David and his men ate the holy bread, it is not more
appropriate than ttocq PaotXcug Sttcoaog iepaxiKtiv eyex xa£tv because it is
preceded by a reference to David alone as priest. The reading given by John of
Damascus and the Armenian translation must therefore be preferred.
However, the passage continues: "sacerdotes autem sunt omnes Domini discipuli, qui
neque agros neque domus hereditant hie, sed semper altari et Deo serviunt." This
is illustrated by quotations from Deut 33.9, 10.9 and 18.1 regarding the priests'
dependence on God and the offerings to him, whereupon the disciples are said to
have "Domini leviticam substantiam".^ The primary reference here is to the twelve
disciples, but there may well be a secondary reference to Christians in general.
Factors which suggest this are: the wider context, in 4.8.1 and the beginning of
4.8.2, deals with the church as the true descendants of Abraham;^ all Christians
have to be like the disciples in the respects noted; Christians are elsewhere called
'disciples' by Irenaeus;^! and the reference to this passage in AH 5.34.3.
In this last, Irenaeus explains how various OT prophecies will be fulfilled in an
earthly kingdom after the resurrection, ending with a description of the people's,
including the priests', joy. He continues,
"ostendimus autem in superiori libro quoniam Levitae et sacerdotes sunt
discipuli omnes Domini, qui et sabbatum in templo profanabant et sine culpa
sunt. Tales itaque promissiones manifestissime in regno justorum istius
creaturae epulationem significant, quam Deus repromittit ministraturum se."^2
Here the primary reference in "Levitae et sacerdotes sunt discipuli omnes Domini"
18. Rousseau in SC 100, 1965, 164. See his justification of this on page 165.
19. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 474.
20. There is a reference to the Christian temple in a quotation of 1 Cor 3.17 at
the end of AH 4.8.3, but it looks as if this is suggested by the relevance of the
words 'temple' and 'defile' rather than by any pointing to the church. See the
discussion later in this section.
21. E.g., in AH 4.33.1 (Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 802).
22. Rousseau et al., SC 153, 1969, 432.
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is to Christians in general. For one thing, "omnes" seems unnecessary apart from
the desire to indicate all Christians; for another, the context referring to the
churches at the beginning of AH 5.34.3, and the "kingdom of the righteous" in the
sentence after the reference to the disciples. This makes a similar general reference
in AH 4.8.3 more likely.23
These passages do not receive adequate treatment in the secondary literature on the
general priesthood, but Daly does point out that Irenaeus has "taken over and
developed further the Dominical argument which implicitly ... made the Levitical
priesthood a partial model for the Christian priesthood. "24 The quotations from
Deuteronomy make this a valid observation and a new departure as far as the
general priesthood in extant literature is concerned. We noted the themes of the
dependence of the ordained priesthood on the Lord alone and serving the altar and
the Lord earlier. Here they are related to the general priesthood, showing that they
were known connotations of priesthood when the special priesthood arose.
From one point of view, these references are quite insignificant, since both occur
as only one step in arguments about other matters, indicating that the general
priesthood is not a subject which Irenaeus sees any need to develop. On the other
hand, it is mentioned without any attempt to justify it, which, together with what
we have noted concerning Irenaeus' understanding of sacrifices as offered by all
Christians, suggests that it was a commonplace in the church of those days. This
would not be surprising if any of the NT references to it were common knowledge.
Irenaeus does not make any allusion in either of these passages to those NT
references because the latter are not germane to his argument. The main link is
with the disciples and their priestly freedom and conformity with the Levitical
regulations noted. These do not relate to offering sacrifice, the function of the
general priesthood described by Justin, but to their complete dependence on God
and service of the altar and God in 4.8.3, and to their blamelessness and
23. Palmer, 1947 and Lecuyer, 1951, mention neither. Otranto, 1970, 241, and
Eastwood, 1963, 67, refer to only AH 4.8.3, accepting the Latin translation without
any discussion of its textual reliability, and expounding it as meaning the general
priesthood as does 1 Pet 2.9. Dabin, 1950, 512, Daly, 1978, 347, and Garrett,
1979, 51, also mention only AH 4.8.3, but give both texts and see a reference to
the general priesthood without any discussion. Faivre, 1984, 52-53, alone mentions
both AH 4.8.3 and 5.34.3 seeing them as teaching the general priesthood but
without discussion.
24. Daly, 1978, 347.
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enjoyment of God's eschatological blessings in 5.34.3. The last are not presented as
especially priestly blessings.
Irenaeus does not mention the general priesthood elsewhere in his extant writings,
but Daly finds it in a passage in DAP 96. In this Irenaeus argues that Christians
do not need the Mosaic Law as a tutor, since they have no desire to disobey it.
He illustrates this from several laws, including,
"'and there will be no command to remain idle one day of rest to him who is
always a Sabbath keeper, who is in the temple of God which is the human
body, rendering service to God and at all times working righteousness, He
says, "for I will have mercy and not sacrifice, and knowledge of God more
than burnt offerings.'""25
The idea of the Christian serving God in the temple of the human body certainly
implies his priesthood, but it was probably not consciously in Irenaeus' mind.
However, this passage again shows Irenaeus' connection of serving God with cultic
concepts in appropriate contexts. This service is open to all.
Similar ideas are present in AH 5.6.2 in an argument for the resurrection of the
body. This consists largely of quotations from the NT on the theme of the body as
temple which are indicated only by reference below:
"unde et templum Dei plasma esse ait: [1 Cor 3.16-17], manifeste corpus
templum dicens in quo habitat Spiritus. Quemadmodum et Dominus de eo ait:
[Jn 2.19 and 21]. Et non tantum templum, sed et membra Christi scit corpora
nostra, Corinthiis dicens sic: [1 Cor 6.15]. Non de alio quodam homine
spiritali dicens haec: non enim ille complectitur meretricem; sed corpus
nostrum, hoc est caro, quando in sanctimonia perseverat et munditia, membra
dixit esse Christi, quando autem complectitur meretricem, membra fieri
meretricis. Et propter hoc dixit: [1 Cor 3.17], Templum igitur Dei, in quo
Spiritus inhabitat Patris, et membra Christi non participare salutem, sed in
perditionem redigi dicere, quomodo non maximae est blasphemiae?"26
Irenaeus has here taken up the Pauline idea of the individual, not the community,
and the body in particular, as the temple of God. Both are explicable by "the
need to emphasize against the Gnostics the physical reality of the incarnation, and
25. Daly, 1978, 348, citing the Patrologia orientalis 12.5, 728. This corresponds
closely to the French translation of the Armenian in Froidevaux, SC 62, 1959,
164-165.
26. Rousseau et al., SC 153, 1969, 80-82.
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of Christ's and our bodily resurrection. "27
Already noted in a footnote above was a quotation of 1 Cor 3.17 at the end of
AH 4.8.3. Daly views this as the only place where Irenaeus was thinking of the
Christian community as temple, since the allusion to Num 15.32-36 which precedes
it, "recounting as it does the violation of established ritual regulations, supports
more the idea of the temple as community or institution than the idea of the
temple as individual. "28 r. Williams, however, views this as "an entirely
inconclusive case" and argues that Irenaeus "does not seem to pick up the idea of
the church itself as temple. "29 This is so, 1 Cor 3.17 being quoted mainly because
of its mentions of temple and defilement which are key-words in the context, rather
than with any intention of describing the church.
The church is referred to as God's building and tower in AH 4.25.1 and 4.36.2,
but neither of these passages has anything else that is cultic so that it is unlikely
they involve references to the church as the temple.
In conclusion, Irenaeus has a more favourable attitude towards OT sacrifice than
Justin, which may well be largely the result of his need and desire to show as
much continuity as possible between the OT and the revelation in Christ in his
attempts to combat Marcion's teaching in particular. Like Justin, he views the
eucharist as the main Christian offering, while regarding good works and prayer as
such offerings too. He takes up ideas from Paul's teaching which involve cultic
imagery, in particular that of the individual Christian as the temple of God,
developing this in opposition to Gnostic ideas. He does not, however, take up
Paul's collective application of the temple-image, nor does he clearly use that of
the individual Christian's whole life as a sacrifice.20 This was probably due to their
irrelevance to his main preoccupations. Like Justin, he alludes to the general
priesthood, but only twice and without making a significant issue of it on either
occasion. Unlike him, he does not link it with offering Christian sacrifice since
the context does not require it. In the first case, this is mainly that of a very
minor support to his larger argument concerning the correctness of Jesus' use of
27. Daly, 1978, 346.
28. Daly, 1978, 348.
29. Williams R., 1982, 13, n.l.
30. So Daly, 1978, 359.
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the sabbath as compared with OT law and practice. He does, however, develop
somewhat the connotations of complete dependence on God. When he refers back
to this later, it is largely because of an OT quotation which mentioned priests near
the end, although the inclusion of all Christians as priests and servants and so as
enjoying the benefits promised in the OT passage made the allusion apposite.
Whilst relatively unimportant in the picture of Irenaeus' overall teaching, these
references demonstrate a general awareness of the Christian use of these cultic
images in the ways indicated.
5.2.3 Cultic and priestly imagery in other second-centurv Christian literature
The attitude of other second century Christian writers towards pagan and Jewish
sacrifice and their use of sacrificial ideas to describe holiness, knowing and
worshipping God, praise and generosity, prayer and martyrdom as well as the
eucharist were noted in section 4.2.3 above, as was the fact that they never use
priestly ideas of leaders of worship. There are also some passages which allude to
the general priesthood and some which use the idea of the individual as the
temple.
The clearest reference to the general priesthood is found in Melito's liepi ndoya
68, and consists of the words kcci Ttotrioac; fpac iepaxeopa Katvov tcai Aaov
Tceptcruotov ai6vtov.31 It comes in a series of statements of what Christ has
done for his people and was suggested by the last of these which states that Christ
eoxtv o pooapevoq Tipocq ... ek xupavvtSog eig paotXefav aiovtav, because
of the way pactAeta and i epaxeopa are linked in 1 Pet 2.9. Perler says that
"Meliton semble etre le premier temoin de l'expression 'sacerdoce nouveau'"32 but
the concept is not developed or explained.
A second allusion to the general priesthood, quoted in section 4.2.3 above, comes
in Ode 20 of the Odes of Solomon: "I am a priest of the Lord, and to Him I do
priestly service: and to Him I offer the sacrifice of His thought."33 This links the
priesthood of the individual Christian with sacrifice and service, albeit the sacrifice
31. Perler, SC 123, 1966, 98, gives this in brackets because it appears in only one
of the two Greek manuscripts. Hall, 1979, 36, includes it unbracketed because it
also appears in the Coptic and Georgian versions.
32. Perler, SC 123, 1966, 174.
33. Harris, 1909, 116.
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of God's thought which seems akin to God's word, and, further on, of
righteousness, purity and the inward being, rather than of the eucharist and
thanksgiving like Justin.
The only passage in the apocryphal NT writings possibly bo allude to the general
priesthood is in the Gnostic Gospel of Philip34 in a discussion of knowing the
truth and so becoming perfect. In sections 124-125a, the "secret of the truth" is
said to be hidden behind a curtain and "if any belong to the tribe of the
priesthood, they will be able to enter within the veil with the high priest. "35
Wilson rightly views the spiritual as meant by "anyone [who] belongs to the tribe
of priesthood. "36 This, and the making of priesthood and entering the holiest of
all into a symbol of knowing the truth, is similar to what we shall note later in
Clement of Alexandria and Origen, which suggests the possibility of Gnostic
influence on their view of priestliness or of common influences on both. It does
not relate to anything else noted so far except to the exhortation yevoipeGa
Ttve-opaxiKot, yevtipeGa vaog xeXetog x§ Gecp in Barn 4.11.
There are also some references in the late second-century or early third-century,
non-Gnostic^? Teaching of Silvanus which suggest an awareness of the general
priesthood. In one, Wisdom summons all to receive understanding, which is
described as "a high priestly garment which is woven from every (kind of)
wisdom"; a second, noted earlier, states that "a contrite heart is the acceptable
sacrifice"; a third urges Christians to "cease being a tomb, and become (again) a
temple, so that uprightness and divinity may remain in you"; and a fourth exhorts
readers to allow Christ to enter the temple within to cast out the merchants,
continuing,
"let him dwell in the temple which is within you, and may you become for
him a priest and a Levite, entering in purity. Blessed are you, O soul, if you
find this one in your temple. Blessed are you still more if you perform his
service. But he who will defile the temple of God, that one God will destroy.
For you lay yourself open, O man, if you cast this one out of your
temple. "38
34. Garrett, 1979, 47-48.
35. ET in James, 1924, 273; cf. Schneemelcher and Wilson, 1991, vol.1, 205.
36. Wilson, 1962, 192.
37. So Peel, Zandee and Wisse in Robinson, 1977, 347.
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This contains no allusions to the NT passages mentioning the general priesthood,
but rather to 1 Cor 3.16-17 used of the individual Christian. Nonetheless, each
aspect of cultic imagery noted in the NT is represented here and, along with the
other evidence noted above, it is evidence of the widespread diffusion of these
ideas in the second- to third-century church. Holiness, service and wisdom are the
main connotations of priesthood and temple here.
Further uses of the temple-image in second-century literature are found in the Acts
of Paul where there is the statement, inspired by 1 Cor 6.18-19, "blessed are they
that keep the flesh chaste, for they shall become the temple of God",39 and Tatian
who, discussing man being made in God's image, likens his body to a temple thus:
to Se toiootov xf|Q crooxdoecac; elSog ei psv vccoq ci'ri, KaxotKEiv ev
auTtji Beoq pooXexoa 8ia too TtpeoPeoovTog itveopaxoc.^O in both cases, we
find the individual application of this image and not the collective, as in Irenaeus.
5.2.4 Summary and conclusion
This survey of the available evidence in second-century Christian literature outside
the writings of the Apostolic Fathers provides ample evidence of the widespread use
of cultic imagery for the general Christian life. Undoubtedly sacrificial imagery is
found most frequently, but we have found uses of priestly imagery in Justin,
Irenaeus, Melito, the Odes of Solomon, the Gospel of Philip, and the Teaching of
Silvanus, and uses of temple imagery in Irenaeus, the Teaching of Silvanus, the
Acts of Paul and Tatian. These make it unlikely that the lack of priestly imagery
in the Apostolic Fathers is significant.
The NT passages which allude to the general priesthood are referred to in Melito
and possibly in Irenaeus. This suggests that they did not have much direct influence
on these authors, although a general awareness of them is implied by the
development of the cultic imagery we have noted. Another major factor was the
desire to make the OT relevant to Christians, OT allusions being present in all the
38. Sections 89, 104, 106 and 109: ET Peel and Zandee in Robinson, 1977, 349
and 355-357.
39. ET James, 1924, 273; cf. GT in Schneemelcher, 1989, vol.2, 216.
40. Oratio ad Graecos 15.2: Goodspeed, 1914, 282.
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passages studied except Melito, whose reference to 1 Peter has OT echoes. Purity
or blamelessness is mentioned in three of them (Irenaeus, AH 5.34.3, the Odes of
Solomon and the Teaching of Silvanus), and spirituality implying it in another (the
Gospel of Philip) suggesting that this was an important connotation of priesthood.
Clearly, the offering of Christian sacrifice, with which it is connected by Justin and
the Odes of Solomon, and priestly service in general, as in Irenaeus' AH 4.8.3,
Odes of Solomon 20, (cf. Irenaeus DAP 96) are other important connotations,
whilst complete dependence upon God was one for Irenaeus, but not for anyone
else that we know of.
Paul plays a vitally important part for Irenaeus as a source for his use of temple
imagery for the Christian's body, as his numerous quotations from 1 Cor in AH
5.6.2 show, its main connotation being God's indwelling of the body by the Spirit.
This was probably true of the other references noted also. Only Paul's application
of the temple imagery to the individual is clearly evidenced, suggesting that the
Greek emphasis on the individual was becoming more influential than the early
Christian equal emphasis on the community.
All this evidence shows that second-century Christianity was not afraid to use cultic
imagery and used it of the whole church's activity and of the individual Christian.
It thus continued NT applications of this imagery. This makes the silence of both
the NT and the second-century evidence regarding the unique priesthood of church
leaders more eloquent. Whilst it is possible that this priesthood was present from
NT times and through the second century, the fact that it is not clearly mentioned
in the extant literature and that cultic ideas were used in other ways must persuade
the unbiassed historian that this is rather less likely than more.
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5.3 Tertullian
When Tertullian was dealt with in section 4.3 earlier, we noted that he calls the
clergy "sacerdotes" and has a fairly rich understanding of sacrifice. This includes
the eucharist, praise, an afflicted and humble heart, self-denial, martyrdom,
Christians' bodies and prayer. Although the offering of the eucharist is normally
performed by the clergy, the rest of these can be offered by all Christians. We are
now going to examine Tertullian's significant contribution to the understanding of
the general priesthood and his use of temple imagery for the church and the
individual Christian.
5.3.1 The general priesthood
Some older Catholic scholars have argued that Tertullian's adoption of Montanism
played a significant role in the evolution of his understanding of priesthood,
although more recent ones have not done so.* We have already found that this was
not so regarding the special priesthood, but was it so with regard to the common
priesthood? As chronological a treatment as possible will be followed, with special
attention to possible Montanist influence. Since some of the texts deal with both
priesthoods, there will be some necessary overlap with the discussion in section
4.3.2.
Although there is a possible reference to Christians in general as priests in Nat
1.12.1, it is not mentioned in the secondary literature studied, perhaps because
'sacerdos' is not definitely used, there is doubt over whether 'antistites' means
'priest', and the reference is set in the mouths of pagans and is meant
metaphorically. ^ These factors render its value to our discussion negligible.
Several scholars^ find a reference to the common priesthood implied in the
pre-Montanist Bapt 7.1-2 where Tertullian likens the baptismal anointing to that
"de pristina disciplina qua ungui oleo de cornu in sacerdotium solebant ex quo
1. See Bardy, 1939, 119-123; Palmer, 1947, 574; Dabin, 1950, 71; and Ryan, 1962,
32-33; but cf. Otranto, 1971, 45-47 and Faivre, 1984, 67-68.
2. For the text see Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 30.
3. Palmer, 1947, 582; Dabin, 1950, 70; and Otranto, 1971, 28-30. See also Refoule
in Refoule and Drouzy, SC 35, 1952, 41.
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Aaron a Moyse unctus est; unde christi dicti a chrismate quod est unctio quae
<et> domino nomen adcommodauit, facta spiritalis quia spiritu unctus est a
deo patre, sicut in Actis: 'Collecti sunt enim [uero] in ista ciuitate aduersus
sanctum filium tuum quem unxisti.' Sic et in nobis carnaliter currit unctio sed
spiritaliter proficit, quomodo et ipsius baptismi carnalis actus quod in aqua
mergimur, spiritalis effectus quod delictis liberamur."^
All Christians are clearly meant here, since all were expected to undergo baptism.
Although its nature is not clarified, a connection is implied between Christ's
anointing with the Spirit at his baptism, that of Christians and the priestly
anointing with oil.
The clearest pre-Montanist mention of the general priesthood arises in Or 28.5
Having just referred to public prayer as "opima hostia" in 27, Tertullian begins
28.1, "haec est enim hostia spiritalis, quae pristina sacrificia deleuit", whereupon he
quotes Is 1.11 as indicating that God does not want sacrifices. In contrast, he
states that "quae ergo quaesierit Deus, euangelium docet", quoting from Jn 4.23-24
to the effect that he wants true, spiritual worshippers. He continues,
"nos sumus ueri adoratores et ueri sacerdotes, qui spiritu orantes spiritu
sacrificamus orationem hostiam Dei propriam et acceptabilem, quam scilicet
requisiuit, quam sibi prospexit. Hanc de toto corde deuotam, fide pastam,
ueritate curatam, innocentia integram, castitate mundam, agape coronatam cum
pompa operum bonorum inter psalmos et hymnos deducere ad Dei altare
debemus omnia nobis a Deo impetraturam" (28.3-4).6
The main connotation of this priesthood is indisputably that of offering the sacrifice
of prayer, but not just any sacrifice of prayer, rather one which issues from total
self-dedication to God which is expressed in action as well as abstention: in
Bevenot's words, "this prayer we must bring to God's altar prepared like any
sacrificial victim - only spiritually. "7
This passage proves that "in his Catholic days Tertullian taught that there is a
priesthood of the laity. "8 However, as Bardy points out, "les munera sacerdotalia
4. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 282.
5. Acknowledged by Bardy, 1939, 120; Dabin, 1950, 70; Ryan, 1962, 33; Otranto,
1971, 33-35; Bevenot, 1975, 127-128; and Garrett, 1979, 60.
6. Diercks, CCSL, 1954, 273.
7. Bevenot, 1975, 127-128.
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ne sont pas vises ici."" Bevenot argues that all Christians are priests here only
metaphorically in contrast to the real priesthood of those who offer the eucharist.
But as long as Christian sacrifice was understood in the transferred sense already
present in the NT, then it and the priesthood associated with it were both
understood metaphorically, in that 'sacrifice' and 'priesthood' no longer had the
same meaning as in the OT and much of current paganism. On the other hand,
many early Christians believed that in offering "spiritual sacrifices" they were
behaving as priests as much as the OT priests. To this extent their priesthood and
sacrifices were understood as literally as those of the OT. Bevenot contrasts the
general priesthood offering prayer with the offering of the eucharist, but both
prayer and eucharist are offered to God, according to Tertullian. The priesthoods
of the ordained and of the church in general are presented equally 'really' and
non-metaphorically by Tertullian.
Otranto feels that "Yhostia acceptabilis e ancora sulla linea di 1 Petr 2,5."H
Tertullian may have had 1 Pet 2 in his general awareness in writing this, but
further than that the evidence does not take us. Otranto further likens this passage
to Justin's in Dial 116.3. They have in common the connection of the general
priesthood with the offering of sacrifice consisting above all in praise and prayer,
but Justin connects this with the eucharist as Tertullian does not. This difference is
probably due only to the context, however.
A further reference to general Christian priesthood from Tertullian's Catholic period
is found in Sped 16.4. Sarcastically describing what happens at shows, he says that
the result is that "ex eo ... itur in furias et animos et discordias et quicquid non
licet sacerdotibus pacis."^ He clearly means Christians in general here.^ Dabin
calls it a metaphorical usage; Bevenot points out that
8. Ryan, 1962, 32-33.
9. Bardy, 1939, 120.
10. On this subject see Otranto, 1970, 245, commenting on first and second
century evidence in general.
11. Otranto, 1971, 33.
12. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 241.
13. So Dabin, 1950, 70, Otranto, 1971, 41 and Bevenot, 1975, 128.
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"the Vestal virgins are priestesses of Satan - 'gehennae sacerdotes' {ad Uxor. I
6.3 and 5). In contrast, christian virgins should be 'sacerdotes pudicitiae' {Cult,
fem. II 12.1), just as all christians should be 'sacerdotes pads' {Spect,
16.4)."14
It does seem that 'sacerdotes' is being used in a metaphorical sense in the latter
two references. Although the Vestals were literal priestesses, Christian virgins are
only "sacerdotes pudicitiae" and Christians "sacerdotes pads" as consecrated servants
of each. To this extent they are different from the literal use noted in Or 28.3.
Since Bapt 7.1-2 and Or 28.3-4 render it certain that the general priesthood was
part of Tertullian's thought-world before he became a Montanist, the difficulties of
dating the parts of Adversus Marcionem, particularly with regard to his conversion
to Montanism, are less important. Barnes' latest view would make a passage in
3.7.7 pre-Montanist, Dekkers sees the whole work as pre-Montanist and Hanson
argues that Tertullian "is not writing in a specifically Montanist interest".^ In this
passage Tertullian is explaining the meaning of the two goats of the Day of
Atonement. The second
"pro delictis oblatus et sacerdotibus templi in pabulum datus secundae
repraesentationis argumenta signabat, qua delictis omnibus expiatis sacerdotes
templi spiritalis, id est ecclesiae, dominicae gratiae quasi uisceratione quadam
fruerentur, ieiunantibus ceteris a salute."^
The last clause ensures that all Christians are being referred to as the "sacerdotes
templi spiritalis, id est ecclesiae", since it contrasts them with all others who will
"fast from salvation", while they enjoy the "sacrificial feast"^ of God's grace.
This passage again illustrates how Tertu llian was content to use a Levitical model
for the priesthood of the faithful, as in Bapt 7.1-2. As there, the main connotation
concerns the enjoyment of salvation, viewed here as eschatological sacrificial feast
rather than as present anointing.
14. Dabin, 1950, 70; Bevenot, 1975, 128.
15. Barnes, 1985, 327-328; Dekkers, 1961, 3; and Hanson R., 1979, 29.
16. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 517-518.
17. Definition of "uisceratio" in Glare, OLD.
18. Hanson R., 1979 , 29, is the only one in the secondary literature studied who
mentions this as a reference to the general priesthood.
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Two further likely references to the general priesthood in this work are in books 4
and 5. Barnes, building on Quispel's studies, views these as written later than books
1-3, after Tertullian had become a Montanist.^ In 4.23.10-11, Tertullian views
Jesus' injunction '"sine mortui sepeliant mortuos suos, tu autem uade et adnuntia
regnum dei"' (Lk 9.59-60) as confirming the prohibitions in Lev 21.1 and Num
6.6-7 on priests and Nazirites attending their parents' funerals. He then comments,
"puto autem, et deuotioni et sacerdotio destinabat quem praedicando regno dei
imbuerat."20
Hanson alone sees a reference to the general priesthood here,^! but this seems
correct. Bapt 7 has already shown that Tertullian finds a dedication and
consecration, likened to that of the OT priests, belonging to all who are baptised
and he uses the same passages to argue for the general priesthood later in Mori
7.8, as we shall note below. Although he does not develop what he understands by
this priesthood, it again shows that he was happy to use a Levitical model for
it and that one of its major connotations was consecration to God, as in his
pre-Montanist period.
The final reference to the priesthood of all Christians in Adversus Marcionem is in
5.9.9 and is not mentioned in the secondary literature studied. Christ is here called
"praeputiati sacerdotii pontifex" which Tertullian sees as appropriate for the priest
in the order of Melchizedek who was himself uncircumcised.^2 That Tertullian here
intends the general priesthood is rendered certain by his contrasting of Jews in
general and Christians in general in the context. He links Christ's priesthood to
that of Christians in general here as he connects their anointings in Bapt 7.
Tertullian once more uses 'sacerdos' in a metaphorical sense in Res 9.2.
Emphasising God's love for man's flesh, Tertullian, in a highly rhetorical passage,
writes,
"absit, absit, ut deus manuum suarum operam, ingenii sui curam, adflatus sui
uaginam, molitionis suae reginam, liberalitatis suae heredem, religionis suae
19. Barnes, 1985, 326-328. CCSL, 1954, 1627 takes the same basic view.
20. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 606-607.
21. Hanson R., 1979, 29.
22. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 690-691.
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sacerdotem, testimonii sui militem, Christi sui sororem, in aeternum destituat
interitum."23
Only Dabin cites this as a reference to the general priesthood^ and it is not
really an allusion to that but to man's flesh as a 'dedicated servant' of God's
religion.
In Res 61.1 Tertullian argues, "sed accepisti, homo, os ad uorandum atque
potandum: Cur non potius ad praedicandum deum, ut etiam hominibus
antistes?"25 Although 'antistes' can mean "priest", it can also mean "the mouthpiece
of a god, a prophetic spokesman".26 The latter fits a passage in which the mouth
was being spoken of so that it is unlikely that there is a deliberate reference to
priestliness here.
A passage examined in section 4.3.2 because of its relevance to the priesthood of
the clergy is found in Cast 7. As we noted then, Tertullian is arguing against the
propriety of second marriages. After a summary of the evidence on this subject,
Moreschini concludes that
"le montanisme n'a pas modifie les idees de Tertullien: YAcL uxorem contient,
au moins en germe, la majeure partie des arguments developpes dans les
traites suivants. ... L'evolution de Tertullien concernant le probleme du
mariage, si elle a existe, a ete surtout une evolution de ton; ...."27
This means that we should not see the whole context of this passage as due mainly
to the influence of Montanism. The passage itself remains to be considered.
Beginning by basing his case on what he believed to be Levitical legislation,
Tertullian then notes that Paul prescribed only one marriage for those "qui
allegantcur> in ordinem sacerdotalem." He makes it clear that he means the
clergy by adding, "usque adeo quosdam memini digamos loco deiectos." Facing the
objection that this does not apply to others, he replies,
23. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 932.
24. Dabin, 1950, 69-70.
25. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 1009.
26. Glare, OLD, 1982.
27. Moreschini in Moreschini and Fredouille, SC 319, 1985, 16-17.
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"vani erimus, si putauerimus quod sacerdotibus non liceat laicis licere. Nonne
et laici sacerdotes sumus? Scriptum est: Regnum quoque nos et sacerdotes deo
et patri suo fecit." Differentiam inter ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesiae
auctoritas et honor per ordinis consessus sanctificatos deo. Ubi ecclesiastici
ordinis non est consessus, et offers et tinguis et sacerdos es tibi solus; scilicet
ubi tres, ecclesia est, licet laici. ... Igitur si habes ius sacerdotis in temetipso
ubi necesse est, habeas oportet etiam disciplinam sacerdotis nec ubi necesse est
habere ius sacerdotis. Digamus tinguis? digamus offers? Quanto magis laico
digamo quod ad salutem capitale erit agere pro sacerdote, cum ipsi sacerdoti
digamo facto auferatur agere sacerdotem" (7.2-5).28
Bardy uses this text as his main proof for the assertions that "le montanisme
inspire a Tertullien une conception nouvelle du sacerdoce", "dans ses ecrits
montanistes, Tertullien ... attribue a tous les fideles l'exercice des fonctions
reservees aux eveques et aux pretres", and 'TEglise a laquelle il songe lorsqu'il
affirme que, partout oil il y a trois fideles il y a aussi l'Eglise, c'est l'Eglise
spirituelle de Montan et de la nouvelle prophetie."29 Palmer, Dabin, Le Saint,
Ryan and Bevenot take the same view. 30 The last criticises Otranto for suggesting
that "Tertullian maintained, throughout, a clear distinction between the functions of
the clergy and those of the laity, and that no more than 'il tono intransigente'
characterized his Montanism".31 Hanson too views Tertullian as maintaining a
distinction between clergy and laity throughout, although he feels that Montanism
led him to over-emphasise the priesthood of the laity, whilst Faivre too sees more
continuity than contrast between the two periods. 32
How far, then, does the text under consideration support either of these views?
First, there is no indication here that Tertullian wants to remove the distinction
between the 'ordo sacerdotalis' and the 'laid'. Not only does he make no criticism
of the selecting of some for the priestly order, but he makes it clear that the laity
can only baptise, offer and be a priest "ubi ecclesiastici ordinis non est consessus"
and "ubi necesse est". Bardy argues that Tertullian only added this "pour legitimer
par le cas de necessite une usurpation si contraire a tous les usages",33 but this is
28. All the quotations from Cast 7 here are taken from Kroymann, CCSL, 1954,
1024-1026.
29. Bardy, 1939, 119-122.
30. Palmer, 1947, 574; Dabin, 1950, 71; Le Saint, ACW 13, 1951, 140, n.53;
Ryan, 1962, 33; and Bevenot, 1975, 134-135.
31. Bevenot, 1975, 134-135, n.3, citing Otranto, 1971, 40 and 47.
32. Hanson R., 1979, 29-30 and Faivre, 1984, 65-68.
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to make modern assumptions about the customs at the time. Rather, Tertullian
viewed the clergy as those who normally baptised, offered and were priests, but
recognised that, when or where there was no council of presbyters,34 then it was
right for the laity to do these things in virtue of their priesthood.
Further, Tertullian had already allowed the laity's right to administer baptism,
without even mentioning necessity, in his Catholic period in Bapt 17.2 ("etiam
laicis ius est"35). The addition of offering in Cast 7.3-4 need be due to no more
than the fact that in Bapt 17 he was dealing only with baptism, whereas here he
is dealing with the most important aspects of the priest's work. Otranto's
conclusion that Tertullian "non ha inteso sostituire il sacerdozio ministeriale con
quello universale"^ seems warranted.
Ryan argues that, as a Catholic, Tertullian taught that "the sacred functions which
belong to priests may not be carried out by the laity" and that disregard for this
among the heretics had been "severely censured" by him in Praescr 41.37 Faivre
asks concerning this passage, "le Tertullien catholique contredirait-il ici un Tertullien
qui, a travers le De exhortatione castitatis laisse percevoir ses sympathies
montanistes?" But he answers his own question: "la contradiction n'est qu'apparente.
Tertullien se plaint avant tout l'arbitraire qui regne dans le camp des heretiques."38
This is particularly evident in 41.6: "ordinationes eorum temerariae, leues,
inconstantes", and 41.8: "itaque alius hodie episcopus, eras alius; hodie diaconus qui
eras lector; hodie presbyter qui eras laicus. Nam et laicis sacerdotalia munera
iniungunt."39 in view of his allowing the laity to baptise in Bapt 17 and his later
33. Bardy, 1939, 122.
34. So Vilela, 1971, 230 and Moreschini in Moreschini and Fredouille, SC 319,
1985, 163-164, following Vilela.
35. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 291.
36. Otranto, 1971, 39. Bardy, 1939, 121-122, argues that Tertullian allows the laity
to administer baptism because "il s'agit d'un sacrement indispensable", but this is
not the argument Tertullian uses in Bapt 17.2 which is that, as Christ's disciples
were given the right to baptise without being bishops, presbyters or deacons, so
baptism can be administered by all. Evans, 1964, 35, places these words in inverted
commas and explains on 98 that this is because he views them as "a supposed
interlocutor's objection", producing "a somewhat unwilling concession" from
Tertullian, but this is not an interpretation necessitated by the text itself.
37. Ryan, 1962, 33.
38. Faivre, 1984, 67-68.
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identification of priesthood in Cast 7.3-4 with baptising and offering, Tertullian may
well have meant that the heretics were bestowing such priestly functions on the
laity on a regular rather than an exceptional basis. This would involve no
contradiction at all.
The interpretation of "differentiam inter ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesiae
auctoritas et honor per ordinis consessus sanctificatos deo", or, as Moreschini and
Fredouille give, "... per ordinis consessum sanctificatus. Adeo has been
much disputed.The details need not concern us here. It is the church's authority
which makes the difference between the clergy and the laity. The rest of the
sentence probably indicates that the honour (conveyed by this difference) is
sanctified through the clergy's meeting. 42 This suggests that all are equally priestly
but that some are constituted as a special priestly order by the Christian
community.^3 The view that Tertullian wanted to underline the ecclesiastical rather
than the divine origin of this distinction, as this passage has been generally
understood,^ seems correct in view of the contrast between the implied "(Christus)
regnum quoque nos et sacerdotes deo et patri suo fecit" and the "differentiam ...
constituit ecclesiae auctoritas".
Moreover, it is not clear how such an interpretation contradicts anything in
Tertullian's earlier, Catholic writings. Ryan argues that, in that period, the
"priesthood of the laity is essentially distinct from, and inferior to, the divinely
instituted hierarchical priesthood, which has definite authority and definite
powers. "45 Whilst, for the purposes of his argument concerning second marriages,
he plays down the inferiority and distinction involved, there is no indication in
39. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 221-222.
40. Moreschini and Fredouille, SC 319, 1985, 92. Le Saint, ACW 13, 1951, 141,
n.55, also prefers this reading, noting that it is derived from Oehler's text.
41. See the quotations of different scholars' interpretations in Moreschini and
Fredouille, SC 319, 1985, 162-163.
42. This is suggested by Fredouille's translation in Moreschini and Fredouille, SC
319, 1985, 163.
43. Faivre, 1984, 67, goes further, arguing that Tertullian was reminding the clergy
that this distinction only existed by the assent of the whole church and not just of
the hierarchy. This is possible but uncertain.
44. So Faivre, 1984, 67. For examples, see Le Saint, ACW 13, 1951, 140, n.54
and Bevenot, 1975, 134.
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Cast 7 that Tertullian denies them or the authority and powers of the clergy.
Finally, the significance of the sentence, "scilicet ubi tres, ecclesia est, licet laid"
{Cast 7.3) must be considered. Bevenot argues that, as a Catholic, Tertullian, in
Bapt 6, had interpreted "ubi tres" of the Trinity, but, as a Montanist, of the
faithful as constituting the church and being as priestly as the clergy.46 However,
for one thing, Tertullian uses both interpretations again in his Montanist period in
Pud 21.16, and, for another, even as a Catholic, Tertullian had allowed the laity
the right to baptise and held to the general priesthood.
Whilst Montanism caused Tertullian to become more rigorist, as we have noted
regarding his attitude to second marriages, this resulted in a change only of tone,
not substance. Montanism also caused him to emphasise the power of the Spirit
more, but there is no indication that this affected any other than the tone of his
opinion of the general priesthood, as his Catholic references to the general
priesthood illustrate. There is no evidence, as we have repeatedly noted, that he
ever sought to remove the priesthood of the ordained or to supplant them with the
laity. Whilst all Christians are priests in virtue of their baptismal anointing, and so
are eligible for baptising and offering the eucharist, normally it is those selected
for the special, priestly order who do these things. The difference between their
priesthoods originates in the church's decision and consists in the usual exercise of
these priestly functions.
So much time has been spent on Cast 7 because of its central importance to the
debate whether Tertullian's views on the general priesthood were changed by
Montanism. Now we must consider some other references to that priesthood in his
Montanist writings.
There is a possible allusion to the general priesthood in Fug 2.1, where Tertullian
argues, "quid enim iniquius, quam ueri Dei antistites, omnes sectatores ueritatis
nocentissimorum more tractari?"47 Although all God's people are referred to, the
lack of certainty over whether 'antistites' means 'priests' here, and the lack of
development of its meaning, render it valueless for our purposes.4^
45. Ryan, 1962, 33.
46. Bevenot, 1975, 133-136.
47. Thierry, CCSL, 1954, 1136.
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In Mon 7.7-9, Tertullian is dealing with the problem of second marriages, as in
Cast 7. In both he states that the law "prohibet ... sacerdotes denuo nubere" (Mori
7.7; cf. Cast 7.1) and adds, in Mon 7.8, that "nos autem Iesus summus sacerdos et
magnus Patris de suo uestiens (quia qui in Christo tinguuntur, Christum
induerunt), sacerdotes Deo Patri suo fecit, secundum Ioannem." He then connects
Jesus' prohibition on a young man burying his father (Mt 8.21 and Lk 9.59) and
the prohibition on the priest attending any corpse including his parent's in Lev
21.11 to show that by the first Jesus "ostendat sacerdotes nos uocari ab eo". In
Mon 7.9 he denies inconsistently and speciously that Lev 21.11 applies to
Christians, but asserts, "certe sacerdotes sumus a Christo uocati, monogamiae
debitores, ex pristina Dei lege, quae nos tunc in suis sacerdotibus prophetauit."^
Tertullian here draws a closer connection than ever between Christ's priesthood and
Christians', referring to Jesus as high priest clothing Christians with himself, and,
by implication, with his priesthood,50 through baptism and so making them priests.
This connection is very like that made in Bapt 7.1-2 between Christ's anointing and
that of the faithful after baptism (cf. Marc 5.9.9 also), providing evidence of
significant continuity in Tertullian's understanding of the general priesthood between
his Catholic and Montanist periods.51 Further, the Levitical model is used in both.
The same is true in Mon 12.2, another passage which we considered in section
4.3.2 because of its bearing on the priesthood of the clergy. Tertullian argues
against those maintaining that Paul denies only the clergy remarriage that it must
be prohibited to all, since the bishops and clergy are taken from all the Christians
(12.1). He continues,
"sed cum extollimur et inflamur aduersus clerum, tunc unum omnes sumus,
tunc omnes sacerdotes, quia sacerdotes nos Deo et Patri fecit. Cum ad
peraequationem disciplinae sacerdotalis prouocamur, deponimus infulas, et
pares sumus. De ecclesiasticis ordinibus agebatur, quales ordinari oporteret"
(12.2).52
48. It is not mentioned in the secondary literature.
49. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1238-1239.
50. So Bevenot, 1975, 127.
51. So Otranto, 1971, 43.
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This has a special interest in the light of accusations that, as a Montanist,
Tertullian sought to break down the distinction between clergy and laity, since he
implicitly rejects the views of those who use the claim to be all one and all priests
to exalt themselves against the clergy. Whilst willing himself to use the argument
that all are priests to press home his opinion that the prohibition of second
marriages is binding on all Christians, he takes issue with such. He accepts the
necessity of bishops and clergy in arguing from the need to take them from
amongst the laity to the need for all therefore to be married only once (12.1) and
in pointing out that "de ecclesiasticis ordinibus agebatur, quales ordinari oporteret."
He clearly accepts the distinction between clergy and laity. 53
This passage is also significant in that it is the only one which intimates a possible
discontent with the special priesthood amongst the general priesthood. Although it
could be the result of Tertullian's sarcasm, the "cum extollimur et inflamur
aduersus clerum, tunc unum omnes sumus, tunc omnes sacerdotes, etc." reads as if
Tertullian is quoting some who were dissatisfied with the clergy claiming special
priesthood and reminded them of the general priesthood taught in Scripture.
A final, possible reference to the general priesthood comes in lei 11.4. Here
Tertullian states, "indubitate enim et haeresis et pseudoprophetia diuinitatis
diuersitate iudicabuntur apud nos omnes unici dei creatoris et Christi eius antistites,
The uncertainty over whether "antistes" always connotes priesthood has been
noted earlier and applies here also, but it remains a strong possibility.
Summing up, it has been shown that Tertullian maintained belief in the general
priesthood throughout his literary career alongside his acceptance of the special
priesthood of the clergy. There is no evidence that he sought to remove that
distinction. Whilst his conversion to Montanism caused him to emphasise the need
for only one marriage more than earlier, and to be more intransigent in his
insistence on it,55 he had already, in Or 28, taught the need for one's life to
measure up to one's priestliness for prayer to be accepted and answered. Hanson
52. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1247.
53. Bardy, 1939, 123, interprets this passage as showing that Tertullian agreed with
those who rejected the privileges of the ordained priesthood but wanted them to
accept its obligations as well. The context, however, demonstrates that he did not
agree with them in rejecting the clergy-laity distinction.
54. Reifferscheid and Wissowa, CCSL, 1954, 1270.
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rightly points to other examples of teaching the general priesthood, e.g., in Clement
of Alexandria and Origen, to show that Tertullian's emphasis "was not merely
indulging a Montanist quirk".56
Tertullian did not define the relationship between the two priesthoods. Faivre says
that for him "la hierarchie n'apparait que comme une expression de la dignite et
des devoirs de tout le peuple."57 This fits what Tertullian maintains and may have
been his view. His lack of explanation of this relationship, his reminders of the
general priesthood, and his possible reference to some protesting against the special
priesthood raise the possibility that the general priesthood was receiving less
emphasis now that that of the clergy was achieving some prominence and that
Tertullian, and perhaps others, had not yet been able to reconcile the two. The
evidence could be interpreted that way and would fit with what we have already
noted concerning the newness of the clerical priesthood and the well-established
nature of the general priesthood.
It is likely that, if Tertullian was not himself one of the clergy, and the internal
evidence points in that direction as we noted in section 4.3.1, this played a part in
his promotion of the general priesthood. This is psychologically likely and suggested
by the way in which it is precisely in two of his mentions of the general
priesthood that he identifies himself with the laity, viz., in Cast 7.3 ("nonne et
laici sacerdotes sumus?") and Mori 12.2 ("extollimur", etc.). Although both have
been explained in ways that do not necessitate Tertullian's identification of himself
with the laity, both fit most easily with his having been lay. This does not mean
that his was a purely personal belief in the general priesthood, held only to bolster
his own self-esteem. His use of it so many times in somewhat diverse ways and
different writings intended to influence behaviour in the churches shows that it was
a generally held belief that he could adduce.
Otranto pertinently points out that, in contrast to almost all the authors of the first
two centuries, Tertullian often emphasises the priesthood of the individual Christian.
A proof of this is found in the fact that, although its echo is there, he does not
quote 1 Pet 2.5 and 9 but refers to Rev 1.6 and 5.10.58 The individualism which
55. So Otranto, 1971, 45 and 47.
56. Hanson R., 1979, 30.
57. Faivre, 1984, 65.
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we noted in some second-century authors' use of the temple metaphor is found in
Tertullian in his use of the priestly metaphor.
Tertullian has a theologically rich understanding of the general priesthood, richer
than any before him. In Bapt 7.1-2, he links its inception with baptismal unction
and Christ's anointing, hinting that Christians thus share Christ's anointing and
priesthood. In Marc 5.9.9, Jesus is called the "praeputiati sacerdotii pontifex",
again implying a close relationship between the general priesthood and Christ's.
And in Mon 7.7-9, Jesus as high priest is said to clothe us with himself, calling us
priests. This presents thought-out connections between Christ's and the general
priesthood unlike any such connections between Christ's and the special priesthood.
This too suggests a longer established tradition behind the general than behind the
special priesthood.
More frequently than any before him, Tertullian also takes Levitical laws as models
for the general priesthood, mixing Law and gospel in a way characteristic of his
general hermeneutics. Although on two of these occasions he applies these laws to
the clerical priesthood as well, he has the general priesthood mainly in mind, and
he never takes Levitical models for the clerical priesthood on other occasions. This
suggests that the later use of the Levitical model for the clerical priesthood may
have been influenced by its earlier use for the general priesthood. The use of these
Levitical models relates above all to complete consecration and dedication to God.
It is in the background of the allusions to priestly anointing in Bapt 7.1-2, to the
sacrifice of prayer issuing from total devotion to God in Or 28.3-4, to priestly
devotion in Marc 4.23.10-11, to the prohibition of remarriage in Cast 7.2-5, Mon
7.7-9, and Mon 12.2, and it lies behind the more metaphorical usages of 'priest' in
the sense of 'dedicated servant'.
Although the influence of Montanism may be seen in Tertullian's increasing
emphasis on the connotations of the general priesthood concerning second marriages,
there is no evidence that he ever went back on his earlier view that an expression
of this priesthood is the sacrifice of prayer issuing from a pure and whole-hearted
devotion to God. He thus demonstrates that he stands in the mainstream of
second-century understanding of this priesthood, continuing an emphasis we have
noted in Justin in particular. He also related the general priesthood to enjoyment
of eschatological salvation in Marc 3.7.7, as did Irenaeus in AH 5.34.3. He went
58. Otranto, 1971, 44-45.
*
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outside the mainstream in deducing from it the right to baptise and offer the
eucharist in case of necessity. It may be that this deduction had not been made
previously because there had been no special priesthood to connect their right to
do both with their priesthood.
5.3.2 Use of the temple-metaphor
Tertullian uses temple-imagery of Christ in Marc 3.20.9: "aedem dei magis Christus
aedificaturus esset, hominem scilicet sanctum, in quo potiore templo inhabitaret dei
spiritus " In 21.3, he is called "catholicum dei templum, in quo deus colitur".
And in 3.24.10, he is identified with the eschatological temple of heaven: Jacob
"Christum dominum enim uiderat, templum dei et portam eundem, per quem aditur
in caelum. "59 Most often, however, Tertullian uses temple-imagery of the church or
the individual Christian, suggesting the close links we have already noted between
these and Christ.
The communal application of this metaphor is found in Cult 2.1.1 in his Catholic
period where he calls Christians "templum dei" in virtue of the Spirit's
indwelling,60 with echoes of 1 Cor 3.16 and 2 Cor 6.16. Marc 3.7.7, as noted in
section 5.3.1 above, may be from Tertullian's Catholic period. In it he calls
Christians "sacerdotes templi spiritalis, id est ecclesiae".61 Further, in Marc 3.23.2,
he states, "sapientem architectum, spiritum scilicet sanctum, qui aedificat ecclesiam,
templum scilicet et domum et ciuitatem dei "62
He continues to apply this metaphor in a communal way in his Montanist period.
In Marc 5.6.12, 1 Cor 3.16-17 are referred to the Christian community as that
which Christians have built on the foundation of Christ to show that the Spirit of
the same God who created the church dwells in it.63 in Mon 8.3 Anna is
presented as showing "quales spiritali templo, id est ecclesiae, debeant adhaerere."64
59. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 536-537 and 543.
60. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 352.
61. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 517-518.
62. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 540. This is very like a passage in Iud 13.25, omitted
here because the latter chapters of Adversus Iudaeos are regarded as possibly not
by Tertullian.
63. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 681.
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The metaphor is, not surprisingly, used several times in De Pudicitia to bring out
the holiness of the church: in 1.9, it is called "terrenum Dei templum" in the
context of its true holiness; in 19.25 Tertullian gives a list of vices ending "et si
qua alia uiolatio templi Dei"; and in 20.1 all immodesty is to be removed from
the "templum Dei".65 There is nothing unusual about any of these references,
Tertullian here adhering to the mainstream of what had been taught before.
This is true also of the application of this metaphor to the individual Christian.
This only occurs once in Tertullian's Catholic period, but this is enough, together
with the passages we have noted concerning the collective or communal application,
to show that it was an active part of his thought-world. This reference comes in
Ux 2.3.1 where, proving that Christians should not marry pagans, Tertullian quotes
1 Cor 3.16, 6.15 and 6.19-20 as applying to such marriages.66 There are several
applications of the temple-metaphor to bring out the holiness of the Christian in his
Montanist writings: one in Adversus Marcionem and four in De Pudicitia.67 Twice
in De Resurrectione Mortuorum he refers to individual Christians' bodies as temples
in the context of the resurrection of the flesh.68 And he actually uses the plural in
Cor 9.2 where he is arguing that the Jerusalem temple was not crowned so we
should not be, "nos enim sumus ... temp la Dei "69
In both applications of the temple-metaphor, therefore, Tertullian shows that he is
in the mainstream of second century Christian belief on the subject without striking
out in any new directions. Naturally, he uses them in ways which suit his own
particular concerns.
64. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1239.
65. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1282 and 1323.
66. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 387.
67. Marc 5.7.4; Pud 6.17, 15.7, 16.1-3 and 21.2.
68. Res 10.4-5 and 44.4.
69. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1052.
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5.4 Hippolvtus
We noted in section 4.4 above that Hippolytus had a strong understanding of the
priesthood of the clergy and of material offerings as sacrifices. Not only the
eucharist and its elements, but also oil, cheese, olives, milk and honey, and water
are described as sacrificial offerings. Although brought by Christians in general, the
clergy offers them in a way different from others, as evinced in the denial of
ordination by the imposition of hands to the widow "quia non offert oblationem
(Ttpootpopcc) neque habet liturgiam (Aetxoupyta)."! We also noted the few
instances of non-material offerings mentioned by Hippolytus. One was in the
ordination-prayer for the bishop where God is asked to grant him euapEOxetv xe
oot ev Ttpaoxrixt kxxi KaBapqc KapStqc, Ttpoacpepovxa oot ooppv EtxoStac
and the others were in interpretations of incense as Christians' self-offering.
We shall now examine Hippolytus' statements relating to the general priesthood, and
Christians being a temple.
5.4.1 The general priesthood
Garrett finds "no evidence of his teaching the priesthood of all Christians" in
Hippplytus' extant writings. Lecuyer, Ryan and Eastwood imply this by either not
mentioning him at all, or by quoting him only about Christians' sacrifices. Dabin
cites only a passage in CD 4.34 in which Hippolytus quotes Rev 5.10.3 This is not
relevant to this study as he here quotes the whole of Rev 5.1-10 to make a point
which has nothing to do with Rev 5.10 or the general priesthood.
Lietzmann, Hanson and Young, however, note a passage in AT 4 referred to in
section 4.4 earlier as describing Christians in general as priestly.^ It is in the
context of the new bishop's prayer over the eucharist at his ordination. After a
reminder of Christ's words at the last supper, the Latin version reads, "memores
igitur mortis et resurrectionis eius, offerimus tibi panem et calicem, gratias tibi
1. AT 10: Botte, 1989, 30.
2. AT 3: Botte, 1989, 10.
3. Garrett, 1979, 61; Lecuyer, 1951, 21; Ryan, 1962; Eastwood, 1963; and Dabin,
1950, 517.
4. Lietzmann, 1926, 176; Young, 1979, 264; Hanson R., 1979, 30 and 1985, 96.
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agentes quia nos dignos habuisti adstare coram te et tibi ministrare." The Latin
translation of the Ethiopic has much the same except that, instead of "et tibi
ministrare", it ends, "et tibi sacerdotium exhibere." In Botte's view, the Ethiopic
and the Testamentum Domini support iepaxeoeiv, which is the verb given in the
parallel chapter of the Apostolic ConstitutionsA In any case, the Latin version has
strong priestly connotations.
Hanson argues that the first person plurals here show that the bishop is referring to
more than just himself.6 However, he gives no reasons why they should not refer
to the bishop and the presbyters, who also have their hands on the elements during
his prayer. In favour of this is the restriction of the 'sacerdotium' to the bishops
and presbyters in AT 8. On the other hand, the context gives the impression that
the bishop is praying on behalf of the whole church. Although the eucharistic
liturgy begins with the bishop addressing those present and being addressed by
them, this part ends with the invitation coxapioxfioopev xov icupiov, to which
the people reply, a£xov Kai SiKoaov, and the bishop begins a prayer which is in
the first person plural throughout. Further, God is thanked through Christ, "quern
in ultimis temporibus misisti nobis saluatorem et redemptorem et angelum uoluntatis
tuae, ...." It is unlikely that the bishop was speaking only for himself and the
presbyters, since all Christians have been the objects of Christ's work of salvation.
Moreover, our passage is preceded by references to Christ's words at the last
supper, "hoc est corpus meum quod pro uobis confringetur" and "hie est sanguis
meus qui pro uobis effunditur", which again include all Christians rather than only
the bishop and presbyters; and they are separated from the passage quoted earlier
only by the words, "quando hoc facitis, meam commemorationem facitis," which
must again include all. Also, all present would have been "memores igitur mortis et
resurrectionis eius", and our passage is followed by the request for the Holy Spirit
to be sent "in oblationem sanctae ecclesiae" and for all participants to be filled
with the Spirit.' Finally, Young points out that this interpretation "is supported by
references to the Church as the priesthood of God in Justin and Irenaeus, ...."8
Scholars have questioned whether all the prayer was originally as given now,
5. Botte, 1989, 16-17 for texts and n.3 for textual comment.
6. Hanson R., 1979, 30.
7. For the text, see Botte, 1989, 12-16.
8. Young, 1979, 264.
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Stevenson arguing that the "memores igitur ..." "reads rather like a car changing
gears". Even so, he acknowledges that the present text "implies a definite logic".9
Certainly, the Latin and the Ethiopic agree on this text and the internal evidence
suits it.
How significant is this reference to the general priesthood? The fact that it is the
only one extant in Hippolytus' writings suggests that it was not an important
doctrine for him, but he was aware of it, as he was of other Christian uses of
cultic language. He thus stands in the line of Justin, Irenaeus and Tertullian. It
also shows, as does Tertullian's work, that acceptance of the clergy's peculiar
priesthood did not rule out holding the general priesthood, although there is no
attempt to relate the two. That the bishop represents the community in praying is
clear, but that his and the clergy's priesthood represented the community's, whilst
fitting the available evidence, is not clearly explained by Hippolytus. Further, it
shows that, although offering the sacrifice of the eucharist was an important part of
what made the clergy priestly (cf. the prayer for the bishop in AT 3, in which xa
S&pa must have included the eucharist, and the instruction noted above in AT 10
regarding widows not being ordained "quia non offert oblationem", of which the
same must be true), it was also part of what made the whole church priestly. Even
so, Hippolytus' emphasis lies far more on the priesthood of the clergy in his use of
priestly language. Also, it cannot be assumed that he viewed the Christian
community as priestly only in offering the eucharist, since he uses sacrificial
language of other matters as well.
5.4.2 The temple-metaphor
In Daly's view, "the temple theme is not even mentioned in any place where
[Hippolytus] is explaining his own thought."^ Strictly speaking, this is true.
However, he refers to the church as God's sanctuary three times, twice in the
ordination-prayer for the bishop in AT 3. God is addressed as the one
"praedestinans ex principio genus iustorum Abraham, principes et sacerdotes
constituens, et s(an)c(tu)m tuum [Epitome: to xe aytaopd aoo] sine ministerio
non derelinquens, ...." This is soon followed by a reference to the apostles "qui
constituerunt ecclesiam per singula loca sanctificationem tuam [Epitome: of
9. Stevenson, 1986, 21.
10. Daly, 1978, 361.
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Kcx0i5puoav xpv etacAriatocv xaxa xottov ayidopaxoc aou] ...."H Clearly the
church is in the author's mind here, and "holy place, sanctuary" is the most likely
meaning of ayfaapa. *2 Moreover, the allusions to Abraham and priests ensure that
not just any sanctuary, but the temple is in Hippolytus' mind here.
The third such reference is less well-attested textually since the actual allusion is
given in the later Ethiopic and the Testamentum Domini, but not in the earlier
Latin or Sahidic. It is noted here, therefore, as only possibly in the original of AT
8, in the prayer for a deacon. The Latin text gives "da sp(iritu)m s(an)c(tu)m
gratiae et sollicitudinis et industriae in hunc seruum tuum, quern elegisti ministrare
ecclesiae tuae et offerre", the Ethiopic continuing "in sancto sanctorum tuo quod
tibi offertur a constituto principe sacerdotum tuo ...", and the Testamentum Domini
contributing "in sanctitate ad sanctuarium tuum ...."13 Although a reference to the
area in the church-building known as a sanctuary was possible by the time the
Ethiopic translation and the Testamentum Domini were written, if this passage was
in the early third-century original, then the church is most likely to have been
meant.
These references are very little to base any conclusions on. They emphasise the
corporate aspect of the temple-metaphor, but Hippolytus is fully aware that God
indwells each Christian by his Spirit.^ They do, however, show again that he
stands in the same tradition as the other second- to third-century Christian authors
examined.
5.4.3 Conclusion
Hippolytus is the first author we have studied in whose writings the priesthood of
the clergy receives more attention than that of the whole church. It could be
argued that this is mainly due to the nature of his extant writings, in particular
that of the Apostolic Tradition as a liturgical treatise. The possibility remains that
11. Botte, 1989, 6-8.
12. Lampe, PGL, 17. So too ET by Cuming, 1976, 9 and FT by Botte, 1989, 9.
13. Botte, 1989, 26. In n.4 Botte adds, "il faut suivre E plutot que T qui a glose
suivant son habitude."
14. See AT 16 (Botte, 1989, 38): "omnes enim habemus spiritum dei"; AT 42
(Botte, 1989, 100): "infugiatur ... sp(irit)u i(n) te." See also the interpretations of
Song 2.4-5, 3.9-10 and 4.4 in Bonwetsch, GCS 1, 1897, 363, 368 and 370.
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another factor is the increasing attention and significance being given to the
priesthood of the ordained. However, more evidence from other writers is needed if
such a possibility is to be any more than that.
Although the paucity of references is a problem in drawing conclusions about
Hippolytus' use of cultic metaphors, in his extant works he has used sacrificial,
priestly and temple ideas more of the church than the individual Christian and of
the church's public worship as led by the clergy than the ordinary Christian's
personal worship. Again, this impression may be due mainly or solely to the nature
of Hippolytus' extant works, but it could also reflect a development in general
Christian thinking, particularly that of church leaders. This too will need
confirmation by evidence from other writers.
On the other hand, we have noted several similarities between his use of cultic
metaphors and those of Justin, Irenaeus and Tertullian, including the connection of
the general priesthood with the offering of sacrifice, the eucharist in particular.
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5.5 Clement of Alexandria^
In section 4.5 above we noted that, for Clement, the true priest is the gnostic
Christian and his sacrifices comprise the gnostic's worship. Further, Clement never
calls the ordained 'priests' although he was probably aware of the practice, and
uses 'sacrifice' to describe the eucharist, praise and prayer which are offered by the
church as a whole. We are now going to examine his teaching of the general
priesthood, how he viewed the relationship between ordinary Christians and the
priestly gnostic Christian, and how he used the temple-metaphor.
5.5.1 The general priesthood
Also noted in section 4.5 was a long passage which presented both the gnostic and
ordinary Christians as priests. It begins in Str 5.6.39.4 where the high priest is
interpreted of both Christ and the gnostic Christian, the latter being depicted as
x&v aKka>x> iepewv apyovxcx and euav&Paorv x&v aXXcov iepecov oueoSovxa.^
These other priests are described as \38axi cxTtoAeXo'op.evcov ... kai ret oxi v
evSebopevcov povriv Kat xriv i5tav eKbeyopevov povriv. They are thus
ordinary Christians compared as priests to the gnostic Christian as high priest. This
contrast continues in 40.1 in which the gnostic Christian as high priest is said to
have surpassed the ordinary priest in knowledge and holiness, and in 40.4 where
Clement states that kccx' etKova xof) lcuptoo apytepetc; cmo xf|Q ayiaoO exotic
•npo-ovxo (px>Xf)Q oi SoKtpuxaxot .... Moreover, in 40.3, he interprets the high
priest's putting off the robe he had put on to enter the holy place and washing his
body of Christ's descent and of o 5x' croxoO tu oxeboag, probably referring to his
baptism. This suggests he saw both priesthoods as beginning at baptism which is
connected with the ordinary priesthood several times in this passage. 3
Scholars commonly adduce three other passages to show that Clement taught the
general priesthood,4 although most make no distinction between the gnostic and the
ordinary Christian in Clement's works and so do not consider the possibility that it
is the gnostic rather than all Christians who are being referred to.5 One passage is
1. As in section 4.5, 'Clement' will mean Clement of Alexandria in this section.
2. This and the following quotations from Str 5.6.39.4 and 40.1 are from Stahlin,
GCS 2, 1906, 353.
3. Daly, 1978, 463, wrongly sees only the Levitical high priest, Christ, and "the
Christian himself (the Gnostic)" as referred to in this passage.
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found in Prot 4.59.2-3 where Clement quotes 1 Pet 2.9 whilst explaining why
Christians should not pollute their ears with talk of the Greek gods' adultery. He
states, dvdOrnia yeyovattev 0e^ \mep XptoxoO: 'fipietq to yevog to
ekXektov, to Paot'XEtov tepatevpa, £0voq aytov, Xaog rtEptoootoq, oi
TtOTE od Xaoc, vdv Se Xaoq too ©ecu'.6 There is nothing in the context to
suggest that he is thinking only of the gnostic Christian here. Indeed, it involves a
strong contrast between the pagan Greeks and the holy Christians. This is perhaps
Clement's clearest reference to the general priesthood.
Clement's train of thought seems to be that, as bearers of the image of God which
is Christ, Christians are an offering to God for him. As bearers of Christ, they no
longer belong to themselves and so are an offering on Christ's behalf. Since, then,
"Christians are consecrated to God on behalf of Christ", they "no longer belong to
the earth but learn all things from God",^ as the passage goes on to indicate.
While 1 Pet 2.9 is quoted, and the whole section is set in the first person plural,
a strong, underlying individualism is evident in the depiction of Christians as
carrying around the image of God. Since they do not all always accompany each
other everywhere, they must do this individually and this underlies the use of the
first person plural in the rest of the section. Clement's main point in quoting 1 Pet
2.9 is to support what he has written about Christians being dedicated as an
offering to God, the link being between dvd0rpa and i£pdTE"op.a. He is aware,
then, of Christians' dedication to God as both priesthood and offering.
Another passage showing that Clement taught the general priesthood is found in a
fragment from his Adumbrationes in epistulas canonicas which are well-attested as
his,^ but are extant mostly in fragments in Latin. The relevant section is a very
4. All three are mentioned by Dabin, 1950, 513 and Otranto, 1970, 242-244; two
by Palmer, 1947, 590-591 and Ryan, 1962, 28-29; and one by Lecuyer, 1951, 45
and Daly, 1978, 473. It is surprising to find none of them mentioned in Eastwood,
1963, 73 or in Garrett, 1979, 53-55.
5. An exception to this is Dabin, 1950, 514.
6. This and the quotations from Prot 4.59.2-3 below are taken from Mondesert and
Plassart, SC 2, 1949, 124.
7. Ryan, 1962, 29. Palmer, 1947, 590-591, views this passage, and the next to be
considered, as examples of the "subordination of the strictly liturgical to the
apostolic function of the royal priesthood ...." By the latter he means witnessing to
Christ to win others to faith. This is not what Clement is teaching here.
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brief comment on '"vos autem genus electum, regale sacerdotium'" from 1 Pet 2.9.
It consists of "'sacerdotium' autem propter oblationem, quae fit orationibus et
doctrinis, quibus adquiruntur animae, quae offeruntur deo."^
Daly views this as referring to the gnostic Christian,^ but the main reason for this
is that he does not differentiate between the gnostic and the ordinary Christian in
Clement's thought. The one indication that Clement may have meant the gnostic
Christian is the word "doctrinis" since he views the gnostic as supremely suited to
teaching. However, he probably meant only the teaching by word and example
which any Christian did before non-Christians. This is the first time outside the NT
that the concept of the general priesthood is connected with sacrificial witness to
non-Christians which will result in people being won over and themselves becoming
offerings to God.H This idea may well be true to some of Paul's insights, e.g., in
Rom 15.15-16 and Phil 1.17, as well as to part of 1 Pet 2.9 which is not quoted
by Clement but was probably in his mind, viz., "that you may declare the
wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his marvellous light."
The other passage taken to refer to the general priesthood is another fragment, also
apparently well-attested,^ from his work Kav&v EKKXriotaaxtKOc fj ttpog xobc
iouSoaCovxac;. It begins by alluding to Solomon's question in 1 Kings 8.27 as
showing that he understood that the true temple was celestial and spiritual, but also
referred to Christ's physical body and the church. Christ dwells with men
£v xii (sic) Kaxa xoix; SiKafo"UQ cruvGeaei xe Kai appoviqc, veuv ayiov
epyaCopevCj) xe Kai avtaxavxt. yf] yap oi BiKatoi, xriv yqv , ext
TrepiKetpevot Kai [yf|] Ttpog xo peyeGog Ttapa(3aXX6pevoi xoO
Kupio-o. xauxa xoi Kai o paKaptoQ riexpoc; ouk okvex Xeyetv: 'Kai
auxoi wg XtGot C&vxeq oiKoBopeiaGe, oikoc; itveopaxtKog, iepaxeopa
aytov, aveveyKar Ttveupaxikcxq Guotag xag TCpooSeKxag x§ Gec^ Bta
'Itioox) Xpraxo\).'13
8. See the witnesses, etc. in Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, XVIII-XX. Geerard,
1983, vol.1, 138, accepts them as by Clement.
9. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 204.
10. Daly, 1978, 473.
11. Palmer's comment (see n.7) is more appropriate here.
12. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, XXI-XXII; Geerard, 1983, vol.1, 138.
13. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 218-219.
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Clearly all Christians, not only gnostic ones, are referred to here. The main point
is not priesthood or sacrifice, nothing being made of either in the context, but
being living stones which are built into a spiritual house, identified with the
temple, God's dwelling-place on earth. This is, therefore, only an incidental
reference to the general priesthood. It does, however, attest Clement's willingness to
use the temple-metaphor corporately of the church, an idea we shall be looking at
again below, and his awareness of 1 Pet 2.5.
As well as these three, other passages have been presented by individual scholars as
proof of Clement's belief in the general priesthood. Dabin adduces his statement, in
Str 6.17.153.4, that the unction runs down from Christ the high priest to all his
own, but Clement is not relating this to the common priesthood in the context. 15
Further, Otranto points to Clement's use of the expression iepaxiicov yevoc; in
Str 7.7.36.2 as like Justin's reference to Christians as apytepaxikov xo a\r|0tv6v
ysvoQ in Dial 116.3 and relating to 1 Pet 2.9.16 However, the whole context
deals with the gnostic Christian and it is he of whom Clement writes, auxoc; apa
ovtcoq o PaaiXiKog avBpcoitoc, oOxoc; iEpebg oaioc xoO eeob.!^ Clement is
'gnosticising' the concept of "priestly race" here.
Clement, then, demonstrates an awareness of the general priesthood which he does
not of the clerical priesthood. In Prot 4.59.2-3, it undergirds his understanding of
the Christian as dedicated as an offering to God and so holy. He links it with
offering sacrifice by prayer and teaching others of Christ in the fragment
commenting on 1 Pet 2.9, and it is mentioned only incidentally in the fragment
from Kavcw EKKA/nataaxtKog p Ttpoc xobg iaoSatCovxag. It is implied in Str
5.6.39-40 but with emphasis on its inferiority to the high priesthood of the gnostic.
Even so, it is connected with baptism and an inferior holiness and knowledge of
God. In the light of the evidence adduced in section 4.5.2 earlier, Garrett's
comment that "one may ... aptly ask to what extent Clement has narrowed or
constricted gnostically rather than clerically the apostolic doctrine of the priesthood
of all Christians"^ is apposite. Clement has done this, but not to the total
14. Dabin, 1950, 514.
15. See text in Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 510.
16. Otranto, 1970, 243.
17. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 27-28.
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exclusion of the general priesthood, as Garrett implies by his failure to consider
any examples of him referring to it at all.
5.5.2 The gnostic and the ordinary Christian
We shall not investigate this subject fully here, but make only a survey to throw
light on what we have just noted concerning Clement's constriction of the general
priesthood. Because of this, it is Clement's theological understanding of their
relationship more than the historical situation in the Alexandrian church^ that we
are concerned with.
Clement regards the gnostic Christian as the ideal Christian with the result that he
is fully what the ordinary Christian is only partially. This means that they have
many characteristics in common, but the gnostic has them to a far greater extent.
In a sense they are all perfect since they are part of the church whose head is
Christ.20 They are all spiritual once they believe and have received baptism.21 All
are children of God22 and have been regenerated and illuminated; they know what
is perfect, viz., God.23 Baptism allows them to contemplate the divine because the
Holy Spirit flows into them.24 Faith is the only means of salvation for all and God
communicates himself equally and in the same way to all, with the result that there
are no 'gnostics' and 'psychics' in the Logos, but all are equal and spiritual in
God's eyes. 25 Clearly, Clement is combatting the views of heretical Gnostics in
Alexandria, but his statements and arguments spring from personal conviction and
are not just 'ad hominem'. Further, Clement depicts all Christians as members of
the church26 and so of the bride and the body of Christ.27 As will be noted
18. Garrett, 1979, 54-55.
19. On this see Neymeyr, 1989, 86-93. His points about Clement's involvement in a
Christian community are valid.
20. So Marrou in Marrou and Harl, SC 70, 1960, 31, adducing Paid 1.5.18.4 and
1.6.27.1. See too Paid 1.6.26.1.
21. Paid 1.6.36.3.





below, all are indwelt by God.
Volker stresses the importance, for Clement, of baptismal grace as "die Grundlage
fur alles ethische Streben ... [und] den Aufstieg zur Vollkommenheit."28 He also
notes that love for God and the brethren, avoidance of evil deeds, striving after
knowledge, thanksgiving and cooperation with God are expected of all the
faithful. 29
In spite of having so much in common, however, Clement regards the gnostic
Christian as having surpassed the ordinary Christian so much that he alone shows
what true Christianity is.30 So, although all Christians are to strive after
knowledge, some knowledge is reserved for the gnostic alone ;31 although all
Christians are to pray, the gnostic's whole life is prayer and converse with God;32
although all are assimilated to God, spiritual, elect and perfect, it is the gnostic
who is 'par excellence".33
That all the quotations concerning what Christians have in common come from the
Protreptikos and the Paidagogos and all those concerning the gnostic from the
Stromateis could leave the impression that Clement contradicts himself in seeking to
address and please different audiences. Although his audience clearly has a
fundamental influence on Clement's treatment, Volker points out that Clement uses
xeXeroc of all Christians as well as of the gnostic in Str.34 He also points out
that faith is Koivri ... x&v eXopevov in Str 7.2.8.1.35
26. Prot 9.82.6-7; Paid 1.5.18.4 and 19.4; 1.6.27.2; 2.8.74.2; 2.10.110.2.
27. Paid 1.5.18.2-4 and 22.2; 1.6.32.2; 2.10.101.1; 3.12.94.3 and 101.2.
28. Volker, 1952, 147. See 147-152 on the benefits of baptism.




33. Str 4.26.168.2 and 7.11.68.3-5.
34. Volker, 1952, 450, pointing to Str 7.2.8.5: oi Srcx tuoxegx; xeXeioupevor
(Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 8).
35. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 7.
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Some things, however, the gnostic does not share with the ordinary Christian. For
example, only the gnostic understands the hidden, symbolic meaning of Scripture.36
Further, as a result of the perfection he has attained, only the gnostic no longer
needs angelic mediation and is i oayyeXoQ and placed alongside the angels as
serving men.37 Moreover, as Volker notes, "wie den Anfanger der Glaube und das
aus der Furcht heraus vollbrachte Werk charakterisieren, so den Gnostiker die Liebe
und das ihr entsprechende Tun, das zur St teat ooovri fiihrt."38
These differences mean that only the gnostic is qualified for leadership. He alone is
likened to the apostles as well as the angels. As such, he is a real church leader
and minister, whether recognised here on earth as such or not and he will be so
regarded in heaven. 39 He is thus suited to be a teacher and spiritual guide.411 He
teaches others by word and deed, thus mediating contact and fellowship with
God.41
The above demonstrates that there is, in Clement's thought, an organic unity
between gnostic and ordinary Christians. All may strive after and achieve
perfection, none is ruled out on the grounds of age, sex or social status. The
gnostic grows out from amongst ordinary Christians as a flower from among the
leaves of a plant. This picture fits well with the view that Clement did at times
depict all Christians as priestly, but regarded the gnostic Christian as the (high)
priest on the model of Christ. The ambiguities we perceive today result from his
unawareness of the need to spell out this relationship as we have here.
5.5.3 The temple-image
Daly summarises as follows:
36. Str 6.15.131.3, cf. Str 5.9.57.1.
37. So Volker, 1952, 462, pointing to Str 4.12.104.1, 7.1.3.4 and 7.12.78.5-6.
38. Volker, 1952, 467. See Str 4.22.135.1-4.
39. Str 6.13.105.1-107.3.
40. On this see Volker, 1952, 550ff.
41. Str 7.9.52.1.
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"Clement sees both the Church and the individual Christian as the true temple,
and the soul of the Christian, both collectively and individually, as the true
altar. Behind this view stands a long and rich tradition .... Clement's temple
theology introduces little that is specifically new, ...."42
Points at which Clement goes beyond the tradition are his connecting of the
temple-cleansing theme with that of divine indwelling, his application of the concept
of first-fruits directly to the individual Christian, and his making the reception of
Christ in the eucharist almost equivalent to enshrining him as within a temple.43
He can speak of the temple being in heaven and as including the whole church
both in heaven and on earth,44 an(j) betraying Hellenistic influence, he sometimes
sees man as man rather than as Christian as the temple of God since man is
indwelt by the Logos as Reason.45 However, he mainly interprets the temple as
meaning the church, the individual Christian, and the gnostic Christian, at times
leaving uncertainty over who exactly he is referring to.46
This tends to confirm what we have already noted about the relationship between
gnostic and ordinary Christians and the general priesthood. Clement sees the whole
church as God's temple, including ordinary Christians, but his aim is always that all
should become as fully indwelt by God as the gnostic.
5.5.4 Conclusion
Clement has taken up what he has found in the church's teaching concerning the
general priesthood, spiritual sacrifice and the temple, and developed it to encompass
his view of the gnostic Christian as the Christian 'par excellence'. It is an
42. Daly, 1978, 481.
43. On this see Daly, 1978, 482-484.
44. Daly, 1978, 484, citing Str 5.1.13.4 and 6.14.114.1-2.
45. In Prot 1.5.3-4, where Clement quotes from an unknown author, 'ob yap ei
KtBdpa Kai ccb\b<z Kai vaog epof' and interprets the last as meaning that man
is vaog 8ta xov Xoyov, and 11.117.4 where the Logos is described as o ev
dvSptoTtotg otKoSoprioag vetiv, t'va ev dv0p6:rtotg iSpbaq xov 0eov
(Mondesert and Plassart, SC 2, 1949, 58 and 186).
46. Of the church: Str 6.14.114.1-2; 7.5.29.3-5; 7.13.82.4; of the Christian: Paid
2.10.110.1; Str 2.20.116.4-117.4; 3.7.62.3; 3.11.73.2; QDS 18.2; of the gnostic
Christian: Str 4.21.131.4; 4.22.161.2; 6.7.60.2; 6.9.75.3; 7.11.64.7; 7.13.82.2-3;
uncertain: Str 2.7.35.5 and 3.7.59.4.
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interesting thought that, had only his Protreptikos and Paidagogos been preserved,
we would have had little awareness of his great emphasis on the gnostic Christian,
whereas if only his Stromateis had survived, his appreciation of the whole church
and the ordinary Christian would not have been known. This illustrates the dangers
of assuming lack of knowledge from lack of documents. The readership at which he
was aiming strongly influenced Clement in his writing, and his very strong
upholding of the sacred character of all Christian people in the Paidagogos was
partly due to apologetic purposes. Nonetheless, there is sufficient evidence to show
that he was never using arguments in a purely 'ad hominem' way.
Even so, it is apparent that it was the gnostic Christian who really mattered for
him, and that he had some difficulty, at least at times, in appreciating ordinary
Christians. This is true of the general priesthood which, in Garrett's words referred
to earlier, "Clement has narrowed or constricted gnostically".47 Major reasons for
this were probably Clement's conception of the gnostic Christian, influenced by the
educational practices of his day,. their Greek philosophical bases, and heretical
Gnostic views, and the state of the Christian community in Alexandria. Marrou
argues from evidence in the Paidagogos that the general spiritual level there was
mediocre, many acting as Christians within the church and as pagans without, and
that a number belonged to the aristocracy with all the difficulties and temptations
that raised for genuine spirituality.48 Faivre notes this last point particularly with
reference to QDS 36 in which Clement writes tc&vxec ox>v oi tcioxoi kocAoT Kod
SeoTtpeTteic; ..., eioiv fiSri xtveg tcai x&v ekAekx&v ekAeicxoxepox 49
A credible reason suggested by Wright for Clement's emphasis on the priesthood of
the gnostic to the detriment of the general priesthood is that the former may well
have been viewed by Clement as devolved from Christ as the priestly mediator
between the spiritual and physical orders to the gnostic Christian as such a
mediator. This would not apply to the ordinary Christian who is not a mediator or
at least not one in the same way.50
47. Garrett, 1979, 55.
48. Marrou in Marrou and Harl, SC 70, 1960, 62-63.
49. Faivre, 1984, 76-77; Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 183. See also Faivre, 1984,
77-78.




In section 4.6 we noted that the priestly figure 'par excellence' for Origen is the
'perfect' or 'spiritual' Christian, as the gnostic is for Clement. We also noted that,
unlike Clement, Origen does use priestly language of the ordained, but that his
view of priestliness is largely determined by his view of the perfect Christian. The
priestly functions which predominate, therefore, are studying, preaching and teaching
God's word and exercising church discipline, since the qualities of the perfect
Christian make him ideally suited for these, according to Origen. It is no surprise,
moreover, to find that Origen's understanding of sacrifice, whilst including the
eucharist, is stronger on ideas of holy living, self-denial, prayer and understanding
God's word. We shall now examine occasions on which he mentions the general
priesthood, his view of the relationship between the perfect and ordinary Christians,
and his use of temple-imagery.
5.6.1 The general priesthood
Of Origen's early works only the Peri Archon and C Jn 1-2 have survived. 1 The
former contains nothing relevant to this study and the latter contains just one
relevant passage, but this relates only to the priesthood of the perfect.^ As a result
there are not adequate data on which to base any conclusions regarding
developments in Origen's thought concerning the general priesthood.
Vogt gives a fairly accurate picture of Origen's very nuanced approach to the
general priesthood. He points out that Origen deals with this subject mainly in his
homilies on the historical books of the OT, which contain God's demands on his
covenant people. He continues,
"Origenes legt sie weitgehend moralisch aus, d. h. er erhebt aus ihnen
Weisungen fur das christliche Leben und den geistlichen Fortschritt. So tritt
auch die Idee vom allgemeinen Priestertum der Glaubigen hier nicht in erster
Linie als Aussage iiber die besondere Wurde der Getauften hervor, wenn diese
auch mitausgesagt ist, sondern als der Inbegriff der Verpflichtungen oder
1. Nautin, 1977, 368-386 and Crouzel, 1985, 66-67, were consulted concerning the
dates of Origen's works.
2. C Jn 1.2(3-4) (Preuschen, GCS 4, 1903, 5-6): Origen likens the Levites, priests
and high priests to those who devote themselves fully to study of the word and
God's service, distinguishing such from the majority who attend to the things of
this life and so are like the ordinary Israelites.
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Leistungen, zu denen die Christen sich gerufen sehen. Origenes scharft seiner
Zuhorerschaft ein, dal3 zu ihr gesagt ist: auserwahltes Volk, konigliches
Priestertum, Eigentumsvolk. Aber damit, daS dies in der Schrift gesagt ist,
trifft es noch keineswegs auf alle Glaubigen zu. Zwar ist es nicht in ihr
Belieben gestellt, sondern die Aussage ist zugleich Verpflichtung, aber sie wird
nur wahr durch den eigenen Willen der Glaubigen. ... BloBer Glaube, ohne
eindringen in den tieferen Sinn, macht den Menschen noch nicht zum Priester;
wer nur glaubt, hat einen niederen Rang, scheint also des gemeinsamen
Priestertums hochstens potentiell teilhaftig."^
Taken as they stand, Origen makes contradictory statements about the general
priesthood. On the one hand, he states or implies that all Christians are priests.
For example, in H Josh 7.2 Origen comments on the priests' blowing of the
trumpets at Jericho,
"sed et unusquisque nostrum debet in semet ipso ista complere. Habes in te
Iesum ducem per fidem, fac tibi tubas ductiles, si sacerdos es; immo quia
sacerdos es - gens enim regalis effecta es, et sacerdotium sanctum de te
dictum est - fac tibi tubas ductiles ex scripturis Sanctis, inde due sensus, inde
sermones; propterea enim tubae ductiles appellantur. In ipsis cane, id est in
psalmis, in hymnis, in canticis spiritalibus cane, in propheticis sacramentis, in
mysteriis legis, in apostolicis dogmatibus cane.'"*
The "unusquisque", the quotation of 1 Pet 2.9, and above all the "quia sacerdos
es" can only mean that he views each of his Christian hearers as a priest. They
are to do such things because they are already priests, not in order to be priests.
Nonetheless, his emphasis is on their activity as priests in living out what the
Scriptures teach and in worship, and the "si sacerdos es" conveys a degree of
doubt at the same time as he makes the assertion "quia sacerdos es".
In a number of other passages too, as we shall see below, Origen writes as if all
Christians are priests. On the other hand, he sometimes states or implies that they
are not all priests. In H Num 22.1 he says that,
"saepe ... accidit, et non pauci inter fratres nostros sunt, in quibus intellectus
altior et profundior nullus, sed est in eis sensus emortuus .... Iste ... ad
intelligentiam spiritalem nihil sapit, sed est emortuus, tamen si geneuerit ...
3. Vogt, 1974, 112; cf. Lecuyer, 1970, 257: "tous les baptises ont ete oints d'une
onction sacerdotale. II y a d'ailleurs des conditions pour que ce sacerdoce soit
digne de ce nom et soit vraiment efficace ...."
4. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 200. Vogt, 1974, 112, cites this in support of the
statement quoted above. Schafer, 1978, 49, also sees a reference to the general
priesthood here.
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opera ministerii, opera obsequiorum, opera mandatorum Dei, haereditatem
terrae cum plebe Domini consequitur. Non poterit quidem inter eos numerari,
quorum portio Dominus est, quorum haereditas Deus est, non poterit in
ministrorum et sacerdotum numero suscipi, in plebeio tamen ordine
haereditatem terrae repromissionis accipiet
Mehat holds that deacons and bishops as well as the perfect are meant by
"ministers and priests" here,^ and a degree of ambiguity has to be admitted, but
the qualities expected are all those of the perfect for Origen. If they are the true
priests, then not all Christians are priests, although they will still get to heaven.
Again, other passages too, as we shall find, imply that not all Christians are
priests. Is Vogt right then? Did Origen really believe in the general priesthood,
then? or did he see all Christians only as potential priests, needing to actualise
their priestliness through their own efforts? We are going to consider the rest of
his texts relating to this priesthood in order to attain as full as possible a picture
before we draw conclusions.
Origen alludes to 1 Pet 2.5 and 9 more frequently than any other we shall
consider. However, at times he uses them to refer to matters other than the
general priesthood. On one occasion he quotes 1 Pet 2.9 when explaining the Jews'
value to God and their desire to avoid moral contamination by those around them.7
Twice he quotes it to illustrate the kingship of the apostles and of all believers. ^
He also twice quotes 1 Pet 2.5 of the church when explaining Jesus' statement in
Jn 2.19-21 about raising the temple in three days.9 Nothing is made of the concept
of priesthood so that it is almost incidental. These passages show, however, that
Origen could interpret the temple of the whole church and that he could link this
with the idea of the "holy priesthood" in the same way as the author of 1 Peter.
In H Num. 4.3, 1 Pet 2.9 is cited in a context which deals solely with the
priesthood of the perfect. Having explained that priests have had "mysteriorum
5. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 742.
6. Mehat, SC 29, 1951, 425-426, n.4.
7. CC 4.32.
8. H Nam 12.2 and H Judg 6.3.
9. C Jn 10.35(20) and 39(23). Ryan, 1962, 29 and Garrett, 1979, 57, cite the
latter as one of Origen's references to the general priesthood.
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sapientiae secreta" vouchsafed to them, he exhorts them not to divulge these secrets
"inferioribus, id est, imperitioribus" plainly and fully for their own good. He
concludes with an exhortation that "tales nos exhibere debemus, ut digni efficiamur
ordine sacerdotii", reminding his hearers of 1 Pet 2.9. *1 He wants what he is
saying to apply to all his hearers, who are potentially perfect, and so he exhorts
them to become such. This usage constricts the general priesthood to the perfect.
Interestingly, after developing the ideas of the priesthood of the perfect in H Num
5.1-3, he adds,
"ne nimia haec operimentorum velamentorumque cautela desperationem
quamdam et moestitiam generet auditoribus, pauca aliqua quae et nobis
pandere tutum sit, et vobis fas sit aspicere, quoniam quidem ... genus regale
et sacerdotium, gens sancta et populus in acquisitione dicti sumus, aperire
tentabimus."12
He then interprets the furniture of the tabernacle in terms of the degrees of merit
and grace of different Christians. This brings out the ambivalence of Origen's view
of priesthood. On the one hand, only the perfect are true priests; on the other, all
Christians are priests. Because of his multi-layered hermeneutic, he can interpret
Scripture of either. It also brings out his pastoral and hortatory preoccupations in
these homilies and his desire that all Christians should ultimately be perfect priests.
That all Christians are priests is again clear in H Lev 6.2, as is Origen's denial
that this is true of all in the church. He exhorts his hearers to listen to his
exposition of the priest's or high priest's consecration "quia et vos secundum
promissa Dei sacerdotes Domini estis: Gens enim sancta et sacerdotium estis."^ As
Moses had to wash the priests before clothing them, so each of his hearers has to
be washed in baptism before being clothed with Christ. Likening baptism, therefore,
to the anointing and consecration of the priests, he writes, "multi enim sunt
sacerdotes, sed quos non lavit lex neque puros reddidit verbum Dei neque abluit a
peccatorum sordibus sermo divinus." The context does not mention church leaders
10. It is so understood by Crouzel, 1961, 157, 409 and 492; see too Mehat, SC
29, 1951, 106 n.l. Dabin, 1950, 522-523 and Schafer, 1978, 56, n.35, find
references to the ordained here but the context tells against this.
11. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 600-602.
12. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 605.
13. This and the following quotation come from Borret, SC 286, 1981, 272-276.
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so he still has the common priesthood in mind. 14 He is, then, accusing many who
claim to be Christians and so priests of not being true Christians or priests
because, although they have received baptism outwardly, they have not changed
inwardly.
This need for internal holiness is an important connotation of priestliness for
Origen. It is again evinced in H Lev 9.6 where Origen interprets the high priest's
expulsion of the scapegoat on the Day of Atonement in terms of the Christian
expelling "malas cogitationes, malas cupiditates", assimilating such to Christ.^
Similarly, in H Lev 13.5, commenting on the fact that God has given Aaron and
his sons the privilege of eating the bread in the holy place, Origen describes them
as "genus ... electum, genus sacerdotale, quibus haec portio sanctorum donatur a
Deo, quod sumus omnes, qui credimus in Christo."!^ He locates the holy place in
the pure heart or rational mind where the word of God is to be received, the last
words quoted showing that he views all Christians as having such. Another general
reference to Christians as priests is found in H Josh 1.5. Expounding the meaning
of the stalks of flax in which Rahab had hidden the spies in Jericho, Origen
writes,
"linum ... est indumentum sacerdotale, per quod significatur vel his qui
invitandi erant, culmen sacerdotale delatum, sicut et Petrus Apostolus dicit: Vos
autem gens sancta, regnum sacerdotale, vel certe quod in sacramento legis, ubi
de sacerdotibus adnotatur, populi huius, qui est ex gentibus, latebat occulta
vocatio."17
Both sides of the alternative given here involve the general priesthood, and its
calling by God.
The need for priestly holiness as expressed in giving glory to Christ comes out in
H Lev 9.2. Having interpreted the high priestly ornaments as referring to Christ,
Origen concludes, "unusquisque nostrum ornare debet caput suum sacerdotalibus
14. So Dabin, 1950, 520; Vogt, 1974, 112; and Schafer, 1978, 48 and 92.
15. Borret, SC 287, 1981, 98. Schafer, 1978, 48, sees this as a reference to the
general priesthood.
16. Borret, SC 287, 1981, 220. Only Ryan, 1962, 29-30, cites this passage of the
general priesthood.
17. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 104-106. Only Dabin, 1950, 523, cites this of the
general priesthood.
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ornamentis, ... quicumque ita agit, ut ex actibus suis conferat gloriam Christo,
caput suum, qui est Christus, ornavit."^
Holiness in the sense of dedication to, and reliance on, God is connoted by
priestliness in H Gen 16.5. Contrasting Pharaoh's provision of land for his priests
with the Lord's failure to do so, Origen exhorts, "observate ... omnes Domini
sacerdotes, et videte quae sit differentia sacerdotum, ...." He then quotes Christ's
words about renouncing all to follow him and exhorts his hearers, "festinemus
transire a sacerdotibus Pharaonis ... ad sacerdotes Domini, quibus in terra pars non
est, quibus portio Dominus est."'" This is more likely to refer to believers in
general than to the ordained.20 The difference between them is that some cultivate
the soil, not the mind, and attend to the fields and not the Law, whereas others
give up everything to follow Christ and rely on God alone. Origen seems not to
have had a clearly thought-out understanding of the general priesthood here, with
the "sacerdotes Domini" perfect Christians and the "sacerdotes Pharaonis" ordinary
ones, but rather to be responding to the text in a homily. It shows that he could
question whether all Christians are living the way priests should and exhort them to
do so.
Other important qualities of priestliness for Origen include faith and knowledge,
especially the understanding of Scripture, as was apparent earlier in H Josh 7.2.
Whilst this is especially true of the perfect, it is also true of Christians in general.
So, in H Lev 4.6, Origen comments on the fact that there was always to be fire
on the altar by exhorting his hearers,
"audi semper debere esse ignem super altare et tu, si vis esse sacerdos Dei,
sicut scriptum est: Omnes enim vos sacerdotes Domini eritis; et ad te enim
dicitur: Gens electa, regale sacerdotium, populus in acquisitionem. ... Semper
ergo tibi ignis fidei et lucerna scientiae accensa sit. "21
The main purpose of the "si vis esse sacerdos Dei" is again hortatory and again
illustrates Origen's desire for all Christians to live out their God-given priesthood.22
18. Borret, SC 287, 1981, 78-80. Only Dabin, 1950, 518, cites this as a reference
to the general priesthood.
19. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 251.
20. So Vogt, 1974, 45, against Vilela, 1971, 89 and Schafer, 1978, 85-87.
21. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 180.
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Similarly, in H Lev 9.8, Origen interprets the composition of the fine incense to
be burnt on the altar of justice, piety, continence, prudence and all such virtues.
He adds,
"sed et minutum quod addidit, non otiose intelligimus. Non enim vult eum,
qui ad perfectionem tendit, verbum Dei crasse et carnaliter intelligere, sed
minutum in his sensum subtilemque perquirere, "^3
Although he is thinking of the perfect here, three sentences later he continues,
"necesse est enim nos singulos aliquid offerre tabernaculo Dei, aliquid etiam
pontificalibus indumentis, aliquid vero, quod per pontificis manus ... adscendat."
Again, while he has a special place in the church and in God's plans for the
perfect, he wants all Christians to tend towards that perfection.
This connection of virtues and the knowledge of God and Scripture with priestliness
relates also to Origen's depiction of the mind as the temple or priest. So,
commenting on the high priest's garments in H Lev 6.5, he states "potes enim et
tu ... si studiis et vigiliis tuis huiuscemodi tibi praeparaveris indumenta, ...."24 it
continues with a series of such conditions, before concluding, "scito te, etiamsi
apud homines lateas et ignoreris, apud Deum tamen agere pontificatum intra animae
tuae templum" and alluding to 2 Cor 6.16 and/or 1 Cor 3.16. Although this
exposition makes it clear that Origen views the perfect as the true high priests, he
both holds out the possibility of all becoming such and implies that all can act in
a high priestly fashion insofar as they persevere in the paths of virtue and study of
God's word.25 One of these paths is that the grace of baptism should endure
uncontaminated.
In H Lev 1.5, Origen states,
22. Dabin, 1950, 520; Vogt, 1974,112; and Schafer, 1978, 46 and 48, view this as
a reference to the general priesthood.
23. This and the ensuing quotation are from Borret, SC 287, 1981, 108.
24. This and the following are from Borret, SC 286, 1981, 288-290.
25. Vogt, 1974, 32, sees this passage as an allusion to the general priesthood,
while Trigg, 1983, 141-142, however, sees it as alluding to the priesthood of "the
inspired exegete." They are commenting on different parts of the passage.
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"sacerdos in te est et filii eius mens quae in te est et sensus eius, qui merito
sacerdos vel filii sacerdotis appellantur; soli enim sunt, qui intelligant Deum et
capaces sint scientiae Dei. Vult ergo sermo divinus, ut rationabili sensu carnem
tuam in castitate offeras Deo, secundum quod Apostolus dicit ..."
and he quotes from Rom 12.1. He goes on to differentiate these from "alii, qui
offerunt quidem holocaustum carnem suam, sed non per ministerium sacerdotis.
These possess only outward chastity of body, not inward chastity of spirit, being
stained by vices such as pride and greed. Such are excluded from the kingdom so
that Origen's readers are encouraged to be chaste in both body and spirit like
Christ.
Schafer sees Origen as referring to church leaders as priests here,27 but Origen
quotes Rom 12.1 and addresses in the singular each member of a congregation
which is unlikely to have consisted of only the ordained. Nor is he distinguishing
between perfect and ordinary Christians, it would appear, since the "others" are
excluded from the kingdom. Rather, all Christians are to offer themselves to God
and have a priestly mind capable of knowing and understanding God.
In H Ex 9.4,28 after likening the tabernacle to the church and stating that we can
each build a tabernacle by developing virtues and responding to God's word, with
an altar on which to offer sacrifices of prayers, good deeds and vices. The
furniture of the tabernacle is then interpreted in terms of spiritual virtues,
culminating in the high priest's adornments:
"potest enim intra se agere pontificatum pars ilia quae in eo est pretiosor
omnium, quod quidam principale cordis appellant, alii rationabilem sensum, aut
intellectualem substantiam,29 uel quocumque modo appellari potest in nobis
portio nostri ilia, per quam capaces esse possumus Dei. Ista ergo pars in nobis
uelut quidam pontifex exornetur indumentis et monilibus pretiosis, podere
26. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 84-88.
27. Schafer, 1978, 91-92; cf. 46, where he cites this verse regarding the believer's
sacrifice.
28. Vogt, 1974, 112, cites "ista ergo pars in nobis velut quidam pontifex" in
support of his assertion, noted earlier, that for Origen, the priesthood of all
Christians "ist nicht in ihr Belieben gestellt, sondern die Aussage ist zugleich
Verpflichtung, aber sie wird nur wahr durch den eigenen Willen der Glaubigen,"
29. Borret, SC 321, 1985, 300, n.7, notes that these are "traductions d'un terme
stolcien, Thegemonique', employe en psychologie, pour designer la principale des
huit parties de l'ame".
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byssino.
These "garments and costly jewels" include chastity, good works, the truth of the
gospel and the trinity, holiness, and speaking out about the last times.
"Ad hunc ergo modum homo noster interior Deo pontifex adornetur, ut
introire possit non solum in sancta, sed et in sancta sanctorum; .... Sancta
possunt esse ea quae in praesenti saeculo habere sancta conuersatio potest.
Sancta uero sanctorum ... ad caelum esse transitum puto, ...."
Origen clearly wants all his hearers to be or have such tabernacles (he sums up "ut
et unusquisque nostrum studeat facere intra se tabernaculum Deo"), adorned as such
high priests. He is not concerned with a distinction between perfect and ordinary
Christians, although he tends to imply that only those who attain to these virtues
are high priests. This was not his intention which was rather to exhort all
Christians to become such.
In CC 8.17-19, we find a similar linkage of altar, sacrifice and priestliness with the
mind. Replying to Celsus' reproaches that Christians have no altars, Origen states,
Pcoptoi p.ev eiotv rptv to eK&axou x&v Stvcatav riyepovt kov, dtp' of)
avcatepjtexoa a\n9&c kai vorix&c; e\)68ri 'Gupx ap.axa,' 'Ttpoaeuyai' duo
oovetSfioecic KaOapac; (8.17). In the following chapter he adds, Ttdvxeg
Xproxiavoi otxoio-uq etttopev Popobg ... Tteipcovxoa tSpuEoGoa ....; and in
8.19 he quotes 1 Pet 2.5 to argue that Christians do not build lifeless temples but
the temple of the body looking to its future resurrection. 31 As in two passages
noted earlier, Origen is mentioning the general priesthood only in passing and
because 1 Pet 2.5 comes into his mind when he is dealing with the idea of the
temple. However, the use of cultic vocabulary is more extensive here, since the
ideas of altar and sacrifice are so developed, and the similarities to other passages
noted suggest he had the general priesthood in mind. 32
As noted in several references above, another major connotation of the general
priesthood for Origen is the offering of spiritual sacrifices such as prayer, good
30. For the quotations from H Ex 9.4 here and below, see Borret, SC 321, 1985,
294-304.
31. Koetschau, GCS 2, 1899, 235.
32. Dabin, 1950, 520, lists this as a reference to the general priesthood.
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deeds, vices, and ourselves in holiness. This theme is taken up more fully in other
passages. In H Lev 9.9, Origen interprets the room in the tabernacle or temple,
accessible to all the priests as the church,
"omnes enim, quicumque unguento sacri chrismatis delibuti sunt, sacerdotes
effecti sunt, sicut et Petrus ad omnem dicit Ecclesia: Vos autem genus
electum, regale sacerdotcun, gens sancta. Estis ergo genus sacerdotale et ideo
acceditis ad sancta.
This is an unequivocal statement, similar to that in H Josh 7.2 noted near the
beginning of this section, that all who have been baptised are priests. 34 Origen
continues, "sed et unusquisque nostrum habet in se holocaustum suum et holocausti
sui ipse succendit altare, ut semper ardeat." As examples of these sacrifices he
mentions renouncing all to follow Christ, martyrdom, dying for brethren, justice or
truth, and dying to the world. If I offer any of these, "ipse meae hostiae sacerdos
efficior." This list makes us think of what Origen expected of the perfect and
again illustrates that he wants all priests ideally to become such. This is made clear
by his further comment,
"beatus est, cuius tam vivos tamque ignitos holocausti sui carbones [Dominus]
invenerit, .... Beatus, in cuius corde invenerit tam subtilem tam minutum
tamque spiritalem sensum et ita diversa virtutum suavitate compositum, ...."
This development is again clear in H Josh 9.1, where, commenting on Joshua's
construction of an altar for sacrifice after the destruction of Ai, Origen says,
"omnes qui in Christum Iesum credimus, lapides vivi esse dicimur, secundum
quod Scriptura pronuntiat dicens: Vos autem estis lapides vivi, aedificati
domus spiritalis in sacerdotio sancto, ut offeratis spiritales hostias,
acceptabiles Deo per Iesum Christum."35
Having explained that the strongest stones, i.e., Christ and the apostles and
prophets, make up the foundations, he adds,
33. This and the following quotations from H Lev 9.9 are taken from Borret, SC
287, 1981, 114-118.
34. So Dabin, 1950, 518; Danielou, 1955, 57; Ryan, 1962, .28; Eastwood, 1963, 77;
Vilela, 1971, 62; Lies, 1974, 201; Schafer, 1978, 46; and Garrett, 1979, 57.
35. For this and the following quotation, see Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 244-246.
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"sed in hoc aedificio ecclesiae oportet esse et altare. Unde ergo arbitror quod
quicumque ex vobis lapidibus vivis apti sunt in hoc et prompti ut orationibus
vacent, ut die noctuque obsecrationes offerant Deo et supplicationum victimas
immolent, ipsi sunt, ex quibus Iesus aedificat altare."
Whilst seeing all Christians as "living stones", Origen implies a differentiation
between them, only those devoted to prayer night and day being used for the altar.
He achieves a delicate balance here between the priestly dignity of all Christians
and the enhanced priesthood of those who merit it.
Origen also quotes 1 Pet 2.5 in C Jn 13.13 where he is commenting on the true
Jerusalem which he identifies as f| exicXriota ek \i0av ^KoSottrnuevri C6vxcov,
ev0a iepaxeupa aytov, Ttvcopaxtveal 0-oatca ttpoocpepovxai x$ 0ecj) \m6 xebv
Ttvevpax t Kwv ^6 q^e references to the church and the spiritual leave us with
an ambiguity which is probably to be resolved by assuming that, on this occasion,
Origen was viewing all Christians as spiritual.
There is less ambiguity when he quotes 1 Pet 2.9 in H Lev 9.1. Origen says that
the law concerning the high priest's preparation for entering the Holy of Holies
concerns and applies to all Christians,
"praecepit enim ut sciamus, quomodo accedere debeamus ad altare Dei. Altare
est enim, super quod orationes nostras offerimus Deo, ut sciamus, quomodo
debeamus offerre, scilicet ut deponamus vestimenta sordida, quae est carnis
immunditia, morum vitia, inquinamenta libidinum. Aut ignoras tibi quoque, id
est omni Ecclesiae Dei et credentium populo, sacerdotium datum? Audi,
quomodo Petrus dicit de fidelibus: Genus inquit electum, regale, sacerdotale,
gens sancta, populus in acquisitionem. Habes ergo sacerdotium, quia gens
sacerdotalis es, et ideo offerre debes Deo hostiam laudis, hostiam orationum,
hostiam misericordiae, hostiam pudicitiae, hostiam iustitiae, hostiam
sanctitatis."37
There can be no doubt that Origen has the general priesthood in mind here,38 the
"quia gens sacerdotalis es" reminding us of the "quia sacerdos es" in H Josh 7.2.
Moreover, the "aut ignoras tibi quoque ..." shows that his hearers were thoroughly
familiar with this idea.39 Even so, he is clearly concerned that they should offer
36. Preuschen, GCS 4, 1903, 238.
37. For these quotations from H Lev 9.1 see Borret, SC 287, 1981, 12-1A.
38. So Dabin, 1950, 518; Danielou, 1955, 48; Ryan, 1962, 28; Eastwood, 1963, 79;
Vilela, 1971, 62; Schafer, 1978, 45; and Garrett, 1979, 57.
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sacrifices in a worthy manner.
Finally,40 in CC 8.73-74 Origen defends Christians against Celsus' accusation that
they are unwilling to take up arms and fight for the Emperor. He points out that
even non-Christians do not make priests fight so that they can continue to offer
sacrifice and continues,
ei oov, toot' eoXoyax; ytvexat, ttooc^ paAAov aAAtov oxpaxexjopevcov kai
ooxot oxpaxeoovxat he, iepetc xoo 8eo\) teat Gepoateoxai, icaGapag pev
xripoovxeg xac, Se^tag ayovtCopevot 5e Sta x&v Ttpog Geov evxhv xmep
x&v StKat'ttt; oxpaxeoopevoiv icai vjiep xou StKatog PaatXeuovxoc;, ....
Moreover, Christians do not do this for show; rather, ev ... xcj) KpoTtx^ rp&v
kocx' oruxo xo fiyepoviKOV eoyat etotv, avoatepTxopevat qq dato iepeov ....41
Here, for the first time, we meet the idea of the Christian priesthood as
interceding for the Roman Empire,42 though alongside other ideas which are
familiar to us from elsewhere in Origen's writings.
We could examine a large number of other passages in Origen's works in which
priesthood is dealt with or mentioned but which bear on the priesthood of the
perfect.43 However, considerations of time and space prevent us from doing this,
which brings the danger of giving an unbalanced impression of Origen's view of
priesthood. As we have mentioned before, and as has become apparent even
through the passages studied here and in section 4.6.3, the true priest for Origen is
the Christian who is like Christ and so is perfect. Nonetheless, he unambiguously
39. A point made by Palmer, 1947, 580, although he refers, in n.16 to homily 8
instead of 9.
40. Vogt, 1974, 86 and Lies, 1974, 200, rightly view a passage in H Lev 15.3 as
indicating the priesthood of the perfect, although Schafer, 1978, 48, sees it as
referring to the general priesthood. Vilela, 1971, 62, n.ll, and Schafer, 1978, 48,
find a reference to the common priesthood in H Num 24.2, but it is not clearly
implied there.
41. Koetschau, GCS 2, 1899, 291.
42. Pointed out to me by Wright, D.F., in a personal communication as my
supervisor.
43. See C Jn 1.2(3-4), 13.13, H Lev 1.4, 4.9, 6.3, 6.5, 6.6, 13.3, 13.6, H Num
1.3, 3.3, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 10.1, 10.3, 11.6, 23.4, 27.4, H Josh 2.1, 9.5, 17.2-3, PE
28.8-10 and EM 30. There is some ambiguity in some of these, but they seem to
me to refer to the perfect.
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believes in the general priesthood, as is clear from the passages studied above from
H Josh 7.2, H Lev 9.1 and 9.9 in particular. However, he teaches that priesthood
in overwhelmingly hortatory contexts, and, in most cases, with the aim of
persuading his hearers and readers so to live out their priesthood that they become
the perfect. Vogt, therefore, is very near the truth in the passage we quoted at the
beginning of this section. His one fault to me is that he does not seem to allow
adequately for Origen's genuine acceptance of the general priesthood. This in turn
may be because he does not allow sufficiently for Origen's multi-layered
hermeneutic which allows him to interpret the Scriptures concerning priesthood in
so many ways that complete consistency is not to be expected. ^4
As a result, Origen can write of the ordained, the perfect and all Christians as
priests without attempting to relate them to each other. However, it is the perfect
who are priests 'par excellence' because they are most like the high priest, Christ.
This means that he wants both the ordained and Christians in general to
approximate as closely as possible to this ideal of priesthood,45 so that, when he
begins by interpreting a passage in terms of the general priesthood, he often
develops his interpretation towards the priesthood of the perfect which he wants all
to attain. His overall picture of priesthood is thus like Clement's in the tendency to
constrict it to the perfect, who are Clement's gnostics, without abandonment of the
general priesthood.
The major connotations of the general priesthood for Origen, then, relate closely to
those of the priesthood of the perfect: holiness, expressed in the eradication of
vices and the cultivation of virtues and dedication to God; the offering of spiritual
sacrifices, expressed in the same terms plus devotion to prayer, good deeds, and
the spiritual understanding of God and his word; and the hyepovikov as that by
which we can receive God and his mysteries.
In the last Origen betrays philosophical Hellenistic^ as well as biblical influence.
44. So Lecuyer, 1970, 264: "il est evident qu'Origene n'a jamais eu l'intention de
faire un traite du sacerdoce; il serait done inutile de tenter de faire une synthese
parfaitement coherente."
45. On this see Vogt, 1974, 117.
46. Cf. the comment, on H Num 10.3 in a footnote earlier, by Mehat, SC 29,
1951, 198, n.l: "to fiyepovi kov, terme stolcien, designant une faculte
intermediate entre l'intelligence et la volonte, ...."
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At times, however, the influence of church tradition is allied to that of the Bible
as he traces the general priesthood to baptism and the reformation meant to
precede it (H Lev 6.2, 6.5 and 9.9).47 As far as the Bible is concerned, it is
evident from our study above that 1 Pet 2.9 and, to a lesser extent, 2.5 were
often in his mind when he commented on passages from the Bible which referred
to priesthood and temple.48 Very important too was the Levitical priesthood which,
as we have seen, he could interpret in terms of the perfect, Christians in general,
the ordained, and Christ himself.
There is ambiguity in Origen's treatment of the relationship between Christ's and
Christians' priesthoods produced by his freedom to interpret in different ways for
different purposes. He often interprets the Levitical priesthood in terms of both,
thereby suggesting a close relationship between the two, but in C Jn 1.2(3), "Christ
is a priest according to the order of Melchisedech, whereas Christians are priests
... according to that of Aaron."49 However, Origen makes this distinction out of
the desire not to elevate men as high priests to the level of Christ as high priest.
This is the only time he makes this distinction, as far as I am aware. Whilst the
Christian priesthood is clearly inferior to Christ's and dependent on Christ's in that
Christians' offerings reach God through Christ, according to H Lev 9.8, and
Christians as priests are washed and clothed with Christ, according to H Lev 6.2,
Ryan goes too far when he states that "beyond this relation of dependence Origen
sees nothing common in Christ's priesthood and that of the faithful. "50 This is
because Origen clearly depicts Christ's fulfilment of the priesthood as an example
for Christians in H Lev 4.6 and he often interprets the Levitical priesthood in
terms of both Christ and Christians.
Origen, then, has a complex and ample understanding of Christian priesthood which
undoubtedly has its closest similarities in Clement, but has links with others too.
47. On this see Palmer, 1947, 585; Ryan, 1962, 39-40; Danielou, 1955, 57; and
Schafer, 1978, 51.
48. So Ryan, 1962, 28.
49. Ryan, 1962, 30.
50. Ryan, 1962, 30.
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5.6.2 The perfect and the ordinary Christian
It has already become apparent that Origen's view of the relationship between the
perfect and the ordinary Christian was basically the same as Clement's, viz., an
organic one. They are both priestly, only the perfect are more so, indeed, much
more so. Further, the potential for all Christians to become perfect, as we have so
often seen Origen exhort them to do in the texts we have studied,51 suggests a
strong element of continuity between them, as do the ways in which Origen depicts
their becoming perfect.
Another confirmation of this organic unity between the perfect and the ordinary
Christian for Origen lies in the area of spiritual gifts. As Hallstrom points out,52
in C Jn 13.53(52) Origen contrasts walking by faith with walking by sight: Kxxi
tcpeixxov ye 5ia ei'Soxx; ixepiraxxetv ff 5ia Tttoxeoq. Both involve spiritual
gifts, walking by sight those of the "word of wisdom" and the "word of knowledge"
and walking by faith that of faith, although those with the latter are deficient as
compared with those with the former (xfj xa£ei x&v itpoxepav eiolv
"0oxepot).53
Similarly, in CC 6.79, Origen argues that, if someone wishes to see many bodies
filled with the divine Spirit and imitating Christ, tcaxavoexxco xouq Tcavxayou
"uyicx; Kai pexcx (3iox) opGoo 5t5aaKovxac xov ' IriooO Xoyov, ypioxobc; veal
aOxoxx; "bno x&v 9eiov ypacp&v tca\oop.evox»c ....54 That he means the perfect is
shown both by the fact that he viewed them as teachers and by his reference
further on in the same chapter to Aaron's beard as symbolising the perfect man.
This reference, however, comes in the middle of a passage in which he states that
Christ has received an unction and oi ... pexoyot aoxob, exaoxoq ciq
xeyuprixe, pexeoyov xai xob ypiopaxoc oroxou, continuing by pointing out that
Christ is the head of the church so that they form one body and that the ointment
descended from Aaron's head to his beard and to the skirt of his garment. The
clear implication is that the whole church is anointed with Christ's anointing,
exaoxog qq xeyapriKE, "dans la mesure ou ils en ont ete susceptibles", translates
51. And as Crouzel, 1961, 475-476, emphasises.
52. Hallstrom, 1984, 42.
53. Preuschen, GCS 4, 1903, 282.
54. This and the following quotation are from Koetschau, GCS 2, 1899, 150-151.
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Bardy,55 although the perfect have and display that anointing most fully.
5.6.3 Temple-imagery
Origen uses temple-imagery of the church, but his emphasis lies far more on its
application to the individual Christian. One example of the former is found in C
Mt 16.25, in which Origen likens the Jerusalem temple in Jesus' day xi) EKKXriotqc,
but continues, oo Ttavxeq etoi pXertovxeg ovSk ... 6p6oitoSox)vxet;; exoi yap
xrveg veal xxxpAoi Kai aAAoq yoAoi xcov aSporCopevov,^ illustrating Origen's
view of the Christians in the church of his day. Other examples are found in C Jn
10.35(20) and 10.39(23), passages considered in section 5.6.1 as two in which
Christians are likened to the stones which make up the temple of the church and
to the members which make up the body of Christ, thus emphasising the roles of
individual Christians even as collective images are being used. A third is in H Lev
4.8, in which Origen likens those who tear churches apart and introduce strange
and corrupt doctrines to priests who think they can eat holy flesh outside the
temple of God. A fourth is in H Lev 9.9, another passage noted in section 5.6.1,
where the holy place in the temple is likened to the church in which Christians are
priests, the individualistic interpretation again being made. A fifth is in H Josh
26.3, where Origen claims that Christ as high priest makes the true spiritual
sacrifices "apud nos, ubi aedificatur templum Dei ex lapidibus vivis, quae est
ecclesia Dei viventis, the individual stones again being mentioned. Although
the word "temple" is not used, the same image is highly developed in H Josh 9.1,
as we noted earlier.
More often than not, then, when Origen uses the temple-image collectively, he
develops it in terms of individual Christians. However, it would be unwise to
over-emphasise this, as he clearly sees a need for all Christians to be involved in
the church. He is not individualistic in the modern sense, but, like Clement, he
stresses the individual Christian's role, possibly more than is done in the NT.
Several times Origen uses the temple-image of the individual Christian also. There
are Hellenistic as well as biblical influences here, however, as we have noted
55. Bardy, 1947, 154-155, n.2.
56. Klostermann and Benz, GCS 10, 1935, 557.
57. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 500.
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before. In C Rom 1.18 he states that when the soul adheres to the Spirit then the
body becomes a temple. In H Lev 6.5 he ends his exposition, "scito te, etiamsi
apud homines lateas et ignoreris, apud Deum tamen agere pontificatum intra animae
tuae templum", developing the image as the NT does not.58 Describing divine joy
over those who are converted in H Nam 23.2, he writes, "agit festa pariter et
Spiritus sanctus, ubi plura sibi videt in iis qui convertuntur ad Deum, templa
praeparata."59 Likening cities conquered by the Israelites to individual souls in H
Josh 13.1, Origen says that Jesus wants to drive out bad rulers from them and to
make them "habitaculum Dei et sancti Spiritus templum ...."60 Although he uses
the singular "habitaculum" and "templum" after the plural "animas" here suggesting
that they are to become one temple, he has likened each soul to a city just before
this and stated that Christ fulfils what Joshua did "per singulas quasque animas
credentium" so that the emphasis still falls on the individual. Further, in CC 4.26,
while lauding Christians' piety, Origen takes up the argument from 1 Cor 6.15,
pointing out that Christians have learnt that to too XoytKob teat 9ecj) x&v
o\qx> dvaKeipevoo 'oLpa' 'vaog eoxi' too TtpooK-ovo-oixevoo \m' ccux&v Seoo,
61 Again, in CC 6.63, he says that the body of one who has a soul indwelt by
God is a temple of God, whilst in CC 7.22 he calls the just man's soul the temple
of God, and in 8.19, as we noted in section 5.6.1, he quotes 1 Pet 2.5 to
illustrate that Christians do not build lifeless temples but the temple of the body
looking to its future resurrection.
We have also noted a number of passages in which the church and, above all, the
individual Christian are likened to the tabernacle or to parts of it. One example of
this is in H Ex 9.3-4, the tabernacle being identified with the church in 9.3 and
with the individual Christian in 9.4. The Christian is also likened to the holy place
(H Lev 9.9 and 13.5) and the altar (H Lev 9.1 and 9.9).
There is plenty of evidence, then, that Origen liked cultic imagery to describe the
church and the individual, especially the perfect, Christian. This was clearly more
congenial to him than the practice of describing the ordained in priestly terms,
although, as we saw in section 4.6.3, he was willing to do this too. Nor was this
58. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 288-290.
59. Migne, PG 12, 1957, 747.
60. For this and the following quotation, see Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 304-306.
61. Borret, SC 136, 1968, 246.
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due only to the fact that many of his extant works consist of expositions of biblical
material relating to the cult, since he used it in the Contra Celsum as well. His
liking for it clearly owed a great deal to the way in which he could interpret it to
fit his picture of the ideal Christian.
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5.7 Cyprian and the Western Church in the mid-third century
In section 4.7 we noted that Cyprian marks a watershed in the use of priestly
language. One evidence for this is that he is the first to use 'sacerdos' as the
regular way of describing the bishop; another is the way that he links this with the
sacrifice of the eucharist in particular. In this section we will investigate whether
there is anything novel about his approach to the general priesthood and his other
uses of cultic imagery. Before we do so, evidence will be examined from two other
significant Western authors of the third century, Minucius Felix and Novatian.
5.7.1 Minucius Felix' use of cultic imagery
Noted in section 4.7 was the possible allusion to the use of priestly language by
Christians for their leader in Octavius* 9.4. This was placed in the mouth of a
pagan, Caecilius, as being found in reports from pagans. Similarly placed in
Caecilius' mouth is the expression, "antistes veritatis" concerning a Christian in Oct
6.1.2 However, not only is there the question, which we have met before, of
whether 'antistes' means 'priest', but it is placed in a pagan's mouth, and "priest of
truth",^ if an accurate translation, would involve a metaphorical use of the term
'priest', and possibly a use of irony.4 It is therefore unreliable as a witness to
Minucius Felix' awareness of the general priesthood.
Minucius Felix may well be reporting a widely held, pagan view in Oct 10.2 when
he puts in Caecilius' mouth a complaint about Christians' secrecy over their
worship, asking, "cur nullas aras habent, templa nulla, nulla nota simulacra, ...?"
He follows this up in 10.4 with the comment, "Iudaeorum sola et misera gentilitas
unum et ipsi deum, sed palam, sed templis, aris, uictimis caerimoniisque coluerunt,
...."5 This suggests that Christian communities in North Africa at some time
1. Abbreviated to Oct below.
2. For the text see Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 9.
3. Clarke, ACW 39, 1974, 59, translates "you hierophants of truth", because the
plural, "antistites", is given in the extant manuscript, as Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 9,
notes in his critical apparatus.
4. Clarke, ACW 39, 1974, 189, n.63, makes this last suggestion. The pagan
accusation in Oct 9.4 is answered in 28.10 but without any comment on 'antistes'.
5. Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 14.
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between 175 and 225, depending on when the Octavius is dated, had nothing that
pagans could identify as cultic worship involving temples, altars, images, sacrifices
and ceremonials. The lack of priests is not mentioned. It is difficult to know how
to interpret this silence: is it because church leaders were beginning to be known
as priests? or does the lack of Christian temples, altars and sacrifices imply a lack
of Christian priests? It is also possible that the omission does not imply anything
with regard to priesthood.6 Clearly it would be unwise to build anything on it.
The same is true of Octavius' refutation of Caecilius' accusation in Oct 32.1-3.
However, he clearly accepts its validity as far as Christians not having temples, etc.
goes, arguing, like Solomon and others,^ that a temple is inappropriate since the
universe cannot contain God: "nonne melius in nostra dedicandus est mente? in
nostro immo consecrandus est pectore?"^ He next argues that offering sacrifices is
throwing God's gifts back at him:
"ingratum est, cum sit litabilis hostia bonus animus et pura mens et sincera
conscientia. igitur qui innocentiam colit, Deo supplicat, qui iustitiam, Deo
libat, qui fraudibus abstinet, propitiat Deum, qui hominem periculo subripit,
opimam uictimam caedit. haec nostra sacrificia, haec Dei sacra sunt ...."
We have met these ideas before, and, as we argued concerning Caecilius'
accusation in Oct 10.2, they may well not imply anything with regard to
priestliness. As Clarke argues,
"observe that Octavius denies templa and arae, terms closely associated with
pagan ritual and worship - they do not exclude coetus, ecclesiae etc., and
altaria. The lines of the present argument ... do give the misleading
impression that the Christian community engaged in no liturgical action at
all."9
Clarke is mostly right, but he does not sufficiently draw out what Minucius is
implying here. His denial of "templa" and "arae" may not be due only to their
association with pagan ritual and worship. It could also be due to their lack of
6. See the comments from Clarke on Oct 32.1-3 below.
7. Clarke, ACW 39, 1974, 343, n.533, points to both biblical and extra-biblical,
especially Stoic, parallels.
8. For this and the following quotation, see Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 46.
9. Clarke, ACW 39, 342, n.531.
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such material objects, as was clearly the case for sacrifices and images. Indeed,
their use alongside these suggests that it did. If so, then it is likely that Minucius
was writing at a time when Christians did not erect special buildings dedicated to
their God, but used whatever buildings were available to them for worship, and did
not have special tables regarded as altars, on which their sacrifices were offered.
Definitely implied, in any case, is that worship inspired by the Spirit and affecting
the whole of the Christian's life and conduct is of paramount importance.
The Octavius, then, continues the anti-cultic lines of argument we have noted
earlier in the writings of the second-century Apologists, including that of 'spiritual
sacrifices', though without using that expression. Although this is clearly compatible
with the general priesthood, and, in view of the general prevalence of belief in this
in Tertullian's work in particular, Minucius may well have been aware of it, there
is nothing in the Octavius to show this for certain. 10
5.7.2 Novatian's use of cultic imagery
Novatian rarely uses cultic imagery in his extant work. He never refers to the
general priesthood but he does allude to himself and other confessors in Rome as
"hostiae destinati [qui] petant auxilium de sacerdote" in a passage noted earlier as
attesting the bishop's priesthood. H It is interesting to note that Novatian depicts
the bishop as the priest in a context in which second-century authors might have
depicted the confessors themselves as priests.
Other than this, Novatian has only two references to Christians as temples, in De
Trinitate 29.16 and De Bono PucLicitiae 2.1. These do not deviate from earlier
Christian writing, Christ being said to have made us the temple and dwelling place
of God in the former, and Christians being reminded that they know they are
"templum ... Domini, membra Christi, habitationem Spiritus Sancti, ..."12 in the
latter. Only the consciously trinitarian cast of this is unusual.
10. Minucius Felix is omitted from some treatments of the general priesthood in
the early period, viz., from Eastwood, 1963; Ryan, 1962; and Garrett, 1979. In
Dabin, 1950, 69 and Lecuyer, 1951, 23, some of the passages dealt with here are
mentioned, viz., Dabin, 1950, 69; and Lecuyer, 1951, 23.
11. Ep 31.5.2 in the Cyprianic corpus: Diercks, CCSL 4, 1972, 231.
12. Diercks, CCSL 4, 71 and 114.
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5.7.3 Cvprian and the general priesthood
Scholars are unanimous that Cyprian did not call the laity priests.^ However, there
is one passage none of them have considered. In Hab Virg 2, while extolling
discipline, Cyprian reminds Christians that
"templa Dei sint membra nostra ab omni faece contagionis antiquae lauacri
uitalis sanctificatione purgata nec uiolari ea aut pollui fas sit, quando qui
uiolat et ipse uioletur. eorum nos templorum cultores et antistites sumus:
seruiamus illi, cuius esse iam coepimus."^
That his mind is full of Paul's teaching in 1 Cor 6 here is shown by the way in
which he continues by quoting 1 Cor 6.19 and developing further the idea of the
Christian as a temple.
The wider context of a treatise addressed to the general Christian public, and the
immediate context of the reference to purging through baptism leave no doubt that
Cyprian is describing Christians in general as "eorum ... templorum cultores et
antistites". 15 Although we have already noted that "antistes" does not necessarily
mean 'priest',^ there are two facts which make it more likely than not that it
does here. A vital one is the context, in which the cultic idea of the parts of the
Christian's body as temples predominates, the concept of Christians as "cultores et
antistites" being part of this picture. The second is the fact that Cyprian often uses
'antistes' as a synonym for 'sacerdos'.^ Pontius does the same.^
13. Goetz, 1896, 89; Eastwood, 1963, 87; Walker G., 1968, 36; Bevenot, 1979,
416; Faivre, 1984, 144; and Garrett, 1988, 24.
14. Hartel, CSEL 3.1, 1868, 188.
15. Against Goetz, 1896, 86, who views this passage as referring to the people's
leaders as priests.
16. Cf. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 325, n.24: "antistes ... is an already acceptable
Christian word, being the etymological equivalent of Justin's Ttpoeoxcx; .... Like the
word minister, antistes can also be used in a more general sense (= 'patron,'
'protector,' etc.)"
17. So, again, Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 325, n.24. For examples of this use, see
Epp 59.18.3, 61.2.3, 66.5.1-2. Clarke, ACW 46, 1986, 86, 93 and 119, translates
'antistes' in these passages "priestly minister", "a priest", "priest" and "the priest".
18. Vita 1, 6, 12 and 13.
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How significant is this reference, however? It suggests that Cyprian was aware of
the practice of calling ordinary Christians 'priests' and was not totally averse to
doing so himself. This conclusion is reinforced by what we have already seen in
section 4.7.6 of Cyprian's willingness to call 'sacrifice' prayer, praise, justice, a
humbled heart, martyrdom, peace, concord and unity between Christians, giving to
the poor, offering oneself and bringing materials for the eucharist, the maintenance
of the clergy or the poor. 19 whilst the eucharist, above all, is the Christian
sacrifice, his willingness to call these other matters 'sacrifice' illustrates his links
with earlier Christian thought and practice. So does what we have just seen and
what we shall see below concerning his use of temple-imagery. We may rightly
conclude, then, with Benson, that the "universal Lay-priesthood is not dwelt upon in
Cyprian, but there is no sufficient reason to question his belief in it. "20
Bevenot, however, points out that Cyprian does not quote any of the scriptural
texts referring to the general priesthood except Rev 5.10, and that only incidentally
as part of Rev 5.6-10 concerning the glorification of the Lamb.21 He also argues,
"that Cyprian's avoidance of the title 'sacerdotes' for all the baptized was quite
deliberate is shown by the way in which he uses I Pet. ii. ... Not that
Cyprian was unacquainted with this chapter: he seems to be echoing its first
verse in Zel. et Liv. 17, and quotes the verses following (11-12) three times
(Quir. iii. 11; ep. 13. 3. 2; cf. Mort. 26.1). We can only conclude that he
must have had some good reason for skipping the verses about the 'priesthood
of the people'."22
This reason was Tertullian and the ways in which Cyprian agreed and disagreed
with him. Most relevant of the latter is Cyprian's rejection of Tertullian's use, in
Cast 7.3 and Fug 14.1, of Christ's promise to be with two or three gathered in
his name (Mt 18.20) to assure such a group of the guidance of the Spirit and to
dispense them from the authority of the bishops. Cyprian refutes this interpretation
in the De Unitate, explicitly in chapter 12. "Christ's words were addressed to his
19. Garrett, 1988, 24, notes that "Cyprian ... clearly retains two essential aspects
of the pre-Cyprianic doctrine of the priesthood of all Christians, namely, prayer
and Christian deeds of mercy as sacrifices to God." See also Dabin, 1950, 72;
Lecuyer, 1951, 35; and Ryan, 1962, 45, 48-49.
20. Benson, 1897, 38-39. See too a similar comment by Bernard noted in Garrett,
1988, 24, n.40.
21. In Test 2.15.
22. Bevenot, 1979, 423-424.
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followers within the Church, not those who were in revolt against it.""
For Bevenot, then, Cyprian's avoidance of 1 Pet 2.5 and 9, and, presumably, of
any reference to the common priesthood was deliberate, based on his view of the
church as centred on the bishop, and his consequent rejection of Tertullian's view
of the common priesthood and its independence of bishops.
There is a degree of plausibility about this argument. For example, in Uti 12
Cyprian clearly is attacking the kind of view which Bevenot depicts as the result of
Tertullian's arguments in Cast 7.3 and Fug 14.1; and if you grant that Cyprian was
reacting against that view, then it follows logically and psychologically that he could
well have reacted against Tertullian's use of the concept of the general priesthood.
However, there are some assumptions in this argument which are less than
convincing. One is that Tertullian was teaching the independence of the laity from
the bishops in the passages mentioned. As we noted when dealing with those
passages, Tertullian envisages the possibility of the laity acting as priests in the
same way as the ordained only when the ordained are not available. He never
seeks to justify schism or the rejection of episcopal authority on this basis.
Bevenot's interpretation of what Tertullian was saying goes beyond what Tertullian
actually says or clearly implies. Although it is still possible that Cyprian understood
Tertullian as Bevenot suggests, this is unlikely if Tertullian did not clearly mean
that. On the whole, therefore, Bevenot's case remains unproven.
More likely as an explanation of the undoubted facts that the "universal
Lay-priesthood is not dwelt upon in Cyprian",24 and that he does not use 'sacerdos'
of the ordinary Christian, is the equally undoubted fact that this was his preferred
designation for the bishop. Allied to this is his exalted conception of the bishop's
priesthood which we noted in sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.4. Although the evidence falls
short of definite proof, the likeliest explanation of the relative eclipse of the
general priesthood for Cyprian is his desire to reserve 'sacerdos', with all that that
now connoted in the way of sacral authority, etc. for the bishop and his delegates.
Eastwood goes too far when he writes of "the eclipse of the idea of the universal
priesthood ... [which] vanished at the first Council of Carthage and was not revived
23. Bevenot, 1979, 426.
24. Benson, 1897, 38-39.
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by the Church until the appearance of Martin Luther ...."25 The idea is not totally
eclipsed, even in Cyprian's work, and the studies of Ryan and especially of
Garrett,2b show that it continued in both East and West after Cyprian. Ryan's
comments on the superiority of Western teaching on this subject,27 however, seem
very partisan in the light of Cyprian's lack of emphasis on it. Garrett's conclusion
is the most balanced and brings out the watershed which Cyprian's writings marked
for the general priesthood:
"prior to Cyprian the concept had a place in patristic thought despite and
alongside the emergence of the concept of the clerical priesthood. After
Cyprian's delineation of a doctrine of the clerical priesthood, the latter
attained to dominance in patristic usage even though the general priesthood
continued to appear in patristic literature."28
5.7.4 Cyprian's use of temple-imagerv
Cyprian uses the temple to describe the individual Christian moderately often,29 jn
line with what we have noted of earlier Christian usage, but, as far as I have
been able to ascertain, never to describe the church as a whole. 30 This is
somewhat strange since he and others imply that the church is endued with the
Spirit in Epp 70.3.1 and 74.4.2, he calls the church "domus Dei" in Uti 8,31 ancj
he uses the collective image of the body for the church, albeit in a more
institutional way than Paul, in a number of passages.32 Was it because 'templum'
connoted a building for pagan worship and so was inappropriate for a church now
using buildings for worship? or because 'ecclesia' now possessed connotations which
made 'templum' inappropriate?
25. Eastwood, 1963, 87.
26. Ryan, 1962; Garrett, 1988.
27. Ryan, 1962, 33.
28. Garrett, 1988, 22.
29. In Epp 6.1.2, 13.5.1, 55.26.1; 55.27.2; 58.4.1; 62.2.1; 69.11.3; 73.12.2; 74.5.2;
76.2.3; Lap 10 and 35; Don 15; Zel 14; Dom 11; Pat 14; and Hab Virg 2.
30. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 193, n.9, on the first use of 'templum' in Cyprian's
letters, notes that "Cyprian insists frequently on the baptized Christian being a
templum Dei" but mentions nothing about the phrase being used of the church.
31. Bevenot, CCSL 3, 1972, 255.
32. Epp 36.4.1, 44.3.1, 45.1.1, 46.1.2, 62.1.2, Un 4, 5 and 12.
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Finally, Cyprian's use of 'altare' is in line with his main use of 'sacrificium',
connoting public Christian worship as the business of the ordained as 'sacerdotes',
as, for example, in Ep 1.1.1.33 Some of the passages in which it is used,
especially Epp 45.2.2 and 59.18.1, suggest "some temporarily placed structure -
Christian altars at this stage often being tables and made of wood ...."34 This
development may well have been linked with the increasing tendency to view the
eucharist as the Christian sacrifice 'par excellence'. Cyprian never uses 'altare' of
the individual Christian or his mind, as some earlier writers had.
He thus uses cultic imagery in many ways similarly to earlier Christians, but his
overall emphasis has clearly shifted from application to the individual Christian and
the church as a whole to application to the clergy in particular and their leadership
of worship, especially their celebration of the eucharist.
33. See too Epp 1.2.2, 3.3.2, 43.5.2, 45.2.2, 59.18.1, 61.2.3, 67.1.2, 69.1.4 and
73.2.3.
34. Clarke, ,4CW 44, 1984, 239-240, n.18.
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5.8 Other third-centurv material
The most significant bodies of material relevant to this study other than those
already dealt with are found in the Didascalia and the writings of Methodius of
Olympus. These will therefore be studied in turn before the remaining relevant
material from the third century is brought together.
5.8.1 The Didascalia Apostolorum
Already noted in section 4.8.2 was the one passage in this document in which the
general priesthood is mentioned. This is in chapter 9 of the Syriac and 25 of the
Latin versions. ^ The laymen are called the "<ca>tholica sacrosancta ecclesia,
regale sacerdotium, multitudo sancta, plebs adoptata, ecclesia magna, sponsa
exornata domino Deo." Thus far the emphasis lies on the church's election and
holiness, but the way the document continues suggests that the mention of
priesthood is also to the fore:
"quae primum dicta sunt, tu nunc audi: delibationes <et> decumae <et>
primitiua sunt principi sacerdotum Christo et ministri<s> eius, decumae
salutaris .... Quae tunc erant sacrificia, modo sunt orationes et praecationes et
gratiarum actiones: quae tunc fuerunt primitiuae et decumae et delibationes et
dona, nunc sunt prosforae quae per episcopos offeruntur domino Deo "2
The author is thus following an interpretation of the general priesthood in terms of
sacrifices which we have found before. Significantly, however, it is considerably
devalued by its juxtaposition with the priesthood of the bishop, in particular. The
likening of him to the high priest as the one through whom these gifts are offered
in the following sentence, and the likening of the presbyters, deacons, orphans and
widows to the priests and Levites as those who benefit from these gifts, leaves the
ordinary Christian in the position of the ordinary Israelite as the one who supplies
the gifts. This is clear soon afterwards in the words, "sicuti ... non licebat eum
qui non erat leuita offerre aliquid aut accedere ad altarem sine sacerdote, ita et
uos sine episcopo nolite aliquid facere."^ The ordinary Christian is no longer
1. As in section 4.8, from now on references will be given to the chapters of the
Syriac with the chapters of the Latin, where available, in parentheses.
2. Connolly, 1929, 84-87. I have followed the policy of giving the Latin where
available and Connolly's ET of the Syriac where not.
3. Connolly, 1929, 89.
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depicted as a priest. Although alluded to,^ the general priesthood has lost most of
its value in comparison with the priesthood of the bishop.
Further, the likening of widows and orphans to priests and Levites in this passage
is not a reference to the general priesthood. For one thing, they are so likened
over against the rest of the laity who are to supply the gifts for their support,
and, for another, as noted in section 4.8.3, they are only likened to priests and
Levites in that they benefit from the laity's gifts. The author likens the OT
anointing of priests and kings to the anointing of those who receive baptism in
chapter 16, but his main point is how and by whom the baptism and anointing are
to be performed. No reference to the general priesthood is implied. ^
Such an implication could be deduced from a passage in chapter 7, but it is
doubtful whether it was so meant. The bishop is being instructed in his duties
which include the burden of the people's sinful tendencies. In this context, he is
reminded that "it is written: The Lord said unto Moses: Thou and Aaron shall
take upon you the sins of the priesthood." The author continues, "for as thou art
to render an account for many, so be careful of all; "" Logically, the
"priesthood" in the quotation from Num 18.1 are all the Christians under the
bishop's charge. However, nothing is made of this priesthood and the quotation
could well have been chosen purely on the basis of the allusion to leaders bearing
others' sins without any desire to identify the rest of the church as priests. This
seems much the more likely.
Both in section 4.8.2 and above we have noted that some sacrifices are referred to
in the Didascalia which all Christians can offer, and that these are closely
connected to the quotation including a reference to the general priesthood in
chapter 9 (25). As with this reference to the general priesthood, however, the force
of these offerings as implying that priesthood is much diminished by the author's
view that they have to be offered through the bishop as high priest. Certainly with
regard to the material offerings, though possibly not with regard to the prayers and
thanksgivings, the ordinary Christian is like the ordinary, non-priestly Israelite, and
4. Dabin, 1950, 524; Lanne, 1964, 112; Vilela, 1971, 198; and Faivre, 1984, 114,
find a reference to the common priesthood here but without noting its devaluation.
5. Against Ryan, 1962, 40 and n.3, if this is the passage he is referring to, as
seems likely.
6. Connolly, 1929, 56.
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it is the bishop who, like the priest or high priest, makes the sacrifice.7
The same is true of the ways in which 'altar' and 'temple' or 'tabernacle' are used.
'Altar' is never used of the individual Christian or of Christians in general, but
always of widows and orphans, in a way going back to Ignatius at least. In 9
(25-26), the orphans and widows'likened to priests and Levites and to the altar as
those who benefit from the people's gifts,^ but this is immediately followed by a
passage already quoted: "sicuti ... non licebat eum qui non erat Leuita offerre
aliquid aut accedere ad altarem sine sacerdote, ita et uos sine episcopo no lite
aliquid facere."^ The image of the altar is used as something at which the bishop,
not the ordinary Christian, acts as priest. Although this is not stated in the other
references to the widow as altar in 15 ("but let a widow know that she is the altar
of God" and "for you are the holy altar of God"), and in 18 (38) ("episcopi ergo
et diacones, obseruate altario Christi, id est uiduis et orfanis"),^ the same is likely
to be true of them.
One passage in chapter 9 has an implied reference to the church as 'sanctuary'
and/or 'temple'. It comes after an instruction that the laity are to make known
anything they want to do to the bishop through the deacons,
"for neither formerly in the temple of the sanctuary was anything offered or
done without the priest. And moreover, even the idol-temples of the impure
and abhorred and reprobate heathen to this day imitate the sanctuary. Far
indeed in comparison be the house of abomination from the sanctuary:
nevertheless, even in their absurd rites they neither offer nor do anything
without their unclean priest ...."H
The parallel is clear, but its main point is that nothing should be done in the
church as temple without the bishop as priest.
Similarly, in chapter 8 the church is likened to the OT tabernacle, but again with
7. This point is made, as noted above, in 9 (25), but also in 9 (28): Connolly,
1929, 98-100.
8. So Faivre, 1984, 122.
9. Connolly, 1929, 89.
10. Connolly, 1929, 133, 143 and 156-157.
11. Connolly, 1929, 90-92.
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reference to the priesthood of the bishop: "you also then to-day, O bishops, are
priests to your people, and the Levites who minister to the tabernacle of God, the
holy Catholic Church "12
Thus nearly all the cultic references used in the Didascalia are employed
concerning the bishop as priest. The allusion to 1 Pet 2.9 and the references to
the sacrifices which the laity can offer testify to the author's links with traditional
early Christian teaching, but, as with Cyprian, his emphasis is vastly more on the
priesthood of the bishop than on the general priesthood, which is almost emptied of
meaning.
5.8.2 Methodius
Musurillo sums up what can be known of Methodius as follows:
"le plus que Ton puisse dire, c'est que l'auteur du Banquet etait certaindment
un maitre Chretien, qu'il fut peut-etre aussi un eveque et un martyre, qui
exerqa son activite dans certaines localites de Lycie ... durant la deuxieme
moitie du troisieme siecle."13
His only work to be entirely preserved is his ZvpTtootov q Ilepi Ayvet'aq,
written around 260-290 according to Musurillo. 14 it contains no reference to the
general priesthood but does use cultic language. In 1.1.13, the soul which has been
purified through Christ's words is likened to the OT sacrifice sprinkled with salt in
the context of instructions on virginity. Apart from the last, this reminds us of
Origen's emphasis on the soul as sacrifice and on studying the word of God which
is not surprising in view of Methodius' other affinities with Platonism and
"l'alexandrinisme philonien."^ In 5.1.109, virginity is depicted as to ... peyioTOv
Kat eTttcpaveaxocTov dvdOqqa Kai Scbpov. This picture is developed in
5.2.110-111, the one who offers himself completely being called evxeXric ... Kai
dvetuXriTCTOc, reminding us of the perfect Christian who is the true priest in
12. Connolly, 1929, 80.
13. Musurillo in Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 11. Geerard, 1983, vol. 1,
248, dates his death to 312.
14. In Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 13. This work will be abbreviated to
Sym below.
15. On this see Musurillo in Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 14-16.
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Origen; and in 5.3.115 perfect self-offering is spoken of again.^ In 5.6.126, the
same theme is apparent when to ccGpotopa tqv ayvcov is called Bootaoxfiptov
avatpaKTOV and immaculate virginity is said to stand in the holy of holies as the
altar of incense.^
This last image is used again in 5.8.130-131 in the context of a fuller exposition of
the tabernacle. In 5.8.129-130 the tabernacle is called the cropPoXov ... ttk
eKKXriofaQ, fi 8e EKxXriota x&v oupav&v in a hermeneutical scheme similar to
Origen's. Then the bronze altar is likened to the widows as that to which the
sacrifices are brought, before the golden altar of incense is likened to those living
in virginity, the incense being their prayers.^ The heavenly application of the
temple-image is taken up in 6.2.135-136 and 6.4.141-142, again describing the
destiny of those preserving virginity. In 8.5.183-184 the church is likened to both
the temple and the tabernacle but as an eschatological entity into which the
church's children will come after the resurrection. Another application of the
tabernacle-image is to the resurrection-body in 9.2.241-243 and 9.5.254, although
the use of the image in the former implies that the body is already a tabernacle in
this life. This usage is found in the extant portions of the Discourse on the
Resurrection 1.5, 1.12 and 1.14. In the Epilogue to the Symposium the perfectly
chaste are again likened to temples in which the Holy Spirit dwells.
The similarities of the above to Clement's and especially Origen's usage of cultic
imagery are obvious. Although they do not exalt virginity as does Methodius, and
allow more reference to ordinary believers when using this imagery, they too tend
to constrict their use of that imagery to the gnostic or the perfect Christian. Like
them, Methodius does not abandon the ordinary Christian completely. He is
depicted as regenerated through baptism, receiving the Holy Spirit and becoming a
member of Christ in Sym 3.8.72 and 8.6.186-191 and as not finally condemned in
7.3.155-158. In 3.8.73, however, the author reveals his very strong bias towards the
perfect by writing,
eoxt yap oxe KoXXaytog oruxo to aGpotopa Kai to oxttpog aye\r|86v x&v
TteTctaxeuKOTCov eKKXpotav ootcoq ovopaCouatv ai ypacpaf, xtov
xeXetoxepav mxa TtpoKOTtriv etc; ev Ttpoaontov mi a&pa to xfis
16. For text see Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 142-148.
17. For text see Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 158.
18. For text see Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 160-162.
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eKtcX/notag dvayopevav.l^
He goes on to describe ot ... Kpetxxovec; again as becoming the church and
identifies the xeXetoxepov as those who form and give birth to the axeXetg until
they become the church and themselves give birth to and train up other children.
As with Clement and Origen there is an organic unity between the imperfect and
the perfect Christian, the perfect being meant to help the imperfect become
perfect, but Methodius implies that only the perfect form the church and so the
temple or tabernacle in heaven. On the other hand, he is unable to present a
consistent picture and, in Sym 7.3.155-158, points out strongly that it is not only
virgins who will reach heaven, but that they will have the best places there. Even
so, we may well imagine that if Methodius ever, in some lost work, used priestly
language of Christians, it was of perfect Christians living in virginity.
5.8.3 Other relevant material
There is one other quotation of 1 Pet 2.9 in what is probably third-century
material, in the Epistola 1 ad virgines, pseudonymously ascribed to Clement of
Rome.20 in chapter 9 of this document what is involved in being indwelt by the
Holy Spirit is dealt with. The description bears many similarities to Methodius'
description of the perfect, including the expectation of virginity and the use of the
temple-image. Near the end, such people are addressed in highly laudatory terms
which include "genus electum, regale sacerdotium, gentem sanctam, populum
acquisitionis, ...."21 We cannot tell whether the author would have included all
Christians in such a description, but it does help to show that a number of
third-century authors were viewing what they defined as perfect Christians as those
who really made up the general priesthood and were the true temples of God.
Similar teaching is given in the apocryphal Acts of Thomas, in section 12 of which
a character is urged to recognise that, if he refrains from sexual intercourse even
with his wife, he becomes a holy temple. More teaching on the need to refrain
from sexual intercourse in the context of becoming a temple through baptism and
19. Musurillo and Debidour, SC 95, 1963, 108-110.
20. Geerard, 1983, vol 1, 7, writes of the two such epistles, "non ante s. Ill
conscriptae sunt."
21. Migne, PG 1, 1857, 398-399.
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holiness is given in sections 86-88, 94 and 156.22
The problems concerning the source-criticism of the Pseudo-Clementine literature are
legion.23 Accepting the view of Strecker and others that the "Grundschrift" comes
from the third century, and accepting Strecker's delineation of that,24 the only
thing in it relevant to this thesis is a considerable amount of anti-sacrificial
polemic25 but without any positive teaching regarding Christian sacrifice.
5.8.4 Summary and conclusion
It is significant that in almost all the documents dealt with in this section cultic
imagery in general and the common priesthood in particular are constricted. In the
Didascalia this is by the priesthood of the bishop, as in Cyprian's writings, and in
Minucius' Octavius, the Epistola I ad virgines and the Acts of Thomas, it is by
the priesthood of the perfect, as in the works of Clement of Alexandria and
Origen. It is time now to look back over all that we have discovered in this
examination of Christian teaching of the general priesthood and the use of cultic
imagery in the first three centuries.
22. Schneemelcher, 1989, vol 2, 308, 337, 339 and 362-363.
23. For a recent history of research see Jones, 1982.
24. Strecker, 1981, 267, for the date of the "Grundschrift" and 92-96 for its
delineation. For others' views see Jones, 1982, 8-16.
25. On this see Strecker, 1981, 179-183.
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5.9 Summary and conclusion
This chapter set out to examine if belief in the general priesthood was maintained
over the first three centuries of the church, and, if so, how strongly and with
which meanings and connotations. Special attention was to be paid to any
correlation between the increasing emphasis on the priesthood of the ordained later
in the period and a lack of emphasis on the priesthood of Christians in general.
The time has now come to draw our findings together and to answer these
questions.
5.9.1 Maintenance of belief in the general priesthood
Although there is no mention of this priesthood in the works of the Apostolic
Fathers, we noted that there is no reason to assume that they were unaware of it.
Its presence in the works of Justin and Irenaeus, and the presence of ideas linked
to it in the NT in the works of the Apostolic Fathers themselves make it more
likely than not that they were acquainted with it. This assertion is best supported
by the clear evidence that the majority were acquainted with the concept of
individual Christians and the church as a whole offering sacrifices of praise, prayer,
humility and themselves. It is also supported by Ignatius' use of the theme of
Christians as living stones being built into a temple, which demonstrates his
awareness of 1 Pet 2.5.
Justin, Irenaeus and Melito explicitly allude to the general priesthood. There are
also possible allusions to it in the Odes of Solomon, the Gnostic Gospel of Philip
and the Teaching of Silvanus. Although not a concept as frequently mentioned as
spiritual sacrifices or even Christians individually and corporately as temples, these
allusions render it certain that many Christians were aware that it was appropriate,
as in the NT, to use of the church and individual Christians cultic concepts which
in the OT had related mainly or solely to the priestly tribe.
Bevenot denies this. While it is unlikely, as he points out, that, "for all their
'spiritual sacrifices', the Christians called each other 'priests"', they were probably
aware that it was appropriate to think of themselves in that way. Even less certain
is his argument that although,
"in technical language, 'priesthood' is a correlative of 'sacrifice', ... we
ourselves have, in common parlance, lost hold of that connection. A man may
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be prepared to sacrifice a fortune rather than betray a trust: we do not call
him a priest on that account. ... So, it is likely that, even in the first two
centuries when the good Christian was very conscious of the 'sacrifices' which
in a pagan environment the gospel demanded of him, he did not think of
himself as 'a priest' even at the eucharist."^
j
To an extent, this argument depends on an analogy between a present situation in
Western culture, in which the idea of sacrifice has been largely secularised and
transferred to mean whatever costs us something, and an ancient culture in which
sacrifice normally connoted priesthood and was part of everyday experience. It is
more likely that, in this ancient culture, sacrifice did normally connote priesthood.
On the other hand, it is true, as we have noted, that the idea of immaterial
sacrifices was widespread by the second century A.D., and that they may not
always have connoted priesthood in the way that the offering of material sacrifices
did. Bevenot, however, states that "in the first two centuries the title of 'priest'
was avoided among Christians save for Christ himself", and implies that Tertullian
was the first to use it of Christians. ^ This is not true to the evidence we have
examined which demonstrates that at least one prominent and representative church
leader, Irenaeus, and one eminent teacher, Justin, were aware that all Christians
could be described as priests, and saw no need to justify this, whilst Justin shows
that he could link this idea with the offering of Christian sacrifice, arguing that o"0
Ssxetai 8e nap' ouSevoq 0\jaiac o 0eoc, ei ph 8ta x&v ispeov omoO.^
and so demonstrating that he saw a correlation between sacrifice and priesthood. If
you add to this the other evidence we have adduced, then it is certain that some
leaders and teachers, and so, some ordinary Christians, before Tertullian viewed
some or all Christians as priests. Although they did not call each other 'priests' or
frequently think of themselves as such, some did at times, at least when they were
reminded of it.
Undoubtedly the teaching of the general priesthood achieves greater significance in
the writings of Tertullian and Clement of Alexandria than in any documents before
them. As we shall note below, they not only give it greater prominence, but also
add meanings and connotations. This is especially true in the work of Origen who
1. Bevenot, 1979, 416. He does add, "later on, no doubt, pastors and others would
appeal to the scriptural phrases, when exhorting their people to live up to their
Christian responsibilities, but rarely, if ever, did they address them as 'priests'."
2. Bevenot, 1979, 416-417.
3. Dial 116.3: Goodspeed, 1914, 234.
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has the richest teaching of all in the first three centuries on it. Even the three
authors who most emphasise the priesthood of the bishop, Hippolytus, Cyprian and
the author of the Didascalia, demonstrate that they know of the general priesthood.
The silence of Minucius Felix, Novatian and Methodius regarding it is, therefore,
insignificant, in view of the paucity of their extant works. A further third-century
witness to awareness of 1 Pet 2.9 is found in the pseudonymous Epistola 1 ad
virgines.
In addition, there is Origen's rhetorical question, in H Lev 9.1, "aut ignoras tibi
quoque, id est omni Ecclesiae Dei et credentium populo, sacerdotium datum?"
which is immediately followed by the quotation of 1 Pet 2.9.^ Although his
frequent reminders of this verse and the fact to which it testifies, and his other
exhortations to his hearers and readers could suggest Origen felt they were ignorant
of it, he was probably using irony and/or sarcasm and implying that they were well
aware of it. He certainly implies that they should be and did his best to make
sure that they were. As we noted concerning the second-century evidence, therefore,
although we cannot tell how many Christians were aware of it, those at least who
heard or read the teaching we have noted must have been and this makes it likely
that many others were also, since it is probable that not only those whose works
are extant taught it.
5.9.2 Significance and derivation of the general priesthood
We cannot know for certain what, if anything, the idea of Christians in general
being priests meant to the Apostolic Fathers because they do not mention it.
Clearly, however, the idea of Christians being able to offer sacrifices, of prayer,
praise, their gifts and themselves, to God was familiar to most of them. A major
reason for this was the teaching of both Old and New Testaments as, for example,
Clement of Rome's quotations from the OT and echoes of Pauline teaching testify.
Another was intertestamental Jewish teaching, as Young argues concerning Ignatius'
understanding of martyrdom as sacrifice.5 Clement also views Christians' offerings as
being made through their high priest, Christ, in passages dependent on Hebrews.
Other cultic ideas deriving mainly from NT teaching were those of the church and
the Christian as temple. A new development, doubtless related to these, is the
4. Borret, SC 287, 1981, 72.
5. Young, 1979, 108-109.
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likening of the Christian widow and the church to an altar on which offerings are
made.
For Justin the teaching that all Christians are a "high-priestly race" is not very
important, since he mentions it only once. Even so, it has a certain significance
related to the fulfilment of OT types and prophecies of priesthood and sacrifice in
Christ and his work of salvation, and in Christians' offering of pure sacrifices in
the eucharist. That it is mentioned in the context of the correct interpretation of
the OT, albeit Zech 3, in the light of Christ demonstrates the importance of OT
ideas for the general priesthood which has already been noted in the NT. In the
latter, however, it was Ex 19.5-6 which was most important, whereas here it is a
Levitical high priest. Further, Christ's high priesthood and purification of Christians
to be high priests and offer pure sacrifices are mentioned in the immediate context
and imply that Christians' high priesthood derives from Christ's.
The teaching that all Christ's disciples are priests is similarly not a highly
significant one for Irenaeus. As with Justin, it is linked with the fulfilment of the
OT by Christ, only now, for the first time, with specifically Levitical ordinances.
These concern relying on God alone for sustenance and serving him continually.
Other connotations are being blameless and rejoicing eschatologically. Although
offering sacrifice is not mentioned in connection with this priesthood because
irrelevant to the contexts, serving the altar is. Service in the temple of the body is
related to working righteousness in DAP 96. As for Justin, Irenaeus' treatment
comes in an apologetic and polemical context, though against Gnosticism rather than
Judaism.
In Melito's PP 68, iEpaxcopa xoavov xal Xaov Tispiooorov ai&vtov is one of
a number of ways in which the salvation achieved and provided by Christ is
described.^ It is also the earliest clear allusion to 1 Pet 2.5 and/or 9. Odes of
Solomon 20, like Justin and Irenaeus, depicts an active priesthood in that the
author writes of serving as a priest. There is, however, no explicitly christological
allusion present, unlike the other texts noted so far, a link being made with the
offering of sacrifice, as in Justin, albeit the offering of God's thought, of
righteousness and purity rather than the eucharist, and with priestly service, as in
Irenaeus. Purity is the condition of being a priest and a Levite in the Teaching of
Silvanus, illustrating the frequent connotation of holiness when priestliness is
6. Perler, SC 123, 1966, 96-98.
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mentioned. It is the result of allowing Christ to dwell in the temple of the soul
and cast out the evil merchants, and it is maintained in performing his service.
Another passage depicts understanding as "a high priestly garment",^ while the
Gnostic Gospel of Philip is the first to connect priesthood with entering the holy
of holies which means knowing the secret of the truth, but this appears to be the
priesthood of only the spiritual or perfect.
The general priesthood is of more significance to Tertullian than to any writer
before him. He mentions it more frequently, gives it more connotations and not
only adduces it whilst dealing with other, more significant matters, as do Justin and
Irenaeus, but makes it an important part of his argument against remarriage in
Cast 7 and Mon 7. He does not allude to 1 Pet 2.5 or 9, but takes the Levitical
priesthood and the regulations for it as his model in Bapt 7, Marc 3.7.7,
4.23.10-11, Cast 7 and Mon 7, also using Rev 1.6 and/or 5.10 in Cast 7 and in
Mon 7 and 12. Like Justin, Irenaeus and Melito, Tertullian links the general
priesthood with the enjoyment of the benefits of salvation, connecting it clearly, as
none before him had, with the events surrounding baptism. So in Bapt 7 it
connotes forgiveness and reception of the Spirit, the latter being related to Christ's
anointing with the Spirit, and, in Mon 7, Christ the high priest clothing us with
himself. It is also connected with the enjoyment of salvation as the benefits of
Christ's self-sacrifice, in Marc 3.7.7, in which he further links priesthood with
belonging to the spiritual temple, the church. The same enjoyment of Christ and
his salvation is the main connotation of the Christian priesthood of which Christ is
described as the 'pontifex' in Marc 5.9.9. The main connotation is dedication to
God and his service in Marc 4.23.10-11 whilst Tertullian links general priesthood
and the sacrifice of prayer in Or 28, in which wholehearted devotion, faith, truth,
purity, love, good works, and praise are also involved. He is the first and only
person in the first three centuries to link the general priesthood with the
administration of baptism and the offering of the eucharist in case of necessity in
Cast 7, in which the priestly discipline of only one marriage is the main point, as
in Mon 7 and 12.
He thus shows that he is aware of the connection of the general priesthood with
spiritual sacrifices, as was Justin, of its link with a life of service and purity, as
was Irenaeus, and of its connection with holiness, as in the Teaching of Silvanus.
He uses the Levitical regulations for the general priesthood more frequently than
7. Section 89: ET Peel and Zandee in Robinson, 1977, 349.
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any before him, and is even stronger than earlier writers on the relationship
between the general priesthood and the enjoyment of salvation. He is the first to
link this priesthood with Rev 1.6 and/or 5.10, the prohibition on remarriage, and
administering baptism and the eucharist when necessary. His is therefore a highly
significant contribution to the understanding of the general priesthood. We cannot
pursue here the interesting question of why he never refers to 1 Pet 2.5 or 9.
In contrast, Hippolytus implies the general priesthood only once. As for Justin this
is in relation to the eucharist, of which sacrificial language is used in the same
sentence, and which is viewed as the whole church's priestly offering. Apart from
his use of the incense-analogy, his application of cultic imagery is to the church as
an institution, and to public worship as led by the clergy, rather than to the
individual or to the church as a community.
With Clement of Alexandria we find a strong belief in the priesthood of only
'gnostic' Christians, similar to the Gnostic Gospel of Philip, although he shows
awareness of the general priesthood. A clear example of this is found in Str
5.6.39.4-40.4, where he compares the gnostic as the chief priest to other Christians
as ordinary priests, but with a strong emphasis on the superiority of the gnostic to
the others. The connotations of being one of the ordinary priests are being
baptised, having faith and hoping for heaven, but these are determined as much by
what it means to be an ordinary Christian for Clement as by what it means to be
a priest. Nonetheless, Clement thus connects entry into the general priesthood with
baptism and faith as does Tertullian. The allusion to the general priesthood in the
passage in which 1 Pet 2.9-10 is quoted in Prot 4.59.2-3 is only incidental,
involving consecration to God and so holiness; the comment on 1 Pet 2.9 in the
Adumbrationes involves the Christian's mind making offerings in prayers and
teachings, in a way reminiscent of the idea of the temple of the mind in the
Teaching of Silvanus\ and the reference to 1 Pet 2.5 in the Kav&v is not a direct
reference to the general priesthood at all. Generally, Clement's idea of Christian
priesthood is determined much more by his view of the qualities and duties of the
gnostic Christian than by the statements about the general priesthood in the NT,
connoting spiritual perfection, self-denial and holiness, knowing and contemplating
God and the secret things of his word and teaching those things, and being
assimilated to the Logos. Although aware of the concept of the general priesthood
prevalent in the contemporary church, influences peculiar to Alexandria and related
circles caused him to emphasise the priesthood of the perfect far more.
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More or less the same is true of Origen, although he refers to both the perfect
and ordinary Christians as priests much more often than does Clement. The
priesthood of the perfect connotes much the same for him as does the priesthood
of the gnostic for Clement. He also brings out the continuity between the perfect
and the ordinary Christian more, repeatedly exhorting all to become perfect as
priests and holding that all could do so. His overwhelming concern in mentioning
the general priesthood so often is pastoral: he clearly expected the fact of it and
his use of it to play a part in awakening ordinary Christians to their responsibilities
and possibilities. It was also important exegetically in that it enabled him to make
the OT Levitical legislation relevant to all his hearers and readers. It thus had
considerable significance for him, probably more than for anyone else in the period
under consideration, with the possible exception of Tertullian. Further evidence of
its significance for him is provided by the relative frequency with which he quotes
1 Pet 2.5 or 9.
The general priesthood has many connotations for Origen. These include the
offering of spiritual sacrifices but less those involving the eucharist, as for Justin
and Hippolytus, than those of prayer, as for Tertullian, and of good works. Purity
and holiness of life are very important concomitants of priesthood for Origen, as
for Tertullian. Dedication to, and complete dependence on, God are also, as for
Irenaeus. Similarly to Clement, he at times depicts as priest the Christian's mind as
that by which he can comprehend and receive God and his word, and emphasises
the cultivation of virtues and the abnegation of vices as sacrifices offered up by the
Christian as priest far more than anyone before him. He links the general
priesthood with baptism and the anointing and self-consecration connected with it,
as did Tertullian. Often, however, his interpretation of priesthood and application
of 1 Pet 2.9 develop into expositions of perfection, connoting self-denial and
complete devotion, the cultivation of virtues, study of the word, and understanding
it spiritually not carnally, thus knowing the mysteries and secret wisdom of God,
and imparting them wisely to those with the capacity to receive them.
With Tertullian, then, Origen has the richest appreciation and understanding of the
general priesthood, even though he tends to constrict it to the perfect as Tertullian
does not. The two of them appreciated the possibilities of this teaching far more
than anyone else in the first three hundred years. This fact is almost certainly
connected with the church's growth in the final decades of the second century and
the first decades of the third. Characteristically, Tertullian's use of it is at times
for more outwardly disciplinary reasons than Origen, but they both use it with
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doctrinal and above all pastoral concerns, none excelling Origen in the latter. Their
appreciation and development of this teaching owes much to their own genius and
ability to relate it to some of their main concerns.
The general priesthood is not at all significant for Cyprian, with only one possible
mention of it in the whole of his corpus. In that, it connotes the need for holiness
after the cleansing and sanctification involved in baptism, emphases we have noted
in Tertullian especially, though also in Origen, and the need to obey and serve
God, emphases noted in several earlier writers. This suggests that Cyprian was
aware of the general priesthood through the teaching around him, but that he made
little of it himself.
The quotation of 1 Pet 2.9 in the Didascalia involves Christians' election and
holiness and the sacrifices of prayer, thanksgiving and material gifts, again emphases
we have noted earlier. As with Cyprian, this teaching seems likely to have been
received via church tradition but to have not meant much to the author. The only
other allusion to 1 Pet 2.9 probably from the third century, that in the Epistola 1
ad virgines, makes nothing of the general priesthood.
This survey makes it clear that the teaching that all Christians are priests was of
varying significance to, and was given varying connotations and meanings by, the
Christian writers of the first three centuries whose writings are extant. While most
were aware of it, it is only Tertullian and Origen for whom it attains some
considerable significance. We have noted the likely reasons for this. That the' link
between priesthood and sacrifice was normal and frequently made is shown by the
fact that the general priesthood connotes spiritual sacrifices for several authors,
particularly the sacrifices of the eucharist, and of prayer, praise and the self in
devotion and holy living, as in the Bible. A clearer link was made between baptism
and priesthood by Tertullian and Origen than is apparent in the NT, the baptismal
anointing being the central point of the analogy with the OT priesthood. Although
holiness is a freqent connotation of priesthood for these early writers, this is
developed much further by Clement of Alexandria and Origen under influences
common to them and to Gnosticism and because of the deterioration, as Origen
especially perceived it, in the quality of Christian living. Tertullian too develops the
teaching of the general priesthood in ways particularly conducive to his concerns,
particularly that of prohibiting second marriages. Whilst not very significant for
many of the writers considered, the evidence suggests that belief in the general
priesthood was fairly constant and general in the whole church of this period, and
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that it could be considerably significant for any motivated to make it so.
Several writers link the origins of this priesthood with baptism and the purifying
work of Christ involved in it. Tertullian and Justin imply a link between Christ's
and the general priesthood, the latter resulting from Christ's work in the former.
Origen and Clement of Rome view Christian sacrifices as being offered through
Christ as high priest.
5.9.3 Correlation with the growth in the special priesthood
There is no simple correlation between the growth in importance of the priesthood
of the ordained, the bishop in particular, and the decline in importance of the
general priesthood. The general priesthood does not achieve considerable significance
until Tertullian and Origen, both of whom accept the special priesthood of the
ordained, and belief in the general priesthood clearly did not die out with the
prominence of the priesthood of the ordained. Even so, it seems likely that such a
correlation took place.
None of the writers considered explicitly links the general and special priesthoods,
except Tertullian, who seems to see the latter as an ecclesiastical derivation from
the divinely ordained former, implying a deep continuity between them confirmed
by his application of some Levitical legislation to both and his allowance of the
major priestly functions for him to both. Further, I have argued in section 5.3 that
one of the reasons for Tertullian's more frequent allusions to the general priesthood
was the increasing prominence being given in his day to the priesthood of the
ordained, which is likely to have been a fairly recent development itself. This is
probably shown in his statements in Cast 7 regarding the common priesthood.
Although he does not object to the use of 'sacerdotes' for the ordained, he stresses
very strongly that the laity are priests also, as if this was a truth now in danger of
being forgotten by some, particularly concerning second marriages. He seems to
make a contrast between the "scriptum est: Regnum quoque nos et sacerdotes deo et
patri suo fecit" and the "differentiam inter ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesiae
auctoritas ...",° as if some needed reminding that God had ordained the general
priesthood, whereas the difference between those in the 'ordo' and the rest
depended only on the church's authority. He further has to argue that Christians
are called priests in Mori 7, whilst Mon 12 suggests that some Christians in
i
8. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1024-1025.
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Carthage were resentful of the clergy's power and so insisting on equality,
particularly concerning priesthood, on the basis of Scripture. Although his main
concern in all these passages is the prohibition of remarriage, they also show
Tertullian trying to hold a mediating position between those insisting on the power
and authority of the ordained as priests and those insisting on the equal priesthood
of all Christians. And the fact that he has to provide arguments to buttress his
maintenance of the general priesthood but not concerning the priesthood of the
ordained suggests that it was the latter which had the power and prominence and
the former which was in danger of being forgotten by some.
These suggestions are, if anything, reinforced by what we find in Cyprian's works
some forty to fifty years later. As we have noted, he emphasises the sacral
authority of the bishop as priest in the context of challenges to his authority.
These challenges were so acute that they were probably an important reason why
he reserved 'sacerdos' for bishops and never commented on any of the NT texts
which teach the general priesthood. 'Sacerdos' had such connotations of sacral
authority for him that it is unlikely that he could ever have seen it as appropriate
for the laity. It is possible that his unwillingness to refer to the general priesthood,
except on one isolated occasion, arose partly from the fact that there were still
those, as there had been in Tertullian's day, who were insisting on the equal
priesthood of all Christians in Carthage, although this is the only indication of this
possibility and so the evidence is weak. Tertullian's and Cyprian's evidence together,
however, suggests that the connotations of sacral authority and power attached by
such as Cyprian to the title of 'sacerdos' as used of the bishop in particular were
having an adverse influence on the teaching of the general priesthood, at least in
Cyprian's case and probably for others also.
Hippolytus implies continuity between the general and special priesthoods by his
depiction of the eucharist as the whole church's priestly offering. However, he also
implies a great difference between them, one which goes beyond Tertullian's
picture, by presenting ordination to the priesthood as involving God-given powers
vitally important to the church which were not open to Christians in general. Such
a picture of ordination is taken for granted in Cyprian's and the Didascalia's
depiction of the bishop's priestly powers. It is surely highly significant that, in
Hippolytus and Cyprian, the general priesthood is only implied once, Cyprian is
unwilling to use 'sacerdos' of ordinary Christians, and the Didascalia completely
devalues that priesthood in favour of the special priesthood. Clearly what separates
these two priesthoods is far more significant than what they have in common, a
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picture so different from Tertullian's.
In Alexandria the evolution was different, though with a similar result as far as the
general priesthood was concerned. Various influences combined to produce a view
of the true priest as the perfect Christian. Although both Clement and Origen were
aware of the teaching that all Christians were priests, and Origen in particular used
it as a means of persuading Christians to live up to what priesthood required, their
constriction of true priesthood to the gnostic or perfect Christian tended in the
same direction as did Cyprian's constriction of priesthood to the ordained. Either
way, the general priesthood as understood of all Christians equally and without
distinction in the NT was being narrowed and restricted to certain Christians in
particular.
In their different ways, Tertullian and Origen sought to maintain a balance between
the different types of priesthood with which they dealt. Tertullian sought to
emphasise the continuity between the priesthood of the ordained and the common
priesthood by pointing out that those who made up the former had to be chosen
from those who made up the latter so that prohibitions relating to the former
related also to the latter. Origen sought to emphasise the continuity between the
priesthood of the perfect and the general priesthood by depicting their relationship
as an organic one such that any in the latter could become a participant in the
former, those in the former all having to pass through the latter, whilst he
emphasised the continuity between the priesthood of the ordained and that of the
perfect by similarly stressing that any in the former could become a participant in
the latter. Where this continuity was not maintained, as in Cyprian's works and the
Didascalia, then one priesthood won out at the expense of the other, a danger that
is clear in the works of Clement and Origen as well.
There are, therefore, two lines of evidence that the introduction of other kinds of
priesthoods than those of Christ and all the faithful tended to undermine the
significance and value attributed to the general priesthood. The main aim in the
next chapter will be to examine whether this tendency was related to other
developments in the first three centuries of the church.
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6. DEVELOPMENTS BEARING ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
GENERAL AND SPECIAL PRIESTHOODS
This chapter will trace developments in the first three centuries of the church
which bear on this relationship. The special priesthood means that of the ordained
because that was to prove of continuing significance in the life of the church to
the present day, whereas the priesthood of the perfect did not so prove. This last
priesthood will only be referred to where developments related to it provide
parallels with those concerning the priesthood of the ordained and its influences on
the general priesthood.
Since the general priesthood covered all Christians, whereas the special priesthood
included only the designated leaders of the church, the most important developments
concerned the relationship between leaders and other Christians. Because the general
priesthood embraced leaders not as leaders but as Christians, it covered all
Christians, ordained and unordained. This must be remembered as this study follows
Tertullian and Origen, in particular, in relating it mainly to the unordained.
In our look at the NT we noted the Pauline picture of God distributing many
yocpt oportoc to individual Christians, at least one to each, all of which were to be
used to build up the church, a picture which in some ways paralleled the Petrine
picture of all Christians being living stones built together to form a spiritual house
and a holy priesthood offering spiritual sacrifices. Some of the yaptopaxcx
mentioned by Paul were abilities which related to leadership. We also noted that
'de facto' leaders were part of the church from its inception, and that other
Christians were exhorted to respect and obey them. Even so, the underlying sense
of community, fellowship, equality, and the dignity and privileges of each Christian
before God was far stronger than the sense of what set certain Christians apart
from others. We further noted that, as a result of the yaptopaxa which Christians
in general received, they were all, both collectively and individually, considered to
have ministries. As priesthood in the Bible related to dignity and service, so do the
yapfopaxa. Our study will therefore examine developments in the areas of power
and ministry in the church, seeking to show that as the ordained increasingly
captured both, and as both were related to their priesthood, so other Christians
increasingly lost both and their priesthood was devalued.
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6.1 The Apostolic Fathers
6.1.1 Attempts to subordinate the rest to the leadership
In the NT exhortations and instructions to Christians to submit themselves to the
leadership are found (1 Thess 5.12-13, Heb 13.17 and 1 Pet 5.5), but these are
few and do not emphasise the rights of the leaders who are themselves exhorted
concerning their duties and the way they are to perform them (1 Pet 5.1-4). The
change in tone and content is marked in some of the Apostolic Fathers, in
Ignatius' letters especially.
There is, for example, no equivalent in the NT to the instructions in Smyrn 8:
tcocvxeq etxiokoti^ aKoXouGetxe, qz 'Itioooq Xpiaxog x$ rarxpv, teat
xQ Ttpeapoxepfq) 6g xotg artoaxoXotg. xobg 8e StaKovoug evxpetceoBe
<ik GeoO evxoXfiv. p/nSeig ywpig xov> etu OKOTtou xi ttpaooExo x&v
avriKovxtov sig xriv EKKXriaiav. ekeivti PEPata Euyapiaxia fiyEtaGa, ri
■UTto ETttaKOTtov oooa p ^ av oroxog em xpe^t]. ottoo av (pavi) o
etci'oKOTtog, EKEt xo TtXf|9og flxco, okmsp otio-u av f] 'IriaoOg Xptoxog,
ekei r| KaQoXiKri EKKXriofa. ouk e£ov eoxiv yopig xov> etuokotcou ooxe
PaTxxtCstv ooxe dyditriv notEtv; aXX' o av ekeivoq SoKtpaoi], xoOxo
Kai xcj) 9eEdapEoxov, i'va aacpaXbg i) Kai PePociov Ttav o TCpaaasxE.l
This illustrates the kind of power which one bishop felt bishops should have over
the church, its meetings and its main means of grace. Ignatius' several mentions of
this subject^ and the stress some others also laid on it, as we shall see, suggest
that there was widespread unwillingness to yield such all-encompassing and utter
submission to the bishop and his delegates. The struggle with heresy and his own
evaluation of the fundamental value of Christian unity and harmony also contributed
greatly to Ignatius' emphasis on the oneness of the church around the bishop.-^
This tendency, whilst not carried to the same extremes, is apparent in 1 Clement
also. This is not surprising since this letter is to a church in which some have
rebelled against the presbyters. Clement's tone is far less peremptory than Ignatius',
but he deploys several arguments to illustrate the necessity of order in the church,
1. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 260.
2. Note also Smyrn 9.1, Magn 6.1, Trail 3.1, and Philad 4 (cf. Hein, 1973,
211-213).
3. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 99-100.
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not least of which is the one we noted in section 4.1 where he argues that, just as
God appointed a certain order in OT times, so God has appointed one for the
church (40-44). It is in this context that Clement is the first to introduce the
concept of the XaiKOQ to extant Christian literature (40.5). Whatever the precise
significance of this word to Clement,^ it comes at the end of a hierarchical list of
OT offices and corresponds to the ordinary, non-priestly Israelite. Further, the
order established for and in the church is presented as ordained by God, a theory
of 'apostolic succession' being suggested, and an OT text slightly altered to provide
a divine prophecy of the appointment of bishops and deacons (42-43). This order is
made into a leading principle of the church's life. As von Campenhausen comments,
"that everything should be done 'decently and in order', is, indeed, an idea
which Paul himself could express at the appropriate moment. In Paul,
however, it occurs only as a peripheral comment, an obvious truth which
ought not to be forgotten. For Clement it has turned into a piece of sacred
knowledge which touches the essence of the Church, a fundamental, exalted
truth, which he makes the content of his whole sermon.
One result is that this order becomes something over against Christians into which
they must fit (40.5-41.1), a concept quite foreign to Paul and the NT. Another is
that it involves superior and inferior positions, a concept largely foreign to Paul
and the NT." Moreover, God is made its protector (45.7), giving it ultimate value
and sanction, so that to break it is to sin against God (41.3).
There is a danger of overstating the situation, however, and it is noteworthy that 1
Clement warns only against overthrowing those presbyters who exercise their
oversight blamelessly (44.3-4), illustrating that conformity with God-given order had
its limits. Moreover, "the decision whether they have in fact done so plainly
belongs to the congregation",? since the leaders of the rebellion are urged to do
xa Tipooxaoaopeva \rrto xob TtXriOouc.^ Further, Clement writes in the name of
the church in Rome to that in Corinth, addressing them all and not just the
4. On this, see especially Faivre, 1984, 28-38. See also Williams G., 1963, 30, and
Lanne, 1964, 108.
5. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 87.
6. Largely foreign to Paul because he acknowledges something of a hierarchy of
gifts - but gifts and not offices - in 1 Cor 12.28 and Eph 4.11; and largely foreign
to the NT because the office of bishop is regarded as "a noble task" in 1 Tim
3.1.
7. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 93.
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leaders (see the salutation and 1.1). Neither does Ignatius ignore ordinary
Christians, viewing them, as we have noted before, as 9eo(popot ml vaocpopoi,
XPioxo(popot, aytotpopot, ....^ Nonetheless, the tendency to subordinate other
Christians to their leaders is apparent.
There is little mention of church officials in The Shepherd, because the author is
not one himself, the book deals with general moral problems, and there seems to
have been no friction, at least concerning the subjects treated, between the officials
and the author. IlpEoPmepot are mentioned in Vis 2.4.2-3 as those through
whom the author should make his message known to other churches, the author
reading it himself in his own church in the elders' presence. Given a vital place in
the tower which is the church in Vis 3.5.1 are oi cotooxoXot icai etci okokox
Km StSaoKcxXot Kai Siockovoi who have lived and served to God's glory.H
Such etcf oicoixoi are protected by God, according to Sim 9.27.2-3. The leaders are
called TCotp,ev£c; in Sim 9.31.5-6 and are held responsible by God for the right
behaviour of their flock. They are the TtpcoxoKOcQeSptxat, according to Vis 3.9.7.
In spite of saying so little about church officials, then, The Shepherd still
demonstrates their important positions, albeit with none of the emphasis on the
subjection of other Christians to them evidenced in 1 Clement and Ignatius' letters.
That a church leader could be deposed legitimately, though not how, is shown by
Polycarp's approval of the deposition of a presbyter at Philippi in Phil 11.1, 4 for
having given in to greed. On the other hand, Polycarp finds it necessary to warn
the younger men to be subject xotg TtpEoP'UXEpotg kocI SiaKovoiQ Kai
Xpi ax^.12
There is, then, considerable evidence that, in the early second century, church
leaders were feeling the need to stress their God-given right to expect both respect
and obedience from the rest of the congregation because of their position as well
as the quality of their life and service. For Ignatius, the congregation, though filled
8. 1 Clem 54.2: Lake, 1912, vol.1, 100.
i
9. Eph 9.2: Lake, 1912, vol.1, 182.
10. On this, see von Campenhausen, 1969, 95.
11. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 36-38.
12. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 290.
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with the Spirit, are to be in total subjection to the bishop who has oversight of
everything connected with the church, and for Clement, the order which prescribes
some as leaders and others as led is elevated to the status of a God-given principle
of the church. The other documents do not share these strong emphases, which
suggests that they arose mainly where there were problems over leadership. Even
so, these other documents also demonstrate leaders' importance and oversight.
6.1.2 The vaot'ouaTa. ministry and leadership
Most significant concerning the relationship within the Christian community between
those with certain yaptcpaxa and leadership is the Didache. It has many more
contacts with the Pauline picture of the yapt apaxa than the other Apostolic
Fathers. It knows of itinerant apostles, teachers and prophets, and urges the
congregation to test any such, ooveoiv yap e£exe Sc£tav Kai aptoxepav (cf. 1
Cor 14.29, 1 Jn 4.1 and 2.18-27).13 However, not all churches now have prophets
(cf. 13.4) and it also instructs, yei poxovrioaxe oov eauxoig eittokotcoxk; Kai
StaKOVouc; ...; Optv yap XetxoupyoOat Kai auxoi xfiv Aeixoupytav x&v
Tcpo(pT|XC)v Kai St SaoKaXov. That bishops and deacons were not yet as greatly
respected as the presumably settled prophets and teachers is suggested by the
following pri oov inteptbrixe auxoug; auxoi yap etotv oi xextpripevot bpov
pexa xcov TCpoqrnx&v Kai StSaoKaXuv (15.1).Whether or not chapter 15 was a
later addition to the rest, 13 the document as it now stands witnesses to a transition
in at least one church in the early second century from a leadership dominated by
those recognised as having the requisite gifts, to a leadership consisting of those
appointed as bishops and deacons who are now considered to have the same
ministry, implying the same gifts. 16 According to 15.1-2, both existed together for
a time. The emphasis, however, is no longer on the gifts, but on the qualities of
life necessary for leaders (see 15.1). This reversal of emphasis is already seen in
the Pastoral Epistles in the NT, which is one reason why their Pauline and early
origin has been questioned.
13. Did 12.1: Lake, 1912, vol.1, 328. Note, however, the change implied by Did
11.7, on which see Ash, 1976, 232-233.
14. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 330.
15. See discussion in Kydd, 1973, 118-119.
16. So Grant, 1964, 160; Kydd, 1973, 117-120; and Ash, 1976, 235. In contrast
note Lawson, 1961, 99.
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The main ministry of the apostles, prophets and teachers is to bring messages from
God, the teacher didactically,^ and the prophet and apostle possibly ecstatically
(cf. 11.7 and 5). Prophets are also to be allowed to give thanks as they will
(10.7). All are to be accorded the highest honour (4.1; 11.2, 4, cf. 7). The
exhortation not to despise bishops and deacons but to honour them alongside the
prophets and teachers (15.1-2) suggests that the same respect was to be afforded to
them also. Finally, the fact that the qualities to be sought for bishops and deacons
relate to worthy leadership and oversight of money, plus the fact that they are said
to minister the same ministry as the prophets and teachers (15.1-2), suggests that
all four had administrative and other duties of oversight of the congregation. Even
so, the congregation, as we have already noted, is given instruction in how to
discern true prophets and teachers from false,^ and is told to appoint bishops and
deacons, demonstrating that it still had considerable power. Yet the •yapfopaxa are
now apparently restricted to certain individuals rather than distributed throughout
the congregation, as in the churches Paul depicted in Corinth, Rome and Ephesus.
The only mention of yccpi opa in 1 Clem comes in 38.1. Its context is an
exhortation to ouQeoQq ... rp&v o\ov to oupa ev XptaxQ ' IriaoO, Kai
■uTtoxaooeoBo etcaoxoc xtj> itXriotov ocuxob, kccBqq exeBr) ev x(j> yaptapaxx
ccuTob.^O it was suggested to Clement by his use of the body-metaphor in 37.5 in
a way very similar to Paul's in 1 Cor 12.12-25 in his treatment of the yapiopaxa
in chapters 12-14. Yet Clement juxtaposes this with submission to others, and with
the strong caring for the weak and the weak honouring the strong, not with
building up the body, as Paul does. There is no suggestion that the gift is to result
in ministry in the meetings of the church, as in 1 Cor 12-14. It is true that each
of the brethren has a Xeixoupyfoc according to 1 Clem 41.1, but this is in the
context of the exhortation, ev xcj> iSfq> xaypaxi evapioxefxu x§ BeQ ..., pfi
TiapeKPatvojv xov wptopevov ttk Xetxoupyfaq ocuxoO Kavova, ev oepvoxrixt,
followed by further warnings in 41.2-4.21 This service is severely restricted by the
17. See Neymeyr, 1989, 140-155 on teachers in the Didache.
18. Barlea, 1969, 95-96 and Hein, 1973, 203, see the evyaptoxetv as referring to
presiding at or celebrating the eucharist, but, although their giving thanks would
include at the eucharist, it is not necessarily restricted to that occasion.
19. Note von Campenhausen, 1969, 72-73 and Ash, 1976, 232, on the changes from
Paul's day in the kinds of test applied.
20. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 72.
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hierarchical order which we noted in section 6.1.1.
We noted in section 4.1.1 that Clement depicts the presbyters as TtpooeveyKOVxac;
xa Saipa xtk eiti aKOTxng,22 which probably involved presidency at church services,
which included the eucharist, at which they were the spokesmen of the people's
praise and thanksgiving. Furthermore, his emphasis on order and exercising
ministries only as permitted to one's order suggests that the leaders were to have
the most important ministries.
Although Ignatius greets the Smyrnaean church as TiXErpevT] ev Tcavxt yapt opax i,
... avoaxeprixCj) o-uoi] raxvxog yaptop,axog,23 he makes no further reference to
this, suggesting that it is only flattery consciously based on 1 Cor 1.7. In Philad 7
he describes an example of his own exercise of prophecy. Significantly, however, it
is to command the people, x$ etciokotoj) ttpooeyexE vcai xQ TtpEaPoxEpt^ iced
StaKOVOtg, and yopig xoO etuokotcoo p,T|8ev TtotEtXE, ....24 His only other
mention of prophecy is in Polyc 2.2 where Polycarp is exhorted, xa 5£ aopaxa
ai'xEt i'va oot (pav£pco0i), ortcog priSEVog Xextu] Kax Ttavxog yaptopaxog
TtEptoaEiJtjg.^S Ash may be right that Ignatius viewed the bishop alone as
possessing the prophetic ydptop.a.26 Further, Polycarp is described as having
received a prophecy of his death in Mart Polyc 5.2 and as StSdocaXog
catooxoXtKog taxi TtpocprixtK6g.27
We have already noted that, as far as Ignatius is concerned, all important functions
are in principle in the bishop's hands, including public worship, administration of
the sacraments, marriages, and instruction.28 in spite of his view of all Christians
as bearers of God, etc. (Eph 9.2), the public ministry of the church is not to be
21. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 78.
22. 1 Clem 44.4: Lake, 1912, vol.1, 84.
23. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 250.
24. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 244-246.
25. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 270.
26. Ash, 1976, 234.
27. Lake, 1913, vol.2, 334.
28. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 101.
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in their hands and they have little part to play.
We noted in 6.1.1 that the author of The Shepherd is a prophet. Although he
never calls himself this, he claims visions which suggest it.29 Since he is instructed
to read out what he has received in front of the TtpeoP'uxepot.^O we have a
situation, like that in the Didache, in which others than the official church leaders
could bring messages to the congregation, under the leaders' oversight. That the
congregation was also responsible to evaluate such messages is implied in Mand 11,
which is a long warning to all Christians against false prophecy, with instructions,
in some ways similar to those in the Didache, on how to distinguish true from
false.
There are several allusions to teachers in the Didache. 31 Their mention alongside
apostles, bishops and deacons in Vis 3.5.1 suggests that they were viewed as a
third category of leaders alongside the bishops and deacons. Neymeyr also argues
that the author of Barnabas wanted to be recognised as a teacher,32 but our
paucity of knowledge about him precludes speculation over him exercising
leadership. 2 Clem 17.3 and 5, however, depict the TcpcoPbxepoi as exhorting and
teaching the congregation.33
In contrast with the NT, then, ministry, especially that in the churches' meetings,
is mainly, in some cases solely, the responsibility of those recognised as leaders.
Those with the gifts of prophecy and teaching continued to exist in some places
alongside bishops and deacons, but there are indications that bishops in particular
were viewed as endowed with the gift of prophecy and that they and presbyters
taught the congregation regularly. Did 13.4 shows that prophets were not found
everywhere. This and the instruction to appoint bishops and deacons arouses the
suspicion that there were no longer so many recognised as possessing the
yapi op.axa of prophecy and teaching and a solution was to appoint in their stead
worthy leaders who were not as conspicuously gifted. The probable attestation to
29. So Kydd, 1973, 185-186.
30. Vis 2.4.2-3.
31. See Neymeyr, 1989, 10-15.
32. Neymeyr, 1989, 169-180, especially 179-180.
33. So Hanson R., 1985, 123.
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the office of teacher in The Shepherd, on the other hand, suggests that this gift
was more widespread and continued for longer in some places. The most extreme
case of all ministry being in the purview of the bishop is found in Ignatius.
6.1.3 The whole church's involvement in discipline
Von Campenhausen points out that the forgiveness of sins plays a surprisingly small
role in the early development of church order.34 Reasons for this include the fact
that all are forgiven by God and are to forgive one another. Both the sayings
concerning binding and loosing in Matthew (16.19 and 18.18) are given in the
context of references to the church. In the latter,
"plainly the assembly of the congregation here plays the part of a final and
definitive court of appeal. ... That the direction may have been in the hands
of elders or of an 'apostle' cannot be ruled out, but there is not a single
word to suggest it, and it cannot therefore have played any very decisive role.
It is the Church as a whole in which this great power is vested. Her
essentially spiritual character, grounded in the presence of Christ, is taken as
axiomatic: [Mt 18.20]"^^
While this power is connected specifically with Peter in Mt 16.19 and Acts 5.1-11
and 8.9-24, it is with Peter as one enlightened by the Spirit or the Father and
having an authority based on that. In the rest of the NT it is either the individual
Christian or the church as a whole who are to exercise discipline in its broadest
sense. The forgiveness of a sick man's sins appears to be a minor aspect of the
elders' prayers for his healing in Jas 5.15, whilst sin is to be confessed "to one
another" and Christians are to "pray for one another, that you may be healed" in
Jas 5.16, suggesting that the elders represent the whole congregation in this. Paul's
attitude is summed up in Gal 6.1: "brethren, if a man is overtaken in any trespass,
you who are spiritual should restore him in a spirit of gentleness." In the extreme
case mentioned in 1 Cor 5.1-5 Paul tells the Corinthian Christians what to do, but
it is they, assembled together, who are to make the judgment (cf. 5.12 and 6.2).
The writings of the Apostolic Fathers, where they give relevant information, do not
contradict this picture but confirm that it continued. Christians in general are
exhorted to intercede Ttept x&v £V xtvt Ttaparcxupaxi una pyovxov and are
34. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 124.
35. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 128.
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reminded that fi vox>0£xr|oi<;, f|V Tcotox>|j,e0a eig aXXfiXoug, tcaXij eoxiv Kai
•UTiepayav cxpEXxpoc in 1 Clem 56.1-2; they are urged to help one another teat
xoug aaGEVoVvxag avayeiv Ttepi xo ayaGov, otioq oa06)M.ev cmavxec; icai
ETtioxpevi/wpev aXKf\Kox>z Kai vou0£xf|oup£v in 2 Clem 17.2; the individual
Christian is told of) XrpVD Ttpooontov iXey^ai xtva ETti Ttapaiix6p.axt in Barn
19.4, a similar expression being used in Did 4.3: KpxvEtg btKcaog, o\) Xf|\|/1]
TtpoocoTtov E\Ey£ai ETti Ttapcmxtopaoi v; and Christians in general are told,
EXEyyEXE 5e aXXiiXoug pp ev opyi], aXX' ev Eiprivi] in Did 15.3.36 Moreover,
The Shepherd, which deals at great length with different sins and how they are to
be expiated, leaves repentance to the individual. Von Campenhausen makes the
valid point that
"even Ignatius has nothing to say about the readmission of penitents or about
excommunication; and in view of the completeness with which he expresses
himself on all the other duties of a bishop his silence on the matter of
penitential discipline simply cannot be accidental. "37
He makes a general reference to the bishop bringing troublesome disciples to
subjection by his gentleness in Polyc 2.1, but gives no information about
readmission or excommunication. Similarly, Polycarp urges presbyters to be
ETCi oxpEtpovxEg xct ocTtoTiETrXavripEva in Phil 6.1, but says nothing about
excommunication or readmission even in the case of Valens in Phil 11-38 He does,
however, tell the Philippians in general not to consider Valens and his wife as
enemies, "sed sicut passibilia membra et errantia eos revocate, ut omnium vestrum
corpus salvetis."39
It is evident in what we have just examined that the onus in dealing with sinners
lay on every Christian and not just the leaders. If there were formal procedures
for excommunication and readmission, nothing is said about them, probably because
36. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 102-104, 156, 402, 314 and 330. This list of references is
given in von Campenhausen, 1969, 133, n.39.
37. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 142. So too Hanson R., 1979, 21 and 1985, 123.
38. Williams G., 1963, 38, calls this passage "a clear indication that the whole
church and more specifically the laity with their presbyters had the right to depose
and excommunicate one of their presbyters, ...." Although Phil 11 implies that
Valens has left the church, there is no indication as to how he left. It was argued
above that a deposition is implied, the only alternative being voluntary resignation,
but excommunication goes beyond the evidence.
39. Lake, 1912, vol.1, 290 and 296.
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they did not exist, in view of Ignatius' interest in the bishops' powers. This forms,
at least, a contrast with what we find in the mid-third century.
6.1.4 Conclusion
There is evidence here of a fluid situation from place to place, from time to time,
and from subject to subject covered. Whilst there is strong emphasis on the
subordination of the Christian community to its leaders in Ignatius' and Clement's
letters, and a tendency to vest public ministry in leaders recognised either for their
yapx oiacxTa or, increasingly, for their quality of life, there is also recognition of
the continuing spiritual authority of ordinary Christians, or the whole congregation,
particularly in dealing with sinners.
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6.2 The period of the second-century Apologists
6.2.1 Justin Martyr
There is little emphasis on church leaders' authority in Justin's writings. Two major
reasons for this are Justin's status as a layman and, above all, the apologetic and
polemic nature of his extant writings. Unlike Ignatius he has no leadership status to
defend, and unlike Clement he is not addressing a situation in which leaders have
been removed. His silence must therefore be interpreted in the light of what he
does say.
A leader is mentioned by Justin, but he is called o upoeox&c. This raises the
possibility that he was not an official leader but just one of the Christians who
presided on that occasion. The lack of any other example of this in extant
literature, together with the attestation of the leadership of the etu OKOTiog or the
TipeopoxepoQ in Christian worship elsewhere, plus Justin's witness to his functions,
make it likely that an officially recognised leader was meant, as argued in section
4.2.1. The main function of this figure presented by Justin is presidency at the
eucharist, which involves receiving bread and a cup of wine mixed with water,
praising God and thanking him for all his gifts, thereupon allowing the Siatcovoi
to distribute the bread and cup. This happens both after a baptism (Apol 1.65) and
every Sunday (Apol 1.67), when the Ttpoeoxtiq also rebukes and exhorts those
present, and receives their gifts, being responsible for their distribution to the
needy. Faivre points out that the president's distribution of gifts to the needy
implies "quelques capacites de gestion ... et une autorite suffisante pour resoudre
les conflits qui peuvent naitre de la distribution des biens".l It also suggests
knowledge of those who are needy. Overall, the Tipoeoxat; is presented as having a
caring authority which fits well what we know elsewhere concerning the bishop.
Justin's apologetic intentions must have affected the picture he gives of a Christian
community in which behaviour is exemplary and there are few, if any, problems
(see, e.g., Apol 1.14.2-3). They are less likely to have influenced the prominence
he gives to the participation of all in worship, since his description must have
depicted reality fairly accurately if his Apology was to be convincing to outsiders.
Twice mentioned is their sharing with the needy (Apol 1.14.2 and 67.1), aid which
is provided as part of their Sunday worship-services (Apol 1.67.6-7). Everyone's




involvement in a baptismal service is stressed: they all help to prepare the
candidate (Apol 1.61.2), accompany him to hear his assent to the faith, pray for
him and others, greet each other with the kiss of peace; after the president's praise
over the bread and cup, they all say, "Amen" and participate in the eucharist
(Apol 1.65). The same is true of the Sunday service (Apol 1.67), and we saw in
sections 4.2.1 and 5.2.1 the way in which the eucharist is depicted as the sacrifice
of all Christians who are apyxEpaxxKOV to a\r|9xv6v yevoc in Dial 41.2-3 and
116-117.
Justin also emphasises the unity and communion of Christians with one another by
his use of the body-metaphor in Dial 42.3, the vine-metaphor in Dial 110.3-4, the
house-metaphor in Dial 86.6, and the ideas of Christians as the people of God in
Dial 119.2-4, the true sons of God in Dial 123.9, and the house of Jacob by faith
and the Spirit in Dial 135.6. Those who believe in Christ are as pxcjc puyij teat
pxqc crovaytoyii Kai pxcjc ekkAtioxqc, ... Xpxoxxavoi yap xxavxeg KaXoopeSa
(Dial 63.5).^ Further, "s'il voit dans les Chretiens des 'freres' ou des 'illumines', il
definit avant tout le Chretien comme un 'disciple'^' Pour cet apologiste, il
n'existe pas de coupure parmi les Chretiens This shines through in his
repeated descriptions of what Christians share because of their faith. He also
expects all Christians' lives to convert others.^
Justin has a lively sense of all Christians being helped by the Spirit, especially in
knowledge of the truth,6 and is aware of the yapxopaxa. These are received by
each Christian, as Paul had said, according to Justin's statement in Dial 39.2 about
Jews who become Christians. ^ In Dial 82.1 Justin argues that Tiapa yap ripiv Kai
p£ypx vov TcpocprixxKa yapxopaxa eoxxv, e£ of) Kai aoxox ouvxevax
6(pexAex£, otx xa KaXa ev xq yevex opov ovxa £ig hpag p£x£x£0ri.8 He
2. Goodspeed, 1914, 169.
3. Dial 17.1.
4. Faivre, 1984, 41 and 46.
5. On these last two points see Faivre, 1984, 49-51, Eastwood, 1963, 65-66 and
Williams G., 1963, 46. They point to Apol 1.23, 31 and 39.
6. Having pointed to some of Plato's teachings as borrowed from Moses, he says in
Apol 1.60.11, Txap' ripvv ov)v £oxx xccOxa aKoOoax Kai paQexv Ttapa x&v ou&e
toxk; yapaKTfipac xciv oxoxyexov Exxxoxapevov, xSxoyx&v pbv Kai PapP&poiv
to (p0£ypa, ... ox; crovcxvax oo oocpxqc avOpoyitEX'qc xocuxa ycyovevax, aWa
SxjvapEX 0£oO \£y£O0ax (Wartelle, 1987, 180).
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then speaks of the existence of false teachers amongst Christians, identifying
Christian teaching with prophecy. He returns to the same argument in Dial
87.5-88.1, and claims, Kcri Ttap' fiptv eoxtv x8etv kcci 0r|Aexac Kat apaevag,
yapxapaxa dixo xoo Ttvevpaxog xoO 0eot) eyovxaq.9 Kydd argues that scholars
generally feel that Justin's reports are trustworthy and that there is evidence of
yapx'apaxa at Rome before and after him from Clement and Hippolytus,^
although this evidence is not as strong as in Justin. The only information he gives
on the part played by those who had these yapxopaxa in Christian meetings or
otherwise in the community concerns himself as a teacher, though this may not be
significant.
While Justin does not mention the office of prophet,H he does mention teachers,
and acted as one himself. He claims the assistance of God's grace in his teaching
(Dial 9.1 and 58.1), and mentions the Kvcopa SxSaaKaXxac; among the
yaptapaxa in Dial 39.2.12 Acta Justitti 3.3 indicates that he taught from his
home. He probably taught catechumens as well as non-Christians who formed his
main audience. 13 Neymeyr convincingly argues that he did not form a school with
a curriculum but that people came to him sporadically. He further argues that there
is no evidence that Justin was appointed by the church to teach, but what we have
already noted of his knowledge of practices concerning baptism, the eucharist and
Sunday services demonstrates he participated in its life. 14 Justin is thus an
important witness to the gift of teaching being exercised by one outside church
7. Xap.pdvo'oot Sopaxa EKaoxog ok; a£toi exax, cpcoxx Copevox 8xa xou
ovopaxog xoo Xpxaxoo xooxoo; o pev yap AapPavex ooveosac Ttvsopa. o 8e
PooAhc. o 8e i ovuoc. o Se iaoeoc. o 8e Ttpoyvcoaecoc, o 8e StSaoKaXtac. o
Se cooPot) 9eo-Q (Goodspeed, 1914, 136).
8. Goodspeed, 1914, 194.
9. Goodspeed, 1914, 201.
10. Kydd, 1973, 318-319.
11. Ash, 1976, 235-236, points out that the office of prophet was unknown after
Ignatius as part of his argument that episcopacy took over this gift and was mainly
responsible for its demise in the church. This holds only if the relevant parts of
the Didache are dated before Ignatius and the evidence of the gift elsewhere is
rejected. Whilst episcopacy certainly contributed to the demise of the office of
prophet, other factors also were at work.
12. On the first point, see von Campenhausen, 1969, 193 and Neymeyr, 1989, 34.
On the second, see Neymeyr, 1989, 34.
\
13. So Neymeyr, 1989, 26-27.
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leadership, though not in church meetings, in the middle of the second century.
His evidence is frustratingly limited in scope, however. As far as it goes, it
suggests a church-situation more like that depicted by Paul in 1 Corinthans than
does any other evidence outside the NT with the exception of the Didache. But its
limited, apologetic and polemical nature makes its silence on the handling of
discipline and other internal problems involving authority, and its depiction of
church-life as harmonious understandable without recourse to any theories based on
them. It is fair to conclude, however, that the yapfapaxa were exercised, that all
Christians were viewed as having great dignity, privileges and responsibilities in
God's sight, and that there was a considerable degree of involvement of non-leaders
in church-life, although whether and how far that meant in public ministry is not
clear; also that there were recognised leaders who presided at worship-services and
exercised important ministries.
6.2.2 Irenaeus
Irenaeus has much more to say about the importance of church leaders than did
Justin, but again the major reason lies in the nature of his main extant work.
Many Gnostics stressed that their leaders had received their major teachings from
the apostles secretly and orally. In reply, Irenaeus emphasised that the true
Christian tradition has come down from the apostles and "per successiones
presbyterorum in Ecclesiis custoditur". Moreover, "habemus adnumerare eos qui ab
apostolis instituti sunt episcopi^ in Ecclesiis et successores eorum usque ad nos,
qui nihil tale docuerunt neque cognouerunt quale ab his deliratur." To these the
apostles handed on "suum ipsorum locum magisterii ..." (AH 3.2.2-3.3.1). Irenaeus
then gives Rome and its succession-list as an example (AH 3.3.2-3).^ These
leaders are the repositories and custodians of the truth and the guarantors of its
reliability.
Irenaeus returns to this theme in AH 4.26.2. Having dealt with the importance of
the correct interpretation of Scripture in 4.26.1, he continues,
14. Neymeyr, 1989, 29-30.
15. For similar treatments of why Irenaeus used Tcpeo(3\jxepoc and eitt ovcoTtoc; in
this way, see Harvey, 1974, 328-332 and Powell, 1975, 291-327.
16. Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 211, 1974, 28-30.
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"quapropter eis qui in Ecclesia sunt presbyteris obaudire oportet, his qui
successionem habent ab Apostolis, sicut ostendimus, qui cum episcopatus
successione charisma veritatis certum secundum placitum Patris acceperunt,
reliquos vero qui absistunt a principali successione et quocumque loco colligunt
suspectos habere
This implies that a yap t opa enabling them to understand and preserve the truth is
received, probably at their ordination or elevation to leadership. Hanson denies
this,but the juxtaposition of "cum episcopatus successione" with "charisma
veritatis ... acceperunt" suggests the reception of the gift at the same time as the
episcopal succession is received. Von Campenhausen's view that by the "charisma
veritatis" is meant "not any special official 'charisma' but the traditional doctrine
itself"19 does not carry conviction because of the way Irenaeus describes the
yapfopaxa elsewhere (see below), and in AH 4.26.5, where, having quoted part of
1 Cor 12.28, he says, "ubi igitur charismata Dei posita sunt, ibi discere oportet
veritatem, apud quos et ea quae est ab Apostolis Ecclesiae successio, ...."20 He
thus demonstrates that he viewed the gift of teachers as pertaining to the church's
leaders, as was implied in AH 4.26.2. They are also identified with the
"consummatus discipulus" mentioned at the end of AH 4.26.1 as the one who
understands Scripture rightly, further suggesting that a gift, not only a tradition,
was involved. Moreover, any Christians who meet separately from the official
leadership are to be regarded as suspect since they are heretics or schismatics or
hypocrites. 21
Whilst the main reason for this emphasis was an excellent one, a result was a
theoretical increase in the importance of the church's leaders as compared with the
17. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 718.
18. Hanson R., 1979, 68-69: "that would be an altogether modern idea .... He
probably means that the church chooses and ordains as bishops those whom it
perceives to have been endowed by the Holy Spirit with the charisma of seeing
truth better ... than others". See also Hanson R., 1985, 140-141, where he
recognises that his view implies that Irenaeus sees the charismatic gifts "as to a
large extent channelled into the official ministry." Whether his view is adopted or
the one I have espoused, the distance is increased between the leaders of the
church and the rest of its members.
19. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 171-172.
20. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 728.
21. Irenaeus mentions the apostolic succession of bishops again in AH 4.33.8.
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rest of its members. Instead of each member being viewed as able to discern truth
from error because anointed by God, as in 1 Jn 2.18-27, they are to agree with
their leaders' teaching, thus rendering them essentially passive and the leaders alone
active in this vital area of church life. The difference between some leaders and
the rest was further stressed, albeit unintentionally and only by implication, through
the idea that a special yaptotta of truth was received probably when such leaders
!
were appointed, and through the idea that succession to those whose appointment
could ultimately be traced to the apostles was vital to the conservation of the
Christian faith.22 That this involved the exercise of power is implied through the
dismissal of those who meet apart from the officially designated church leaders as
heretics or schismatics or hypocrites and through the statement that any dispute
should be settled by recourse to the oldest churches in which the apostles had lived
{AH 3.4.1). Agreement in doctrine with such church leaders was thus made a
condition of entrance into eternal life {AH 3.4.1^3) and power over salvation was
therefore very much in the hands of the leaders, in theory at least.
However, von Campenhausen seems right to argue that there is in Irenaeus' work
no evidence of excommunication by church leaders as later understood,24 nor of
"the authority of the bishops as opposed to that of the laity "25 Hein holds
that Irenaeus does "give evidence that he knows of a real excommunication formally
pronounced by the Church acting through the bishop" in AH 4.32.1 and 3.4.3,26
but these passages do not provide such evidence unequivocally, neither
excommunication nor the bishop being mentioned or clearly implied in either.27
22. Hanson R., 1985, 125, rightly points out that "the succession invoked here is
not a succession of ordination but a succession of witness to tradition" and that
"the claim that a line of valid ordination of bishops guaranteed either the purity of
the faith or the authenticity of the Church did not enter the head of any of the
writers." However, von Campenhausen, 1969, 164, gauges the burden of Irenaeus'
emphasis correctly when he argues with regard to Hegesippus, before Irenaeus, that
"the intellectual continuity of a teaching succession becomes something like
succession to the highest teaching office in the Church, ...."
23. Just before the passage referred to concerning recourse to the oldest churches,
Irenaeus defines the church, being the repository of the truth, as the "uitae
introitus; omnes autem reliqui fures sunt et latrones" (Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC
211, 1974, 44-46).
24. Implied in von Campenhausen, 1969, 144-145 and especially n.122.
25. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 172.
26. Hein, 1973, 257-258.
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The impression that Irenaeus did not intend to emphasise the distinction between
the church's leaders and the rest of the congregation, whatever the results of his
theories concerning the importance of those leaders, is reinforced by an examination
of his understanding of the yapiopaxa and of the Spirit's work in each Christian.
This is most extensively shown in AH 5.6-10. In 5.6.1, having quoted 1 Cor 2.6,
"sapientiam loquimur inter perfectos", he interprets Paul as meaning by the perfect
"eos qui perceperunt Spiritum Dei et omnibus Unguis loquuntur per Spiritum ...."
The following is preserved by Eusebius in Greek:
kocBck; kai TtoXX&v dKooopev dbeAtp&v ev xfj EKKXriotqc TtpotprixtKa
yaptapaxa syovxuv Kai TtavxoSaitatg XaAaOvxwv St a xot» flvEtipaxog
yX&oaatc; Kat xa Kpxxpta x&v avBparaov etq cpavepov ayovxtov ertt xq>
cropcpE povx t Kat xo puoxripta xao Beou eKStriyoopevcov.
The Latin continues, "quos et spiritales Apostolus vocat, secundum participationem
Spiritus exsistentes spiritales, ...."2° With the use of the present tense in
dko-uopev, the presumption must be that Irenaeus was aware of such events and
had quite possibly witnessed them himself.29 Moreover, his exposition of being
"animalis ... et carnalis" clarifies the fact that he means all devout Christians as
'spiritales' and 'perfecti', not just an elite. Progress in spirituality is expected
(5.10.1), but there is no indication that complete perfection must be achieved
before Christians can be considered to be spiritual. The same emphasis is found in
Irenaeus' DAP 5, 7, 42 and 96.
Returning to Irenaeus' treatment of the yaptopaxa, we note that in AH 2.32.4, he
claims that in Christ's name
oi dAriB&c; auxob paBqxat, itap' auxot) Aapovxec xqv yaptv,
eTttxeXauot v sit' edepyeotqc xij xcov Aotraiv avBp&Ttov, KaBwq stq
EKaoxoq xriv 5opeav ei'Ar|(pev ixap' oroxot). oi pev yap Satpovag
eAauvoootv PePat^c Kai aXriBciq, ...; oi 5e Kai upoyvcxnv Eyoooxv xcov
27. On the first, see the textual criticism and interpretation by Rousseau in
Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 266-267. On the second, see von Campenhausen,
1969, 145, n.123.
28. Rousseau et al., SC 153, 1969, 74ff.
29. So Kydd, 1973, 341-343, who also points out that Eusebius trusted Irenaeus'
testimony on this.
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HeXXovxuv Kori OTtxaoxag Kai pfioEig TtpoiprixtKac; aXXox 5e xoxx;
k&uvovxag 8xa xfig x&v ycxpcbv eiuSeoecog x&vxat Kai oytexc;
attoKaQioxaoxv; flSri 8e, KaBug ecpap.£v,30 Kal vevcpoi fiyepGrioav .... tcai
xx yap; ox)K eaxiv apxBpiov extieIv x&v yapxcpaxcov &v Kaxa rcavxot;
xox) xoopau ti 'EKKXriaxa ... etuxeXex, ....31
The similarities to Rom 12 and 1 Cor 12 include the kinds of gifts mentioned,32
(exorcism and resurrection probably being viewed as miracles,) and the fact that
each true disciple has received a gift.33
This and the passage noted earlier from AH 5.6.1 are the only ones which clearly
depict the yapxop.axa as exercised in Irenaeus' day.34 Nonetheless, they are used
in apologetic and polemic arguments intended to convince believers and heretics;
the dKOOopsv of 5.6.1 suggests a present reality, as does the description of the
raising of the dead in 2.31.2; Eusebius thought these two passages worth preserving;
and Irenaeus has been shown to be reliable in other matters, especially his
depiction of Gnosticism. 35 His evidence here is therefore likely to be reliable and
to point to the continued exercise of the yaptopaxa in the church not only by the
leaders.
Finally, Faivre rightly notes that Irenaeus "se refuse ... a classer les Chretiens en
diverses categories. "36 He does not divide them into clergy and laity, he depicts all
Christians as iEpexg, and he rejects the Valentinian distinction between the simple
and the perfect. 37 Faivre suggests that an exception to this general rule is the case
of a certain "senior Apostolorum discipulus" depicted in AH 4.32.1-4.33.1 as "vere
spiritalis". 38 Probably, however, Irenaeus is only presenting this person as an
example of a devout Christian.
30. In 2.31.2, in which the cooperation of the whole church is stressed.
31. Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 294, 1982, 340-343.
32. So Kydd, 1973, 341.
33. Emphasised by Eastwood, 1963, 67 and 70 and by Faivre, 1984, 56.
34. The mentions of the gift of prophecy in AH 3.11.9 and in DAP 99 probably
relate only to the time of Paul.
35. This last point is argued by Kydd, 1973, 336-338.
36. Faivre, 1984, 53. For the points made below, see Faivre, 1984, 51-53.
37. See AH 1.6.4 and 3.15.2.
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Moreover, although Irenaeus enhanced the importance of church leaders in the way
we earlier outlined, he mentions, in AH 4.26.3,
"qui vero crediti sunt quidem a multis esse presbyteri, serviunt autem suis
voluptatibus et non praeponunt timorem Dei in cordibus suis, sed comtumeliis
agunt reliquos et principalis consessionis tumore elati sunt, et in absconsis
agunt mala et dicunt: Nemo nos videt, ...."39
Whilst retaining much of the emphasis found in the NT on the value of each
individual Christian, then, because of the Gnostic menace, Irenaeus enhanced the
importance of church leaders.
6.2.3 Other evidence from the second century
This all relates to the place of those who were not leaders in the church,
reflecting the fact that much of it was written by those who were not leaders
themselves and on subjects for which leadership was irrelevant. Three main areas
are touched on: the use of the Xocpt op.axa, the existence of teachers who were not
church leaders, and the active involvement of all Christians in the life of the
church.
Kydd follows others in viewing the author of the Odes of Solomon as a prophet.^0
The most convincing proof that this is correct is found in Ode 12.1-2, translated
by Harris: "[God] hath filled me with words of truth; that I may speak the same;
and like the flow of waters flows truth from my mouth, and in Ode 42,
which develops from verse 4 into a message 'ex ore Christi'.^l This is, then,
evidence that prophecy existed in the second century in Syria, and probably, as
Kydd claims, that prophets did. However, we have no evidence as to the author's
status in the church.
Further, Eusebius states that a certain Quadratus ap.a xaig xob ratou
38. Faivre, 1984, 54.
39. Rousseau et al., SC 100, 1965, 720.
40. For this and what follows, see Kydd, 1973, 178-184.
41. For these quotations from and references to the Odes of Solomon, see Harris,
1909, 105 and 136-137. The author also claims divine inspiration in Ode 36.
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e-oyocxp&oiv TcpocprixiK^ -xaptopaxt X6yog exet.42 \ye know only that this was
before the rise of Montanism,43 and this Quadratus could be the same as the
Apologist of the same name. 44 Unless he is to be identified with a bishop of the
same name also mentioned by Eusebius, a possibility which Williamson and Louth
consider unlikely,45 he was probably not a church leader.
Ash argues that Eusebius, in his HE 5.24, depicts Melito of Sardis as having
prophesied c. 167-168, and that Melito's PP 101-103 are in ecstatic language.46
Eusebius describes Melito as xov ev aytq> Ttvevpaxi Ttavxa TtoXtxe-oodp.evov.47
His exercise of one of the yapt'opaxa is the likeliest reason for such a comment,
and prophecy would be a yaptopa easily recognised. Moreover, PP 101-103 are
presented as spoken by Christ through Melito and so increase the probability that
Melito, a bishop, prophesied. There is, on the other hand, no evidence that he was
able to prophesy precisely because he was a bishop, as Ash seems to suggest.48
Kydd considers it likely that Celsus' references to prophecy in Phoenicia and
Palestine, mentioned by Origen in his CC 7.9-11 but made c.178, are to Christian
prophecy and glossolalia, since these were not foreign to the second-century church
and Celsus knew Christianity well enough to have met them.49 Moreover, it is
Celsus' criticisms of Christianity which Origen is combatting and Origen states that
Celsus spoke of them ctKouoac Kai ttavu Kaxapa06v. His quotation of Celsus
as calling them av6vupot50 suggests that they are unlikely to have been church
leaders, although it could be explained in other ways.
There are many events which fit the exercise of yaptopaxa in the apocryphal Acts
42. HE 3.37.1: Bardy, SC 31, 1952, 151; cf. HE 5.17.2.
43. This is made clear in HE 5.17.2-4.
44. So Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 53, n.6 and Williamson and Louth, 1989, 411.
45. Williamson and Louth, 1989, 411.
46. Ash, 1976, 235.
47. Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 68.
48. Ash, 1976, 234-236.
49. Kydd, 1973, 229-239.
50. CC 7.9: Migne, PG 11, 1857, 1433.
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of various Apostles.51 However, as Kydd notes, this must be regarded as uncertain
evidence because they could well be explained as the use of traditional language
about the period when the xocptopaxa were regarded as having been commonly
exercised by such people.52
We noted in section 6.1 above the references in the Mart Poly to Polycarp
experiencing a vision which revealed the future to him, and to him being called
TtpotppxtKog. Other than this, in the second century Acts of the Martyrs, there is
one reference to a yaptopa. This is found in the Letter of the Churches of Lyon
and Vienne 1.49 where a physician named Alexander is said to have been ouk
apotpog aTtooxoXtKox) yaptapaxoc; because of his outspokenness in preaching the
word.53 He does not seem to have been a church leader but beyond this we
cannot go.
There are also signs that the xaptopaxa were known amongst the Gnostics. In his
Excerpta ex Theodoto 24.1-2, Clement of Alexandria describes the beliefs of eastern
Valentinians who were active c. 160-170.^4 in 24.1 he reports that they believe the
Holy Spirit has been poured out on all those in the church, xoc oripeta xoo
Ttve'opaxog, idastg kai Ttpocprixetat, 5ta xfig EKKXriatac; etxtxeAoOvxai.^
The use of the present etu xeXoOvxoci may well indicate that healings and
prophecies were known among these Gnostics.
Another more developed Gnostic reference to spiritual gifts is found in The
Interpretation of Knowledge. No date is given for this in The Nag Hammadi
Library in English, a second or third century date being suggested only by the
assignment of others of the tractates to this period.^6 A major reason for writing
this document was to argue that
51. For a list, see Kydd, 1973, 245-254.
52. Kydd, 1973, 255; but cf. 244, where he gives a "qualified yes" to the question
whether there is any indication that the communities from which they arose were
familiar with the charismata.
53. Musurillo, 1972, 76.
54. So Kydd, 1973, 344-347.
55. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 115. Kydd, 1973, 346-347, follows Sagnard in
holding the Valentinian church was meant here.
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"it is fitting for [each] of us to [enjoy] the gift that he has received from
[God, and] that we be not jealous. ... Does someone have a prophetic gift?
Share it without hesitation. ... [If] you [love] the Head who possesses them,
you also possess the one from whom it is that these outpourings of gifts exist
among your brethren. "57
The author goes on to develop the same kind of analogy regarding the body and
its members as Paul in 1 Cor 12. The only gifts he mentions are prophecy and the
public teaching of the Word, but the fact that he is combatting jealousy concerning
them demonstrates that they were a present experience, whilst his statement that
each should enjoy his gift shows that they were not the province of official leaders
alone.
We have, then, found enough evidence to warrant the assertion that the
•yaptopaxa continued to be exercised in some Christian communities, both of
Gnostic and of orthodox faith, up to the late second century. Further, those who
exercised them were not only officially recognised church leaders and the gift most
frequently instanced was prophecy, although healing and preaching are mentioned
too.
There is also evidence that Christian teaching continued to be given by others than
recognised church leaders up to the late second century, at least in some places.5°
Neymeyr argues that the Pseudo-Clementine writings "das Verschwinden eines
eigenstandigen Katechetenamtes bezeugen",59 with the earliest, second-century layer
knowing a leadership consisting catechists as well as bishops, presbyters and
deacons, and the later, third-century 'Grundschrift' and fourth-century reworking
betraying that this office had by then disappeared. If this view is correct, and the
authorities cited by Neymeyr are impressive, as are his arguments, then these
writings are important testimony to the situation in the second-century, Syrian
56. Pagels in Robinson, 1977, 427. The preceding tractate is dated "probably in the
early third century" (Pearson in Robinson, 1977, 417), whilst a later one is
believed to have reached its final form "around or shortly after 200 C.E." (Turner
in Robinson, 1977, 461).
57. ET of sections 15-16 by Turner in Robinson, 1977, 432.
58. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 196, overstates the case when he writes that "when
we come down to it, ... there is only one man left, Clement of Alexandria".
59. Neymeyr, 1989, 155. For detailed argumentation on which this view is based,
see pages 155-157.
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church. They suggest a transitional phase between the situation in the Didache and
that in the third century,"® a phase in which the leaders were bringing the gift
and function of teaching under their control, but had not yet fully assimilated it to
their own gifts and functions.
Neymeyr considers the Syrian Bardaisan as an example of a teacher, but, after
considering the evidence, holds it likely that, although a Christian and influenced
by Christian ideas, Bardaisan taught and discussed general, philosophical questions
on the basis of knowledge not derived from the biblical revelation.®* This renders
him irrelevant to this discussion.
Tatian, however, is relevant. From Syria, he heard Justin in Rome, left the church
after Justin's martyrdom, considered himself a teacher ("praesumptione magistri
elatus et inflatus"), and taught some Gnostic ideas, according to Irenaeus.®^ That
Tatian worked in Rome as a teacher is confirmed by Eusebius' report of an
opponent of Marcion called Rhodo whose testimony to being a disciple of Tatian
Eusebius had read.®3 it is further confirmed by the existence and contents of his
Oratio ad Graecos. This evidence also suggests that he taught both pagans and
Christians who were interested,®4 whilst there is no evidence that he was a
recognised church leader. He is thus an example of what would later be regarded
as a layman whose interests and education led to him, like Justin, becoming a
Christian teacher of any who sought him out. If, and if so, how far, he exercised
this function within the church is impossible to say.
If Athenagoras was a recognised church leader, then the available records say
nothing about it. However, the complete lack of early information about him®^
60. Implied by Neymeyr, 1989, 156-157. Note also other scholars cited as sharing
his view in n.95.
61. Neymeyr, 1989, 158-168. See especially his conclusion on page 168.
62. Irenaeus, AH 1.28.1: Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 264, 1979, 356. See
Neymeyr, 1989, 183-185 for a consideration of this information and what actually
happened.
63. Eusebius, EH 5.13.1 and 8.
64. So Neymeyr, 1989, 194.
65. On what is available, see Bardy, SC 3, 1943, 7-31 and Neymeyr, 1989,
195-200.
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renders it dangerous to base any conclusions on this silence. Although his
Supplicatio is evidence of his teaching activity, nothing can be deduced from it for
the purposes of this study.
We have already, in section 4.5.1, outlined the way in which the reliability of
Eusebius' reports of the early Alexandrian 'school' has been questioned and the
likely reality behind them understood. Neymeyr doubts his report that Flavxar voq
... (pcjvq Kai Sia auyypap-pca6}v xooq x&v Gefcov Soypaxcov Griaorupo'bq
OTXopvrpax r Copsvoq,166 but accepts that he exercised some teaching activity in
Alexandria.67 This conclusion is based on the references to Pantaenus in Clement's
Eel 56.2, in which his rule on the use of time in the prophetic writings of the OT
is cited as of o Ildvxaivoc; 5e rp&v,68 and Eusebius' reports that Clement
mentioned him as his teacher in his lost Hypotyposeis.69 Although he probably
belonged to the 'presbyters' mentioned by Clement in Eel 27.1, Neymeyr is right to
point out that this does not mean a church official, but a '"Schriftforscher und
Bibeltheologen, Vertreter eines wissenschaftlichen, mit guten philologischen
Voraussetzungen geriisteten Biblizismus ...'."70 He is, then, another example, like
Justin and Tatian, of what would later be called 'laymen' who were suited to at
least personal teaching of both Christians and pagans who were interested in
Christianity. Although there are indications of their involvement in church-life, there
are no suggestions as to how they related to the church's leaders, nor whether they
ever taught within church-meetings or outside them with the approval of those
leaders.
In a consideration of Gnostic teachers, Neymeyr notes several passages in the Nag
Hammadi Codices in which they polemicise against church officials' claims to
authority which are based on their office. In contrast, theirs depend on their
possession of knowledge and of yapi op.axa.71 in his comparison of Christian and
Gnostic teachers, however, Neymeyr argues that there are similarities and
66. Eusebius, HE 5.10.4.
67. Neymeyr, 1989, 45, cf. 41. Wilken, 1984, 17-18, agrees on the last point.
68. Stahlin et al., GCS 3, 1970, 152-153.
69. Eusebius, HE 5.11.1-2 and 6.13.2.
70. Neymeyr, 1989, 40, quoting from Hornschuh.
71. Neymeyr, 1989, 202-204.
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differences between them, in particular, between Clement of Alexandria and the
Gnostics. They are similar in that
"Autoritat kann nur durch gnostische Vollkommenheit, nicht aber durch ein
kirchliches Amt alleine begrundet sein. Wahrend aber die Gnostiker gegen
kirchliche Amtstrager polemisierten, die ihre Autoritat auf ihr Amt griindeten,
ohne im Besitz der Gnosis zu sein, lieB sich Clemens nicht zur Polemik gegen
solche Amtstrager hinreiBen, sondern versprach dem wahren Gnostiker einen
himmlischen Ehrenplatz. "72
There is less evidence of Christian teachers viewing their authorisation as based on
gifting than he suggests, but otherwise this is a fair conclusion and again shows
that the teaching function had not yet been totally assimilated by the official
leaders of the church.
Finally, we note evidence of the continued involvement of all Christians in the
church's life. Tatian stresses the lack of pride and the unity among Christians,
adding that even the poor received instruction freely, both young and old being
treated with respect.73 Athenagoras makes the same point in his Supplicatio 11,
where he writes, Ttapa S' fiprv ebpotxe av i5r6xac; teat yeipoxeyvac; tcod
ypafSta, even if they cannot explain their beliefs in words, they show their
understanding of them in good deeds. 74 Aristides gives a beautiful picture of the
simple beliefs, morally and ethically pure lives, and especially the care for others
exhibited by Christians in his Apology 15. He also points out that when they
persuade any, including their servants and children, to become Christians, "sine
discrimine fratres eos appellant."75 That this was normal Christian practice is amply
borne out in the early Acts of the martyrs and in the apocryphal Acts of various
apostles, in which dSeXcpor is frequently used.76 Even when due allowance is made
for the idealistic picture of Christians understandably presented in Apologies, the
72. Neymeyr, 1989, 214.
73. Oratio 32: Goodspeed, 1914, 297.
74. Goodspeed, 1914, 326.
75. Goodspeed, 1914, 20.
76. In Mart Poly 1.2; The Letter of the Church of Lyon and Vienne 1.3, 2.3,
2.4, 2.5 and 2.8; Acts of John 18, 19, 27, etc.; Acts of Paul 5, 9, 10, 11; Acts
of Peter 2.1.1, 2.1.2, etc. Whatever unorthodox influences may be discerned in
these apocryphal Acts, they are likely to reflect general Christian practice in this
regard.
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basic equality and involvement of all Christians in the church's life is reflected in
these statements.
6.2.4 Conclusion
In the areas just examined, the writings used in this section reflect the picture
given of the church in the NT better than the writings of the Apostolic Fathers.
Further, with their lack of emphasis on subordination to church leaders they
contrast strongly with Clement of Rome and Ignatius. Moreover, the fact that this
is so not only in the writings of a non-leader like Justin but in those of a bishop
like Irenaeus suggests that not all leaders felt threatened as did Ignatius. The
limited extent and the polemical nature of Irenaeus' writings, however, tell against
drawing any strong conclusions from his silence on this, except that his accounts of
the essentials of Christian belief do not include reference to obedience to the
bishop other than as a bulwark against the dangers of Gnosticism. On the whole,
then, the writings studied in this section depict a church in which leadership existed
without becoming in any way oppressive to the rest and without inciting
insurrection from them. Even so, the arguments which Irenaeus used in his defence
of the church against Gnosticism left the door open to those who would later want
to strengthen the powers of leaders against the rest.
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6.3 Tertullian and the North African church c. 195-215
6.3.1 The demarcation between church leaders and the rest
With the possible exceptions of 1 Clement and the letters of Ignatius, the main
emphasis of Christian writers up to Tertullian has been on the basic equality and
unity of Christians. Even in 1 Clement and Ignatius' letters, this emphasis is not
lacking, though significantly modified by other concerns. There has been no
impression of a divide appearing between church leaders and the rest. Prepared by
the stress we have noted in 1 Clement, Ignatius' letters, and Irenaeus' writings, this
divide becomes apparent in the writings of Tertullian. As Faivre writes,
"ces ouvrages sont parmi les premiers ecrits Chretiens a nous presenter une
structure ecclesiale organisee en deux groupes: le clerge et le lalcat. Chez
Tertullien, les laics sont assimiles a la plebs, ... ils sont distingues de 1 'ordre
sacerdotal ou ordre ecclesiastique, des eveques, des presbytres et des diacres,
et d'une maniere generate, des clercs qui sont pour leur part consideres
comme chefs (duces) et pasteurs."*
This divide appears both in the words used to distinguish between them and in the
way that Tertullian writes about them.
Powell's study of 'ordo' and 'clerus', and their Greek equivalents, shows that they
were used first in extant literature by Tertullian to mean a body of men set apart
from the rest in a church for particular, very significant purposes.^ That this
happens in the writings of the one who is also the first to use 'priest' of church
leaders seems more than a coincidence and suggests a close connection between
these developments. This is borne out by Tertullian's argument, noted before, in
1. Faivre, 1984, 64.
2. Powell, 1975, 292ff. See also Gy, 1957, 126-127, Lanne, 1964, 110, Vilela,
1971, 228-231, and Hanson R., 1979, 29, who points out that Tertullian recognises
the distinction between clergy and laity throughout his writings. Powell argues for a
considerable degree of uniformity of usage by Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Irenaeus
and Tertullian. This may well be true of the underlying ideas of succession for
'ordo' (although he is less than convincing on Clement's use of xdyqxx) and
inheritance for 'clerus', but neither is used of a present body of men in a local
church in distinction from the rest of that church before Tertullian.
It is true that 'ordo' is different from 'clerus' in that it is used by Tertullian in
the plural as well as the singular. The likeliest explanation, one mentioned by
Powell, 1975, 299, is that he uses the plural to refer to the bishop and the




"sed cum extollimur et inflamur aduersus clerum, tunc unum omnes sumus,
tunc omnes sacerdotes, quia sacerdotes nos omnes sumus, tunc omnes
sacerdotes, quia sacerdotes nos Deo et Patri fecit. Cum ad peraequationem
disciplinae sacerdotalis prouocamur, deponimus infulas, et pares sumus. De
ecclesiasticis ordinibus agebatur, quales ordinari oporteret."^
It is likely that the beginning of this would not have entered his mind had there
not been some resentment against the clergy on the part of the rest. Moreover, this
passage suggests that calling the clergy 'sacerdotes' was a reason for this
resentment, although the laity were not averse to using it to their own advantage if
they could. The main point we are noting here, however, is that the issue of who
is called 'sacerdos' is closely linked with the division between the 'clerus' and the
rest.
A similar connection is apparent in another passage noted before, Cast 7.3. After
the rhetorical question, "nonne et laici sacerdotes sumus?", and a reference to Rev
1.6 and/or 5.10, Tertullian continues,
"differentiam inter ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesiae auctoritas et honor
per ordinis consessum sanctificatos deo. Ubi ecclesiastici ordinis non est
consessus, et offers, et tinguis et sacerdos es tibi solus; scilicet ubi tres,
ecclesia est, licet laici.
As we argued in section 5.3.1 against Powell, there is a probable contrast here
between Christ's making all Christians priests and the church's authority making the
difference between the 'ordo' and the 'plebs'. The first has priority, for Tertullian
and many others, although the place of the second is recognised. That this debate
did not arise only out of Tertullian's Montanism is rightly recognised by Powell
when he accepts that "a Catholic basis for De Exhort, vii can be found in De
Baptismo xvii. 1-2",5 in which Tertullian allows the laity the right of baptism in
case of necessity.
3. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1247.
4. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1024-1025.
5. Powell, 1975, 293. Powell does, however, see the "et offers" of Cast 7.3 as a
Montanist extension of the layman's right to baptise into a right to all sacerdotal
functions, not recognising that all or both are only in case of necessity.
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Further evidence of the close link between the rise of the concepts of 'ordo' and
'clerus' and the rise of the use of 'sacerdos' for the ordained is the expression
"ordo sacerdotalis" which appears in Cast 7.2. Other adjectives can be used with
'ordo', we have seen 'ecclesiasticus' above, so that priestliness is only one aspect of
the 'ordo', but clearly a significant one.6
All this is not to deny that there was an important differentiation in the church
between its leaders and the rest before Tertullian. What is new is the implication
that the differentiation was becoming as important as the deep and basic unity and
equality between Christians, although Tertullian and others were resisting it. This is
one reason why Tertullian emphasises that Christ has made all Christians priests,
and that, in case of necessity, they all have the right to do what the leaders
normally do as priests. He accepts, however, the leaders' right to be called 'priests'
in a special sense and normally to perform significant activities. The division of the
community into two has taken place, and the use of 'priests' in a special sense is
an important part of this, but he seeks to minimise their inequality.
Before we leave this issue, we must note the question of whether Tertullian
included women amongst the priestly laity. Faivre has argued that he did not since,
in Virg 9.1, he denies the right of women to speak in church, baptise, offer, and
to perform any function proper to men or the priesthood, and, in Bapt 17.4, he
condemns a heretical woman for teaching and fears some women might even
baptise, whereas, in Cast 7, he allows the laity as priests to baptise and offer and
so be priests.^ Juxtaposing these passages, Faivre's case is logical and may be right.
On the other hand, one is left with the suspicion that Tertullian would not have
excluded women from the priestly laity if he had addressed the question directly,
6. See Powell, 1975, 301, for an explanation of why this is so. He posits the
relationship of first-fruits to the whole harvest as the paradigm for the relationship
of 'ordo', 'presbyter', and 'clerus' to the church in the first two centuries, a
relationship which the Levitical priests had to Israel. Interesting and correct in
many details though it is, this theory posits a degree of cohesion and coherence in
all the early understandings of these words which seems unlikely. In Tertullian,
there is a lack of corroboration of this explanation for "ordo sacerdotalis".
7. Faivre, 1984, 72 and 1987, 137-138. Faivre, 1987, 136-137, further argues that,
as well as referring to the "Christian community in general", the laity "could
designate an elite composed of mature, worthy men, married only once, contributing
to the financial upkeep of the ministers of the altar and consituting a 'clerical
reserve' from which the Church could draw when it wished to ordain someone."
This is unlikely since it is based on what Tertullian depicted as an ideal rather
than a reality.
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since he quotes Rev 1.6 in Cast 7.3 as support for his contention that all
Christians are priests and, not only does he not exclude women from this, but it is
doubtful that he would have viewed its author as doing so. It seems likely that
Faivre is being more systematic than Tertullian and that his logical conclusion is
wrong. Tertullian probably saw all non-clergy as forming the priestly laity but
assumed the Tightness of only males ever performing publicly priestly tasks on the
twin bases of OT teaching concerning priests and NT teaching concerning the place
of women in the church.
6.3.2 The power of the clergy
We noted a number of passages in section 4.3.1 which demonstrated that the
clergy, and especially the bishop, were in control of certain important matters, and
normally performed them. It is significant that so many of them involve the use of
priestly ideas. So, in Bapt 17, it is the bishop as high priest who has the supreme
right to give baptism, followed by the presbyters and deacons, though only with the
bishop's authority. Tertullian goes on to uphold the laity's right to baptise, but has
to argue that this is correct, suggesting that it was disputed.® He also warns against
arrogating the bishop's office, and stresses that this right should only be used "in
necessitatibus" and not by women. 9 He is not attacking the bishop or clergy
here,I® but defending the laity's rights.
Further, in Praescr 41.8, Tertullian criticises some heretics because "et laicis
sacerdotalia munera iniungunt."H What these were is not specified, but they clearly
belong to the bishop, deacon and presbyter, who have just been mentioned.
The above come from Tertullian's pre-Montanist period. When under the influence
of Montanism he declares that women are not permitted to exercise the priestly
office, nor to speak, teach, baptise and offer in church,*2 and identifies the
8. It is not a "somewhat unwilling concession" (Evans, 1964, 98).
9. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 291.
10. Refoule in Refoule and Drouzy, SC 35, 1952, 90 and n.l, construes
Tertullian's comment, "nisi <si> episcopi iam aut presbyteri aut diaconi uocabantur
discentes domini", as an attack on the hierarchy "qui expliquera en partie son
evolution ulterieure." This is unlikely since he goes on to warn so strongly against
arrogating the bishop's function.
11. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 222.
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essence of priesthood as involving baptising and offering in Cast 7.3, implying that,
although in case of necessity any Christian may perform these as priest, normally it
is the ordained who do so as such. That this is so in the case of offering is
confirmed by a reference to offering "per sacerdotem de monogamia ordinatum" in
Cast 11.2.13 in pud i.6j Tertullian refers sarcastically to a "pontifex scilicet
maximus, quod <est> episcopus episcoporum" who has decreed that he forgives
those who have committed adultery and fornication and demonstrated their
repentance. 1^ Finally, his declaration that "ecclesia delicta donabit, sed ecclesia
spiritus per spiritalem hominem, non ecclesia numerus episcoporum. Domini enim,
non famuli est ius et arbitrium; Dei ipsius, non sacerdotis"15 also demonstrates that
some bishops were claiming to forgive serious sin as priests.
This evidence, then, suggests that claims of the bishop's and clergy's exclusive right
of baptising, offering and forgiving sin, and Tertullian's acceptance of their normal
right to alone do these things were, to some extent at least, linked to the concept
of their exclusive priesthood. Further, Tertullian's attempt to preserve the laity's
right to baptise and offer in exceptional circumstances was, on one occasion, linked
to their general priesthood. The issue of priesthood was not peripheral here. Whilst
its precise relationship to these activities is never clarified by or in Tertullian's
works, that they were appropriate to priesthood and, in the case of baptising and
offering, were vital constituents of it, is implied. Any attempts to restrict them to
leaders viewed as priests were, therefore, attempts to diminish the general
priesthood for the benefit of the ordained priesthood.
On the other hand, that these activities were not viewed as performed by anyone
precisely or solely because he was a priest is suggested by their ascription to
leaders without any mention of priesthood. These same passages, of course, witness
further to the leadership's exercise of these activities. So Paen 6.10, from
Tertullian's Catholic period, describes the baptiser as "praepositum huius rei", and
Cor 3.2, from his Montanist period, calls him the "antistes", whilst Cor 3.3
mentions the taking of the eucharist "nec de aliorum manu quam praesidentium",
and Pud 18.18 the obtaining of pardon from the bishop for lighter sins.16 Our
12. Virg 9.1.
13. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1031.
14. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1281-1282.
15. Pud 21.17: Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1328.
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earlier discoveries about the general restriction of these functions to the clergy
renders it probable that the clergy and/or the bishop are referred to in these
passages.
Further, Mon 11.1-2 and Anim 51.6 indicate that the clergy perform marriages and
burials, and 'praesidere' is used of church leaders several times. No indication of
what this involved is given in Ux 1.7.4 or lei 17.4 but Cor 3.3 involves dispensing
the eucharist, Pud 14.16 excommunication, 17 Mon 12.3-4, presiding over Scripture
being read, and Ap 39.1-5 presiding over meetings including prayer, readings,
exhortations, rebukes and judging. Moreover, the bishop is responsible for the
assignment of women to the order of widows, 18 he is described as issuing an edict
regarding church discipline in Pud 1.6, and lei 13.3 states that "episcopi uniuersae
plebi mandare ieiunia adsolent".!^ The latter is not disapproved by Tertullian, even
as a Montanist, whilst the former demonstrates his abhorrence at the edict's
contents rather than at the practice of bishops making edicts.
These allusions, then, suggest that important powers of decision-making, as well as
the exclusive right to perform certain functions vital to the community's welfare,
were being claimed by church leaders, and particularly the bishop. The possibility
of consultation with others preceding those decisions will be considered below, as
will whether others than the clergy could teach.
6.3.3 The power and ministries of the laity
Tertullian's view of the power and ministries of the laity is undergirded by his
view of what the laity are in and through Christ. His rich understanding of the
general priesthood and his application of the temple-metaphor to Christians both
corporately and individually were noted in sections 5.3.1 and 2. He also utilises the
Pauline metaphor of the body and its head and members for Christians corporately
and individually.20 He links it with the ycxpi opaxa in Marc 5.8.9, but develops it
16. Borleffs, Kroymann and Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 330, 1042-1043 and 1319.
17. So Bevenot, 1975, 132. In view of Cast 7.3 Bevenot ("but not even here did
he give them the title of sacerdotes") sees too much significance in Tertullian's lack
of reference to the president at the eucharist as priest in Cor 3.3.
18. Virg 9.2.
19. Dekkers, Reifferscheid and Wissowa, CCSL, 1954, 1281-1282 and 1272.
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especially graphically in his pre-Montanist Paen 10.5-6. Dealing with the reception
of a penitent he argues,
"in uno et altero ecclesia est, ecclesia uero Christus: ergo cum te ad fratrum
genua protendis Christum contrectas, Christum exoras; afque illi cum super te
lacrimas agunt Christus patitur, Christus patrem deprecatur."
This passage follows on from another in 9.1-6 in which the process of public
e^opoXoyrioig is described. Part of this is "presbuteris aduolui, [et] aris dei
adgeniculari, omnibus fratribus legationem deprecationis suae iniungere."21 As well
as this last clause involving the brethren, there is also the possibility, based mainly
on the context, and not least on what we have noted in 10.6, that the previous
clause should read "et caris dei adgeniculari", although the manuscript evidence is
against it.22 The practice of the penitent seeking the intercession of all the
brethren is confirmed in Pud 13.7.
It was probably, therefore, the general practice in North Africa for the penitent to
seek the aid of all Christians in asking forgiveness from God. These passages also
imply that "forgiveness results from the exomologesis itself".23 yon Campenhausen
goes beyond the available evidence in suggesting that "the congregation carries out
the readmission whenever it is convinced that the penitent has done enough, ..."
We have already noted that, in his Montanist writings, Tertullian mentions the
bishop as the one by whom forgiveness is granted, a practice which "cannot
possibly be a Montanist innovation. "24 This is confirmed in Ap 39.4-5 where,
20. Twice he describes the Christian man's head as Christ (Cor 14.1 and 3); thrice
he likens the church to Christ or Christ's body (Paen 10.5-6, AIarc 5.8.9 and
5.19.6), and several times he depicts individual Christians as members of Christ (Ux
2.3.1, Marc 5.7.4, Res 10.4-5, Pud 6.17 and 16.8ff.).
21. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 336.
22. So Le Saint, ACW 28, 1959, 174, n.159. Whilst noting that "manuscript
evidence favors the reading aris dei rather than caris dei", Le Saint translates the
passage "and kneel before the beloved of God" (32). He justifies this by pointing
to Mohrmann's note in a Dutch translation which I have been unable to obtain.
Von Campenhausen, 1969, 226, takes '"beloved of God'" as the correct translation,
but sees it as a reference to the martyrs without giving any justification.
23. Le Saint, ACW 28, 1959, 176, n.164.
24. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 227, although he acknowledges that "the question,
which particular individuals have the task of speaking for the 'Church', and of
carrying out its sentence, is not discussed."
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having described excommunication, Tertullian adds, "praesident probati quique
seniores "25 These were probably the bishop and the presbyters,26 suggesting
their leading involvement in excommunication and implying the same for
readmission. Even so, the laity's presence and prayers were significant.
Even before he became a Montanist, Tertullian held that 'confessors', i.e., those
who had suffered for their faith without yet being martyred, could grant 'peace',
meaning forgiveness and reconciliation to the church. So in Mart 1.6 he states,
without any disapproval, that "pacem quidam in ecclesia non habentes a martyribus
in carcere exorare consueuerunt."27 The preceding, "nolite contristare Spiritum
sanctum, qui uobiscum introiit carcerem" (1.3), suggests that they could grant peace
because filled with the Spirit.2° Tertullian also states approvingly that confessors
have the keys of the church given to Peter in Scor 10.8. This demonstrates that
non-church-leaders were commonly viewed as able to communicate God's
forgiveness, probably on the basis of their being filled with the Spirit.
This belief was probably one reason for Tertullian's acceptance in his Montanist
period of the view that only the truly spiritual could forgive sins, other reasons
being Montanism's emphases on prophetic power and moral rigour. We have already
noted this in Pud 21.17, but he argues it throughout the chapter. It is impossible
to know whether, and if so, how many, of those who remained in the Catholic
church would have shared Tertullian's perception, but it is quite possible that some
sympathised with it. In any case, this, like the information concerning the general
perception that confessors could forgive sin, demonstrates that the forgiveness of sin
was not yet viewed as the sole prerogative of church officials.
Furthermore, the laity were probably involved in the choice of church officials. As
evidence of this Vilela points first to Ap 39.5 and the statement, "praesident
probati quique seniores, honorem istum non pretio, sed testimonio adepti, ...", and
second to Praescr 43.5, in which Tertullian contrasts with the heretics the "adlectio
explorata ... et promotio emerita" of his own church.29 Vilela argues that 'honor'
"s'employait surtout pour les magistrats civils choisis par consultation populaire" and
25. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 150.
26. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 227, and see below on 'seniores laici'.
27. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1.
28. So Evans, 1972, 17.
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'adlectio' involved "une nomination faite par le chef seul, sous intervention du
peuple", rendering it likely that the clergy chose ordinands who were then presented
to the people for their approval or rejection. Faivre sees the laity's involvement in
this process referred to also in the statement in Cast 7.3 that "differentiam inter
ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesiae auctoritas et honor per ordinis consessus
sanctificatos deo."30 As he argues, this is the more likely since the next sentence
indicates that the laity form the church where there are no ordained. Although
none of these passages states unambiguously that the laity were actively involved in
the choice of church officials,31 what we shall see later from Cyprian's writings
indicating such an involvement renders this very likely.
Turning to evidence of the yapt' apaxa in the Carthaginian church in Tertullian's
day we strike the problem of assessing just what the situation was there in this
regard and the relevance to this of the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis.32 Robeck
cogently argues that the latter reflects the situation of the church generally at
Carthage and contains nothing unique to Montanism, while Barnes postulates a time
in the church's history there when Montanistic tendencies, such as those he finds in
the Passio Perp, were tolerated in it.33 These views, together with evidence we
are going to examine from Tertullian's writings, suggest that the yaptopaxa were
not confined to Montanist meetings, but experienced in the Catholic church also.
Kydd34 argues that Tertullian believed it was right to experience and use the
yaptopaxa throughout his life and had a similar attitude to them both before and
after he became a Montanist, concluding that both Catholics and Montanists in
Carthage were familiar with them at this time. Kydd points to evidence of this in
writings generally accepted as from his pre-Montanist and Montanist periods.
29. Vilela, 1971, 246-249, and Dekkers and Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 150 and 223.
Bardy, 1939, 117, also views Ap 39.4 as teaching us that "les eveques et les
pretres etaient choisis d'apres le temoignage de la communaute".
30. Faivre, 1984, 65-67 and Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 1024-1025.
31. Note Gryson, 1973, 354-356, arguing against Vilela's understanding of 'honor'
and 'adlectio' noted above.
32. Abbreviated to Passio Perp below.
33. Robeck, 1985, 26-34 and Barnes, 1971, 77-79. Robeck, 1985, 260-262, agrees
with Barnes' interpretation of the main passage on which Barnes' view is based.
34. For this and other references to Kydd below see Kydd, 1973, 260-270. Robeck,
1985, 192-197, agrees, although he finds a more specialised concern with prophetic
gifts in Tertullian's Montanist period.
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Probably the first chronologically is found in Praescr 29.3, but this refers only to
"tot charismata" in a list of things Gnostics considered done wrongly in the
church.35 The second is found in Bapt 20.5 where Tertullian exhorts the newly
baptised, "petite de domino peculia gratiae distributiones charismatum subiacere."36
This shows that Tertullian did not view yaptopaxa as optional but as important
for every Christian, nor did he regard them as only for an elite.37 Only approval
of the seeking and exercise of these gifts can be found, then, in his pre-Montanist
period. This impression is reinforced by a pre-Montanist allusion to a revelation
given to an individual in Spect 26.3.
In Marc 5.8.4-12, Tertullian, like Justin, argues that the yapiopaxa have been
removed from the Jews that Christ should give them to the apostles (5.8.5). After
commenting on aspects of 1 Cor 12.12-30, he challenges Marcion,
"exhibeat ... dei sui dona, aliquos prophetas, qui tamen non de humano sensu,
sed de dei spiritu sint locuti, qui et futura praenuntiarint et cordis occulta
traduxerint; edat aliquem psalmum, aliquam uisionem, aliquam orationem,
duntaxat spiritalem, in ecstasi, id est in amentia, si qua linguae interpretatio
accessit .... si haec omnia facilius a me proferuntur, ... sine dubio dei mei
erit et Christus et spiritus et apostolus. "38
The "si haec omnia facilius a me proferuntur" clearly implies that he can produce
those who have these gifts since otherwise his whole argument falls. He issues a
similar challenge in 5.15.5-6.
In An 9.3-4, after writing "spiritalia charismata agnoscimus", Tertullian describes a
sister who receives visions during the regular church services and, after the service,
reports them to the leaders who examine them.39 'Charismata' are mentioned again
in An 58.8. Finally, in Mon 1.2-3, Tertullian claims, "nos autem, quos spiritales
merito dici facit agnitio spiritalium charismatum .... Sed psychicis, non recipientibus
35. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 209.
36. Borleffs, CCSL, 1954, 295.
37. So Robeck, 1985, 192-193.
38. Kroymann, CCSL, 1954, 688.
39. Waszink, CCSL, 1954, 792. Barnes, 1971, 89, postulates that this happened in
a Catholic church, the Montanists remaining behind after the services to hear the
revelations. Robeck, 1985, 260-262, agrees.
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spiritum, ea quae sunt spiritus non placent."^® This does not imply that the
Catholics reject the 'charismata' but, in view of what we have already seen,
probably refers to their rejection of particular teachings which the Montanists. claim
to have received via the gifts.
If Robeck's and/or Barnes' views of the situation in the Carthaginian church when
Passio Perp was written be accepted, then it too witnesses to the general
acceptance of the 'charismata' in that church. The author states in his preface that
"nos, qui sicut prophetias ita et visiones novas pariter repromissas et
agnoscimus et honoramus, ceterasque virtutes Spiritus Sancti ad instrumentum
Ecclesiae deputamus (cui et missus est idem omnia donativa [ttavxa xa
yapfopaxa] administratu<ru>s in omnibus, pro<ut> unicuique distribuit
Dominus) ..."41
Further, even before she became a confessor, indeed apparently at her baptism, we
are told by Perpetua that "et mihi Spiritus dictavit non aliud petendum ab aqua
nisi sufferentiam carnis" (3.5).42 This and Tertullian's exhortation to seek spiritual
gifts right after baptism suggests such seeking was common in Tertullian's day. It is
likely that she received the gift of prophecy since several visions were given to
her. So, on her imprisonment, she seeks and receives a vision which she interprets
as meaning martyrdom for her (4.3-10). Somewhat later she receives two more
visions concerning her dead brother (7.4-8.4) and, later still, another assuring her
of victory over the Devil in her suffering (10.1-14). After this a vision granted to
Saturus, a fellow-sufferer, is recounted (11.1-13.8). Part of this depicts a bishop
and a "presbyter doctor" casting themselves at the feet of the glorified Saturus and
Perpetua and asking them to reconcile them to each other. The martyrs protest,
calling the bishop "'papa noster"',43 and are trying to help them when angels drive
the church officials away warning the bishop to rebuke his people for factiousness
(13.1-6). Robeck plausibly suggests that the bishop may have asked for such help
and the angels' words in the vision provide the instruction he needs.44
40. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 1229.
41. Van Beek, 1936, 6-7. Both the Latin and the Greek are extant.
42. Van Beek, 1936, 8-9.
43. Van Beek, 1936, 34-35.
44. Robeck, 1985, 166-167. See also Robeck's interesting analyses of the contents of
the other visions.
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These visions probably illustrate both the kinds of which some ordinary
Christians, and confessors in particular, received, whilst the last episode noted
suggests that some church officials recognised the confessors' special gifts and sought
their help. Moreover, Tertullian "does not associate these gifts specifically with
ordination or with clergy",45 as is true of the Passio Perp also.
Evidence that the clergy had not yet completely taken over the ministry of teaching
comes in the self-understanding and function of Tertullian, if he was never ordained
as was argued in section 4.3.1. In spite of his opposition to philosophy, he argues
for the Tightness of wearing the philosopher's 'pallium' and implies that he wore it
himself (Pal 1.5-6). His writings are a clear indication of his teaching activity,
whilst Barnes argues that several are in the form of sermons, and four were
probably actually delivered: De Oratione, De Baptismo, De Patientia, De
Paenitentia.46
Of these, Neymeyr^? accepts only Cult 2 as based on an address. He also finds
evidence of Tertullian's oral teaching activity in An 9.4 in which, as we noted, a
sister is described as receiving a revelation, and this occurs while "de anima
disserueramus".48 This shows that Tertullian taught in a Catholic or Montanist
Sunday service as a layman.49 Neymeyr also points to Tertullian's reply, in Fug
1.1, to a request for advice from a Catholic Christian as attesting that, even as a
Montanist, his advice could be sought by a Catholic because of his recognised
qualities. Neymeyr argues that this picture is like that of the 'doctor' in Praescr
14.2, suggesting that Tertullian was one.
In Praescr 3.5 Tertullian names the teacher alongside the bishop, deacon, widow,
virgin and martyr as important members of the congregation, but this cannot tell us
whether he belonged to the clergy or held a special office. 50 Neither can the
second, 14.2, in which Tertullian tells his readers that, other than the rule of
45. Hanson R., 1985, 141.
46. Barnes, 1971, 117.
47. For the arguments below see Neymeyr, 1989, 124-133.
48. Waszink, CCSL, 1954, 792.
49. Neymeyr, 1989, 130-131, argues for a Montanist service; Barnes, 1971, 77-79
and Robeck, 1985, 26-34, argue for a Catholic service.
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faith, they may discuss as they please: if something is unclear or doubtful, "est
utique frater aliqui doctor gratia scientiae donatus ...."51 The reference to "frater"
here may suggest that this is not a church official, but this is uncertain.
Another relevant passage is that in Passio Perp already noted in which, in Saturus'
vision, he and Perpetua meet a bishop and a "presbyter doctor" (13.1). Clearly this
was one who combined being a presbyter with a recognised teaching gift. Neymeyr
argues plausibly that this, together with the fact that, as we shall see, in Cyprian's
day the task of teaching had been taken over by the presbyters, plus Tertullian's
presentation of himself as a 'doctor', all makes it plausible that his omission of
'presbyter' and insertion of 'doctor' in the list of important people in Praescr 3.5
was due to his desire to protect his position as a lay teacher when this function
was being taken over by presbyters. 52
Frend and Quispel have argued for the existence of 'seniores laid' in the African
church in Tertullian's day. These are definitely attested later,53 but the only
reference to them in Tertullian's work is Ap 39.4 according to Frend and
Quispel.54 Apart from the significantly later external evidence, however, there is
only the fact that in Ap 39.4 Tertullian refers to "seniores" and not presbyters or
bishops.55 it is as likely, moreover, that Tertullian uses it as a common Latin
word for the benefit of those outside the church to refer to those normally known
within the church as presbyters.56 While possible, the existence of 'lay elders' in
Tertullian's day has not been proved.
Finally, we must note the important place Tertullian assigns to all believers in the
services which he describes in Ap 39.57 Even when due allowance has been made
50. See Neymeyr, 1989, 114-118 on these two passages in Praescr.
51. Refoule, CCSL, 1954, 198.
52. So Neymeyr, 1989, 124 and 138. See also Faivre, 1984, 73.
53. See the evidence in Frend, 1961, 280-282.
54. Frend, 1961, 282; 1963, 62-63; 1978, 191; and Quispel, 1982, 276.
55. Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 150.
56. So Williams G., 1963, 38-39 and Vilela, 1971, 236-237.
57. For the following quotations from Ap 39 see Dekkers, CCSL, 1954, 150-153.
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for the fact that he is putting the best gloss on the facts for outsiders, his
descriptions must bear a close relationship to reality. He depicts the Christians as
"corpus ... de conscientia religionis et disciplinae unitate et spei, foedere.
Coimus in coetum et congregationem facimus, ut ad Deum quasi manu facta
precationibus ambiamus .... Coimus ad litterarum diuinarum commemorationem,
..." (39.1-3).
His mention of the "probati ... seniores" (5) who preside, gives no indication of a
separation in the community but only of those who preside appropriately on account
of their proven characters. Giving as each is able for the support of their needy is
then described (5-6) as are their love for one another and calling one another
'brethren' because of all they have in common (7-11). After pointing out that
Christians have all things in common except their wives (12-13), Tertullian
compares the excesses of others' feasts with the Christians' agape-suppers which
benefit the needy and are characterised by modesty and moderation (14-17). When
each has finished, "post aquam manualem et lumina, ut quisque de scripturis diuinis
uel de proprio ingenio potest, prouocatur in medium Dei canere ..." (18). The
precise meaning of this is unclear but it suggests a situation of freedom and
informality in which each Christian could speak either on scripture or from his own
mind.indeed, the whole picture Tertullian gives of the church in this chapter is
of a united community of brothers who care for and minister to each other, a
picture confirmed by other passages^ but needing to be modified in the light of
what we have already noted concerning the increasing division between the clergy
and the laity, a picture which would not have served Tertullian's apologetic
purposes in Ap 39.
6.3.4 Conclusion
In Tertullian's writings there is, then, evidence both of the continuing vitality,
ministry and importance of all Christians in church life and of their increasing
domination by the leadership. There is also evidence of resistance to this
58. Cf. Barnes, 1971, 112: "after the meal, the scriptures are discussed, everyone
present being called upon to say what he can"; and 117: "after their common meal
Christians were invited to speak, either to recite something from the scriptures or
according to each man's capabilities."
59. On the unity of the church, its communion, mutual care and brotherhood, see
Praescr 20.18, Mart 1.1, Cult 2.1.1, Ux 2.4.2-3 and 2.8.7, Virg 14.2 and Cast
12.3. On Christians praying together see Or 18.1 and 27.1.
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domination in objections to them arrogating the name and functions of 'sacerdos'
(Moti 12.2 and Cast 7.3), teaching and, amongst Montanists at least, the forgiveness
of mortal sins, to themselves. This appears, then, to have been a period of
transition in the church in Carthage and, probably, in the church throughout North
Africa, from a time when the basic equality of all Christians was foremost to one
when it was being challenged by the deepening division of the Christian community
into clergy and laity in which the ascription of 'sacerdos' to the former in a way
different from the latter was a significant element.
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6.4 Hippolvtus and the Roman church c.220-235
Dating from the period just after Tertullian but connected with the Roman church,
Hippolytus confirms some of the developments noted from Tertullian's works and
adds details which fill them out for us. He thus shows that these developments
were not confined to North Africa but were happening more generally in the
Western church.
6.4.1 The clergv-laitv divide
Hippolytus not only attests the presence of this divide but provides additional
information concerning where it is made. As we noted in section 4.4.2,
he denies in AT 8 that the deacon is "particeps consilii in clero" but implies in
AT 10 that he is of the clergy when he refuses ordination to a widow "quia non
offert oblationem neque habet liturgiam. Ordinatio autem fit cum clero propter
liturgiam."! At least part of the explanation for this confusion is fluidity and
uncertainty over the boundary between the clergy and the laity at this time,
pointing to a transition-period. ^ The passage in AT 10 further shows that attempts
were being made to develop a different nomenclature for the ordination of the
clergy and the recognition of non-clergy with a special ministry.^ The distinction
was being made increasingly clear probably because, as Faivre suggests, ordination
was becoming more and more important as a frontier between the clergy and the
laity, and others than the bishop, presbyters and deacons were seeking it.^
One reason for the increasing importance of ordination as such a frontier may well
have been the view that ordination conveyed a special gift or fnduement of the
Spirit for the functions involved. We noted in section 4.4.2 that Hippolytus
1. Botte, 1989, 24 and 30.
2. Powell, 1975, 310-311, suggests that "the prayer for the principalis spiritus is a
late second-century innovation, shaped by a closer following of the typology of
Numbers ... [which] stressed those called presbyters." He also argues that this "is
the most probable source of the exclusion of the deacon from the sacerdotium".
This may be another part of the explanation.
3. So Faivre, 1984, 105-106, noting that yerpoxovia is used of the bishop and
implied for the presbyter whilst both xeipoxovta and KCcGroxnux are used of the
deacon, and concluding, "si le vocabulaire n'est pas totalement stabilise, il est clair
que 1'imposition des ... mains est reservee a la triade ministerielle".
4. Faivre, 1977, 50-51 and 1984, 99.
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describes himself as a bishop in the Prooemium to El 6 as of those who xfjg ...
oroxric; yapixog ttexeyovxEQ apytepaxetag xe Kai StSaoKaXtag.S whilst the
ordination-prayer for a new bishop in AT 3 requests God to grant him xq>
Ttve'OM.axt xQ apyt e pax t kq eyetv e^ouat'av aqnevat apapxtac and the
following section describes him as "dignus effectus" through the prayer and
imposition of hands.^ The ordination-prayers for the presbyter and deacon similarly
ask God to impart the spirit of grace necessary.7 Although we shall note later hints
that Hippolytus does not see spiritual gifts as restricted to the clergy, we have here
hints that attempts were being made to channel these through the clergy. ^
As in Tertullian, the demarcation between clergy and laity is related to the use of
'priest' for the clergy in a way different from the laity. This is apparent when
what we have seen regarding the ways in which the frontier between the clergy and
the laity was being reinforced is compared with the way in which, as we noted in
section 4.4.2, Hippolytus describes the bishop in high priestly language and implies
the priesthood of the presbyter but not the deacon in AT 8. In that passage he
explains that only the bishop should lay hands on the deacon to ordain him. The
first reason he gives is "quia non in sacerdotio ordinatur" and the second is "non
est enim particeps consilii in clero". Clearly being ordained to the priesthood and
being part of the counsel in the clergy are identical.
6.4.2 The power of the clergy
Hippolytus confirms Tertullian's depiction of the clergy as those who normally
administer baptism in AT 21, making it clear that bishop, presbyters and deacons
were all involved in different ways. He does not, in contrast to Tertullian, affirm
the laity's right to baptise in emergencies. Although this might be because this right
was not contested and did not form an appropriate subject for his writings, what
we shall now note concerning the eucharist means that this silence could be
5. Marcovich, 1986, 55.
6. Botte, 1989, 8 and 10. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 176, Vilela, 1971, 347-348,
and Faivre, 1977, 56, so interpret these passages. Faivre holds that, in AT, "la
signification de l'imposition des mains soit passee de celle de 'reconnaissance d'un
don de l'Esprit' a celle de 'don de l'Esprit par l'intermediaire de ceux qui l'ont
deja repu'."
7. AT 7 and 8. So again von Campenhausen, 1969, 177.
8. So Faivre, 1977, 51.
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significant.
Hippolytus also confirms Tertullian's presentation of the clergy as the usual
presidents at eucharists. He does this first by his description of the prayer of
consecration of a bishop as containing a request for him to present the church's
gifts,9 which, as we argued in section 4.4.2, included the bread and the wine.
Further, this follows the requests for the bishop ocpyt epaxeoet v ...,
Aetxoupyo'Ovxo: ..., iXaaiceoGoa ..., suggesting that presenting the church's gifts
was part of acting as high priest. Then, in AT 4, it is the deacons who present
the eucharistic offering, the bishop and the presbyters who lay hands on it and the
bishop who prays over it. In AT 8 the ordination-prayer for a deacon alludes to
him presenting what is offered by the high priest, clearly the bishop, whilst AT 10
identifies the clergy with those who are ordained, offer sacrifice and have a
A.etxo"opyta which is a service connected with this offering. The clergy are thus
delimited in terms of the offering of sacrifice and ordination with a view to this
service. The deacons' presentation of the eucharistic offering to the bishop and the
bishop's prayer over it are again mentioned in AT 21, in which the bishop presents
the elements to the communicants with the presbyters and deacons holding the
chalices of water, milk and wine. And AT 22 depicts the bishop and presbyters as
distributing the elements while the deacons and presbyters break the bread. Similar
arrangements pertain to the presentation of offerings such as oil, cheese, olives and
fruits.1®
Hippolytus' omission of the laity's right to offer the eucharistic elements in case of
necessity may be significant, mainly because he makes a close connection between
the bishop as high priest and his offering the church's gifts which include the
eucharist in AT 3,11 and because he delimits the clergy in AT 10 in terms of
ordination, offering sacrifice and service connected with this sacrifice. In all his
descriptions, the laity's only activities are to bring the materials for sacrifice, say
Amen to the prayers, and receive the elements. This suggests that, in some circles
at least, the laity's right to offer the church's gifts even in emergencies was being
9. AT 3.
10. AT 5, 6, 31.
11. Hein, 1973, 302-303, states that "in the absence of the bishop, apparently no
Eucharist can be held", although he recognises exceptions between the death of one
bishop and the election of another and for weekday celebrations by presbyters and
deacons in the bishop's absence and with his approval.
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discounted. A remnant of it may be found in the passage in AT 4, discussed in
section 5.4.1, in which the laity are depicted as priestly during the bishop's offering
of the bread and chalice, and this offering is made by the whole congregation
through the bishop, but this is not necessarily so. This evidence also suggests that
priesthood was closely related to the offering of sacrifice so that this issue was
vital to the eclipse of the general by the particular priesthood.
As in Tertullian, so in Hippolytus the forgiving of sin by the bishop is linked with
his priesthood. We have noted earlier that, in AT 3, the episcopal authority to
forgive sins is given xq TCvetpaTi apyi epan kq.12 Again like Tertullian,
Hippolytus disapproves of some uses of this power, as is seen in El 9.12.20 where
he accuses Bishop Callistus of encouraging men in their pleasures by saying he
forgives their sins. Although deploring Callistus' laxness, he never attacks his right
to forgive sin.^ Further, in CN 1.4-7 Hippolytus relates that the TrpEoPoxepoi of
the Roman church summoned, questioned, condemned and expelled Noetus. We can
only speculate over why it was the presbyters, but this again demonstrates the
disciplinary power vested in the clergy.
In view of the importance which ordination was assuming, the right to ordain was
attaining great significance for ministry. Hippolytus makes it clear that the right to
ordain lay exclusively with the clergy, indeed with the bishop. In the bishop's
ordination it is bishops who are to lay hands on the candidate, one of their
number praying the consecratory prayer, "et praesbyterium adstet quiescens."^ For
a presbyter it is the bishop and presbyters who lay hands on him and the bishop
who prays, and for a deacon the bishop alone lays hands on him and prays.
Indeed, in AT 8 it is made clear that the bishop alone has the power to ordain.
The accompanying denial of this power to the presbyters arouses the suspicion that
they had claimed it but it was now being restricted to the bishop.
Regarding teaching a similar situation in Rome to that in North Africa is disclosed
in Hippolytus' writings. Not only is the bishop's pastoral responsibility referred to
in AT 3*6 very likely to have included teaching, but the passage in Prooemium to
12. Botte, 1989, 8.
13. So Faivre, 1984, 110.
14. AT 3: Botte, 1989, 4.
15. AT 7 and 8.
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El 6 referred to earlier has Hippolytus claiming as a bishop rpetq ... xf)C xe
oroxrig xaptxoc pexeyovxec; dpytepaxetaq xe Kai StSaoKaXiag.1^ The context
is one of combatting heresies and probably involves a claim to a special grace
vouchsafed to bishops as successors of the Apostles to refute these heresies. 18 The
bishop's duty to teach the faithful is confirmed by the statement in AT 21 that "si
... aliquid decet memorari, episcopus dicat eis qui acceperunt baptismum in
quiete."19
There were clearly others who taught in the church. In AT 39 the presbyters and
deacons are told to meet daily where the bishop prescribes. It continues,
"et diaconi quidem ne negligant congregari in tempore omni, nisi infirmitas
impediat eos. Cum congregati sunt omnes, doceant illos qui sunt in ecclesia, et
hoc modo cum oraverint, unusquisque eat ad opera quae competunt ei."20
The antecedent to "doceant" has to be "diaconi", although the presbyters may also
have been involved. The same situation seems to be referred to in AT 41 in which
each Christian is told, "dum aestimat in corde suo quod deus est quern audit in
eo qui instruit" and "proficies in iis quae spiritus sanctus dabit tibi per eum qui
instruit." There is a possible mention of a "doctor", but it is textually uncertain^!
and probably refers to a deacon or presbyter anyway. The same situation is
referred to in AT 35.22
Hippolytus' only clear reference to the possibility of a lay teacher is in AT 19.
After describing the involvement of 'doctores' in the preparation of those to be
baptised in AT 15-18, he writes, "sive clericus est qui dat (doctrinam), sive laicus,
faciat sic."23 Faivre plausibly suggests that this
16. Botte, 1989, 8: "pascere gregem santam tuam".
17. Marcovich, 1986, 55.
18. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 175-176.
19. Botte, 1989, 58.
20. Botte, 1989, 86.
21. See Botte, 1989, 89, n.(4); for the text see page 88.
22. Kydd, 1973, 279-280, notes this as an indication of the xaptopxx of teaching
continuing in the church, but, even if it is, it is probably restricted to the clergy
in the light of AT 39.
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"doit ... etre situee a un moment ou la tendance est d'exiger du docteur qu'il
soit clerc. C'est contre cette tendance que la Tradition apostolique s'eleverait
discretement en rappelant que le docteur peut etre laic."24
He also notes that the teaching function depicted here is catechetical and so more
modest than the teaching activity exercised by such as Origen. Neymeyr rightly
points out that these catechists were probably officially appointed by the Christian
community for their task and stood in close relationship to its ordained officials,
making it all the more understandable that the latter should at times shoulder this
task.25
Finally, there is the clergy's, and especially the bishop's, power to rule and direct
the affairs of the church, similar to that noted in Tertullian. This power is
symbolised in a reference to the bishop's throne in El 9.11.1. It is expressed in
the uses of the words Stemo, "conduct, manage, administer", for Zephyrinus'
relationship to the church in El 9.7.1, and Kaxaoxaotq, "control, direction", for
his relationship to his clergy in El 9.12.14.26 it is also expressed in the
ordination-prayer for the bishop in AT 3 in the reference to God having instituted
"principes et sacerdotes", the plea for God to give the "uirtutem principalis
sp(iritu)s", and the purpose of the bishop "dare sortes", to distribute church
responsibilities.22 That some of this government was shared with the prqbyters is
implied by the plea, in their ordination-prayer, for the "sp(iritu)m gratiae et consilii
praesbyteris ut adiubet et gubernet plebem tuam" on the model of the elders God
filled with his Spirit to help Moses. 28 Since this spirit differentiates between the
presbyters and deacons and between being ordained to the priesthood and not being
so ordained, according to AT 8, priesthood is linked with leadership.
23. Botte, 1989, 40.
24. Faivre, 1984, 103.
25. Neymeyr, 1989, 38-39. He agrees that the Apostolic Tradition attests "die
Ubernahme des Taufunterrichts durch die Kleriker."
26. Marcovich, 1986, 342 and 352. For the meanings of the Greek words, see
Lampe, PGL.
27. Botte, 1989, 6-10.
28. AT 1: Botte, 1989, 20.
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We have already noted examples of the bishop's control extending to all church
affairs. He controlled the clergy and appointed people to their responsibilities; he
alone ordained the clergy and was the normal president at all church meetings and
services; his was the main responsibility for church discipline. Although he shared
some of these responsibilities, it was only with the presbyters or the presbyters and
deacons. AT 28 brings out the respect owed him by ordinary Christians in
instructions concerning certain communal meals:
"gustantes autem cum silentio percipiant qui uocati sunt, non contendentes
uerbis, sed qu<a>e hortatus fuerit™ episcopus et, si interrogauerit aliquit,
respondeatur illi. Et cum dixerit episcopus uerbum, omnes cum modestia
laudans eum taceat, quandiu iterum interroget."30
Although the "non contendentes uerbis" implies there had been some dissension at
such meals which was the main occasion for these instructions, the danger of
excessive respect being given to the bishop's words is evident too. Another aspect
of the differentiation between the clergy and laity is given at the end of section 28
where it is stated, "laicus enim benedictionem facere non potes<t>", although
there is uncertainty whether this refers to a prayer or the meal.31
6.4.3 Increasing development of the hierarchy
These were fertile grounds for future developments in which the distance between
the clergy and the laity was to be emphasised and increased to the detriment of
the status and ministry of the laity.
The pre-eminent position of the bishop has already been made clear, as has the
differentiation between the presbyters and the deacons. Something not noted thus
far is the attainment, for the first time, of lectors and subdeacons to official
positions within the church. Faivre gives a plausible account of the origins of the
lector,32 concluding,
29. Botte, 1989, 71, n.(5), prefers the "permittit" of the Sahidic here since
"hortatus fuerit est une mauvaise interpretation de ETttxpenetv conserve par S."
30. Botte, 1989, 70-72.
31. In AT 26 the meal is called a "eulogia" (Botte, 1989, 66) so that the
prohibition's context is ambiguous.
32. Faivre, 1977, 58-62. See also Faivre, 1984, 104.
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"c'est le reliquat du ministere des prophetes et des docteurs .... Mais il ne
possede plus toute la libcrte de ses illustres 'predecesseurs', il est place sous la
dependance de la hierarchie a trois degres qui lui refuse la chirotonie; son
installation se fait par la remise du livre, symbole d'une Tradition maintenant
figee."
The lector is thus placed amongst the laity, the denial of ordination suggesting that
"les lecteurs ... desiraient ... etre assimiles aux ministres de l'autel. Ceci est
revelateur de la domination du clerge et de l'attirance qu'il exerce desormais
sur tous ceux qui accomplissent un service dans la communaute. Pourquoi les
lecteurs chercheraient-ils a se rapprocher des liturges plutot que des docteurs
sinon parce que la place occupee par les premiers leur apparait comme
prestigieuse?"33
Similarly, the subdeacon is not to be ordained, but only nominated.34
Faivre further argues that there is a hint of the beginnings of a 'cursus honorum'
in the ordination-prayer for a deacon which asks that the deacon may serve and
present the offerings "ut ... gradum maioris ordinis assequatur", according to the
Ethopic version. The Testamentum Domini gives only "ut ... dignus sit gradu hoc
magno et excelso",35 so that there is the danger of later reworking, but Faivre
may be right.36
6.4.4 The laitv's responsibilities and powers
Noted in section 5.4 were the passage in which Hippolytus probably refers to the
general priesthood in the context of offering the eucharist, passages in which he
depicts Christians generally as able to offer spiritual sacrifices, and references to
the church as God's sanctuary and to all Christians being indwelt by the Spirit. He
also follows earlier writers in viewing all the faithful as part of Christ's body,
albeit only in CD 4.37.2.37
33. Faivre, 1984, 104.
34. AT 13.
35. Botte, 1989, 26.
36. Faivre, 1977, 117. Note also von Campenhausen, 1969, 177, n.171.
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In contrast to Tertullian's, Hippolytus' writings provide no evidence that the laity
were involved in the process of ££op.oX6yr|ai<;, but they do evince awareness of
the confessor's privileged position, though not in the arena of granting forgiveness,
as in Tertullian. It is likely, however, that the same notion of the confessor as
filled with the Spirit, on the basis of which he was seen as able to forgive sin,
underlies what we find in Hippolytus. This is that
"confessor (opoXoyrixfic) autem, si fuit in vinculis propter nomen domini, non
imponetur manus super eum ad diaconatum (Staicovta) vel presbyteratum
(-Ttpeop-uxepog). Habet enim honorem (xtpri) presbyteratus (-TtpsoPmepog)
per suam confessionem (opoXoyta). Si autem instituitur (vcaGt oxaoGat)
episcopus, imponetur ei manus. "38
Since the ordinations of presbyter and deacon involve prayers for the relevant
endowment of the Spirit, the confessor was probably regarded as having received
that endowment. 39 That he received it through his suffering is shown by the
ensuing qualification that he should be ordained normally if he had been punished
in lesser fashion than by imprisonment. Further, it implies continuity with an
earlier time when office depended on gifting not necessarily conveyed through
ordination.
That yapt apaxa were still prevalent and recognised in Rome, as in North Africa,
is indicated in several ways in Hippolytus' works. One is the instruction in AT 14:
"si quis autem dicit: accepi gratiam curationis in revelatione (emoKoeXuvyte;), non
imponetur manus super eum. Ipsa enim res manifestabit an dixerit veritatem."41
This probably means that a claim to a gift of healing should not be followed by
ordination but its truth will be borne out by events.42 if correct, this demonstrates
that not all the spiritual gifts had yet been channelled through the clergy.
37. Bardy, SC 14, 1947, 338: xo yap o&pa oroxoO xo xeXetov ouxoq f|v, fipetg
Se oroxov) peXn, ev xsXetc^ o6paxt fipcopevot ....
38. AT 9: Botte, 1989, 28.
39. Vilela, 1971, 358-360, considers the possibility that what is involved is only the
right to sit amongst the presbyters without the exercise of presbyteral rights rather
than endowment with the Spirit. Based on the one word xtpri and a possible
parallel in a later letter of Cornelius concerning bishops, this possibility is less
secure than the one adopted here.
40. Cf. von Campenhausen, 1969, 177: "the pneumatic-charismatic and the
official-sacramental conceptions are here still co-existing without difficulty."
41. Botte, 1989, 32.
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Further possible evidence that the yapiopaxa were prevalent and recognised is
found at the beginning of AT 1 and in CD 4.36.6. On the other hand, the first
makes only a general reference to gifts, and the second interprets Christ's priestly
tunic of the varied yap t opaxa with which the nations awaiting Christ's coming
could be clothed. Neither passage clarifies what it means by yapiop.axa.43
Ash argues that Hippolytus rejected the validity of contemporary prophecy and
upheld the canon of Scripture in its place on the basis of El 8.19, CN 9 and CD
4.21.1, while von Campenhausen argues similarly on the basis of Ant 31.44 In the
first Hippolytus roundly condemns Montanists for
ttXeiov xt Si' auxtov [sc. itpocpnx&v] (paokovxec [&g] pepaBriKEvat p ek
<xo\)> vopou vcai Ttpocprix&v veal xcbv e-oayyeXtov. xniEp Se aTtoaxoXouc;
Kai Tcav yaptapa xccoxa xa yuvaia 8o£aCox>aiv, iaz xoXpav Xeyeiv
xivag aux&v tiXeiov xi <fj ev x$> Xptox<£ ev xooxoig ysyovEvai.45
Although consistent with the view noted, this is also consistent with the view that
he was rejecting these particular contemporary prophecies because the Montanists
were claiming to learn more from them than from Scripture, and were exalting
these prophetesses above the Apostles, every yapiopa, and even Christ. There is
nothing to necessitate Ash's interpretation, and the Ttav yapiopa, which Ash
acknowledges could show Hippolytus upheld the propriety of claiming such gifts, in
such a context suggests that he did not reject contemporary gifts, including
prophecy. Further, in a passage just before this, he criticises the Montanists, not
for believing in prophecy, but for not judging the prophecy by reason and not
heeding those able to judge.
42. So Faivre, 1977, 93. Against Hanson R., 1985, 141, who argues that it means
that "it must first become clear through experience whether the man really has this
charisma" and then he can be ordained. As Hanson notes, there is a difference in
the texts followed by Botte (cf. 1989, 32) and Dix and Chadwick, 1968, 22, but
Botte's reasons for following the Sahidic are convincing: see Botte, 1989, xxxviii
and xl-xli. Cuming, 1976, 15, follows the same text.
43. Kydd, 1973, 277, argues that Hippolytus contains only hints of the yaptotiaxa
because he may already have written a book about them as is suggested in the
reference in AT 1.
44. Ash, 1976, 244-245; and von Campenhausen, 1969, 191-192.
45. Marcovich, 1986, 338-339.
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In CN 9 Hippolytus begins setting out his method of establishing the truth: eig
8eog, ov ouk dXXoSev EmyvckncotiEV, cxSeMxh, fi x&v cxyxav ypaqxbv.46
However, it is unwise to take this as ruling out knowledge of God via creation or
via prophecy. It is simply the only sure way of establishing the truth as against
Noetus' views.
In CD 4.21.1 Hippolytus states xa xoO Kuptoo pripaxa eoxtv a\r|9f|, 'Ttag 5e
avspcottoq \j/e-6gxtk', kocScx; yeyparrxar, ...47 jn the context of condemning a
church leader who believed more in his own visions than in the Scriptures and
predicted wrongly qq Tipocprixriq. All that this passage requires is that Hippolytus
held that all such visions and prophecies should not be valued above Scripture and
needed to be judged in the light of Scripture.
Finally, in Ant 31 Hippolytus addresses the prophets Jeremiah, Daniel and John,
£kripx>Scxx£ tt&ooag yEVEaic; xa xoO 0£oO Xoyta, but nowhere denies that later
prophets were able to do so.48 There is, then, no statement in Hippolytus' writings
requiring that he rejected all contemporary prophecy, although what we noted
earlier concerning teaching being assimilated by the clergy and what we have just
noted concerning a church leader speaking as a prophet supports Faivre's view that
both of these charismatic functions were being taken over by the clergy.49
As compared with Tertullian, there are few references to the yapiopaxa in
Hippolytus' writings with more than one suggestion that they, especially prophecy
and teaching, are becoming the province of the clergy. The only gift probably
attested as possessed by a lay person is that of healing, although teaching has not
yet become the exclusive province of the clergy, either.
In our examination of Tertullian's writings in section 6.3.3 we noted possible
evidence that the laity were involved to an undetermined extent in the choice of
church officials. This is attested at Rome in AT 2 which begins,
"episcopus ordinetur electus ab omni populo, quique cum nominatus fuerit et
46. Butterworth, 1977, 67.
47. Bardy, SC 14, 1947, 302.
48. Achelis, GCS 1, 1897, 20. On this see Ash, 1976, 246-247.
49. Faivre, 1977, 56.
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placuerit omnibus conueniet populum una cum praesbyterio et his qui
praesentes fuerint episcopi, die dominica. Consentientibus omnibus, inponant
super eum manus, et praesbyterium adstet quiescens."50
Gryson depicts the situation plausibly as, "le nom du candidat doit etre proclame
publiquement, en sorte qu'on puisse savoir s'il est agree de tous."51 The statement
in ^4T 8, "diaconus ... eligatur secundum ea quae praedicta sunt",52 probably
means he is to be chosen in the same way as the bishop. 53
6.4.5 Conclusion
Whilst Hippolytus' writings confirm many points we noted in Tertullian's, they also
evince some significant developments, all in the direction of greater differentiation
between clergy and laity and of greater control over the affairs and ministry of the
church by the clergy with the laity's role diminishing.
For example, Hippolytus presents greater evidence than Tertullian concerning the
increasing importance of ordination as the line of demarcation between the clergy
and the laity, together with hints that others besides the bishop, presbyter and
deacons desired it. He also presents more evidence than Tertullian that ordination
was regarded as a vehicle of special endowments of the Spirit and that only the
bishop had the power to ordain, although the presbyters probably desired it. Other
ways in which Hippolytus implies the clergy's greater powers over church life and
ministry than does Tertullian consist in his lack of affirmation of the laity's rights
to baptise and offer the church's gifts, his strong emphasis on the bishop as the
usual president at the Eucharist, and his delimitation of the clergy in terms of
service connected with the offering of sacrifice. Further, Hippolytus does not, like
Tertullian, suggest any involvement of the laity in church discipline, but connects it
strongly with the bishop, although presbyters can be involved too. Moreover, his
evidence implies more strongly than Tertullian's that teaching is being brought
under the clergy's control and it may show that yapiopaxa are too. He also marks
50. Botte, 1989, 4.
51. Gryson, 1973, 356. So too Barlea, 1969, 162.
52. Botte, 1989, 22.
53. So Barlea, 1969, 164. Gryson, 1973, 357, holds that it could refer to the
treaty on the yapfopaxa referred to in AT 1. This is less likely than the view
adopted here.
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a development beyond Tertullian in his awareness of the official positions of lector
and subdeacon who may have taken up aspects of earlier 'charismatic' functions and
are under clerical control.
In other ways Hippolytus only confirms what Tertullian made clear. For example,
he shows that direction of the church's affairs lies firmly in the clergy's hands, that
the laity are involved in the choice of church officials, that the whole church offers
its sacrifices through the bishop, that Christians in general can offer spiritual
sacrifices, are indwelt by the Spirit, and are part of Christ's body, and that the
confessor is viewed as especially endowed by the Spirit.
Hippolytus is also like Tertullian and earlier writers in being aware of the general
priesthood, while emphasising it far less than Tertullian, and he is like Tertullian in
attesting the clergy's specialised priesthood. He does this regarding the bishop as
offering the church's gifts, especially the eucharist, and regarding the clergy as
those serving in connection with offering sacrifice. He also does it, like Tertullian,
concerning the forgiving of sin, and, probably, government of the church.
We note, then, a continuing awareness of the clergy's priesthood and a diminished
emphasis on the laity's coinciding with an increased emphasis on the position of the
clergy, its demarcation from the laity, and the diminished role of the laity in the
church's life and service. We also find that the clergy's priesthood is a significant
aspect of its difference from the laity. All this demonstrates that the issue of the
two human priesthoods was an important part of the larger development of the
enhancement of the clergy's role in church life and ministry at the expense of the
laity's.
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6.5 Clement and the Alexandrian church c,180-c.20Q
With Clement 1 we turn to the Eastern church and go back 20 years or more from
Hippolytus' time to one more contemporaneous with Tertullian's. We also turn to
one whose literary remains, though substantial, do not contain any equivalent to
Hippolytus' AT, from which so much of our information in the last section was
drawn, nor any evidence of a dispute with the orthodox church such as that which
occasioned some of Tertullian's writings relating to the subject at hand.
6.5.1 The clergv-laitv divide
We noted, when considering Tertullian in section 6.3.1, Faivre's controversial and,
in some ways at least, mistaken views concerning the meaning of Accikoc; at this
period. He points out, rightly, that Clement is the first to use Xattcog since
Clement of Rome and the first to use it "to designate explicitly a category of
Christians. Less certain are his conclusions that "the layman represented an elite",
deduced from the fact that, "like the bishop, the presbyter and the deacon, he had
to be monogamous", and that "women remained outside the lay group. "3 Elsewhere
he argues that, like Tertullian, Clement faced the problem of where the clergy
could be recruited from if Christians were not restricted to one marriage. Faivre is
not certain,
"si les laics etaient tous les hommes 'non ordonnes' de la communaute (auquel
cas tous devraient chercher a demeurer l'homme d'une seule femme) ou s'ils
constituaient justement cette reserve a futurs clercs dont ... Tertullien ne
voulait pas entendre parler."^
The first alternative seems more likely since there is no other evidence of such a
"reserve a futurs clercs" ever having existed. Moreover, as was argued in section
6.3.1, whilst Faivre's conclusion that the laity consisted only of men at this period
is logically plausible from the texts considered, there is no statement by Tertullian
or Clement requiring that women were not part of the laity.
1. For this section 'Clement' will refer to Clement of Alexandria unless otherwise
indicated.
2. Faivre, 1987, 129 and 132.
3. Faivre, 1987, 132 and 137.
4. Faivre, 1984, 76.
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The sole text on which Faivre bases his arguments from Clement, and the only one
in which Clement uses Xocikoc; as a noun, is Str 3.12.90.1, where Clement writes
that Paul itk p.iag yuvaiKog avSpa tiavo aTtoSeyexat, Kav TtpeoPmepoc; f]
Kav StdKovoc Kav XatKog, aveTuXfiaxox; yptipevog ....^ Faivre argues
that this shows that the clergy and laity had the same dignity and duties but
different roles,® but this builds too much on such a small foundation. Clement is
not addressing the issue of the relationship between the clergy and laity here and
mentions the layman only to include the rest of the church besides the presbyter
and deacon. In the context of being the husband of one wife, moreover, only the
male could be mentioned. Corroborative evidence is needed to prove Faivre's point.
This passage demonstrates that Clement is aware of a differentiation between the
laity and the presbyter and deacon. Faivre argues that "Clement n'oppose pas le
laic au clerc, mais l'associe aux presbytres et aux diacres dans une meme
discipline."' This is correct as far as the discipline goes but it does not remove
the differentiation involved.
Clement's only use of kXtipoq to mean 'clergy'° is in QDS 42.2 where he writes
that the Apostle John went to areas around Ephesus, ETttOKOitoug Kaxaoxriowv, ...
KXfipov eva ye xiva kXtipgxjqv xuv wto xau Tive\)paxoQ oripatvo;_iev6)v.9
Hanson views this as reproducing "the view which we have attributed to Irenaeus"
which is that "the Church guided by the Spirit chooses and ordains for its ministry
men who have a God-given gift for perceiving and teaching Christian truth", and so
that the charismatic gifts are "to a large extent channelled into the official
ministry."^® \ye questioned this interpretation of Irenaeus in section 6.2.2. It is
more clearly true of this passage, but it is possible that Clement is referring back
to a state of affairs which he believed had pertained in the time of John but had
5. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 237.
6. Faivre, 1984, 93.
7. Faivre, 1984, 75.
8. He uses it three times, in Str 4.26.163.5, 6.14.110.2 and 114.1, to mean 'lot'
or 'inheritance.'
9. Stahlin and Fruchtel, GCS 3, 1970, 188.
10. Hanson R., 1985, 140-141.
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changed in his own. It certainly demonstrates awareness of the practice of having a
KXriPOC who were ordained. These seem to have been in addition to the bishop.
There is, then, evidence in Clement's writings of the awareness of the categories of
clergy and laity in his time in Alexandria, confirming what we have noted in
Tertullian and Hippolytus, and showing that this was a widespread development by
the end of the second century.
6.5.2 The position and ministries of the clergy
In section 4.5.3 we noted reasons to believe that the hierarchy had real value in
Clement's eyes. One is Clement's comparisons, in Str 6.13.105.1-107.3, of the
gnostic Christian valued by God and exalted in heaven with presbyters and deacons
ordained by men. Although he implies that the gnostic's value is a true one not
necessarily matched by the church's estimation of him, he does not denigrate the
hierarchy's worth and, as an imitation of heaven's hierarchy, it has an
indeterminate value of its own. Similarly, in Str 7.1.3.3-4 Clement compares the
gnostic's ministry to God with the presbyters' and deacons' ministries. He evinces
the need to defend and support the worth of the gnostic Christian and his ministry,
whereas he seems to take that of the church's hierarchy for granted.
Further, in Paid 1.6.37.3, he calls oi x&v EKKAnot&v Tcpor)yoij|i.£voi shepherds
on the model of Jesus, the good shepherd, who rightly care for the flock.H A
similar reference, in Str 6.17.158.1-2, may allude to gnostic teachers,but, if we
remember that for Clement church leaders will ideally be gnostics, the fiyspoviKoi
kccI toxi8£"oxikox here^ may well mean the hierarchy, since he adds that God
wants to use them in instruction, government and administration. If so, he presents
church leaders, qualified by the power of divine providence, an idea similar to that
in QDS 42.2 of John ordaining on the basis of the Spirit's manifestation, as rightly
ruling and teaching God's people.
The presbyter is mentioned in passing in Paid 3.11.63.1. Arguing against the use
of wigs, Clement writes, xt'vt yap o Ttp£o|3ux£poc £7tt0f|O£t y£tpa? xiva 8e
11. Marrou and Harl, SC 70, 1960, 178.
12. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 199, n.138.
13. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 513.
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£"0\oyf|O£i?14 All three clerical grades, plus widows, are mentioned in Paid
3.12.97.2 as Txpoaorax ekAekxoc concerning whom many commands are found in the
Bible, 15 and without widows in Str 6.13.106-107, a passage already discussed in
section 4.5.3. Another passage discussed there is Str 7.1.3.3-4, in which presbyters
and deacons are alluded to. Str 3.12.90.1 was examined in section 6.5.1 as
referring to the presbyter and deacon alongside the layman.
In Str 3.6.53.4 Clement refers to women deacons as taught about by Paul in 1
Tim 5.9-10.16 Whilst this does not necessarily mean there were women deacons in
Alexandria in Clement's day, it makes their existence more likely than not. If they
did exist, this would tell against Faivre's view discussed above that the laity
consisted only of men at this time.
Presbyters and Ttporiyo'upEVOt are mentioned in an exhortation to respect and
revere them quoted from 1 Clement in Str 4.17.108.1.17 Clement is dealing with
the gnostic Christian, but, as we have noted before, he sees such as the most
fitted to be the church's leaders. Similarly, in Str 7.7.42.7, whilst treating the
gnostic, Clement writes of God's care for us as a superior to an inferior
KaOdnep teat fi xcov TCorpevcov eiq xa ttpopaxa Kai fi too PaoiXcwg Ttpoq
Tobq dpyop-EVOOC, Kai rp&v oarc&v txei Grivtog Tipoq xabq TiyaunEVOUc;
eyovxgiv xobq TExaypiEvcoc; SiEixovxaq Ka0' qv EVEyExptoGriaav xa£tv ek
0EOO.18
This indicates that Clement viewed at least gnostic, and probably all, church leaders
as commissioned by God.
As well as the reference to John's appointment of bishops in QDS 42.2 noted
earlier, there are two other mentions of bishops alone. In both, Str 3.12.79.6 and
3.18.108.2, Clement alludes to Paul's instruction, in 1 Tim 3.4-5, concerning
bishops ruling their own households and the church well.
14. Mondesert, etc., SC 158, 1970, 128.
15. Mondesert, etc., SC 158, 1970, 182.
16. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 220: top.£v yap Kai oaa Ticpi StaKOVov yuvaiK&v
ev xq ETEpcj Ttpoq Ttp.60£ov ETttoxoXq o yEvvaioq Svaxaooexai IlaOXoc.
17. Stahlin, GCS 2, 1906, 295.
18. Stahlin and Fruchtel, GCS 3, 1970, 32.
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All this serves to confirm what was noted in section 4.5.3 with the addition that
ordinary Christians were expected to honour their leaders, the bishops, presbyters
and deacons, who were appointed by God. It also suggests that Clement saw their
main functions as government, administration and teaching. Although it would be
unwise to make anything of his omission of other functions, like church discipline
and offering the church's gifts, which we have found in Tertullian and Hippolytus,
it is fair to conclude that these are not as important for Clement as the functions
just mentioned.
6.5.3 The position and ministries of the laitv
We noted in section 6.5.1 that Clement is not interested in the laity as such, and,
in section 5.5.2, that his main focus is on the gnostic Christian, although the
gnostic is in many ways fully what the ordinary Christian is partially. All Christians
are members of the church which is Christ's bride and body and indwelt by God,
but only the gnostic is fit for teaching and leadership. Even so, as we noted in
section 4.5.3, the gnostic may not be part of the church's leadership on earth,
though he will be so valued in heaven. He may, then, be part of the laity. Given
what we shall note concerning Origen, there were probably teachers in Alexandria
during Clement's time who were not bishops, presbyters or deacons. 19 Further, the
lay could aspire to become gnostics.^
Apart from this, there is little evidence to go on in Clement's writings. There is
nothing about the part of the laity in elections,21 and the only likely mention of
the yapiopaxa^^ is found in Exc 24.1 with reference to the Valentinians.
6.5.4 Conclusion
We have reaped a very meagre harvest from Clement concerning developments in
19. So Faivre, 1984, 73-74 on Pantaenus. Neymeyr, 1989, 93, concludes that "fur
seine Lehrtatigkeit bedurfte Clemens also keiner amtlichen Beauftragung", although
whether he was ordained or not is unclear.
20. So Williams G., 1963, 32.
21. Gryson, 1973, does not mention anything about elections from Clement's
writings.
22. So Kydd, 1973, 344-347.
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the ministries of the clergy and the laity, a harvest to some extent commensurate
with what we harvested earlier concerning the priesthoods of the ordained and the
faithful. The major reason for this is Clement's overwhelming interest in the
importance of the gnostic Christian and his ministry (and his priesthood). Some of
the possible reasons for this were mentioned in sections 4.5.6 and 5.5.4. If one
was a need to promote the gnostic teacher's vital importance in view of the taking
over of teaching by clergy not fitted for the task, it has left no impression on
Clement's treatment of the clergy and is therefore uncertain.
How widely Clement's views in this area were held is unclear, but it must be
assumed that some in Alexandria shared them, especially if, as Neymeyr cogently
argues,23 the Stromateis were written for those who aspired to become gnostic
Christians and teachers. The evidence for a kind of school, noted in section 4.5.1,
implies that there may have been many such. Von Campenhausen holds that
Clement's attitude was, "with individual variations, widespread among other teachers
in the East. "24 Origen goes a considerable way towards confirming this for
Alexandria and Caesarea, but otherwise there is too little evidence to be sure.
Clement's evidence confirms the existence of a division between clergy and laity at
this period in Alexandria as well as in Carthage and Rome. It does not confirm a
link between this division and the use of priestly language for the clergy. It also
introduces an emphasis on the all-important function of teaching different from that
of all others we have considered and locates the qualifications for this not in
ordination but in moral, intellectual and spiritual striving resulting in divine
{nduement. Whilst this stress is not completely absent elsewhere, it nowhere reaches
the pitch of importance assigned to it by Clement. He thus witnesses to the
development of a view concerning ministry which overlaps with what we have seen
elsewhere mainly at points which are not very important to Clement himself, and
which places at centre-stage a function which is only one amongst a number of
important functions for the other writers we have examined. That he ties this
function so closely to priesthood is therefore all the more significant, demonstrating
the importance which this category had assumed in different places and ways in the
church's thinking concerning ministry. He also shows that it had not yet been tied
down either to the ordained or to the faithful.
23. Neymeyr, 1989, 76-79.
24. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 211.
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6.6 Origen and the Alexandrian and Caesarean churches c.200-c.250
6.6.1 The clergv-laitv divide
Origen confirms what we have noted concerning the existence of this divide in the
Alexandrian church in Clement's writings, 1 Commenting in H Jer 11.3 on an
interpretation he has found, Origen writes,
oxtcoq o Xoyoc, cbcpeXfiosi mi vpac Kai ripac; ... ot SoKobpev ervai coxo
kXtipou tiveg TtpoKaSeCopevoi vptov, &oxe xivac 96Xeiv pkeiv eiti xov
KXfipov xoOxov; foxe 8e oxx ou Ttavxoq o KXiipog oq>Cet; TtoXXol yap
Kai TtpeaphjxEpot aitoXoOvxar, TtoXXoi Kai XatKoi paKaptoi
artoSetyBrioovxat. 'Ettei oOv xtveg etotv ev kXtipq auy oiix^g
(3to"0vxec; clioxe ticpeXriGiivat Kai Kooprioai xov KXfipov,
Nautin translates KXfipog with "fonction" in all except its last two occurrences here
because Origen is commenting on Jer 12.13 which is rendered 'oi KXripot aroxtov
ox)k acpeXfioaootv oroxobg' in his Greek text and because of the way he comments
on it. Clearly, however, Origen interprets this in terms of the clergy which he
contrasts with the laity and in which he includes the presbyters, deacons and
bishops. This is apparent in the rest of the passage in which the presbyterium, the
!
deacon and o ... xriv Ttavxov fip&v eyKeyetptapevoc; apyfiv ocuxriv xpv
EKKXriotaoxiKTiv are mentioned alongside the layman in an ascending order of
responsibility to live virtuously in accordance with each rank. This suggests that
Origen is aware of the clergy's superior dignity. ^
This is further demonstrated in H Ezek 5.4 where Origen is commenting on the
degrees of punishment each Christian should expect for his sin:
"non magis venia dignus est laicus, si ad diaconum conferatur, et rursum
comparatione presbyteri diaconus veniam plus meretur? ... Quid mihi prodest
quia prior sedeo in cathedra resupinus, honorem maioris accipio, nec possum
habere dignitati meae opera condigna?"^
1. The following quotation comes from his time in Caesarea but probably reflects
the situation in Alexandria too in view of all else we have seen.
2. Nautin, SC 232, 1976, 420. The KXfipot and the XaiKot are also contrasted in
Sel Jer 12.13.
3. See on this Faivre, 1984, 81.
4. Borret, SC 352, 1989, 200-202.
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Origen also depicts a gradation between the laity, the Levite, the priest, and the
high priest in the power to deal with sin in H Num 10.1. We shall see in section
6.6.3 that Origen never depicts others than the clergy as dealing with sin, although
he sees the perfect alone as able to do so. Certainly the reference to the 'laicus'
here suggests that the clergy are referred to. This is probably true of two other
passages Faivre refers to in H Lev 5.7 and 5.3 in which he finds a hierarchy of
knowledge and perfection between priests and laity.^
These last references raise the question of the relationship between the clergy and
priesthood. This was investigated in section 4.6.3 where we found that Origen
describes the ordained as priests unambiguously at times. Also relevant, as Vilela
and Schafer show, is Jerome's translation of ccrto KXfipoo in H Jer 11.3 as "in
clericatus ... ordine"." This identifies KXfipoq with 'ordo' which Origen's Latin
translators usually use for xaE.\c, and which is used more often than KXripoQ in
Origen's works but for the same group of people. Another point about Origen's use
of 'ordo' is that he often qualifies it by 'sacerdotalis' or links it in some other way
with priesthood,7 confirming what we noted earlier in Hippolytus' and Tertullian's
writings about the close link between the clergy-laity divide and the rise in the use
of priestly language for the clergy.
6.6.2 The composition of the 'laitv'
Faivre follows up what we noted in section 6.5.1 about the putative evidence of
the 'laity' consisting of only monogamous male Christians by pointing out that
Origen "semble operer une distinction entre ceux qui invoquent le Seigneur et les
veritables disciples" in C Jn 6.59 (38), and makes it even more explicit in H Lk
17.10-11. In the last Origen affirms that the monogamous belong to the church but
5. Faivre, 1984, 82.
6. Vilela, 1971, 108 and Schafer, 1978, 55-56.
7. "Ordo sacerdotalis" is used in H Lev 13.4 and 15.1 of the priestly tribe of Levi
and, in H Lev 6.3, "ordinatio" is used of ordination to the priesthood in Origen's
times; in H Num 2.1, Origen relates the "sacerdotalem vel Leviticum ordinem" to
the actions of bishop, presbyter and deacon; in H Josh 4.1, he identifies the same
with the "Dei ministris"; in H Judg 3.2, he contrasts implicitly the "sacerdotalem
et leviticum ordinem" with the "pauperes plebis"; in H Ezek 9.2, he links
"sacerdotalis ordo et leviticus gradus" with "ecclesiasticam dignitatem" and being
presbyters; and, in H Josh 3.3, he identifies the ordinary Israelite with the "laicus"
who is to supply the priests' and Levites' material needs.
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denies that the twice-married do; rather they are of those who call on the Lord
and are saved in his name but not crowned by him.8 Faivre concludes that the
'laity' are only the monogamous, although this may have been no more than an
ideal by the time of Origen, having been a reality briefly in the time of Clement.^
On the other hand, in the passage noted from H Ezek 5.4 in the last section,
Origen identifies the 'laicus' with the 'fidelis' and encompasses the whole church by
mentioning the catechumen, the lay person, the deacon, the presbyter and the
bishop. Similarly in DH 5 he mentions the bishop, the presbyter, the deacon and
the Aocikoq as participants in the church's meetings. Possibly he would have
distinguished the laity from the non-monogamous faithful if pressed, but probably
not.
Another doubt concerning the composition of the 'laity' for Origen is raised by
Hallstrom's point that Origen does not use Aod koq for the 'simpliciores'. Since
Hallstrom also rightly argues that Origen viewed the majority in the church as
'simpliciores', and since, as we have just noted, Origen views the non-church
officials as the laity, it is most likely that the 'simpliciores' made up the majority
of the laity.
6.6.3 The powers and ministries of the clergy
Three passages were noted in section 4.6.3 which indicated that Origen viewed the
priestly clergy as presiding over God's people. In H Ex 11.6 he also accuses them
of being unwilling to accept advice from inferior priests, a lay person or a pagan,
describes the qualities appropriate to the "principes populi", and calls on the
"principes populi et presbyteri plebis", probably the bishops and presbyters,H to
hear what Jethro told Moses about leaders judging the people, which Origen
interprets as reconciling them. 12
8. Crouzel et al, SC 87, 1962, 262.
9. Faivre, 1984, 82-84.
10. Hallstrom, 1984, 18-19.
11. So Vogt, 1974, 37.
12. Borret, SC 321, 1985, 342 and 346.
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In H Lev 5.4 Origen cites the "sacerdotes Domini, qui Ecclesiis praesunt" and
likens to the Levitical offering of propitiatory sacrifice the process of leading a
sinner to repentance.^ In H Josh 7.6 he refers to the "sacerdotes, qui populo
praesunt" in the context of the need to be severe with sinners, going on to again
mention those "qui ecclesiis praesunt" and call the leader the body's eye.1'1 In
these three passages, leadership is linked with priestliness and returning individuals
to right relationships with other Christians and with God.
The clergy's status as leaders is further expressed through intimations of their places
of honour in church meetings j1^ indications of the respect normally accorded
them;^ suggestions that some boast of belonging to the priesthood and designate
their relatives as their successors;1 ^ mentions of an elevated rank and priestly
honour j1 ^ descriptions of the clergy as 'duces' and 'Ecclesiarum principes' sitting "in
consessu sacerdotali".1^ More references intimating the clergy's leadership and
criticising their exercise of it could be cited. ^0 Even allowing for Origen's
resentment over his treatment by Bishop Demetrius, the power involved in
leadership was clearly corrupting many wielding it. Often, though not always,21
these indications of leadership are bound up with priestliness.
Vogt argues that H Num 22.1 shows that the presbyters were chosen by the
bishop, on the basis that, while Origen criticises the choice of the bishop by the
13. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 224-226.
14. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 208-210.
15. C Mt 15.26 and H Jer 11.3.
16. H Josh 10.3.
17. H Num 2.1 and 22.4; H Jdg 3.2.
18. H Num 2.1 and 10.3.
19. H Num 22.4 and H Josh 9.5.
20. See Danielou, 1955, 44; Lecuyer, 1970, 259; Trigg, 1981, 14; etc.
21. As well as the passages in H Jer 11.3, H Ex 11.6, C Mt 15.26, H Num 22.4
noted earlier in sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.3, see H Ezek 2.1 where leaders are
referred to as "Ecclesiarum magistri" (Borret, SC 352, 1989, 102), and H Num
12.2 where they are referred to as "reges" and said to reign (Migne, PG 12, 1857,
660). Vogt, 1974, 4 and Schafer, 1978, 67-80, give fuller lists of Origen's
designations of bishops, many implying their power and authority. Vilela, 1971, 94,
points out the presbyters shared in this to some extent as part of the 'consessus'.
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people's acclamation because Moses did not choose his successor that way, he says
that God told Moses to choose elders and intends this as a model to follow. 22 The
use of 'presbyteri' and the likening of Moses to the bishop render this likely.
The references to the bishop's and presbyters' seats of honour already noted
intimate that they presided over the church's meetings for worship, including,
presumably, the eucharist. The few passages alluding to the clergy's special role in
worship and, possibly, the eucharist, were examined in section 4.6.4. A clear
indication of the clergy's presidency at baptism is given in H Josh 4.1 where
Origen describes baptism "consistente sacerdotali et Levitico ordine" and likens it to
crossing the Jordan to the promised land "sacerdotum ministeriis". 23
There has been debate over whether Origen viewed others than the clergy as able
to administer church discipline.24 On the one hand, he saw perfection as required
in order to bind and loose; on the other, he regarded the clergy as those who did
so. The former is demonstrated, above all, by C Mt 12.10, 11 and 14 in which,
commenting on Mt 16.16-19, Origen explains that Jesus' promise of the power to
bind and loose was not given to Peter alone but also to those who are perfect like
him , and that when bishops apply this promise to themselves, they are right if
perfect but not if not. The same kind of point is made in PE 28.8-10, only there
the truly spiritual are likened to priests and apostles.
That Origen regarded the clergy25 as
discipline is evinced in several passages,
writes,
22. Vogt, 1974, 11.
those who normally exercised church
One is in H Judg 2.5 where Origen
23. Jaubert, SC 71, 1960, 148.
24. This debate has been fuelled by Trigg, 1981, 15-18 and 1983, 196, who holds
that Origen views only the spiritual as having the power to bind and loose, and
attacks the exclusive claims of bishops to do so. See Volker, 1930, 172, n.6, for
earlier debate between Roman Catholics and Protestants on this. Others (Rahner,
1950, 259-260 and 283; Danielou, 1955, 71-72; von Campenhausen, 1969, 257-263;
Vogt, 1974, 123 and 130-132; Schafer, 1978, 163-165; and Crouzel, 1985, 298-302)
argue that it was only if the spiritual were bishops that they could excommunicate,
according to Origen.
25. Vogt, 1974, 123, n.21, argues that Origen's use of the plural TtETtioxeouevot
in oi TC£7uaT£v>M.Evot tcprvEiv xouc Eoco in a fragment of CI Cor 4.1-5
(Jenkins, JTS 9, 1907-8, 356) could relate to the bishops in the universal church,
but the context suggests the presbyterium in the local church.
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"non solum per apostolos suos Deus tradidit delinquentes in manus inimicorum,
sed et per eos qui Ecclesiae praesident, et potestatem habent non solum
solvendi, sed et ligandi, traduntur peccatores in interitum carnis, cum pro
delictis suis a Christi corpore separantur",
going on to describe these leaders as 'sacerdotes' just after.26
A second is in H Lev 2.4 in which Origen describes the remission of sins by
penitence, when the sinner confesses his sins to the Lord's priest seeking a remedy,
thus fulfilling what Jas 5.14-15 says about calling the church's presbyters, among
other things,bpray for the forgiveness of sins.27 Third, in H Judg 3.3, Origen
writes of the "Ecclesiae principes vel iudices", adding "quibus judicium non solum
rerum gestarum datum est, sed et animarum." Sadly, "nescio si qui tales Ecclesiae
judices sunt quos dignos faciet Deus Spiritu sancto repleri, ...."28 These must be
church officials since Origen would never have doubted that the perfect were
filled with the Spirit.29 Fourth, in H Lev 14.2, Origen describes how "peccavit
aliquis fidelium, iste etiamsi nondum abiciatur per episcopi sententiam, iam tamen
per ipsum peccatum, quod admisit, eiectus est; ...." He repeats this in 14.3.30
The one passage in which Trigg^l has grounds for arguing that Origen presents
someone unordained as to be sought out for help by the sinner is in H Ps 37,
2.6. Here Origen urges his hearers to seek out one to whom they should confess
their sins on the basis of his spiritual gifts in this area. However, the exact
circumstances are not clear and Vogt may be right to argue that the fact that the
person's qualification for this work must be generally known renders it unlikely that
Origen is thinking of someone outside the hierarchy.32 Further, it may be that only
private advice is meant.
26. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 961.
27. Vogt, 1974, 134 and 177-178, finds a reference to official reconciliation to the
church here.
28. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 964.
29. Vogt, 1974, 135, so interprets this passage, though without using this argument.
30. Borret, SC 287, 1981, 230 and 238.
31. Trigg, 1981, 17-18.
32. Vogt, 1974, 178-179.
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On the whole, then, it seems most plausible that Origen viewed the clergy as those
who exercised public church discipline, although that discipline was confirmed in
heaven only insofar as the clergy exercising it conformed to his view of perfection.
There is no clear evidence in his writings of anyone outside the clergy exercising
such public discipline. Moreover, he often links this function with priesthood,33 as
well as with leadership, judging and apostleship.
The clearest evidence that Origen lived during a transitional period regarding the
transfer of the most important functions and ministries exclusively to the clergy
concerns his experience in teaching and preaching. Noted in section 4.6.3 was
evidence that Origen viewed the study and teaching of God's word as the greatest
priestly task. Here we are examining whether this ministry was confined to the
clergy in Alexandria, Caesarea and more widely in Origen's day.
Much relevant evidence derives from reports of Origen's experiences. There has
been much debate over many details of what happened.34 We shall trace the broad
outlines as reflected on in some recent scholarship. First, whilst still a layman,
Origen was recognised as a teacher of catechumens by Bishop Demetrius. 35 This
recognition probably continued when Origen handed this teaching over to Heraclas
in order to dedicate himself to higher Christian instruction to Christians, heretics
and pagans.36 As noted in section 4.6.1, scholars disagree over precisely which
factors were significant in Origen's problems with Bishop Demetrius and resulted in
his departure from Alexandria for Caesarea.37 Most significant for us is the fact
33. In section 4.6.3 we noted this link also in H Lev 5.3 and H Num. 10.1.
34. Compare Nautin, 1977, 413-441; Trigg, 1983; and Crouzel, 1985, 17-61, three
important recent studies.
35. Exactly when is disputed: Neymeyr, 1989, 99, and Trigg, 1983, 35, agree with
Nautin, 1977, 417, that it was in 211 rather than, as Eusebius states, in HE 6.3.3,
when Origen was eighteen. Crouzel, 1985, 26, accepts Eusebius' report as correct.
36. So Neymeyr, 1989, 99. Neymeyr thinks Origen was probably supported by the
church at this time.
37. Eusebius, in HE 6.8.4, depicts Demetrius as jealous of Origen's success and
fame; Nautin, 1977, 423-426, argues that Origen's teachings had made him suspect
and Demetrius' ordination of Heraclas instead of Origen decided him to leave;
Trigg, 1983, 130-132, traces the tension ultimately to the differences between an
organiser and an intellectual, as well as noting the factors suggested by Eusebius
and Nautin; and Crouzel, 1985, 44-45, follows Eusebius closely.
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that, during a first visit to Palestine, bishops allowed Origen to preach, though a
layman, in the church's meeting, presumably before the eucharist was celebrated.
Demetrius protested that lay people preaching with bishops present had never been
heard of. Bishops Alexander of Jerusalem and Theoctistos of Caesarea replied that
otio'o ... evptoKovxat oi eiuxriSetox ttpog xo axpeAexv xobg aSeAcpoxx;, icod
TtapaKocXo-ovxai xcp Kaq Ttpooop.tA.eiv into xwv ayxtov eitt okotojv, and gave
three examples of this, adding, eitcog 8e veal ev aAAoxg xoitoxc; xoOxo
yxveaGax, fipag Ss pri et8evat.38 Later he was ordained in Caesarea,39
probably by the same two bishops. After Demetrius' protests and death, Origen
moved to Caesarea permanently and taught there as a presbyter.
These events, and especially the controversy between Demetrius, Alexander and
Theoctistos over whether it was customary for laymen to preach in the church's
Sunday services, make it clear that the practice was becoming rarer in Asia Minor,
Palestine and Egypt,40 although it had not entirely died out. Neymeyr also cites
Socrates' Historia Ecclesiastica 5.22 as reporting meetings of the Alexandrian
church on Wednesday and Friday during which the teachers, including Origen,
interpreted the Scriptures. It was, then, probably because it involved the eucharistic
Sunday service, with the bishop(s) present, that Demetrius objected so strongly.41
Further, Demetrius' ordination of Heraclas and Dionysius' succession to Heraclas as
head of the catechetical school and then as bishop suggests that the teaching of
catechumens and others outside church services was also being brought more closely
under the control and into the ministry of the clergy.42
This transition is also reflected in Origen's writings. Although von Campenhausen
asserts that "Origen nowhere envisages an independent 'teaching profession' distinct
from the clergy", Vogt and Schafer point to a passage in H Ezek 3.7 as suggesting
this.43 Interpreting Ezek 14.1 in which elders are mentioned, Origen states that the
word of God
38. Eusebius, HE 6.19.16-19 (Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 117-119).
39. Eusebius, HE 6.23.4.
40. The places cited by Alexander and Theoctistos were Laranda, Iconium and
Synnada (see HE 6.19.18).
41. Neymeyr, 1989, 101; see the text in n.490.
42. So Faivre, 1984, 85, who views Origen as "le dernier des grands didascales
laics."
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"nullam speciem ordinum qui in Ecclesia constituti sunt dimittit intactam, ...
veluti nunc quaedam ad presbyteros loquitur. Ea enim quae praecesserunt dicta
sunt de magistris."44
Presbyters and teachers are depicted as two 'ordines'. Vogt also cites a passage in
Analecta sacra 3.151 in which Origen divides the leaders in meetings into teachers
and priests.45 On the other hand, Origen sometimes identifies teachers with the
church's leaders. Vogt cites passages in H Lev 6.6 and H Num. 2.1 as indicating
this. 46 This confirms that teaching in the church's services was becoming
increasingly the province of the ordained, although lay teachers still existed but
were becoming ever fewer. Origen's ordination shows at least that he was bowing
to the inevitable.47
Origen's writings and experiences thus disclose a situation in which the clergy's
powers and ministries were continuing to increase at the expense of the laity.
6.6.4 The powers and ministries of the laity
Origen's teaching on the priesthood of all the faithful and the sacrifices they should
offer was examined in section 5.6.1 above. They involve active purity of life, good
works, prayer, worship, self-denial, and study of God's word resulting in teaching,
all of which culminate in the perfect. In section 5.6.2 we found an organic unity
between the ordinary and perfect Christian for Origen demonstrated in a common
participation, but at different depths, in priesthood, spiritual gifts, and anointing by
Christ. And in section 5.6.3 we discovered Origen's use of temple-imagery for the
church, as well as for individual Christians.
On the other hand, we have also uncovered evidence of an ambiguous attitude
43. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 250; Vogt, 1974, 60; and Schafer, 1978, 218. Trigg,
1983, 29, holds that Demetrius restricted the teaching function to the clergy during
his episcopate, a view similar to that taken below.
44. Borret, SC 352, 1989, 138-140.
45. Vogt, 1974, 60.
46. Vogt, 1974, 61.
47. As the tenor of Trigg, 1981 and 1983 suggests. The is more likely than the
view of Schafer, 1978, 228, that Origen agreed that teachers should be ordained.
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towards ordinary Christians based on Origen's disappointment with their standard of
Christian living. In section 5.6.1 we noticed how he repeatedly uses the common
priesthood to exhort them to live out that priesthood and tend toward perfection.
At times he implies that some were not doing so. This attitude is also discerned in
his allusions to the 'simpliciores'. As Hallstrom shows, Origen depicts them as
forming the majority of the church and as, above all, intellectually deficient and
spiritually immature. 48 Origen further criticises his hearers for making worldly
matters a greater priority than attendance at church to hear God's word, not paying
attention when they are present, leaving before the sermon or inattention during it,
not studying the Bible, living sinfully, despising new converts or those of lower
status or wealth, and for many sins.49 These criticisms are largely based on his
perception that spirituality has declined greatly since earlier times, a perception
poignantly expressed in H Jer 4.3.50
Origen thus held an exalted view of the true Christian who was tending towards
perfection but a low view of the majority of the faithful who were not. This is
reflected in some of the rest of what we find in his writings about the laity's
powers and ministries and it forms the background to all of it.
Danielou is right to argue that the Origen's picture of the church in the Contra
Celsum is idealised for the purpose of apologetics,51 but its apologetic nature also
makes it likely that there is truth in it. In 3.9 Origen depicts Christians in general
as diffusing their teaching throughout the world, travelling around towns and villages
to win others. This may well have still been done by laymen in Origen's days.52
We noted in section 6.6.3 that laymen's active involvement in official church
discipline in Origen's days was unlikely, although they were probably important
witnesses to what happened.53
48. Hallstrom, 1984, especially 7, 24-27 and 38-41.
49. Taken from Danielou, 1955, 41-43, where he gives quotations from Origen's
writings.
50. See Nautin, SC 232, 1976, 264-266.
51. Danielou, 1955, 40.
52. So Williams G., 1963, 41.
53. Note Rahner, 1950, 275, on church discipline as part of the church's function
as a community. CC 3.51 suggests this although the details are unclear.
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What we have noted concerning teaching is relevant to Origen's depiction of
spiritual gifts too. Although he clearly viewed the perfect as the only appropriate
teachers, one reason for which was their mduement with the necessary gifts, the
opportunities for the public exercise of those gifts within church services were
becoming increasingly limited. Nonetheless, Origen was clearly aware of their
continuing existence and that they were not confined to the clergy. He interprets
some of them in a way which Paul did not mean. For example, he interprets the
word of wisdom and the word of knowledge, the gifts he most often mentions, in
terms of right understanding of Scripture and wise teaching rather than as direct
revelations from God. 54 Similarly, he views prophecy as helping in the
interpretation of Scripture, and discernment as enabling to detect which teaching is
of God and which is not.55 Indeed, his explicit mentions of the xaptopaxa are
focus ed mainly on gifts necessary for understanding and teaching God's word. 56
Further, he depicts these gifts as earnt and merited rather than given by God out
of pure grace,57 and divides gifts into two classes, greater and smaller, the former
involving prophecy, words of wisdom and knowledge, and possibly discernment, the
latter faith, miraculous healing, and exorcism, the two types corresponding to
perfect and simple Christians. 58
On the other hand, he says of Christians in general in CC 1.46, e^sTC&Soxxn
Soapovac; veal tcoXXcxq iaaerc EtttxeXobot mi op&at xivcc icaxa xo PobXripa
xob Xoyo\j tiepi p.eXX6vx<dv,59 which is much nearer to NT descriptions. In CC
1.2 and 2.8, he writes of traces (i'xvri) of the miracles of NT times in his own,
stating in 2.8 that they are important and he has seen some.60 Further, in CC 7.8,
54. This is clearest in CC 1.44, 3.18 and 46, and H Josh 26.2.
55. See H Ex 4.5 and 3.2.
56. The main exception to this concerns marriage and celibacy, which Origen views
as involving gifts, though not a spiritual gift as far as marriage is concerned (so
Hallstrom, 1984, 80, n.37). On this, see Crouzel, 1985, 191 and 194.
57. See PA 2.7.3 and 3.3.3.
58. On this, see Hallstrom, 1984, 79-80. In n.34, he quotes Grau, on a similar
view in Clement, as speaking of '"eine Intellektualisierung des Charisma-Begriffes
der dem Paulus vollig fremd ist'" and as attributing the change to the influence of
Greek thought.
59. Borret, SC 132, 1967, 196.
60. Borret, SC 132, 1967, 82 and 300.
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he indicates that the signs given by the Holy Spirit during Christ's ministry and
after his ascension have diminished, irXriv Kai vuv exi iyvri eoxiv oroxoO nap'
oXtyotg, za<z vuy&Q xq> Xoy^ Kai xaig Kax' ccoxov Tipa^eot
KEKaOappevoig.^l Origen's status as a highly regarded churchman, familiar with
the contemporary church, having visited Rome, Arabia, Antioch, Greece, and
Cappadocia, and the incidental nature of his references to spiritual gifts, provide
grounds for believing what he says.62
None of these passages includes explicit allusions to the ycxpi opaxcx, suggesting that
for Origen and those like him, they were understood above all as involving gifts
necessary for understanding and teaching God's word, a function which was being
increasingly restricted to the clergy. Moreover, although he knew of some of the
effects of what were known as spiritual gifts in NT times continuing, he was aware
that they were manifested less often than earlier. Thus the major source of the
laity's ministry was diminishing in people's experiences and being increasingly
dominated by the clergy.
An area of church life in which the laity retained some of its ancient power and
privileges is the election of bishops, as we noted in Tertullian and Hippolytus. We
noted in section 4.6.3 a passage in H Lev 6.3 where Origen says,
"requiritur enim in ordinando sacerdote et praesentia populi, ut sciant omnes
et certi sint quia qui praestantior est ex omni populo, qui doctior, qui
sanctior, qui in omni virtute eminentior, ille eligitur ad sacerdotium et hoc
adstante populo, ...."63
Scholars are right to see a reference to contemporary practice here.64 Further, in
H Num 22.4 Origen describes the people as giving their favour under the influence
of clamour or perhaps money, while, in H Gen 3.3, he asks why the Lord tells
Moses alone to choose elders whom he knows to be elders, not those whom the
ignorant multitude recognised.65
61. Migne, PG 11, 1857, 1432-1433.
62. Kydd, 1973, 370-373.
63. Borret, SC 286, 1981, 278-280.
64. Barlea, 1969, 158; Vilela, 1971, 64; and Gryson, 1973, 391-392.
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We noted in section 6.6.3 likely evidence of the bishops' special role in choosing
presbyters. There is also a passage in C Mt 16.22 in which Origen criticises the
bishops and presbyters for handing the church over to those unsuitable as leaders,
and, in H Num. 22.4, one in which some princes of the church are said to have
willed their episcopates to their relatives. This suggests that "les eveques et les
presbytres ont une responsabilite speciale dans le choix des candidats."66 Probably,
then, the whole church was involved in approving the candidate selected by the
presbyters, if the bishop had died,67 or in approving some or all of the candidates
presented by the bishop and presbyters if new presbyters were needed.68
In addition, Origen's writings and reports concerning his life make it clear that lay
people were present at some synods and public meetings. He reports that many
were present during a public disputation and that he spoke with Heraclides before
the people, whilst the whole community listened to him during a synod in Arabia,
according to Eusebius, and Origen reports that bishops sign decisions in front of
the faithful.69 No indication is given of their participation so that we cannot gauge
the significance of this beyond the fact that the laity were still present. In view of
what we have noted of their involvement in elections, they probably voiced
approval or disapproval of what they heard.
Further, Origen believed that the laity should support the clergy financially, as we
noted in section 4.6.3. In H Josh 17.3, in particular, Origen relates this duty
directly to the laws concerning the priests and Levites.70
Again, then, we note the increasing subordination of the laity to the clergy, not
least in the areas of spiritual gifts and support of the clergy. Even so, they are
65. Migne, PG 12, 1857, 744 and 177. On these passages, see Vilela, 1971, 63-64
and Gryson, 1973, 389-394.
66. Lecuyer, 1970, 262-263.
67. Note Lecuyer, 1970, 263-264; Vilela, 1971, 176-178; and Gryson, 1973, 395-399
on evidence that the bishop of Alexandria was elected and enthroned by the
presbyters without ordination by another bishop.
68. Something like this seems to be envisaged by Vilela, 1971, 64; Gryson, 1973,
392; and Schafer, 1978, 84.
69. See evidence in Vilela, 1971, 65.
70. So Faivre, 1985/86, 49.
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not totally ignored, not least in elections and ordinations. They also have their part
to play in the eucharistic meetings in prayer.71
6.6.5 Summary and conclusion
Origen reinforces what Clement tells us regarding the existence of the clergy-laity
divide in Alexandria and establishes its existence in Caesarea too. He provides
more indications of a link between this and the clergy's special priesthood than
does Clement, being more like Tertullian and Hippolytus in this. On the other
hand, Origen follows Clement regarding the spiritual Christian's importance in the
church and the centrality of teaching, both being closely tied to priesthood.
Tertullian has a similar emphasis on the spiritual Christian in his Montanist period,
but does not link it with teaching or priesthood as do Clement and Origen. What
we have noted suggests that the, for them, central priestly function of teaching had
become more restricted to the clergy in Origen's than in Clement's time. This
contributes to the impression that the clergy-laity divide had become clearer and
better established by the time of Origen. Contributing to the same is the lack of
implications of the laity's resentment against the clergy in Origen's writings^ as
compared with Tertullian's {Mori 12.2 in particular), and the presence of clerical
resentment against a layman in the case of Bishop Demetrius and Origen.
Their emphasis on the significance of the gnostic or perfect Christian means that
Clement and Origen do not bring out the basic unity of the clergy and laity as
much as Tertullian, for whom both can, in cases of necessity, do most of the same
things. It is still present, though, in that both clergy and laity are criticised and
urged to become gnostic or perfect. This, as we have noted, is often linked to the
understanding of the perfect as priests and with the use of the concept of the
general priesthood. Origen and Tertullian, at least in the latter's Montanist period,
are alike in viewing the spiritual as alone able to forgive sin.
Largely because of their stress on the gnostic or perfect Christian's significance,
Clement and Origen are not as interested in the laity's power and ministries as
71. On this see Faivre, 1984, 84.
72. We have noted the likelihood that Origen's resentment at his treatment by
Demetrius was a factor in some of his criticisms of the clergy but there is no
indication that the general laity shared this, and he criticised the laity as much as
the clergy.
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Tertullian is. The laity's part in elections of clergy is mentioned in all three and
Hippolytus, as are the xcpropaxa, but these appear more common in Carthage,
whether because of Montanist influence or as a characteristic of the North African
church or for some other reason. There is also an awareness in Origen not found
elsewhere so far that they occur less often than earlier in the church's life and
there is much more interest in those viewed as relating to understanding and
teaching God's word. As in Hippolytus, there are indications in Origen that they
are becoming restricted to the clergy.
Origen's stress on the need to be perfect probably goes a long way towards
explaining why he never indicates that ordination conveys a special i nduement of
the Spirit, such as we saw in Hippolytus, but does suggest that the clergy have a
greater responsibility to live virtuously and a greater liability to punishment for sin.
Any greater ability to deal with sin they may have is also more likely to derive
from perfection than from ordination. What information Origen provides
corroborates that from Tertullian and Hippolytus concerning the clergy's leading part
in the church's decision-making and services, and the link between leadership and
priesthood. Origen evinces more awareness of the general abuses of clerical
privilege than any before him, but he is even-handed in that he criticises the laity
equally. He is more aware of generally declining standards. He is also more
emphatic than any before on the need for the laity to support the clergy
financially.
In brief, Origen provides evidence that he lived at a time when the division
between the clergy and the laity was more established and developed than when
Tertullian and Clement were alive. On the other hand, he also demonstrates that
the laity could and, in his view, should be as interested in what really counts, viz.,
progression in holiness and understanding of God's word, as the clergy. The basic
unity within the church has thus not been lost sight of. Though not as central as
in Tertullian, priesthood is important to both the distinction between clergy and
laity and to what is expected of the laity in Origen.
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6.7 Cyprian and the Western church in the mid-third century
6.7.1 Minucius Felix
Being concerned mainly with apologetics and polemics, Minucius Felix' Octavius
contains little or nothing relevant to the relationship between the clergy and the
laity. At the beginning of section 4.7 we noted Oct 9.4, in which Christians are
said to "ipsius antistitis ac sacerdotis colere genitalia et quasi parentis sui adorare
naturam: "1 This may involve a reference to the revering of the bishop and,
possibly, presbyters.^ This would fit what we shall note concerning the church in
North Africa from Cyprian's writings.
6.7.2 Novatian and Cornelius
Eusebius' report of the dispute between Novatian and Cornelius over the treatment
of the lapsed describes a synod at Rome which included sixty bishops and even
more presbyters and deacons.3 He does not mention laity which suggests that the
clergy had taken over this important decision. Eusebius then narrates how Cornelius
reported the decisions taken to Bishop Fabius of Antioch, showing that the bishops
disseminated them to other churches to encourage a united stand. Eusebius quotes
Cornelius' letter, in which the importance of the confessors' initial support for
Novatian and later repudiation of him is made clear. This repudiation was made in
the presence of many people, bishops, presbyters and laymen (XatK&v dv&p&v). In
Ep 49 of the Cyprianic corpus Cornelius says the confessors first reported to the
presbyters who examined and reproached them. When Cornelius was informed, he
called a meeting of the presbyters and five visiting bishops who heard and accepted
the confessors' repentance. Thereupon the faithful were consulted and welcomed the
penitents. Cornelius^ directed one to resume his position as presbyter and remitted
the actions of the others. The laity were involved, "but only by way of assent (not
deliberation) and at the very conclusion of the process. "5
1. Halm, CSEL 2, 1867, 13.
2. So Clarke, ACW 39, 1974, 219, n.119.
3. For the references to Eusebius here and immediately below, see EH 6.43.2-6:
Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 153-155.
4. So Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 273, n.18, interpreting Cornelius' use of the first
person plural.
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Faivre argues that Cornelius' letter
"presente ces laics comme des personnages, ce qui signifie qu'il s'agit
d'hommes, peut-etre maries, en tout cas consideres comme accomplis et murs,
tant par leur age que par leurs qualites morales.
Bardy translates the relevant expression "en presence de nombreux personnages,
eveques, pretres, laiques" but the Greek is Tcapovxov iKav&v xoOxo piev
etttoKOTtov xooxo 8e TtpeoPoxepcov teat XatKdiv av8pa>v.7 I assume that Bardy
draws the translation 'personnages' from iKav&v, but the usual understanding of
this is 'sufficient'.^ More relevant is Cornelius' use of avSp&v which indicates that
only lay men, not women, were present. It may be that only mature laymen were
summoned to such an occasion. This does not necessitate, as Faivre implies, that
Cornelius understood only such men as the laity.
Cornelius also describes Novatian's machinations to attain consecration by three
bishops, confirming the need of this; the later repentance and restoration of one
bishop as a layman at the people's intercession, demonstrating the part the people
could play in discipline and that being a layman was a demotion; and the
replacement of these bishops by successors apparently ordained and sent by
Cornelius, showing the increasing power of bishops in some central sees. He then
accuses Novatian of being unaware that there can be only one bishop in each
church and enumerates the presbyters, deacons, sub-deacons, acolytes, exorcists,
lectors and doorkeepers, widows and poor supported by the church. The people are
mentioned separately. Probably all except the widows and poor form the clergy,
showing how the clergy in Rome has grown since Hippolytus.
Next Cornelius depicts exorcists as having helped a Novatian into whom Satan had
entered, and Novatian's baptism in bed without sealing (ocppaytoO rival) by the
5. Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 270, n.ll. See also Vilela, 1971, 383-386.
6. Faivre, 1984, 142. Faivre cites HE 4.43.6 but clearly means 6.43.6.
7. Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 155.
8. So Lampe, PGL, 673. Liddell and Scott, 1889, 378, also give "of persons,
sufficient, competent". They further have "iKCCVOt qq Tipoq tSi6xocc very tolerable
in comparison with common men, Plat.", but there is nothing in the context in EH
6.43.6, as there is in Plato, to require this understanding. Williamson and Louth,
1989, 215, give "in the presence of several bishops, etc."
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bishop, without which he could not receive the Spirit. Cornelius further mentions
Novatian's ordination to the presbyteral order (etc TtpeoPuxepfov> xXfipov) by the
bishop on the bishop's specific request against the opposition of the clergy and
many of the laity.9
Whatever the accuracy of Cornelius' depiction of Novatian, the details of church
life given here can be relied on, since Cornelius would have wanted to lend
verisimilitude to any inventions, and indicate the subordinate role which the laity
could still play at times in discipline and the choice of clergy. They also show that
the numbers of clergy had grown along with their power, especially the bishops',
over the most important functions and decisions in the church.
Novatian mentions the yapt apaxa in De Trinitate 29.10 in the present tense, but
the list is largely derived from 1 Cor 12.8-11 and he may be enumerating them
only because Paul did so. In De Spectaculis 4.2-3, however, he implies that a
faithful Christian can exorcise demons.
In Epp 30.5.3 and 31.6.2 of the Cyprianic corpus Novatian denominates as to be
consulted regarding the case of the lapsed the bishops, presbyters, deacons,
confessors and faithful laity ("stantibus laicis"),!® presumably as together making up
the church. In Ep 30.8.1, he indicates that, during an interregnum, the Roman
church took advice from neighbouring and visiting bishops over the lapsed. He uses
"nos" of the church,H probably meaning the presbyters and deacons sending the
letter, in view of the size of the church noted above. He also gives their decision
on what should be done until God gives them a bishop. A similar situation is
reflected in Ep 8 of the Cyprianic corpus which is from the Roman church,
especially its confessors and presbyters. 1^ Its tone is "notably imperative,
authoritative, indeed episcopal", more so indeed than Ep 30.13 its authors see
themselves as "praepositi esse et uice pastorum custodire gregem, ..."14 during the
interregnum.
9. EH 6.43.8-17: Bardy, SC 41, 1955, 155-158.
10. Diercks, CCSL 4, 1972, 203 and 232.
11. Diercks, CCSL 4, 1972, 205-206.
12. Ep 8.1: Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 486.
13. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 203. On the relationship between Epp 8 and 30, see
Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 204.
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The laity, then, are consulted but final decisions are in the clergy's hands. Further,
the bishop's position as ultimate arbiter is brought out in Ep 36.2.3 where the
confessors are reported to have sent the lapsed to him and the lapsed are urged to
submit to him.
6.7.3 The clergv-laitv divide in Cvprian
In sections 4.7.2-3 and 5.7.3 we noted the division created by 'sacerdos' being
Cyprian's preferred designation for the bishop, with whose priesthood he at times
associates the presbyters, and by his lack of explicit reference to the general
priesthood and use of 'sacerdos' for Christians in general. We also found, in
sections 4.7.4-6, that 'sacerdos' for him connotes sacral authority, discipline, and
offering eucharistic sacrifice, all functions which Cyprian regards as central to
church life and, as we shall note in section 6.7.4, restricts mainly to the bishop.
Here we are examining the constituents of the clergy and laity for Cyprian and the
nature of the division between them.
Faivre notes a difference between Tertullian's, Hippolytus' and Origen's
understandings of the composition of the clergy, on the one hand, and Cyprian's,
on the other: for the former it consists of the bishop, presbyters and deacons only,
but for the latter, it consists of "tout ce qui peut etre qualifie de fonction dans
l'Eglise: eveque, presbytre, diacre, sous-diacre, lecteur, acolyte, exorciste, "
Further, the clergy receive a payment, the "divisio mensurna",^ so that, not only
liturgical service, but reception of this payment forms the frontier between the
clergy and the laity.^ Faivre also notes that Cyprian uses 'clerus' most often of
the presbyters and deacons, sometimes of the bishop and presbyters, and sometimes
to include all the lesser ministries.^
Cyprian uses 'laici', but prefers 'fideles' and 'plebs', with 'fraternitas' and 'populus'
as possible variants.^ More important is the question of who made up the laity,
14. Ep 8.3: Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 488.
15. See Ep 34.4 where Cyprian writes that a sub-deacon and an acolyte should not
receive it for the time being.
16. Faivre, 1983, 201.
17. Faivre, 1984, 138, which see for evidence.
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which is related to the nature of the distinction between the clergy and laity, since
Cyprian does not address it directly. He tends to oppose those with priestly
functions to the laity, in a way similar to Cornelius. So, in Ep 1, he writes,
"singuli diuino sacerdotio honorati et in clerico ministerio constituti non nisi altari
et sacrificiis deseruire et precibus adque orationibus uacare debeant",^ justifying it
mainly on the basis of the Levitical law, according to which they are to be
supported by the brethren. Further, in Ep 65.3.3, he contrasts those who serve the
altar and have lapsed with the brethren and the "lapsos laicos".20 Faivre points out
that "le rapport entre clerge et autel devient le symbole des 'occupations religieuses
et spirituelles' de toute espece accomplies par les clercs."21 He also concludes that
"la notion de clerge commence a etre surdeterminee par le concept de
sacerdotalisation" and that
"les laics peuvent etre definis d'une double fagon: positivement comme ceux
qui nourrissent les ministres de l'autel, symbolises par la hierarchie levitique,
ou negativement comme ceux qui ne sont pas pretres."22
This implies that Cyprian views all Christians in good standing as composing the
laity.
The clergy's superiority to the laity is evinced, above all, in that laicisation of the
clergy is a definite demotion.23 As a corollary, becoming a member of the clergy
is depicted as a promotion and an honour. 24 Although Cyprian does not indicate
explicitly what happens in ordination, he mentions it,25 and implies the differences
18. See Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 149; and Faivre, 1984, 141.
19. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 465-466. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 154-155, especially
n.ll, argues that "sacerdotium" in Ep 1.1 refers to the bishop's high-priesthood
with "clericum ministerium" referring to the rest of the clergy. This may be so,
but we noted, in section 4.7.3, that Cyprian at least associated the presbyters with
the bishop's priesthood, and the justification based on OT priestly law refers to all.
20. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 724.
21. Faivre, 1983, 217.
22. Faivre, 1984, 144. See also on this Faivre, 1985/6, 52, where he also points to
"la coupure culturelle entre le pur et l'impur, le sacre et le profane", adding that
"cette coupure provient a la fois du contexte cultuel dans lequel est apparut
primitivement le terme 'laic' et de l'emploi que Aquila, Symmaque et Theodotion
font de ce terme, durant le second siecle, dans leur traduction grecque de l'Ancien
Testament."
23. For this, see Epp 55.11.1-3, 67.6.2 and 72.2.1.
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which ordination makes. He clearly believes in bishops' apostolic succession, and,
since this is "ut ecclesia super episcopos constituatur et omnis actus ecclesiae per
eosdem praepositos gubernetur", and, "cum hoc ita diuina lege fundatum sit",2° the
correct ordination of bishops is vital to the church's life. We shall examine the
following ministries in more detail below, but von Campenhausen summarises the
differences resulting from ordination:
"henceforward [the priest] can pass on special spiritual gifts by the laying on
of his hands in baptism or penance, and as bishop he can by himself ordain
new clergy. He can consecrate the baptismal water, offer the eucharistic
sacrifice, and make especially effectual intercession for others. No layman is
competent to do anything of the sort. "27
Further, Cyrpian appoints confessors as lectors, with the intention of making them
presbyters later,28 in contrast to the situation we noted in Hippolytus' TA 9.
Moreover, as noted in section 4.7.3, in Ep 40 we probably find a confessor who
had been a presbyter elsewhere being enlisted ("adscribatur") amongst the
Carthaginian clergy,29 demonstrating that official recognition was needed even for
one who had been a presbyter elsewhere as well as being a confessor. Xnduement
by the Spirit resulting from suffering is no longer enough. 30
Finally, the distance between the higher clergy and the laity is increased by the
importance Cyprian ascribes to the lower clergy, and the elevation in status and
honour evinced by the reference to "ulterior gradus ad quem profici in ecclesia
possit" in Ep 39.4, and the description of Bishop Cornelius in Ep 55.8 as "per
omnia ecclesiastica officia promotus ... ad sacerdotii sublime fastigium cunctis
24. See, e.g., Ep 1.1: "diuino sacerdotio honorati" and "qui in ecclesia Domini
ordinatione clerica promouentur" (Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 465-466).
25. He mentions the laying on of hands on bishops in Ep 67.5, and uses 'ordino'
and 'ordinatio' of presbyters and deacons in Ep 72.2, of deacons in Ep 67.4, and
of a lector in Ep 38.2. See Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 184, n.16.
26. Ep 33.1: Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 566. Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 146, n.4, gives
a list of passages in Cyprian's correspondence reflecting his views on this.
27. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 270-271.
28. Ep 39.5.
29. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 585-586.
30. See on this subject, von Campenhausen, 1969, 271 and Faivre, 1984, 148-151.
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religionis gradibus ascendit."31
6.7.4 The clergy's powers and ministries in Cvprian
In sections 4.7.4-6 we explored the main connotations of priesthood, especially that
of the bishop, for Cyprian. The first is sacral authority which is divine in origin
and nature. This is apparent in Ep 59.5 where Cyprian denies that a bishop can
be made without God's choice, knowledge or permission, and calls the bishop "ad
tempus sacerdos et ad tempus iudex uice Christi".32 This authority comes and is
guaranteed by the apostolic succession noted in section 6.7.3. That this was
generally held in the North African church is demonstrated by Clarus of Mascula's
statement at the council in 256 that
"manifesta est sententia Domini nostri Iesu Christi apostolos suos mittentis et
ipsis solis potestatem a patre sibi datam permittentis, quibus nos successimus
eadem potestate ecclesiam Domini gubernantes et credentium fidem
baptizantes. "33
Further, Firmilian of Cappadocian Caesarea writes that Christ gave power to forgive
sins to the bishops who succeeded the apostles. 34
As a result, absolutely everything in the church on earth comes under the authority
of the bishops, as we noted in Ep 33.1 where Cyprian states that every action of
the church is governed through the bishops, and the church in each city is founded
on the bishops. The bishop is therefore the incarnation of the church and its
unity. 35 His authority is over the presbyters and deacons as well as everyone
else,36 and he has overall charge of the dispensing of the church's charity.37
31. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 584 and 629.
32. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 672.
33. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 459.
34. Ep 75.16.
35. Epp 55.24 and 66.8 and Un 5.
36. The presbyters: Ep 16.1 and 17.2; and the deacons: Ep 3.3.
37. On this see d'Ales, 1922, 103-104, and the references cited there.
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Although the bishop's authority is in theory absolute, since none can judge him
except God,38 in practice there are checks on it. One derives from the presbyters'
involvement in government, suggested by Cyprian's practice of calling them
'conpresbyteri', their being seated with the bishop during services while others
remained standing, their formation of a 'consessus' with the bishop, their possession
of a 'locus' and 'honor' relating to his, and their ability to take the bishop's place
when he is absent or the episcopate is vacant. 39 Doubtless the extent to which
they were consulted and the power they exercised depended on the bishop under
whom they served, but they normally had a say in decisions and a more important
say than anyone else in the church. Next to them came the deacons, whose
inclusion in the church's government is suggested mainly by Cyprian's addressing of
his letters to the presbyters and deacons.^0 In addition, Cyprian normally consulted
the laity on important decisions, as we shall see below. Even so, ultimate earthly
authority in the church lay with the bishop, the higher clergy having more
opportunity to influence him and exercise his delegated power41 than anyone else.
The bishop's authority and power over the clergy included the ability to appoint,
ordain, and discipline. Although he would normally consult the church, on occasion
Cyprian would appoint someone to the clergy on his own, always taking care to
explain what he had done.42 Further, neighbouring bishops were necessary to a
bishop's consecration.43
Administering baptism was normally the bishop's prerogative. We noted above
Clarus of Mascula's statement that bishops have the power to govern and baptise.44
In Ep 69.8 Cyprian condemns those who try "primatum adsumere et baptizandi
adque offerendi licentiam uindicare",45 suggesting that these are the bishop's two
main powers. In Ep 70.1 he writes that "oportet uero mundari et sanctificari
38. See Ep 59.5.
39. On this see d'Ales, 1922, 313; Vilela, 1971, 279-281 and 285-287; and Clarke,
ACW 43, 1984, 150.
40. So d'Ales, 1922, 315.
41. See below in this section.
42. See Epp 38-40, and earlier comments on them.
43. See Epp 67.5, 55.8, and earlier comments on them.
44. Sent 79. See also Sent 17.
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aquam prius a sacerdote, ut possit baptismo suo peccata hominis qui baptizatur
abluere",46 wjjich makes the priestly bishop absolutely necessary to grace-giving
baptism. Similarly, he states in Ep 73.7 that "intelligimus non nisi in ecclesia
praepositis ... licere baptizare et remissam peccatorum dare, ...." Only the leaders
are permitted to baptise, then. This is confirmed in Ep 73.9, where he adds that
the baptised "per nostram orationem ac manus inpositionem spiritum sanctum
consequantur "47 Firmilian shows that this was so in Asia Minor by stating, in
Ep 75.7, that "praesident maiores natu qui et baptizandi et manum inponendi et
ordinandi possident potestatem."48
The only indications that the presbyters could baptise are the references to
"praepositi" in Ep 73.7 and 9, although they could refer only to bishops, and the
allusion, just quoted from Ep 75.7, to "maiores natu". Clarke argues that the use
of 'praesideo' and the reference to baptism, imposition of hands and ordination
mean these must be bishops too.49 There is, then, no proof that presbyters
baptised, although they, and the deacons, must have helped, and one wonders what
happened when the bishop was absent or there was an interregnum. This power
involving forgiving sin and conveying the Spirit apparently belonged to the bishop
alone.
In section 4.7.5 we found that Cyprian frequently used priestly language of the
bishop in the context of the different stages of administering church discipline.
Although in his earliest letters he wrote of the laying on of hands "ab episcopo et
clero", later he spoke of it mainly as by the priests. Even so, in section 4.7.3 we
observed a passage in Ep 18.1 in which Cyprian indicates that, when he was
absent, those who wished to confess their sin could do so to a presbyter or a
deacon and hands could be laid upon them in forgiveness. This suggests that
normal practice was for the bishop and clergy to hear confession and restore to
communion, although later Cyprian emphasised the place of the bishop alone.
Firmilian viewed the remission of sin as the prerogative mainly of the bishop. 50
45. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 757.
46. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 767.
47. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 783 and 785.
48. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 814.
49. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 261, n.32.
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Like baptism, this involved an exercise of vital spiritual power.
The other exercise of spiritual power closely connected to the bishop as priest and
examined in section 4.7.6 was the offering of sacrifice, especially eucharistic
sacrifice. One passage studied was Ep 76.3 where Cyprian writes that, in the
mines, "sacerdotibus Dei facultas non datur offerendi et celebrandi sacrificia
diuina",^! implying that they alone could normally offer such sacrifices. This is
confirmed by what we noted in Ep 69.8 where Cyprian rebukes those who try
"primatum adsumere et baptizandi adque offerendi licentiam uindicare".52 in section
4.7.3, however, we found that presbyters offered the eucharistic sacrifice and
probably "as a matter of course and not as a special privilege ... under emergency
conditions. "53 This privilege seems to have been limited to the bishop and
presbyters. D'Ales points out some of the effects of receiving the eucharist,
according to Cyprian: it purifies the conscience as part of the procedure of
reconciliation, harms the unreconciled lapsed, incorporates into Christ's body and
salvation, protects and fortifies for martyrdom.54 it is spiritually powerful and only
the clergy can provide it.
According to Cyprian, the above are the major tasks and ministries of the clergy
and the bishop in particular, all closely associated with priestliness and the
communication of God's grace and power. In contrast to Origen, teaching is not
one of these, but it is one of the clergy's tasks. In Ep 55.14, Cyprian depicts one
of the lapsed as saying, "'ego prius legeram et episcopo tractante cognoueram
...'",55 and in Ep 58.4 he juxtaposes the people gathering and the bishop teaching
in such a way as to imply that it was normally the bishop who taught the
assembled congregation. Apart from these, there are a passing mention of the
bishop teaching in Ep 74.10, two references to the bishop's 'cathedra', which
probably symbolises his teaching right and activity,56 and an allusion to the bishop's
50. Ep 75.16.
51. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 830.
52. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 757.
53. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 187.
54. D'Ales, 1922, 258 and 264-266, referring to Lap 16, 25-26, Dom 18, and Epp
57.2 and 58.1.
55. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 633; cf. Clarke, ACW 46, 1986, 187, n.62: "a
relatively rare direct allusion in Cyprian to the role of bishop as teacher "
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warnings and teaching in Lap 23. None of these is closely linked to the bishop's
priestliness.
Although the bishops were the main ones to teach at this time, Cyprian clearly
expects his presbyters and deacons to inform, instruct and teach the confessors,
according to Ep 14.2, and to instruct all, according to Ep 16.2. He also mentions
"presbyteri doctores" and "doctores audientium" in Ep 29.1.57 The context suggests
they were involved in the teaching of catechumens and potential clerics.58 in Ep
73.3 Cyprian mentions "doctori" without identifying Kim as of the clergy. 59 Clarke
translates this "catechists",60 which is true to the context, and argues that they may
have been the same as the "doctores audientium" of Ep 29.1, whose leaders were
the "presbyteri doctores" and who may have included laymen. The parallels he cites
in Tertullian, Hippolytus and the Passio Perp make this likely. 61 Neymeyr's
conclusion is balanced and fair:
"die Schriften Cyprians bezeugen also, daS die Aufgabe der Lehrer von den
Presbytern ubernommen wurde, schlieSen aber die Moglichkeit nicht aus, daB
es auch Lehrer gab, die nicht dem Klerus angehorten.""2
We noted earlier that von Campenhausen wrote of Cyprian's view of the bishop
that the latter can "make especially effectual intercession for others. "63 Although
Cyprian often mentions the priest-bishop's prayers together with the altar and
sacrifice,these probably involve "the specialized use of prex, used technically for
56. So Bardy, 1939, 98, and d'Ales, 1922, 311, citing Epp 3.1 and 17.2.
57. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 548.
58. So Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 111-113 and Neymeyr, 1989, 121-123.
59. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 780.
60. Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 56.
61. Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 112-113. Vilela, 1971, 312, disagrees, pointing out that
Cyprian himself was catechised by a presbyter, according to Vita 4. Neymeyr, 1989,
123-124, leaves the question open.
62. Neymeyr, 1989, 124.
63. Von Campenhausen, 1969, 270-271. His justification of this on the basis of Ep
18.2 and Lap 36 seems unlikely since the former does not allude to intercession
and it is uncertain that the latter does.
64. See Epp 1.2, 61.4, 62.4, 65.2 and 4, and 67.2.
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the solemn eucharistic canon, in which ... petition would be included. "65 The
special efficacy of Cyprian's prayers as a "gloriosus episcopus" is mentioned by the
Roman confessors in Ep 31.5.66 Even if allowance be made for flattery, they
probably did view his prayers as especially effective.
The clergy, and especially the bishop, thus monopolise the power and ministries of
the church. There remains to see what was left for the laity.
6.7.5 The laity's powers and ministries in Cvprian
In section 5.7.3 we noted that Cyprian was aware of the practice of calling
ordinary Christians 'priests', although he never used 'sacerdotes' of them, and in
section 4.7.6 we found that he called 'sacrifice' prayer, praise, and a number of
other things which all Christians could and should do, including bringing materials
for the eucharist and maintaining the clergy and the poor. We also discovered in
section 5.7.4 that Cyprian used temple-imagery for the individual Christian but not
the church as a whole, although he did imply that the church was indwelt by the
Spirit. Cyprian thus continues earlier emphases regarding Christians in general, many
of which go back to NT times, in spite of the signs of clericalisation we have
studied.
The same is true of his understanding of the church as one body in which all the
members are important and have a function. He retains some of the Pauline
understanding of an organic union in Ep 62.1.2 in which he quotes 1 Cor 12.26
and adds, "nobis captiuitas fratrum nostra captiuitas computanda est et
periclitantium dolor pro nostro dolore numerandus est, cum sit ... corpus unum
"67 At times, however, he applies this metaphor to the church as an institution
rather than an organism, partly owing to circumstances, but partly because he and
others tended to think of the church increasingly in this way. This is clear when,
in several places, he complains that schismatics "in schismatis partes Christi membra
distrahere et catholicae ecclesiae corpus suum scindere ac laniare nituntur."68 The
65. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 160.
66. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 561.
67. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 698.
68. Ep 4.4.3: Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 598. See also Epp 45.1, 46.1, Vn 4, 5
and 12.
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Roman clergy confirm that this trend is prevalent in the Western church by writing
in Ep 36.4, "omnes enim nos decet pro corpore totius ecclesiae, cuius per uarias
prouincias membra digesta sunt, excubare."69
Turning to the ministries open to the laity, as well as those connected with the
offering of spiritual sacrifices and the possibility of lay teachers of catechumens
explored in the last section, it seems that laymen could still function as lectors at
times. Although normally denominating lectors as clergy, in Ep 29 Cyprian informs
his presbyters and deacons that he has made Saturus a lector and Optatus a
subdeacon, adding, "quos iam pridem communi consilio clero proximos feceramus,
quando ... Saturo die Paschae semel atque iterum lectionem dedimus ...."70 There
was still fluidity in this area.
Frend has argued that there were lay elders, 'seniores laici', in the North African
church in Cyprian's day.71 However, all the explicit evidence he gives derives from
the fourth and fifth centuries, and the lack of explicit evidence from the third
century makes any definite conclusion as to their existence somewhat precarious.
There is clear evidence of the yaptottaxa being exercised in the North African
church in Cyprian's day. Cyprian himself received a number of revelations, was
criticised for it,72 and mentioned another bishop receiving one.73 This has led
several scholars to argue that he viewed bishops as inspired because they were
bishops and priests and stood between God and the people.74 This is supported by
his statement in Ep 48.4 that God protects bishops, "gubernanter inspirans ac
subministrans".75 in spite of this, Cyprian knew of others than clergy who received
revelations. It is uncertain to whom some revelations to which he refers were
69. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 575.
70. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 548. See Faivre, 1984, 145.
71. Frend, 1961, 280-284 and 1963, 62. See also Quispel, 1982, 276-277.
72. For visions, see Epp 11.5, 16.4, 58.1, 63.1, 66.9, 78.2 and Vita 12. For
criticism, see Ep 66.10.
73. Mort 19.
74. So Walker G., 1968, 10 and 17; Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 288, n.27; and
Robeck, 1985, 300. Hinchliff, 1974, 105, questions this.
75. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 608.
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given, but the clearest illustration comes in Ep 16.4 where he alludes to some boys
who received them.76 He also refers to exorcists who are part of the clergy,77 but
mentions of exorcism in Don 5 and Dem 15 at least leave open the possibility that
exorcism was performed by others.
However, the laity retained the right to participate in the election of bishops. 78
Their participation is important to Cyprian, as demonstrated by his lengthy
justification of it in Ep 67.4, and his statement that, "et sit ordinatio iusta et
legitima quae omnium suffragio et iudicio fuerit examinata."79 The people's role in
his own election was clearly decisive,^ and was so important to Cyprian that he
refers to it in Epp 43 and 59. He also noted it as part of what made Cornelius'
election regular,81 and upheld the laity's right to separate from a sinful bishop,
though without making the mechanics of doing so explicit.^2
This lay participation was probably "acclamatory or confirmatory", rather than
involving voting, 83 although it was not a pure formality and could be the
determining factor.84- Cyprian certainly views it as universal,although he may
only have known the Western church.86
76. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 289-290, n.28-29, points out that "boys below the age
of puberty ... were highly valued for scrying by proxy" in contemporary
non-Christian religion too.
77. See especially Ep 23; also Epp 69.15 and 75.10 (Firmilian).
78. For the fullest treatment of this in Cyprian, see Gryson, 1973, 360-388.
79. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 738-739.
80. See Vita 5.
81. Ep 55.8.
82. Ep 67.3. On this see Clarke, ACW 47, 1989, 147.
83. Clarke, ACW 44, 1984, 178. So too Bardy, 1939, 94; Gryson, 1973, 379-380;
and Faivre, 1984, 156, although the last views it as also possible that "le peuple a
a choisir entre differents candidats, deja selectionnes et reconnus aptes et dignes,
II
84. So Faivre, 1984, 156, and Gryson, 1973, 380-381.
85. Ep 67.5.
86. So Gryson, 1973, 378-379.
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The laity's role in the choice of the clergy apart from the bishop is even more
obscure,87 but apparently equally important. In Ep 38.1, Cyprian writes, "in
ordinationibus clericis ... solemus uos ante consulere et mores ac merita singulorum
communi consilio ponderare",88 and several of his letters deal with exceptions to
this rule necessitated by his exile, but even then he explains and informs the laity
about appointments.89 Even so, the fact that he can make them without recourse
to the people shows the bishop's determining role.
At least at first Cyprian also wanted to consult the laity on all matters of
importance, as he writes in Ep 14.4.90 jn the context he is concerned with
treatment of the lapsed, concerning which, as we noted in section 4.7.5, several
scholars discern a development towards not consulting the people. While the
introduction to the Sentetitiae indicates that the "plebs" were present at the vital
council in Carthage in 256,91 it is only the bishops' opinions which are recorded
from it. Although the consultations between local churches, which were increasing at
this time, did not take anything away from the laity's rights in theory, in practice
the laity could not participate in them directly and could only learn of their
decisions afterwards, so that their participation was only symbolic.92
Cyprian certainly continued to consult the laity at a local level on the restoration
of individuals who had lapsed.93 in Ep 17.3 he encourages the laity, "regite et
consilio ac moderatione uestra secundum diuina praecepta lapsorum animos
temperate",94 and, in Epp 16.4, 34.4, and 59.15, indicates that the lapsed should
make their penitence known to, and their cases should be considered by, the
bishop, the confessors and all the people. In the last passage, Cyprian presents
87. See discussions in Bardy, 1939, 94-96 and Gryson, 1973, 386-388.
88. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 579.
89. Epp 38, 39, 40.
90. On this subject, see Bardy, 1939, 92-93; Eastwood, 1963, 87; Vilela, 1971,
288-303; Sage, 1975, 20; and Faivre, 1984, 141 and 151-155.
91. Hartel, CSEL 3.1, 1868, 435.
92. So Faivre, 1984, 158-159.
93. He also consults them over whether Cornelius or Novatian was the rightful
bishop of Rome: see Epp 44.2 and 45.2.
94. Hartel, CSEL 3.2, 1871, 522.
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himself as unable to persuade the laity to allow some to return to the church,
saying that "fremunt et reluctantur", translated by Clarke as "they put up noisy
protest and resistance". 95 We have already noted, in section 6.7.2, the laity's
opposite reaction in Rome to several confessors' penitence. In this case, then, the
people's wishes could prevail, although in other matters Clarke is probably right to
state that "the consultative roles of clergy and laity are distinctly different - the
clergy may proffer counsel, the people may voice agreement, but the bishop
decides. "96
6.7.6 Summary and conclusion
Cyprian's main ecclesiological emphases are quite clear: first and foremost the
centrality of the episcopacy for the church's life. All depends on him and he is to
be in control of everything under God and as God's representative. His most
important designation, along with 'episcopus', is 'sacerdos', and it is as both that he
rules, disciplines and offers the eucharistic sacrifice. These all involve great spiritual
power and effects, as does baptism, which again is mainly, and possibly solely, the
bishop's prerogative. He also teaches and his prayers are especially effective.
Although the term is not used, he is the great mediator between God and man.
Second, there is the continuing clericalisation of church life. This is evident in the
way the higher clergy share in the bishop's rule, disciplinary powers, ability to
offer the eucharistic sacrifice, and teaching. It is also apparent in the way that the
lesser clergy have become clergy and taken their prerogatives with them into the
clerical sphere. As Faivre argues, before Cyprian and Origen,
"there were still a number of functions which were exercised by the
non-clerical Christians whom we now call 'lay people'. This was especially true
of the cultural functions of the doctors or teachers, the catechists and the
lectors. It is an historical fact that these non-clerical functions barely survived
the generation that witnessed the institutionalization of the cleric/layman
distinction. ... The historians (sic) is left with the inescapable impression that
the existence of the clergy was, by definition, bound up with the religious
disqualification of the layman and involved the latter process. "97
95. Clarke, ACW 46, 1986, 83.
96. Clarke, ACW 43, 1984, 268. Note Faivre, 1984, 155: "en droit, l'eveque est
toujours libre de ne pas suivre ses avis, mais en general, la voix du peuple jouit
d'un credit favorable a l'encontre duquel l'eveque hesite a aller."
97. Faivre, 1987, 138.
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Third, as corollary to the last point, there is the increasing marginalisation of the
laity. Although retaining some of their earlier privileges in the areas of clerical
elections, consultation on important issues, and church discipline, their power is
decreasing even in these, and they no longer have any clear, regular opportunities
for public ministry. Integral to this, at least as far as Cyprian is concerned, is the
distinction between the ordained priesthood and the non-ordained laity.
Further, several developments related to these major points have been noted in the
writings of Cornelius and Novatian, suggesting that they were prevalent in the
Western church.
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6.8 Other third-century material
6.8.1 The Didascalia Apostolorum
Section 4.8.2 noted the dominant ecclesiological characteristic of the Didascalia,
viz., the centrality and divine authority of the bishop. Noted also was the
likelihood that this was overdrawn because of threats to that authority. In spite of
this, the fact that such a picture was presented suggests that it bore considerable
resemblance to contemporary reality, since otherwise it would not have been taken
seriously, and the fact that it was preserved suggests that it was a direction in
which the church was moving.
So, although the bishop was not honoured as God,* he was usually highly
honoured, though there were times when he was not and the author, and others
like him, wanted to be. The same is probably true of the instructions "sine
episcopo nolite aliquid facere" and "non decet absque sacerdotem aliquid facere."^
The threats against those who "covet the primacy and dare to make a schism",3
supported so similarly to Cyprian's defences of episcopal authority, imply that such
people existed and were a problem to the author. Indeed, he is so concerned that
his lack of reference to bishops' apostolic succession suggests that he was unaware
of it.^
Similar conclusions can be arrived at concerning the author's exalted view of the
bishop's ministries and power. So he was the normal, but perhaps not the sole,
minister of the word and mediator. Certainly, as we have noted regarding the
Western church, he is the main baptiser, although whether all would have
considered him "post Deum, per aquam regenerans, pater uester", may be doubted.
Likewise he is the human ruler of the church, though not all would have agreed
that he was "rex uester potens".^ Further, he was the main agent in church
discipline, although some may have demurred from the statement that he is "in
1. See the comments on 9 (25) in section 4.8.2 above.
2. 9 (25): Connolly, 1929, 89. See comments in 4.8.2.
3. 23: Connolly, 1929, 194. See comments in 4.8.2.
4. So von Campenhausen, 1969, 241.
5. For these expressions, see again 9 (25) in Connolly, 1929, 87-89.
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omnipotentis uirtute positus" and has "quasi potestatem ... iudicare pro Deo eos qui
peccauerunt."^ Indeed, his mediation of God's grace could hardly be more
emphasised than when the Christian is told,
"but do you honour the bishops, who have loosed you from sins, who by the
water regenerated you, who filled you with the Holy Spirit, who reared you
with the word as with milk, who bred you up with doctrine, who confirmed
you with admonition, and made you to partake of the holy Eucharist of God,
and made you partakers and joint heirs of the promise of God They have
received from God the authority of life and death ...; ... the bishop reigns
over soul and body, to bind and to loose on earth with heavenly power. For
great power, heavenly, almighty [deifica], is given to him."^
Ruling, teaching and disciplining are the bishop's most important functions, then,
with baptising and offering the eucharistic sacrifice as significant too. Since, as we
noted in section 4.8.2, the bishop's priestliness is mentioned in connection with
authority, the reception, distribution and partaking of the people's material gifts,
ministering God's word, caring for and disciplining the wayward, and holiness, we
can gauge how central the bishop's priestliness was for this author.
The Didascalia also provides significant information about the 'clergy'. It does not
use kAtipoc.S but says the bishop takes for himself "quoscumque loci dignos esse
existimauerit, praesbyteros constituet et consiliarios sibi et contractatores, diaconos
et subdiaconos intra domum ministrare eis."9 The bishop may not have had such
absolute power as implied here, but he held the initiative in such appointments. As
well as presbyters, deacons and subdeacons,1® lectors, deaconesses and widows are
mentioned, although they are not as important insofar as functions are concerned.
The deacons' ministry is more frequently mentioned than the presbyters' and the
former are at times ascribed more honour than the latter.H We can only speculate
why this is so. 12 Though presented as totally subordinate to the bishop, the
6. 5: Connolly, 1929, 41.
7. 9: Connolly, 1929, 94 and 96, cf. 97.
8. Faivre, 1977, 128 and 1984, 129.
9. 9 (27): Connolly, 1929, 97.
10. Faivre, 1977, 127-128, holds that this, the only mention of subdeacon, could be
a translator's addition.
11. See, e.g., 9: Connolly, 1929, 89.
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presbyters are called "consilios ... et contractores" to the bishop, they and the
bishop are told to "judge warily" and, with the deacons, they are to "be ever
present in all judgements with the bishops", the context being disputes between the
faithful rather than their discipline.^ They sit in a place of honour with the
bishop amongst them, together being called "the rulers", while the bishop is "head
among the presbytery in the Church in every congregation", and some widows are
rebuked for claiming to know better "even than the presbyters and the bishops."
Like the deacons, the presbyters could baptise when commanded by the bishop.^
The deacons could, then, baptise, join in judgment on cases between Christians and
in excommunication, 15 and help the bishop in receiving and distributing alms and
in visiting and helping the poor and needy. 16 Repeatedly, they are presented as
intermediaries between the bishop and the laity,^ and to be honoured only after
the bishop. 1^ They have disciplinary functions during the eucharist.19 The
honouring of the bishop, presbyters and deacons, and the lector, if there is one,
with gifts suggests that they were at least partly supported by the congregation, the
lack of gifts to the presbyter possibly implying that they had other work.20
As with Cyprian, then, the main power and public ministries in the church have
been taken over by the bishop, presbyters and deacons. So the widows' duties
consist mainly of intercessory prayer and visitation of the sick, 21 and the
deaconesses are to minister only to women in visitation, anointing during baptism,
and instruction after baptism. 22 Women are forbidden to baptise and the deaconess
12. See Vilela, 1971, 204 and 213-214; and Barlea, 1969, 156, for possible
explanations.
13. 9 (27) and 11: Connolly, 1929, 97 and 111.
14. 12, 4, 15 and 16: Connolly, 1929, 119, 28, 140 and 146.
15. See 5, 6 and 10: Connolly, 1929, 40, 53, 102 and 105.
16. See 9, 15, 16 and 18: Connolly, 1929, 88, 143, 150, 156 and 160.
17. See 9, 11, 15 and 16: Connolly, 1929, 88, 90, 92, 108, 140, 148 and 150.
18. See 9: Connolly, 1929, 88, 92, and 90.
19. See 11 and 12: Connolly, 1929, 117 and 120.
20. See 9: Connolly, 1929, 90. On the last point, see Faivre, 1977, 123.
21. So 15 (31-34) and 18: Connolly, 1929, 132-140 and 158.
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may anoint but not pronounce the invocation,23 presumably the most significant
aspect for the author. She is, however, to be honoured "in typum sancti spiritus",
after only the bishop and deacons and before the presbyters. 24 This suggests she
may have been ordained like the presbyters and deacons.25 The prohibition on
women baptising implies that they had sought this privilege. 26 Moreover, the
author's lengthy justification of the deaconesses' existence^ arouses the suspicion
that this was a recent innovation. 28 Although these may be signs of an
"organisation naissante",29 ancj this could explain the perplexing relationship of the
presbyters and deacons noted earlier, differentiation of function is under way, and
public ministry belongs to the recognised officials.
The laity's subordinate role in the church can be inferred from what we have seen
of the officials' prominence, although the laity was probably not as quiescent as the
author wished. In section 5.8.1 we noted that the mention of the general priesthood
and the associated sacrifices of prayer, praise and material gifts have been devalued
by their juxtaposition with the high priesthood of the bishop and the priesthood of
the presbyters, deacons, orphans and widows, which leave the ordinary Christian in
the position of an ordinary Israelite. This is part of what von Campenhausen calls
"a strong anti-laical emphasis" and Faivre an "inferiorisation du groupe des laics."
This is especially clear in the restatement of Ignatius' requirement to do nothing
without the bishop, since "it is explicitly stated that without the bishop [the laity's]
actions at the altar are 'null and void'."30 This comes precisely in the passage on
the general priesthood, and is justified by the fact that "it is not fitting that any
man should do aught apart from the high priest." The general priesthood's
22. 16: Connolly, 1929, 146-147.
23. 15 and 16: Connolly, 1929, 142 and 146.
24. 9 (25): Connolly, 1929, 88-89.
25. So Barlea, 1969, 287, who with Colson, 1960, 135 and Faivre, 1977, 135 and
137, points out that they are to be ordained according to the later Apostolic
Constitutions.
26. So Faivre, 1984, 126.
27. 16 (35): Connolly, 1929, 146-149.
28. Faivre, 1977, 137, argues that the author wanted the widows' institution and
role to decline and the deaconesses to meet the needs of growing communities. See
also Faivre, 1984, 128.
29. Faivre, 1977, 138.
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devaluation is thus closely connected with the church's clericalisation.
Further, the laity are repeatedly told to fear, honour and obey the bishop, and not
to speak against or judge him.31 They are not to trouble him, approaching him
only through the deacon, and they are not to require any account of his use of
gifts the layman has brought.32 They are forbidden to teach because they will
"speak without the knowledge of doctrine ... [and] bring blasphemy upon the
word. "33 Although they may pray over the penitent while the bishop restores him,
neither the congregation nor the martyrs now have a right to intercede for his
restoration.34 The congregation is consulted over the choice of the bishop, but
there is no indication that this is so concerning presbyters, deacons and
deaconesses. 35
As with other writings of this period, Faivre argues that the laity consisted of only
the males.36 He has more reason in the Didascalia than in some others since, in
prescribing the order during meetings of the church, it specifies that, after the
bishops and presbyters should sit "the lay men and then the women".37 Faivre also
points out that it never refers to lay women and argues that this is because they
are to submit to their husbands and so cannot give the tithe, which is the laity's
function.
The main problem with this theory is the position of the deaconesses. Although it
is not certain that they were ordained, they did perform a public ministry during
the baptism of women which the laity apparently did not. Moreover although the
30. Faivre, 1984, 117, and von Campenhausen, 1969, 242, referring to 9 (26):
Connolly, 1929, 88-89.
31. 7 (17), 9 (25), 9 (27) and 9: Connolly, 1929, 60-61, 86-87, 92-93, 96-97 and
100-101.
32. 9: Connolly, 1929, 90 and 98-100.
33. 15: Connolly, 1929, 132.
34. See von Campenhausen, 1969, 243 and n.42, and Didasc 7 and 10: Connolly,
1929, 56 and 104.
35. See 4 (9) (Connolly, 1929, 30-31) and Gryson, 1973, 389.
36. Faivre, 1984, 118 and 129-132.
37. 12: Connolly, 1929, 119.
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layman is most frequently set over against the bishop, or the bishop and deacon,
sometimes with the presbyter,38 jn one passage he is set over against the bishop,
presbyters, deacons, widows and orphans, and even deaconesses, whom he is told to
honour "in typum sancti spiritus".39 These facts make it likely that the deaconesses
were viewed as more important than the laity, and this lessens the likelihood that
women were viewed as inadequate to belong to the laity.
Another problem with Faivre's theory is the view that the women are unable to
give the tithe. In the passage in chapter 9 (25) which we have cited so often, the
laity are called "the Catholic Church" before this function is alluded to, the
impression being given that all in the church are included. Further, the lay person
is called one "in whom Christ dwells" and "in whom dwells the Holy Spirit of
God", and a woman is told that "the Holy Spirit is always in thee".40 Again,
Faivre's case is not proven and the laity probably included all Christians in good
standing.
In conclusion we note that, although the laity are still able to perform vital
functions in the church, these very functions emphasise their subordination to the
bishop, above all, but also to the presbyters, deacons and even deaconesses. They
have no public ministry at all and are being persuaded to give total power to the
bishop. If the term 'clergy' is not used, there are definite leaders who exercise the
power and public ministry in the church. And again, a significant element in this
development is the devaluation of the general priesthood and its complete
overshadowing by that of the bishop.
6.8.2 Other relevant material
There is little other relevant material definitely from the third century. In the
Epistula Clementis,41 recommendations concerning clerics
"sont entremelees d'exhortations aux simples fideles dont le role pourrait se
resumer ainsi: obeir a l'eveque et le respecter, ne pas l'importuner, s'en
38. 6 (13), 7 (17), 9, and 15: Connolly, 1929, 44-45, 60-61, 92-93, and 145.
39. 9 (25): Connolly, 1929, 85-89.
40. 9 and 26 (57): Connolly, 1929, 93 and 244-245.
41. Strecker, 1981, 90-92, assigns this to the third century.
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remettre a l'arbitrage des presbytres, pratiquer la chastete et la charite, ne pas
hesiter a interroger lorsque Ton a des doutes concernant la foi."42
They are also to support the clergy and poor materially.43 Similarities to the
picture of the laity in the Didascalia are clear, especially their subordinate
position.
Faivre argues that the function and position of the lector had a similar evolution to
that of the catechist noted in section 6.2.3. Drawing on the Canones ecclesiastici or
apostolici, he points to the way in which it mentions the ordination of a lector
who is, among other things, able to make discourses, between those of the
presbyter and the deacon. Since it also mentions the possibility of the bishop being
illiterate, Faivre concludes that the lector "pouvait interpreter les textes et faire
l'homelie au cours d'une liturgie de la parole qui etait, peut-etre, encore dissociee
de la synaxe eucharistique." However, in the Pseudo-Clementine literature, the
bishop takes the books from the one who looked after them, presumably the lector,
although he is not so called, for fear that they may be falsified or misinterpreted:
"ainsi, la fonction d'interpretation est confisquee au profit de l'eveque."44 This may
well be correct.
More certain, and significant for us, is the fact that the laity are again told to
submit xoig raxpESpE-uo'oai x$ 0-uovaoxripfq.45 Earlier, as Faivre points out, the
bishop and presbyter are associated with the altar and with keeping order among
the people.46 As in Cyprian, part of the definition of the laity here involves their
subordination to those at the altar. We are now ready to summarise this chapter.
42. Faivre, 1977, 155.
43. Vilela, 1971, 186-187.
44. Faivre, 1984, 89-91; cf. 1977, 145-150.
45. Tidner, 1963, 110.
46. Faivre, 1977, 147.
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6.9 Summary and conclusion
We set out in this chapter to examine developments in the areas of power and
ministry in the church, seeking to show that as the ordained increasingly captured
both, and as both were related to their priesthood, so other Christians increasingly
lost both and their priesthood was devalued. We shall now summarise the major
developments which demonstrate that this was so. Detailed documentation for these
points will be found in the appropriate sections in this chapter.
For most of the second century the basic unity and equality of the church and its
members come through in the literature more than any inequality and division.
Although there were leaders, these were clearly at times, though not always, chosen
and removed by the congregation. So, in the Didache, it is the congregation who
are urged to test itinerant apostles, teachers and prophets, and to appoint bishops
and deacons to replace prophets and teachers; in The Shepherd, the people are to
evaluate prophecy as to whether it is true or false; even 1 Clement, written to
encourage the restoration by the congregation of presbyters wrongly removed, and
expressing the view that these presbyters were appointed by the apostles or other
eminent men, urges the rebels to obey the people's commands to leave; and
Ignatius' insistence on all obeying the bishop suggests that some at times did not.
Significant power rested with the congregation, not the leadership.
Further, Justin, a valuable witness because not addressing domestic church concerns,
emphasises the place of all in the church's worship, their unity, communion and
equality, and their possession of gifts of the Spirit. Irenaeus sees all Christians as
spiritual and as having spiritual gifts. Examples of these gifts are found in the
itinerant apostles, prophets and teachers of the Didache, and the prophet outside
the church's leadership in The Shepherd. Justin himself seems to have been a
teacher outside church leadership, as do Tatian and, possibly, Pantaenus. Ministry
was far from restricted to the leaders. Significantly, in view of later developments,
all the faithful, or the individual believer, in 1 Clement are encouraged to
intercede for sinners and admonish one another, in 2 Clement to bring back the
weak and convert and exhort one another, in Barnabas to reprove transgression,
and in the Didache to give righteous judgment in reproving transgression and to
reprove one another.
As far as leadership is concerned, there is evidence of a variety of organisations
and a marked lack of uniformity. The Didache shows that settled bishops and
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deacons, appointed by the church mainly because of their qualities of character,
were replacing prophets and teachers marked out and recognised by their gifts. In
The Shepherd, apostles, bishops, teachers, and deacons are mentioned, although the
author is a prophet, apparently outside the leadership, who brings messages which
the congregation are to evaluate under the leaders' oversight. Ignatius knows of
bishops, presbyters, and deacons, the only pattern he recognises, and one known to
Irenaeus too, whereas Clement knows only of presbyters who have the oversight,
and Justin mentions a Ttpoeox&c;, who may have been a bishop or presbyter, and
deacons.
But, alongside this variety and the underlying unity of the church, there are
repeated attempts to subordinate the rest to the leaders, most clearly in Ignatius
and Clement. These provide definite evidence of power struggles in the church,
Clement directly and Ignatius by inference. Further, the threats from false teaching
outside the church and within cause both Ignatius and Irenaeus to stress the
authoritative teaching which originates from the leaders alone. Moreover, Clement
stresses God's provision of an order which is central and fundamental to the church
and into which everyone must fit in their allotted places but with the leaders
clearly superior to the led.
These emphases continue into the period from c.190 to 300, but with a marked
increase in stress on the power and authority of the leaders as over against the led
which coincides with the division of the church into clergy and laity and the use of
priestly terminology for the clergy in a way different from the laity. So we find
the congregation retains its right to be consulted in the choice of its leaders. On
some occasions its will is clearly decisive but one bishop appoints a presbyter
against the advice of other clergy and the laity, and another appoints lesser clergy
himself and informs the congregation afterwards, albeit exceptionally. So too the
congregation retains its right to be consulted on matters which affect it, but the
clergy's advice is weightier, and the advent of councils of bishops is eroding this
right's effectiveness. The continue to be experienced and used by those
who are not of the clergy, but there are indications that they are being
increasingly seen as the province of the clergy, and of the bishop in particular.
Alongside these continuing intimations of the laity's activity and rights, there are
many more of the increasing domination of church life by the clergy in both
ministry and authority. The claims of the bishop to rule by God's authority and
inspiration are particularly strong in Cyprian and the Didascalia, and their advocacy
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of them, together with the circumstances in which we know Cyprian to have made
them, demonstrate that this authority was being disputed at times and by some.
Nonetheless, authority was being increasingly vested in the bishop and the clergy.
We have noted this in the choice of the clergy and the discussion of important
matters. It was so too in the areas of ordination, baptism, offering the eucharist,
teaching, and administering church discipline, particularly the exclusion of the
impenitent and the reconciliation of the penitent. All these involve the exercise of
spiritual, not just political, authority, and the Didascalia especially brings out the
significance of the bishop as mediator of God's grace. And, whereas in Justin and
the earlier second-century writers, the leader appears to do these things on behalf
of the congregation, in the Didascalia he does them as a go-between, representing
God to man rather than man to God. Both authority and ministry are largely, if
not solely, in the clergy's hands, although this was more in theory than in practice
at times.
Alongside, and to some extent involved with, this division of the church into clergy
and laity, we found the increasing use of priestly terminology and ideas for the
former and, in Hippolytus, diminution, in Cyprian, avoidance, and in the
Didascalia, dilution, of the general priesthood. Indeed, the priesthood of the
ordained, and of the bishop in particular, seems to have been vitally linked to
their God-given authority. This is apparent in North Africa with both Tertullian and
Cyprian, in Rome with Hippolytus, and in Syria with the Didascalia. In Tertullian's
Mon 12.2 there is a likely intimation that priestly terminology and ideas were a
bone of contention between the clergy and the laity. The laity were claiming an
equal priesthood to the clergy's on occasion, but disavowing it on others. In view
of Tertullian's 'definition' of priesthood in Cast 7.3 in terms of offering the
(eucharistic) sacrifice and baptising, and his defence of the laity's right to perform
these as priests in case of necessity, we can conclude that this equal priesthood
encompassed at least this right which involved highly significant exercises of
spiritual power and authority. In Cyprian, we noted repeated uses of OT stories
concerning God's vindication of priests to warn of rebellion against bishops and
their authority, and we found the same in the Didascalia. In Hippolytus,
priestliness is involved in the ordination of the bishop and the conferring of him
with various spiritual powers. The priestliness of bishops was clearly important for
their spiritual authority, and that precisely in the writings of authors who avoid or
devalue the general priesthood.
The picture is different for Alexandria, though with significant similarities. Here too
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the general priesthood is devalued, but this time in favour of that of the perfect
Christian. Even so, this priesthood is integrally linked with spiritual ministry and
power, as in North Africa, although this pertains more to study and teaching of
God's word than to baptism, offering the eucharistic sacrifice, and rule. Further,
Origen views the priestly, perfect Christian as the ideal church leader, so that he
too connects priestliness with the exercise of what we might call both 'political' and
spiritual power. On the other hand, he sees this spiritual power as available to all,
not just the ordained, whereas Cyprian and the Didascalia do not.
This picture is considerably complicated by issues of different genres of literature
and personal preferences of authors, but the general picture has become clear: in
the period of continuing development of the church and its leadership in the second
to third centuries the leadership was increasingly taking over all power and
authority under God, and an integral part was played in its claims to do so by its
pretensions to being priestly in a different and higher way from the faithful.
Conversely, the laity's claims to some ministries in the church were sometimes
linked to their pretensions to priestliness and the offering of spiritual sacrifices, and
their exercise of the more public ones was being arrogated by the clergy, especially
the bishop, and often by the bishop as priest.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary and conclusion thus far
In chapter 2 we adduced the reasons why study of the subject of priesthood is
considered important today and some issues raised by modern discussion of it. The
reasons were, first, a shortage of clergy, and all the alleged causes for it - a 'crisis
of identity', the requirement of celibacy, and the non-ordination of women - which
relate in some way to priesthood; second, a rediscovery of the role of the laity,
linked at times to its priesthood, and a desire to articulate and realise it more
clearly; and, third, a desire to reunite the churches, an important obstacle to which
is the non-recognition of each other's ministries, which is, in some ways, connected
to their priesthood. The issues raised were, first, the importance of the evidence of
the first three centuries; second, whether the distinction between the clergy and the
laity is essential, functional, or at all valid; third, the part that priesthood should
play in the understanding of the ordained, whether it is central and defining,
important but less comprehensive than other understandings, or unhelpful compared
with other understandings; fourth, how their priesthood should be understood and
where it is derived from, i.e., whether it is essentially different from, and superior
to, the general priesthood, and involving an ontological transformation into
participation in Christ's priesthood and mediation, enabling the priest to bring about
the eucharistic sacrifice and to rule, or derives solely from the church's
participation in Christ's priesthood and concentrates that participation, or again
derives from both Christ's and the church's priesthood and represents both; and,
fifth, on what basis it is biblically and theologically justified, apostolic succession
from Christ, Paul's use of cultic imagery for his apostolic mission, the sacrificial
understanding of the eucharist, derivation from Christ's or the church's priesthood,
its role in building up the church's priesthood, analogy with the Levitical
priesthood, development guided by the Spirit, or universal need.
In chapter 3 we examined the attempts at justifying the ordained's special
priesthood on the basis of the NT and found them unconvincing. There is no clear
evidence of the succession of church leaders by ordination from the apostles and
the high priesthood of Christ. Paul's use of cultic imagery does not require that he
saw himself as more priestly than any other Christian. Although the eucharist was
understood to have sacrificial connotations, no one person was considered more
priestly than others because he presided at it. There were no priestly leaders for
their priesthood to be derived from Christ's or the church's, or from building up
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the church's. And the Levitical priesthood is depicted as finished in Hebrews.
Moreover, only Christ and Christians in general and individually are understood in
priestly terms in the NT, and ideas are found there which undercut conceptions of
a peculiarly priestly group within the church, except for the possibility of leaders
representing the whole church's priestliness. Chief among these is the teaching that
Christ has offered the only effective sacrifice for sin so that appropriate sacrifices
consist of people's lives in whole or in part which all Christians can offer.
Fundamental too is the understanding that all Christians are to mediate Christ and
his blessings through witness to non-Christians and use of the gift(s) received from
Christ through the Spirit.
At the end of chapter 3 we noted that the major remaining justification was that
the special priesthood of the ordained developed after the NT under the guidance
and inspiration of the Spirit. We went on to note that, if this were so, then we
would expect that the NT's emphases on the general priesthood and the dignity and
ministry of all Christians in virtue of their gifting by the Spirit would not be
diminished but rather enhanced by such a development. In chapters 4 to 6 we
examined the relevant evidence from the first three centuries to see whether this
was so. We found that use of cultic language for Christ, the church, and the
individual Christian continued throughout, echoing and developing the NT's allusions
to their priesthood, sacrifices, and likeness to the temple as God's dwelling-places,
with increasing references to the OT sacrificial system.
We also found that the priesthood of the church's leaders, above all the bishop,
but usually also the presbyters, and even, at times, the deacons, appeared fully
established c.200 A.D. Justin's silence, in particular, suggests that he was unaware
of it, so that it arose between 150 and 200, possibly later in that period, if
Clement of Alexandria's lack of explicit mention of it is significant in this way. Its
earliest connotations were holiness, serving God, baptising, offering the church's
sacrifices, which included the eucharist, and forgiving sin. It is often related to the
OT Levitical priesthood and regulations for it. Thus, the need to understand the
OT's relevance for the church, forced on Christian thinkers by Gnosticism
especially, was a major factor in this development, as was the leaders' presidency
at worship, especially the eucharist, both of which were understood in sacrificial
terms, and in discipline.
In Alexandria, priesthood generally was conceived in spiritual and intellectual terms
as connoting dedication to, and dependence on, God, and access to and knowledge
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of him, resulting in fitness to teach, discipline, and lead. Origen summons both the
leaders and Christians in general, of whose separate priesthoods he is aware, to
attain this priestliness, which owes most to his view of perfection and his
allegorical interpretation of the OT.
Cyprian marks a watershed in the priesthood of the ordained, being the first to
make 'priest' his preferred designation of the bishop. It has highly important
connotations for him, especially sacral authority, discipline, and presidency at the
eucharist. He is also the first to view the bishop as acting on Christ's behalf in the
eucharist, which he views as a true sacrifice consisting in Christ's passion. In this,
and in ruling and discipline, the bishop is God's representative, not the church's, as
he seems to be in Tertullian and Hippolytus. He is thus the mediator of God's
grace, a term used of the bishop as priest in the Didascalia, where his priestliness
is linked with authority, discipline, and teaching, and with holiness, dedication to
God, and support by the laity.
We also noted that two writers who are aware of the special priesthood, Tertullian
and Origen, are those who most develop the understanding of the general
priesthood, demonstrating that the co-existence of the two priesthoods is possible.
Tertullian links the two, apparently viewing the special as an ecclesiastical
derivation from the divinely ordained general priesthood, and stressing the continuity
between them by applying the same disciplinary regulations from the OT to both
and by teaching that ordinary Christians could also baptise and offer in virtue of
the general priesthood. His need to buttress the general priesthood with arguments
to show its divine appointment, while taking the special priesthood as a given, and
his report that some non-ordained are claiming to be as much priests as the
ordained, suggest that he and others have to stress the general priesthood because
of the special priesthood's increasing prominence. This indicates that, although the
two co-existed, tensions appeared between them soon after the special priesthood
surfaced. Hippolytus implies continuity between these priesthoods regarding the
eucharist, but vital differences between them in the powers resulting from
ordination. These are taken for granted in Cyprian and the Didascalia.
Significantly, the general priesthood is scarcely mentioned in Hippolytus, only hinted
at in Cyprian, who seems to deliberately avoid using 'sacerdos' for Christians in
general, and completely devalued in the Didascalia. It is also constricted as we
have outlined in Clement of Alexandria and Origen. There is, then, a clear
correlation between an emphasis on the difference of special priesthoods (whether of
the perfect or the ordained) from the general priesthood and a devaluation of the
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general priesthood. It is only Tertullian who seeks to balance them and even he
attests to tensions between them.
Finally, we studied how, especially from c.200, the ordained increasingly took over
the power and public ministry in the church at the same time as their priesthood
was being taught and emphasised, while the laity lost power and opportunities for
public ministry as their priesthood was being devalued and/or largely ignored.
Moreover, the power and public ministry being taken over by the ordained were
intimately linked to their special priesthood in the minds of the authors we have
examined, whilst, in Origen and the Didascalia, the general priesthood was being
linked with the laity's support of the ordained. The issue of priesthood was linked
to that of the division between clergy, with which the special priesthood was linked
in various ways, and laity which emerged at exactly the same period as the special
priesthood. Further, the yaptopma, whilst still experienced by non-leaders as late
as Cyprian, were increasingly being restricted to the ordained, particularly in the
vital area of teaching which was regarded as a priestly ministry by several of those
studied. Power, both spiritual and 'political', was becoming concentrated in those
who claimed a special priesthood and authority from God, as was most, if not all,
exercise of public ministry in the church.
It seems fair, then, to conclude that both the understanding of the general
priesthood and the active participation of the laity in the church's life, and above
all in its public life, ministry and mediation of God's grace, were significantly
limited, diminished, and harmed by the rise in the clergy's specialised priesthood
and the clergy's domination of the church's power and public ministry. The rise in
the specialised, and the diminution and dilution of the general priesthood were
integral to these developments. Insofar as these developments involved limitations on
the Spirit's use of the non-ordained in public ministry and the exercise of power,
rather than enhancing the Spirit's ministry, they diminished it and restricted it
increasingly to the ordained. Although the church gained the benefits of clearer and
more effective order, these increased the dangers of the misuse of power, as
Origen especially attests, and of the passivity of the laity, as he also attests. It is,
therefore, highly questionable whether, as R.E. Brown claims, the evolution of the
special priesthood of the ordained to the point we find in Cyprian and the
Didascalia was "guided by the Spirit. "1 The Spirit was understood by the early
church to have been poured out on all the faithful, conveying to them gifts for the
1. Brown, 1971, 4.
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church's edification. By Cyprian's time these were largely restricted to the clergy
who could not be other than a minority of the whole church. Therefore the Spirit
could not use just anyone with the appropriate gift(s) to edify the church in such
areas as authoritative teaching, discipline of the wayward, presiding at baptism and
the eucharist, and administering the church's finances. He had to use the same
man, the bishop, for all these, and the bishop had to receive all these gifts
through his ordination. The Spirit was thus restricted in whom he could give vital
gifts to, and how and when he could give them, and whom he could use in
specific, important areas of church life, and whom he could not.
We also noted the main reasons for the development of the special priesthood of
the ordained as, initially, the need to relate the OT to church life, and the
bishop's and clergy's presidency at church worship and in discipline. A little later
the necessity of bolstering authority was important. However, the application of
priestly ideas to the ordained to the exclusion of other Christians was not a
necessary or unavoidable element in the application of the OT to the life of the
church. The NT had already indicated the lines along which it was appropriate to
relate priesthood to the church, and, in view of the results of the development of
the special priesthood which we have noted, such an application was, on the whole,
unhelpful. Similarly, it is unnecessary to relate presidency in worship and discipline,
or authority, to special priesthood, and the dangers in doing so outweigh the
benefits. The apparent reasons why the early church developed an understanding of
the clergy's special priesthood are, therefore, not compelling in the light of the
NT's teaching and the detrimental results.
7.2 Related matters and further conclusions
One question which remains is what kind of special priesthood of the ordained is
appropriate today. The evidence we have examined suggests that where the
differences between the general and special priesthoods are stressed, as in Cyprian
and the Didascalia especially, there the general priesthood has been seriously
undermined. Where, however, the continuity has been stressed, as in Tertullian,
there the general priesthood has retained more of its NT value. This points us in
the direction of viewing any special priesthood as continuous with, and perhaps a
focussing and concentration of, the general priesthood. R. Hanson is an Anglican
who has emphasised this understanding of the relationship between these two
priesthoods, stressing that the ordained have no monopoly on access to God or on
mediation of the benefits of Christ's salvation, and that their priesthood derives
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from Christ's in the church's.^
However, ecumenical statements tend to preserve the view that the priesthood of
the ordained derives from Christ's independently of the church's as well as, or
rather than, deriving from the church's priesthood. BEM states that their priesthood
is related to Christ's priesthood and the church's, but defines the latter relationship
in terms of strengthening and building it up, a view accepted in ARIC.^ ARCIC
stresses that the ordained represent the church in fulfilling its priestly vocation, but
that "their ministry is not an extension of the common Christian priesthood but
belongs to another realm of the gifts of the Spirit. And FOAG holds that
"bishops and presbyters do not participate to a greater degree in the
priesthood of Christ; they participate in a different way - not that is as
individual believers, but in the exercise of their office. ... Their ministry is an
appointed means through which Christ makes his priesthood present and
effective to his people.
Whilst it is true that those involved in authority and public ministry in the church
exercise their gifts so that, in doing so, they are participating in the mediation of
the benefits of Christ's salvation to his people, this is true not only of the
ordained but of all who are so involved, whether ordained or not. The NT
demonstrates that this need involve only the general priesthood, whereas subsequent
Christian history, we have shown, illustrates that the insertion of a third priesthood
understood to derive from Christ's in a different way from the general priesthood
has resulted in the latter's devaluation. If ecumenism wishes to promote and not
diminish the general priesthood, then it must recognise this and respond
appropriately.
Related to this is the focus on presidency at the eucharist as that which most
clearly expresses the priesthood of the ordained. BEM's explanation of that
priesthood is very brief and does not mention this connection, but earlier states
2. Hanson, R., 1979, 100-102.
3. BEM, 1982, 23. In section 17 on "Ordained Ministry and Priesthood" it states
that "ordained ministers are related, as are all Christians, ... to the priesthood of
Christ", but, in section 15, it is clear that their authority derives from Christ's
through ordination. Cf. ARIC, 1984, 50.
4. ARCIC, 1982, 36.
5. FOAG, 1986, 99.
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that "it is especially in the eucharistic celebration that the ordained ministry is the
visible focus of the deep and all-embracing communion between Christ and the
members of his body." ARCIC goes further than this, stressing that Roman
Catholics and Anglicans use priestly terms for the ordained ministry because
i
"the eucharist is the memorial of the sacrifice of Christ [and so] the action of
the presiding minister in reciting again the words of Christ at the last supper
and distributing to the assembly the holy gifts is seen to stand in a
sacramental relation to what Christ himself did in offering his own sacrifice."
ARIC is less clear on this, stating that "from very early times ordination has been
connected with the Eucharist", but accepting that the need for the eucharist to
normally be presided over by the ordained
"is a matter of the harmonious ordering of the life of the Church. The one
who presides does so, not in virtue of a different relationship to the life of
the risen Christ from the rest of the body, but because - as a matter of order
- he has been so authorized."
While FOAG views the ordained's ministry as priestly because it helps the faithful
to realise their priestly character, it states that
"it is in the particular relationship of the eucharist and the ministry of
reconciliation to the sacrifice of Christ that the priestly character of the
ordained ministry is most evident. This ministry is priestly because through it
God makes present to his people the work of Jesus Christ, the mediator who
brings humanity to God."6
ARIC seems closest to the burden of the NT and the lessons we have noted from
subsequent Christian history up to 300 A.D. As a matter of order it is good that
the ordained or one generally recognised as a leader should preside at any
celebration of the eucharist. In doing so, moreover, he (or she) is representing
Christ's priestly self-offering and facilitating God's people's appropriation of its
benefits, and he is representing and facilitating the people's priestly self-offering in
response. However, it is only in these ways that his priesthood is different from
everyone else's, and there are no grounds in the NT for claiming that he has an
inherent priesthood different from anyone else's. In other words, priesthood goes
with the role at the time, it is not permanent. Further, the later attempts to
differentiate strongly between the leader's priesthood and the church's resulted in
6. BEM, 1982, 22; ARCIC, 1982, 35; ARIC, 1984, 51-52.
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diminution and devaluation of the latter which is clearly taught in the NT. The
result is that, as Tertullian holds, it is possible in case of necessity for any
Christian to preside at the eucharist, and in some churches today lack of priests or
ministers is causing eucharistic malnutrition! In principle, the same is true of any
of the tasks, such as ruling, teaching, and exercising discipline, considered to be
appropriate normally for the ordained alone to carry out.
Indeed, it seems arguable that it is likely that any understanding of a special
priesthood will detract from that of the general priesthood. The only possible
exception is where the church's leaders are clearly understood to do no more than
focus, represent and express the general priesthood. Even here, human frailty being
what it is, the dangers we have found in the third century are bound to be present
unless all activities and ministries in the church are open to all Christians on the
basis of their common union with Christ and according to the gifts they have
received by the Spirit. Hanson's criticism of 'sacerdotal priesthood', that "it drains
believers' priesthood ... all away into the priesthood of the clergy",7 threatens to
be true of his concept of a 'non-sacerdotal' priesthood. The church needs to
consider seriously whether it really wants to run this risk to its God-given
priesthood by regularly using the term 'priest' for the clergy, although it should
remember the kinds of things we have noted concerning the special ways in which
the ordained normally focus its priesthood and represent Christ's.
If the foregoing is accepted, it follows that the inherent priestliness of those
recognised and accepted as leaders in the church can only ever be the same as
that of every Christian. It is derived from the participation of all Christians - the
church - in Christ's priesthood by virtue of their baptism into and union with him,
as suggested by Origen, and it representatively expresses this general priesthood in
various acts of ministry which, in cases of necessity, are open to all Christians in
view of their baptism and priestliness, as Tertullian recognised regarding baptising
and offering, and according to their gifting, as Origen realised concerning teaching.
Priesthood should, then, play such a role in the understanding of church leaders, a
role alongside other images of leadership, in particular that of pastor or shepherd,
and above all that of servant.
In fact, recent ecumenical discussions of priesthood are united in recognising that
ministry is exercised by and through the whole of the church, although ARCIC
7. Hanson, R., 1979, 98.
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later recognised that it had given insufficient attention to the general priesthood.^
Even so, their main concern is with the special priesthood of the ordained. Whilst
this can be defended by pointing out that these documents were "primarily
concerned with the ordained ministry"^ because this issue is a major obstacle to
reunion, it betrays a continuing emphasis on the special priesthood at the expense
of the general. All these documents are concerned to relate to the NT, but, in
dealing with ministry in this way, they are not representing the NT's emphasis. On
the other hand, BEM helpfully stresses the Holy Spirit's bestowal of "diverse and
complementary gifts" which all Christians are to discover and use for the
community's upbuilding and the world's service. It also emphasises that, as the
churches seek to overcome their differences "concerning the place and forms of the
ordained ministry", they "need to work from the perspective of the calling of the
whole people of God."*® It would be useful to spell out more fully what this
calling involves from the perspective of the people's priesthood, and our summary
of the early church fathers' teaching on the general priesthood at the end of
section 5 provides helpful pointers to how this could be done.
One way in which this is possible is Tertullian's stress on the laity's right to
baptise and offer the eucharistic sacrifice in case of necessity. The ARIC report is
the only ecumenical document studied to discuss lay presidency at the eucharist.
This is because some of the Reformed allow it, whereas those involved in most
other discussions do not. This report rightly recognises that it is a misunderstanding
to argue that lay presidency at the eucharist is a necessary witness to the general
priesthood, because this implies that only the president is a priest, the very
doctrine that the practice would be intended to negate. The report then argues that
lay presidency should be allowed where lack of the ordained means that churches
can rarely if ever celebrate the eucharist together.H This fits well with the
emphasis we noted in Justin, Irenaeus, and Hippolytus on the eucharist being the
church's offering, connected in Justin and Tertullian with the general priesthood.
All these issues relate to the current questioning of the distinction between the
clergy and the laity and the rediscovery of the laity's role noted in chapter 2. The
8. ARCIC, 1982, 40.
9. ARCIC. 1982, 41.
10. BEM, 1982, 20.
11. ARIC, 1984, 52-53.
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evidence considered from the third century shows that this distinction opened up a
division within the church which institutionalised the distinction between leaders and
led, ministers and those ministered to. Whilst the NT and subsequent practice show
that leadership and other specialised ministries, such as teaching, based on
particular, individual gifts need to be publicly recognised by the church and
appropriate respect given, this inflexible division into two contrasting bodies of
Christians contributed strongly to the increasing restriction of power and ministry to
the ordained. This suggests that it is likely that its removal, together with teaching
in theory and practice concerning the general priesthood and the Spirit's gifts to
each Christian, would significantly facilitate the participation of all Christians in the
church's life and so enhance the church's vitality. To some extent this has been
shown in the development of modern basic church communities, house churches,
and home groups.
The relevant teaching in these groups has been largely in terms of 'the body of
Christ' and/or 'the gifts of the Spirit', much less in terms of the 'royal priesthood'.
A reason for this has been the weight which tradition placed on the priesthood of
the ordained, and the desire to protect that and maintain its essential difference
from the general priesthood.^ If it were understood that the essential priesthoods
in the church are those of Christ and the church itself, and that leaders' priesthood
is no more than representative, then, perhaps, the 'royal priesthood' could be
released from these bonds and developed to the benefit of the whole.
Further, were these understandings of the church and its members to be adopted,
the weight of responsibility on one leader or priest would be greatly lessened, since
all Christians could share in the church's leadership and ministry to the extent that
they were gifted. In addition, any could perform public ministries when necessary.
Moreover, in any community leaders tend to appear. Such can be recognised by
that community and then by the wider church, their training following on that
recognition. The shortage of leaders is thus lessened. 13 in addition, if it were
admitted that ordination or commissioning could be in view of different gifts, such
as leadership or teaching or administration or evangelism, then appropriate
12. See, e.g., Congar, 1957, who begins (page xxiii) by stating that the laity will
always be a subordinate order in the church and explains its priesthood (pages
181-215) largely in contrast with that of the ordained.
13. The issue of clerical celibacy is not specifically addressed here, but this was
clearly not expected in the earliest church and all justifications of its necessity are
removed by the kinds of arguments adduced in this conclusion.
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recognition and training could be devised and a church could have a number of
people commissioned to perform different functions in the church. This would again
lessen the pressure on the ordained in many of today's churches in which they are
expected to exercise most or all of these functions themselves without always having
all the necessary gifts.
Another issue to which our study is relevant is the ordination of women to the
'priesthood'. If the priesthood of the ordained were understood as indicated above,
viz., as only one aspect of the understanding of the ordained alongside many
others, as no different in essence from the general priesthood, and as consisting in
the normal exercise of certain functions in which they represent Christ's and the
church's priesthood, and if ordination were understood as recognition, rather than
conferment, of appropriate gifts, then many objections to women's ordination
disappear.
Finally, this could facilitate the desired reunion of the churches. If it were
generally recognised that leadership is a matter of gifts and appropriate recognition
and/or commissioning, that all the faithful are eligible to perform all public ministry
according to their gifts, and that the only priesthoods which really matter are
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